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Abstract 

The poor performance of several ductile reinforced concrete (RC) walls in the 2010-2011 

Canterbury earthquakes was attributed to an increase in the levels of axial load that the walls 

sustained during the earthquakes. Among other reasons, it was proposed that that the magnification 

in the axial loads was a consequence of the wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation. To address 

this hypothesis in conventionally-reinforced flexure-dominant buildings, this thesis investigates the 

effects of wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation in the design loads of RC walls, and, in 

addition, it analyses the load redistribution between building components triggered by wall-to-floor 

interaction. 

The investigation was conducted using monotonic and cyclic pushover analyses of non-linear 

three-dimensional numerical models in OpenSees. The models were based on a case-study building 

selected after a comprehensive typology analysis performed to three major cities in New Zealand. 

To ensure that wall elongation was appropriately simulated, a numerical approach based on 

fibre-based distributed-plasticity beam-column elements was validated against the elongation 

determined from previously tested RC walls. The analyses were performed to the case-study 

building and two variations based on common practitioner’s assumptions. In addition, a parametric 

analysis was also carried out to examine the influence of several parameters in the building 

response. 

It was found that the wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation produced a significant increase 

in the building overturning capacity and stiffness. As a result, the shear demand in the wall 

increased up to 65% and the axial load up to 54%. The columns were subjected up to two times the 

gravitational compression and reached net tensile demands as high as the tensile capacity of the 

columns. Even when the distance between the wall and columns was increased, the effect of the 

wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation in the elements was still considerable. 

In conclusion, load demands can be underestimated if wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation 

are not accounted for in the design of RC structures where floor-framing actions can occur between 

walls and columns. This has the potential to violate the strength hierarchy of capacity designed 

structures and lead to unexpected failure modes as those seen in the field. 
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Chapter 1                        

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

During 2010 and 2011 a sequence of earthquakes struck the Canterbury region in New Zealand. Many 

buildings designed to different eras of seismic design standards were severely tested by the strong 

earthquakes and despite the life-safety performance level was achieved by most of the reinforced 

concrete buildings, a large number of the multi-storey buildings in Christchurch were demolished 

because the damages were considered uneconomical to repair [1]. The extensive building damage 

and the lives lost led to the establishment of the Canterbury Earthquake Royal Commission (CERC) 

to report on the causes of building failure and to provide legal and best-practice requirements for 

buildings [2]. 

Volumes 1 and 2 of the CERC final report [3, 4] and additional independent reports [5–7] revealed 

unexpected behaviour and damage in several ductile reinforced concrete (RC) walls (Figure 1.1). 

Among other reasons, this unsatisfactory wall performance was in part attributed to the magnitude of 

the axial load produced by wall elongation and structural interaction between the building elements. 
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In response, CERC [3] and SESOC [8] provided interim recommendations to guide new building 

design. Many of these were included in the third Amendment (A3) of the Concrete Structures 

Standard [9]. In addition, it was also recommended that research was undertaken to better understand 

the axial elongation developed in RC walls and the effect that the wall-to-floor interaction has on the 

design loads for RC walls and the surrounding structural elements. 

  

(a) Crushing in wall web [4] (b) Compression failure of L-shaped wall [5] 

Figure 1.1 – Compression failures in RC walls during the Canterbury earthquakes 

1.2 Capacity Design, Axial Load and Structural Interactions 

Earthquake-resistant walls designed to NZS3101 [9] accomplish their ductile behaviour through the 

formation of ductile plastic hinges at the critical wall sections. This is achieved using the 

capacity-design method, that sets a strength hierarchy between different failures modes, such that 

brittle modes are stronger than ductile ones. In the case of shear design of walls, the capacity-design 

approach requires the shear demands on the walls to be scaled up by the bending overstrength of the 

plastic hinge section to avoid a brittle shear failure. It should be noted that the determination of the 

bending overstrength and shear strength of the wall depend on the axial load sustained by the wall as 

illustrated in the interaction diagrams shown Figure 1.2. Consequently, the calculation of the axial 

load on the wall is a key step to ensure that the plastic hinges and the lateral load resisting system 

behave as intended. 

The determination of the actual axial load acting on the wall at any given stage of lateral displacement 

is a challenging task. This is mainly because current seismic analysis methods typically consider the 
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lateral load resisting system working in isolation from the gravity load resisting system, and also 

assume that these two load-resisting systems only interact through the in-plane floor response. 

However, research [10–14] and post-earthquake observations [4] have shown that the unintentional 

coupling of the vertical elements produced by the out-of-plane (OoP) response of the floor system 

has the potential to modify the internal load carried by building components (axial and shear) and 

alter the lateral demands of the building (shear and moment). 

  

(a) Axial-Bending interaction diagram (b) Axial-Shear interaction diagram (ductile) 

Figure 1.2 – Example of in-plane wall strength according to NZS3101 

An example of this interaction is shown for a simple case in Figure 1.3 and schematically explained 

in the chart in Figure 1.4. At rest, the floor system distributes the dead and imposed loads to the lateral 

and the gravitational load resisting systems (wall and columns). When seismic lateral displacement 

increases, horizontal inertial and transfer forces are distributed by the floor system to the lateral load 

resisting system. The lateral displacement of the building induces cracking in the wall and a plastic 

hinge forms. The tensile extensions at one wall end are typically larger than compression shortenings 

of the other end, resulting in a net axial elongation of the wall. The vertical displacements along the 

wall length due to wall rotation and elongation induce out-of-plane deformations of the floor system, 

which are restrained by the columns as shown in Figure 1.3. This interaction triggers an internal 

redistribution of the axial loads carried by the elements, effectively altering the axial loads resisted 

by the wall. It should be noted that the framing effect of the floor system along with the outrigger 

effect of the columns also increase the flexural stiffness and overturning capacity of the building, 

which produces an increase in the base shear of the building as it is explained in section 1.3. 
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(a) Plastic hinge region (b) Above plastic hinge region 

Figure 1.3 – Schematic representation of the out-of-plane floor coupling mechanism 

 

Figure 1.4 – Element interaction due to the out-of-plane floor coupling mechanism 

So, to ensure that the intended strength hierarchy of a capacity-designed wall is maintained, the axial 

load demand shall be determined taking into consideration the structural interactions produced 

between vertical elements by the in-plane and out-of-plane responses of the floor system. 
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1.3 Wall-to-floor Interaction1 and Wall Elongation 

Experimental investigation in wall-to-floor interaction is scarce in the literature. This in part is 

because of the costs and complexities of testing entire structural systems and the complexity of 

developing detailed three-dimensional models. However, two full-scale experimental tests and some 

numerical simulations have provided valuable information about the interaction between the lateral 

and gravitational resisting systems of conventional RC buildings. 

In one of the experimental studies [10] the wall-to-floor interaction produced an increment of the 

building bending lateral strength of 57% with respect to pre-test predictions and the additional axial 

load on the wall caused this element to raise its contribution from 35% to 43% of the lateral bending 

capacity of the building [15]. This unaccounted bending overstrength produced an unexpected shear 

failure at 1.33% lateral drift. In the other experimental study [11] the building overstrength  was 2.7 

times the pre-test predictions and the moment produced by the seismic-induced axial force in the 

outrigger elements contributed up to 32% of the building capacity. Numerical simulations of these 

experimental tests have been performed by several researchers. However, their main objective was to 

simulate the behaviour of the tests and not to provide guidance for design or values that can be 

extrapolated to other cases. Also, it should be noted that buildings in big experimental programs are, 

in general, not representative of real buildings because they are designed and constructed to fulfil 

specific research objectives for different research teams. An additional drawback of these simulations 

is that in most of the cases they were performed using simplified 2D models. This limits the ability 

of the simulation to capture the real 3D interaction produced by the OoP response of the floor system. 

Few investigations have compared the responses of 3D building models with and without 

wall-to-floor interaction. Henry [13] found a 44% increase in the building overturning moment at 2% 

lateral drift and floor cracking in more than 30% of the floor area. Watkins [14] found an increase of 

25% in the building overturning moment at 1% lateral drift; between 50% to 75% larger wall shear 

demands; and column axial loads ranging between -50% and +50% of their gravitational load. Despite 

 

1 It should be noted that in this thesis the interaction between vertical elements produced by the deformation of the floor 

system will be referred to as three dimensional coupling or three dimensional interaction. The term wall-to-floor 

interaction is also used with the same meaning, but it emphasises that the floor deformation is produced by the rotation 

of the wall. 
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these investigations provided detailed information about the wall-to-floor interaction, there is a 

general lack of studies that use 3D models to investigate wall-to-floor interaction in RC building 

using ductile RC walls. 

Axial elongation is an additional factor that affects ductile RC elements and that is generally omitted 

in design. This is produced when the element cracks and the neutral line moves away from the 

geometric centre of the section, making the mid-fibre undergo a net extension. Furthermore, when 

the element is subjected to cyclic loading the elongation can accumulate due to the wedging action 

of loose particles within the cracks and the residual plastic strain of the reinforcement. This 

phenomenon has been extensively studied in frames and frame-floor sub-assemblies [16–20] and it 

has been observed in the field [4, 21]. Experimental research have shown beam elongations up to 

4.3% of the beam depth, and numerical research have provided several modelling techniques able to 

simulate the elongation of beam plastic hinges [22–25]. Despite this work, there is still a general lack 

of both research about the elongation in RC walls and validated numerical models able to simulate 

the development of elongation in RC walls. 

As previously mentioned in 1.2, the accurate determination of the load demands –especially the axial 

load– is essential to ensure the appropriate behaviour and design of RC buildings. It is then necessary 

that new research is performed on wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation to provide guidance 

and recommendations about the increase in building overstrength and the variations in element 

demands produced by the out-of-plane response of the floor system. 
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1.4 Research Objectives 

The primary objective of this research was to investigate the effect that the wall-to-floor interaction 

and wall elongation have on the design loads of ductile conventional RC walls. A secondary objective 

was to analyse the way the outrigger effect of the gravity system affects the internal load distribution 

between the vertical elements of the building. To achieve these objectives, the investigation was 

divided in three parts. The first, was to perform a typology analysis of New Zealand RC buildings 

that use walls as the main lateral load resisting system to assist with the selection of a case-study 

building. The second part was to investigate the axial elongation observed in experimentally tested 

RC walls and develop a verified numerical model to capture elongation in ductile walls, so it can be 

implemented in a larger numerical model. The third part was to develop a non-linear 

three-dimensional numerical model in OpenSees to investigate the effect of wall-to-floor interaction 

and wall elongation on the lateral response of the case-study building. 

Detailed objectives of each part are described below: 

 Typology study 

- Develop a database of RC buildings for major New Zealand cities. 

- Develop a repository of building plans (latest version of plans compiled) 

- Define typical RC wall building typologies based on geometry 

- Identify typical ranges of geometric parameters 

 Axial elongation of RC walls 

- Quantify the axial elongation developed in experimental tests of rectangular RC walls 

- Develop a numerical model to capture wall elongation in ductile rectangular RC walls 

- Determine expected ranges of elongation based on a numerical parametric analysis 

 Numerical modelling of the case-study building 

- Develop numerical tools (scripts) to create and run 3D numerical models in OpenSees 

- Create a visualisation tool to display the deformation of any OpenSees model 

- Investigate the effect of wall-to-floor interaction in the load demands of RC walls 

- Investigate the internal load redistribution triggered by the outrigger effect 

- Investigate the effect of key parameters on the wall-to-floor interaction 
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1.5 Research Contribution 

This research contributes to expand the current engineering knowledge in the areas of: 

1. Building typologies that are representative of the geometry of New Zealand multi-storey RC 

buildings that use walls as the main lateral load resisting system in at least one principal 

direction. The research is presented in Chapter 3 and the specific contribution is: 

- A collection of compiled building plans for several wall buildings. 

- A database with detailed geometrical information collated from the building plans. 

- A set of eight building typologies. 

2. Plastic hinge elongation in rectangular flexure-controlled conventionally reinforced concrete 

walls. The research is presented in Chapter 4 and the specific contribution is: 

- Contribution to the understanding of the behaviour of elongation in walls and expected 

levels of elongation in rectangular conventional reinforced concrete walls. 

- Verification of the accuracy of the elongation prediction formula for walls shown in 

Clause 7.8 of the New Zealand Concrete Standard NZS3101 [9]. 

- A verified modelling approach that uses built-in materials and elements in OpenSees 

to model elongation in flexure-controlled RC walls and that can be easily included in 

a full-scale three-dimensional building model. 

- A formula to predict wall elongation ratio (e/Lw) that depends on the axial load ratio 

(N*/Ag·fc’), lateral drift (Δ) and the mechanical reinforcement ratio (As·fy/Ag·fc’), 

which avoids the need to perform sectional analyses to predict elongation. 

3. The effect of wall-to-floor interaction in the seismic response of a case-study concrete 

building that has a lateral load resisting system comprised of a column-wall-column 

configuration and a floor system comprised of double-T units plus a concrete topping. The 

research is presented in Chapters 5 to 7 and the specific contribution is: 

- OpenSees modelling procedures to assist in the definition and the analysis of three 

dimensional building models. 

- A detailed understanding of the evolution of the three-dimensional structural 

interactions produced by the out-of-plane floor coupling mechanism in RC buildings 

with column-wall-column configurations. 
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- A system overstrength factor to account for the additional bending strength contributed 

by the outrigger effect and the variation in the axial load of the vertical elements for 

the case-study building. 

- Axial load factors to account for the variation in the wall axial load triggered by the 

three dimensional interaction and the wall elongation in the case-study building. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

A flowchart representing the relationships between the chapters of this thesis is presented in 

Figure 1.5. The Literature Review in Chapter 2 was completed first as this assisted in the development 

of most of the chapters. Then, Chapter 3 provided important input regarding wall buildings in three 

New Zealand cities and typical ranges of several geometric building parameters. In Chapter 4 the 

information collected in Chapter 2 plus experimental tests were used to provide a verified modelling 

technique able to simulate the development of elongation in ductile RC walls. Building on the 

information of previous chapters, Chapter 5 provided the numerical model of the case-study building 

that was then used in Chapter 6 to investigate the wall-to-floor interaction. Finally, in Chapter 7 

several parameters were assessed to determine their relevance in the wall-to-floor interaction of the 

case-study building introduced in Chapter 5. Appendices A to D provide further information to 

Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 7, respectively. In addition, a short summary of the work contained in each 

chapter is also provided in the subsequent paragraphs. 

 

Figure 1.5 – Thesis flowchart of chapter relationship 
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Chapter 2 starts with a summary of the research about elongation of reinforced concrete elements and 

a review of the clauses relating to elongation in design standards. Then, it presents the experimental 

and numerical research performed to wall-to-floor interaction. Following this, the most common 

numerical elements in Finite Element Analysis are summarised and the software package OpenSees 

is introduced. The chapter finalises with an overview of the different methodologies proposed to 

develop building inventories and typologies. 

Chapter 3 first presents an analysis of the building stock in three major NZ cities regarding building 

occupancy and the number of storeys. Then, it presents the attributes of the building genome and 

provides ranges for several geometrical parameters. After this, it provides building typologies per 

occupation type and common ranges of the studied parameters and drawings of a representative floor 

plans. Additionally, Appendix A provides the collected databases and a selection of building plans 

and details. 

Chapter 4 reports the axial elongation developed in 13 previously tested wall specimens. This 

elongation is compared with the elongation predicted by the equations in NZS3101:2006 [9]. 

Following this, modelling techniques in SAP2000, OpenSees and Vector2 are compared against the 

experimental results. Finally, a parametric study is performed and two sets of equations are proposed 

to predict wall axial elongation as a function of the axial load ratio, the mechanical steel ratio and the 

lateral drift. In addition, Appendix B provides all the results from the parametric analysis. 

Chapter 5 presents the selected case-study building, the reinforcement of the building components 

and the simplifications to the original building. Then, it describes the modelling approach and the 

numerical tools created to build and run the three-dimensional numerical models. It also presents the 

checks performed to ensure the simulation was accurate and realistic. Finally, the chapter presents a 

list of assumptions and limitations of the numerical approach selected in this research. The scripts, 

definitions of the numerical model and the additional modelling tools are included in Appendix C. 

Chapter 6 provides the results of the monotonic and reversed cyclic pushover analyses performed to 

the case-study building described in Chapter 5. In addition, the results of a building without floor 

system and another building that represented the columns as truss elements are also analysed and 
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compared to the case-study building. The chapter concludes with a discussion about design 

implications of the wall-to-floor interaction. 

Chapter 7 presents a parametric analysis of the case-study building. It analyses the relevance of the 

wall reinforcement ratio, the wall length, the distance between the wall ends and the adjacent 

columns, the bay width, and the presence and width of a link slab. The definition of the fibre sections 

that were modified with respect to the base model are included in Appendix D. 

Chapter 8 summarises the main conclusions of the investigation, provides design recommendations 

to include the three-dimensional interaction in the design loads of the building components and 

proposes areas of further research to better understand and model wall-to-floor interaction. 
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Chapter 2                        

Literature Review 

The first part of this chapter summarises previous research on the axial elongation occurring in plastic 

hinges of reinforced concrete (RC) structures. Then, a review of empirical and analytical evidence of 

wall-to-floor interaction and its effects on the behaviour of RC buildings is presented. Following this, 

a review of numerical methods to simulate RC elements are addressed, analysing advantages and 

disadvantages of some numerical techniques. The last part of the literature review focuses on previous 

studies to define buildings inventories that take into consideration criteria such as element sizes and 

floor plan layouts to create representative building typologies. 

2.1 Axial Elongation in RC Elements 

The axial elongation of an element is the axial increase in length measured at the centreline of its 

cross section. This phenomenon has been observed in both statically determinate and indeterminate 

RC structures. A thorough review of the available literature was performed and the relevant 

information is summarised in this section. The summary addresses relevant results from experimental 

studies and the numerical modelling techniques used to simulate axial elongation in RC elements. It 
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is important to note that most of the investigation on axial elongation have been focused on beams, 

either cantilevering from a central block or as part of 2D or 3D frame system with and without floor 

slabs. 

2.1.1 Experimental studies 

Paulay 1969 [26] measured beam elongation in coupling beams with length to depth ratios between 

1.02 and 2.00. Subsequent investigations by Fenwick&Fong 1979 [27], Fenwick et al. 1981 [28], 

Fenwick&Thom 1982 [29], Thom 1983 [30], Restrepo 1992 [31], Davidson&Fenwick 1993 [32], 

Issa 1997 [19], Lee&Watanabe 2003 [33] and Cooper et al. 2005 [34] studied the phenomenon of 

axial elongation in statically determinate beams with length to depth ratios larger than 2. Based on 

these studies the researchers provided experimental data and explained the mechanics that drives the 

development of elongation in RC members. A summary of the measured elongations and main 

variables of these investigations are shown in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 – Elongation in statically determinate elements 

Author 

Cross section 

(No. tests) 

mm 

Total steel 

ratio 

%Ag 

Material properties 
Hinge  

type 

Axial load 

kN 

Maximum 

Elongation 

%h 
fc’ 

MPa 

fy 

MPa 

Paulay 

609x152 (4) 1.64 35 310 - 0 1.2 

897x152 (4) 2.90 35 310 - 0 1.0 

991x152 (4) 2.01 35 310 - 0 0.5 

Fenwick and 

Fong 

500x200 (4) 3.14 30 275 Reversing 0 2.6 - 3.8 

500x200 2.58 (A) 30 275 Reversing 0 1.8 - 2.6 

Fenwick, 

Thom and 

Tankut 

500x200 3.14 33.2 311 Reversing 0 3.26 

500x200 3.14 42.1 311 Reversing 0 3.1 

500x200 3.14 37.6 311 Reversing 0 2.5 

500x200 2.51 (A) 37.6 311 Reversing 0 2.4 - 2.86 

500x200 (2) 3.14 25.6 311 Reversing 0 3.4 - 3.8 

500x200 3.14 34.3 311 Reversing 0 3.78 

T-shaped 2.22 (A) 34.3 311 Reversing 0 2.2 - 3.4 

Fenwick and 

Thom 
500x250 2.69 35 275 Reversing 0 4.2 

Thom 

500x200 (4) 3.14 30 275 Reversing 0 2.8 - 3.4 

500x200 3.14 30 275 Reversing 100 (C) 2.4 

500x200 3.14 30 275 Reversing 200 (C) 1.4 

Continues in next page 
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Continued from previous page 

Author 

Cross section 

(No. tests) 

mm 

Total steel 

ratio 

%Ag 

Material properties 
Hinge  

type 

Axial load 

kN 

Maximum 

Elongation 

%h 
fc’ 

MPa 

fc’ 

MPa 

Restrepo 

700x350 (3) 1.5 30 300 Reversing 0 1.9 – 2.5 

700x350 4.0 30 300 Reversing 0 1.5 

700x300 1.74 (A) 30 300 Reversing 0 2.3 

700x300 1.72 30 300 Reversing 0 3.2 

Davidson 

and Fenwick 

500x200 2.46 43 317 Reversing 0 2.6 

500x200 2.46 43 317 Unidirectional 0 1.8 

Issa 

500x200 3.14 35 300 Reversing 0 3.72 

500x200 3.14 35 300 Reversing 500 (C) 1.32 

500x200 3.14 35 300 Reversing 100 (C) 2.14 

500x200 3.14 35 300 Reversing 500→0 (C) 3.71 

500x200 3.14 35 300 Reversing 75 (T) 4 

500x200 3.14 35 300 Reversing 125 (T) 4.33 

Lee and 

Watanabe 

300x200 (4) 1.45 29.3 400 Reversing 0 1.58 – 2.07 

300x200 (3) 1.45 43.4 400 Reversing 0 2.15 - 2.29 

200x200 (2) 0.96 30 415 Reversing 0 2.95 – 3.33 

200x200 0.96 30 415 Unidirectional 0 1.73 

Cooper, 

Davidson 

and Ingham 

450x200 (2) 0.89 34 319 Reversing 0 2.29 - 2.48 

450x200 0.89 34 319 Reversing 127 (C) 1.65 

450x200 0.89 34 319 Reversing 255 (C) 1.13 

(A) asymmetric reinforcement distribution - (C) Compression - (T) Tension 

These studies have shown that axial elongation is produced when the RC element cracks and the 

neutral axis shifts away from the geometric centre of the section, making the mid-fibre to undergo a 

net extension. After axial elongation starts, the way it evolves depends on the plastic hinge behaviour. 

In this regard, two types of plastic hinges may form. They are called reversing and unidirectional 

plastic hinges. The former occurs when the plastic hinge for positive and negative rotations form in 

the same location as shown in Figure 2.1(a) and therefore the section undergoes reversing rotations. 

The latter occurs when the positive and negative plastic hinges form in different locations as shown 

in Figure 2.1(b) and therefore each plastic hinge rotates predominately in only one direction. 
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(a) Reversing plastic hinges (b) Unidirectional plastic hinges 

Figure 2.1 – Types of plastic hinges in beams [32] 

Axial deformation profiles for reversing and unidirectional plastic hinges of beams are shown in 

Figure 2.2. For unidirectional plastic hinges the strains in the compression side are negligible 

compared to the strains in the tensile side of the beam and so the elongation of the mid-section can 

be determined with good accuracy based on the extension of the tensile side only. It is also important 

to note that given the nature of this type of plastic hinge the neutral line constantly lies in only one 

half of the beam. 

In reversing plastic hinges, the hinging process is more complex as the neutral axis shifts from one 

side of the beam to the other when rotation reverses. During the hinging process, the cracks open and 

dislodged mortar or aggregate particles fall into the open cracks. Additionally, the crack faces offset 

due to shear deformations. Then, when the rotation is reversed, the cracks begin to close but they may 

be propped open by the wedging action of the dislodged particles, the unmatching faces of the cracks 

and the residual plastic strains of the reinforcing steel. These mechanical restrictions to return to the 

original state are called Contact Stress Effect. In addition to these mechanisms, the shear resistance 

in plastic hinges is provided by a truss-like action which is formed by the cracked concrete acting as 

struts and the shear reinforcement acting as ties as shown in Figure 2.3. This shear transfer mechanism 

produces lower compression stresses in the reinforcement than those produced in tension during the 

previous cycle. This difference in the stresses carried by the same reinforcing bar in two subsequent 

cycles is known as the Truss Action Effect. 
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(a) Unidirectional plastic hinge (b) Reversing plastic hinge (c) Legend 

Figure 2.2 – Axial deformation in plastic hinges [32] 

 

Figure 2.3 – Truss Action Effect [35] 

Both the Contact Stress Effect and the Truss Action Effect contribute to generate residual elongations 

at the end of each cycle as can be seen in Figure 2.2(b), where the axial deformation in the top and 

bottom of the section constantly increased with every new cyclic displacement. However, tests have 

shown that the elongation at peak cyclic displacement and the residual elongation at zero lateral 

displacement can be considerably reduced by the application of an axial compression. Even, the 

residual elongation can be reduced to zero when compression loads in the order of 8-10% Ag·fc’ are 

applied to the elongating section [9, 19, 30, 34]. In all the tests, it was observed that elongation 

increased until the concrete crushed or the bars buckled. At this point, the specimen starts shortening 

in length due to loss of the concrete matrix. 

Many researchers pointed out that the axial elongation could be restrained in statically indeterminate 

structures and that may translate into an additional axial compression to the elongating member and 

additional demands to any part of the structure providing the restriction. Moreover, the axial 

compression in the beam may also alter the hinging hierarchy in structures designed following the 

capacity design principles. 
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To address these concerns several investigations were carried out to statically indeterminate 

structures. Megget&Fenwick 1989 [36], Zerbe&Durrani 1989 [37], Cheung 1991 [38], 

Qi&Pantazopoulou 1991 [39], McBride 1995 [17], Wuu 1996 [18], Matthews 2004 [20], Lindsay 

2004 [40], MacPherson 2005 [41], Lau 2007 [42] and Peng 2009 [25] studied the behaviour of 

sub-assemblies commonly found in multistorey buildings. The elongations measured in these 

investigations and the relevant parameters are summarised in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 – Elongation in beams of statically indeterminate systems 

Author 
Short specimen 

description 

Beam cross 

section 

(No. hinges)  

mm 

Total 

steel ratio 

%Ag 

Material properties 

Elongation* 

%h f’c 

MPa 

fy 

MPa 

Megget and 

Fenwick 

Full scale 1-bay 

1-storey frame. 

Unidirectional 

plastic hinges 

500x250 (2) 2.43 45 300 0.68 - 1.0 

Zerbe and 

Durrani 

2-bay 1-storey 

frame 
305x203 (4) 1.28 38 414 0.77 

Individual frame 

joints representing 

those from the 2D 

specimen 

305x203 (4) 1.28 38 414 1.23 

Cheung 

Full scale 

beam-column joints 

with solid slab. 

2D loading. 

550x400 (5) 1.8 (A) 30 275 2.6 – 3.1 

575x400 (2) 1.73 (A) 30 275 2.6 

575x300 1.82 30 275 2.4 

Qi and 

Pantazopoulou 

¼ scale 1½ storey 

2-bay frame with 

solid slab 

180x150 (2) 0.67 (A) 35 415 2.1 (exterior) 

180x150 (2) 0.67 (A) 35 415 0.7 (interior) 

McBride 

⅓ scale 3-bay 

1-storey  
250x140 (6) 2.24 35 325 2.35 

⅓ scale 3-bay 

1-storey with solid 

slab 

250x140 (6) 2.24 35 325 2.46 

Wuu 
⅓ scale 3-bay 

2.5-storey frame 

300x150 (6) 1.75 28 330 1.8 (1st level) 

300x150 (6) 1.75 28 330 2.9 (2nd level) 

Matthews 

Full Scale 2x1-bay 

1-storey frame with 

a hollow core floor 

system spanning 2 

bays past central 

column. 

2D loading. 

750x400 (2) 

Longitudinal 
1.81 30 300 

1.80 – 1.87 

(2-bay Exterior) 

750x400 (2) 

Longitudinal 
1.81 30 300 

0.8 – 1.0 

(2-bay Interior) 

750x450 (4) 

Transverse 
1.61 30 300 

2.5 – 3.0 

(1-bay) 

Continues in next page 
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Continued from previous page 

Author 
Short specimen 

description 

Beam cross 

section 

(No. hinges)  

mm 

Total 

steel ratio 

%Ag 

Material properties 

Elongation* 

%h f’c 

MPa 

fy 

MPa 

Lindsay 

Matthews’ 

specimen repaired. 

Added low friction 

bearing strip, 

ductile mesh and 

link slab. 

750x400 (2) 

Longitudinal 
1.81 30 300 

1.3 

(2-bay exterior) 

750x400 (2) 

Longitudinal 
1.81 30 300 

1.2 

(2-bay interior) 

750x475 (4) 

Transverse 
1.52 30 300 

2.3 – 2.5 

(1-bay) 

MacPherson 

Similar to 

Matthews’ and 

Lindsay’s 

specimens. New 

detailing and 

seating connection 

750x400 (4) 

Longitudinal 
0.98 30 500 1.3 

750x475 (4) 

Transverse 
0.83 30 500 2 

Lau 

⅓ scale 2x1-bay 

1-storey frame with 

and without 

Rib&Timber infill 

spanning past a 

column. Corner 

column removed. 

300x130 (4) 

with floor 
1.74 30 300 

1.3 

(frame beams) 

300x130 (2) 

with floor 
1.74 30 300 

0.25 

(cantilever beams) 

300x130 (4) 

without floor 
1.74 30 300 

2.4 

(frame beams) 

Peng 

½ scale 2x1-bay 

1-storey frame with 

Rib&Timber infill 

not spanning past 

the central column 

400x200 (2) 1.51 30 300 
3.5 – 4.1 

(exterior) 

400x200 (2) 1.51 30 300 
1.3 – 1.5 

(interior) 

* Average elongation along the whole beam unless noted otherwise (UNO) 

The investigations showed that not all the structural elements provide an effective restriction to the 

axial elongation of the beams. Columns [17, 18, 37, 39, 42], adjacent storey levels [39] and 

prestressed floor systems [20, 25, 40–42] contributed to restrain the axial elongation, however 

conventionally reinforced slabs [17] did not provide an effective restriction against the plastic hinge 

elongation. It is important to note that the loads generated by the restrained portion of the elongation 

in statically indeterminate structures has not been directly addressed. Instead, the focus has been 

placed on the effect of the unrestrained portion of the elongation in the surrounding elements. 

To compare the elongation produced by determinate and indeterminate frame structures 

Zerbe&Durrani [37] tested a statically indeterminate 2-bay frame and the three determinate individual 

parts that form the frame. Figure 2.4 shows a comparison of the peak elongations developed. The 

total elongation in the indeterminate frame was less than 60% of the combined elongation of the 
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determinate specimens. This difference was produced by the restriction provided by the flexural 

stiffness of the columns and the support conditions of the test. 

 

Figure 2.4 – Comparison of elongation development (Zerbe&Durrani 1989 [37]) 

Subsequent tests on frames analysed the effect of the number of bays, support conditions and number 

of storeys as shown in Figure 2.5. In Figure 2.5(a) the accumulated elongation of a 3-bay specimen 

is shown pushing the columns away from each other and increasing the displacement demands on the 

external columns. Moreover, the additional displacements in the columns caused larger rotations in 

the plastic hinges of the outer beams than those of the inner beams, generating larger elongations in 

the external plastic hinges when compared to the internal ones. 

Figure 2.5(b) shows the deformation at the end of the test of a frame specimen representing the first 

floor of a building. The foundation system restrained the base of the columns while the first floor 

beams elongated. The increased displacement demands on the outer columns induced additional shear 

and bending moments making the columns to hinge at the base and the top of the level. It is worth 

noting that the hinges in the top of the level were not expected. 

Furthermore, when a two storey frame was tested the beam elongation affected both levels as shown 

in Figure 2.5(c). The elongation of the beams in the first level conditioned the columns going up to 

follow the blue line, however the beams at the second level restrained the column lateral deformation 

by pulling it back as represented by the red line. This interaction produced compression and tension 

forces to build up in the first and second floor beams respectively. In this case, the elongations 

underwent by the beam in the second floor were about 1.6 times larger than the elongations in the 

first floor due to the net tension force carried by the second floor beams. 
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(a) 3-bay frame tested by McBride [17] 

 

(b) 2-bay frame tested by Qi&Pantazopoulou [39] 

 

(c) 3-bay frame tested by Wuu [18] 

Figure 2.5 – Interaction in statically indeterminate frames due to beam elongation 

The additional displacements produced by the elongation of the beams not only have an important 

impact in the hinging hierarchy and the force distribution within the frame, but they also have a big 

impact on the performance of floor diaphragms. Despite passively reinforced slabs do not provide an 

effective restriction against the elongation of the plastic hinges [17], rigidly connected precast (PC) 

prestressed (PS) floor units have been proven to effectively contribute to the restriction against beam 

elongation[20, 25, 40, 42]. The restriction imposed by the PC PS units produced the “bowstring” 

effect depicted in Figure 2.6(a). This effect produces compression struts to form in the topping while 

the PC PS units work as tension ties. The topping cracks as shown in Figure 2.6(b) due to the in-plane 

flexural demand imposed by the elongating beam and the bowstring effect. This also affected the 
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central column which was pushed outwards. After cracking, the floor system started losing its shear 

transfer capacity to the vertical lateral load resisting elements and if the columns are not tied back to 

the structure they can detach and produce further damage. 

 

(a) Bowstring effect [42] 

 

(b) Crack patterns [41] 

Figure 2.6 – Interaction between elongating beams and PC PS floor systems 

2.1.2 Numerical studies 

The numerical approaches to determine axial elongation have been either prediction algorithms or 

numerical elements for computer simulation in finite element models. The formers can predict the 

expected elongation of an element given some parameters such as geometry, reinforcement layout, 

loads and displacement histories [20, 22, 43, 44]. Despite these algorithms are useful for design 

purposes to determine the probable elongation that an element will undergo, they do not allow the 

user to determine the effect the elongation will have on the surrounding structural elements or whether 

it modifies the building behaviour. The latter involves the development of material models and 

numerical elements that can be implemented in finite element (FE) models to allow the simulation of 

the elongation development and its interaction with the surrounding elements [23–25, 32, 42, 45–48]. 
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In this literature review, the numerical models proposed to simulate the elongation in FE models are 

summarised, as this is the main topic on Chapter 4. The algorithms to predict elongation are outside 

the scope of this thesis and therefore they are not included in this review. 

2.1.2.1 Plastic hinge element 

In New Zealand, a long term goal was set in the early 80’s [28] to develop a numerical element able 

to represent axial-flexure interaction, shear and the elongation of plastic hinge zones. According to 

Davidson&Fenwick 1993 [32] the plastic hinge element was going to be developed in 3 stages. In the 

first stage the element was able to simulate the flexural behaviour of unidirectional plastic 

hinges [32]. Then, in the second stage the element simulated the flexural cyclic behaviour of 

unidirectional and reversing plastic hinges thanks to improved material models [45]. And finally, in 

the third stage the element accounted for the cyclic behaviour of shear deformations within the plastic 

hinge [25, 42, 46]. Graphical representations of the plastic hinge element in its different stages of 

development are shown in Figure 2.7. In the remainder of this section only the elements shown at 

stages IIIa and IIIc will be reviewed, because these elements are the most advanced elements in the 

set and both of them achieved similar results using different numerical approaches. 
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(a) Stage I (Davidson&Fenwick 1993 [32]) and II (Douglas 1992 [45]) 

 

(b) Stage IIIa (Douglas 1995 [46]) 

 

(c) Stage IIIb (Lau 2007 [42]) 

 

(d) Stage IIIc (Peng 2009 [25]) 

Figure 2.7 – Plastic hinge element 
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In general terms, the plastic hinge elements comprise three sets of internal members: rigid, flexural 

and shear members. At each end of the hinge element the rigid arms provide the boundary elements 

that connect both the internal flexural and shear members with the rest of the building model. 

Internally, flexural response in both stages is simulated with a series of uniaxial longitudinal springs 

discretised to represent the concrete matrix and the flexural reinforcement of the cross section. The 

shear response, however, is modelled differently in stages IIIa and IIIc. While in Stage IIIa a single 

shear spring is used, in Stage IIIc two uniaxial diagonal springs are used. 

The longitudinal springs in conjunction with the rigid arms simulate the axial-bending interaction of 

the plastic hinge based on the hypothesis of “plane sections remain plane”. They simulate the 

sectional response in the same way as modern fibre-based modelling does, but in this case the section 

is coarsely discretised in the number of elements shown in Figure 2.7. 

The longitudinal flexural members of the plastic hinge element require appropriate uniaxial 

force-deformation material models to simulate the sectional response. The concrete material models 

were a modified version of the Bolong et al 1980 [49] model and the Maekawa et al 2003 [50] model 

for the plastic hinge elements on Stage IIIa and Stage IIIc respectively. In the case of the reinforcing 

steel, the selected material models were the Tjokrodimuljo 1985 [51] and Dhakal&Maekawa 2002 

[52] for the Stage IIIa and the Stage IIIc respectively. The general loading and unloading branches of 

the hysteretic material models are shown in Figure 2.8. 

The concrete material models are able to represent the Contact Stress Effects of the closing cracks by 

developing compression stresses before the strains are completely reversed from tension to 

compression. In general terms, the hysteretic steel materials are based on the loading and unloading 

loops of the Menegotto&Pinto 1973 [53] model with particular modifications proposed by the 

respective authors to the strain hardening portion of the envelope curves. 

The shear member of the plastic hinge element at Stage IIIa is represented by the shear force - shear 

displacement hysteretic model shown in Figure 2.9. The Truss Action Effect described in the previous 

section is included in the element by adding the two self-equilibrating forces labelled Fd in 

Figure 2.7(b). 
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(a) Concrete for Stage IIIa [46] (b) Concrete for Stage IIIc [54] 

  

(c) Steel for Stage IIIa [46] (d) Steel for Stage IIIc [54] 

Figure 2.8 – Hysteretic material models 

 

 

Figure 2.9 – Hysteretic material model 
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For the case of the plastic hinge element at the Stage IIIc the shear deformations were included with 

two uniaxial compression-only diagonal springs as shown in Figure 2.7(d). They are an explicit 

representation of the concrete struts formed by the cracked concrete in the plastic zone. The effective 

compressive strength of the strut was set as 0.34·fc’ according to To et al 2001 [55]. This modelling 

technique was found to underestimate the shear deformations in the plastic hinge and so a shear 

flexibility factor was included to allowed for calibration of the model. After comparing the model 

predictions to experimental results, the shear flexibility factor was set as 2. In this way, the shear 

deformation contributed by the struts was doubled and added to the flexural deformation in order to 

determine the total deformation of the plastic hinge element. 

The plastic hinge elements were validated by comparing the simulated cyclic behaviour with tests 

performed to statically determinate and indeterminate structures. An example for the validations of 

each model is shown in the figures below. Figure 2.10 shows the comparison between a test 

performed to a single storey 3-bay frame and the numerical model using the Stage IIIa hinge element. 

Figure 2.11 shows the comparison between a 2.5-storey 3-bay frame test and the numerical model 

using the Stage IIIc hinge element. 

Despite the numerical simulations showed good agreement with the experimental results there are 

some limitations in the formulation of the elements. Douglas [46] identified three limitation in the 

Stage IIIa element. The first one is the limited ability of the concrete material model to appropriately 

simulate the contact stress effect, the second one is the inability of the steel material model to simulate 

buckling of the longitudinal bars, and the last one is related to the effect of the external axial load in 

the behaviour of the elongation. The Stage IIIa model uses the external axial load only to determine 

the expected length of the plastic hinge so the materials can be averaged to represent that specific 

plastic hinge. Even though the element is able to simulate the axial bending interaction, the length of 

the plastic hinge is fixed from the beginning of the simulation. 

The limitations of the Stage IIIc element are similar to those described by McBride, but in addition 

two new limitations were identified [25]. The first one is that neither model account for bond slip of 

the longitudinal bars. The second one is related to modelling the shear transfer using diagonal struts, 

because this approach cannot include the shear deformation coming from the extension of the 
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transverse reinforcement. However, it is important to note that this last shortcoming was addressed 

by the addition of the shear flexibility factor in the Stage IIIc model. 

 

(a) Specimen from McBride 1995 test [17] 

 

(b) Numerical model using Stage IIIa element [46] 

  

(c) Load-Deflection comparison [46] (d) Load-elongation comparison [46] 

Figure 2.10 – Validation example for plastic hinge element at Stages IIIa 
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(a) Specimen from Wuu 1996 [18] 

 

(b) Numerical model using Stage IIIc element [25] 

    

(c) Force displacement comparison (Left: Peng [25], Right: Wuu [18]) 

  

(d) Elongation displacement comparison 1st level [25] (e) Elongation displacement comparison 2nd level [25] 

Figure 2.11 – Validation example of plastic hinge element at Stage IIIc 
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2.1.2.2 Fibre-based element 

FE models using a fibre-based representation of the elements’ cross section have been used by 

Sakata&Wada 1992 [48] and Kabeyasawa et al. 2000 [23] to simulate the elongation of the plastic 

hinges and its effect on the surrounding elements. Numerical model implementations and results are 

discussed below. 

Sakata&Wada [48] investigated the cyclic response of a 1/20-scale 4-storey 3-bay RC frame. The 

specimen was tested under cyclic displacements and in addition a numerical simulation was 

performed using a FE model. The numerical model was built based on the modelling technique 

proposed by Kokusho et al 1988 [56]. This approach consists of a fibre-based representation of the 

element’s cross section and a shear panel representation of the beam-column joint zones. The element 

and cross section discretisations are shown in Figure 2.12. The constitutive material relationships are 

shown in Figure 2.13. The concrete material does not account for contact stress effect, the unloading 

and reloading branches follow the same path and it does not account for tension softening. The steel 

material follows a bilinear formulation and it does not account for Bauschinger effect. However, an 

additional feature in this modelling technique is that the panel representation of the beam-column 

joint accounts for bond-slip of the longitudinal bars. 

  

(a) Element discretisation (b) Cross section discretisation 

Figure 2.12 – Schematic representation of the numerical model [48] 
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(a) Concrete (b) Reinforcing steel 

Figure 2.13 – Material model [48] 

The prediction of the numerical model had a good agreement with the experiment. The model was 

able to simulate the increased shear demand on the columns due to beam elongation and the global 

response of the frame. Figure 2.14 shows the simulated and measured axial force development history 

as a function of the elongation of the beams. Unfortunately, it is not mentioned what level in the 

building these beams belonged to. 

 

Figure 2.14 – Axial force-elongation in the beams [48] 

Similarly, Kabeyasawa et al. 2000 [23] used a fibre-based lumped plasticity approach to investigate 

the effect of beam axial elongation on the column shear demands of frame systems. The modelling 

technique lumped the non-linear (NL) response of the beams to the end zones where plastic hinges 

were expected to occur while the beam portion between the NL zones was kept elastic. The cross 

section of the beams was discretised in 9 concrete elements and the steel fibres were placed in their 

actual positions. 

The material models are described by the multi-linear constitutive relationships presented in 

Figure 2.15. The concrete material accounts for the contact stress effect and have a more realistic 

unloading and reloading branches than the model used by Sakata&Wada [48]. A shortcoming of the 
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concrete model is that it does not account for tension softening. The steel material model includes 

strain hardening and a bilinear approximation of the Bauschinger effect. It is worth noting that the 

elastic steel stiffness was reduced to 14% to include bond deterioration, pull-out deformation and 

shear deformation following the recommendations of Kimura et al 1999 [57]. 

  

(a) Concrete (b) Steel 

Figure 2.15 – Material constitutive models [23] 

The modelling approach was compared to four beam tests subjected to reversed cyclic loading. The 

results compared well against the tests as can be seen in Figure 2.16. In terms of the elongation, the 

model was able to predict the elongation produced under positive hinge rotations but underestimated 

the elongation for negative rotations. The researchers did not provide an explanation for this 

difference. 

  

(a) Force-rotation (b) Rotation-elongation 

Figure 2.16 – Modelling verification [23] 

2.1.2.3 Crack interface model 

Kim 2002 [58] developed a numerical approach to simulate the gap opening and beam elongation on 

the beam-column interface of precast systems. This model was modified by Kim et al 2004 [24] so 
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all the cracks that form in a plastic hinge length could be lumped in a single crack at the column face 

so the model could be used to simulate the behaviour of conventional RC frames. 

The numerical model is shown in Figure 2.17. It comprises elastic elements representing the beams 

and columns, a rigid panel simulating the beam-column joint and a series of coupled springs 

representing the beam-column interface. Despite the figure shows only two coupled springs per side, 

the model uses nine elements along the depth of the beam to simulate the behaviour of the plastic 

hinge zone. The series of coupled springs in the interface are composed of a uniaxial spring simulating 

the steel behaviour in compression and tension, and a uniaxial gap element simulating the concrete 

behaviour in compression. 

 

Figure 2.17 – Crack interface model 

The gap element representing the concrete material follows an elastic-perfectly-plastic (EPP) 

constitutive relationship in compression, while it carries no tension due to its nature. It does not 

consider contact stress effects either. The steel material model follows a bilinear constitutive 

relationship that accounts for strain hardening after yielding. None of the material models account for 

cumulative cyclic effects. The elements are calibrated so a plastic hinge length according to Priestley 

et al. 1996 [59] is achieved. 

The model was verified against the 2-bay test performed by Zerbe&Durrani 1989 [37]. Plots depicting 

the comparison for the force-deformation and drift-elongation are shown in Figure 2.18. The overall 

behaviour of the frame was predicted with good accuracy by the numerical model. The elongation 
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development showed a good agreement before 1.0% and after 3.0% lateral drift. In between, the 

model predicted larger elongation than those measured in the test. 

  

(a) Force – Displacement (b) Drift - Elongation 

Figure 2.18 – Model verification 

2.1.3 Standards and codes 

Several concrete and loading standards were examined for explicit design requirements addressing 

element elongation arising from plastic deformations of RC elements [9, 60–66]. 

Currently, the only standard that sets requirements related to element elongation is the New Zealand 

Concrete Structures Standard [9]. This standard provides equations to calculate the magnitude of 

elongation in beams, columns and walls, and requires the engineer to include their effects in the 

design process where appropriate. However, and despite the clauses address the magnitude of 

expected elongation it does not provide means to determine the actions induced in the structure. 

According to Clause 7.8 of the standard, the equations to determine the axial elongation, σel, for the 

Ultimate Limit State (ULS) and the Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) are: 

Reversing plastic hinges in beams not 

subjected to axial loads (N* = 0) 
𝜎𝑒𝑙 = 2.6 ·

𝜃𝑚

2
· (𝑑 − 𝑑′) ≤ 3.6% · ℎ (2-1) 

Unidirectional plastic hinges in beams 

and 

Plastic hinges of beams and columns 

subjected to 8%Agfc’ ≤ N* 

𝜎𝑒𝑙 =
𝜃𝑚

2
· (𝑑 − 𝑑′) (2-2) 

Plastic hinges of beams and columns 

subjected to 0 ≤ N* ≤ 8%Agfc’ 
Interpolation between (2-1) and (2-2)  
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Walls 
𝜎𝑒𝑙 = 𝜃𝑚 · (0.5 · 𝐿𝑤 − 𝑐𝑈𝐿𝑆) 

𝑐𝑈𝐿𝑆 ≤ 0.5 · 𝐿𝑤 
(2-3) 

MCE event 𝜎𝑒𝑙,   𝑀𝐶𝐸 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 =
1.5

𝑆𝑝
· 𝜎𝑒𝑙,   𝑈𝐿𝑆 ≤ 3.6% · ℎ (2-4) 

 

Where θm is the total rotation sustained by the plastic hinge, (d-d’) is the distance between top and 

bottom reinforcement, h is the overall depth of the element, Lw is the length of the wall, c
ULS

 is the 

neutral line depth at the ultimate limit state of the wall and Sp is the structural performance factor 

according to the standard. 

2.2 Wall-to-Floor Interaction 

The interaction between the gravity system, the floor system and the wall is referred to as 

Wall-to-Floor Interaction or Three-Dimensional Interaction. It is produced because the floor system 

constrains the displacements of the gravity and the lateral load resisting elements at each level of the 

building. This interaction causes in-plane and out-of-plane (OoP) forces to develop in the diaphragm, 

affecting the load distribution in the building elements. 

The wall-to-floor interaction occurring in the plane of the diaphragm has been studied by addressing 

the flexibility of the floor systems [67–69], the effect on coupled beams [70] and the inertia and 

transfer forces carried by the floors [71]. The results of these investigations have shown the effects 

of the in-plane diaphragm flexibility on the dynamic response of the structure and design methods 

have been proposed to account for these effects in the diaphragm and building design. 

The OoP deformation of the floor system couples the response of the vertical elements in a similar 

way as coupling beams do. In this regard, research has been done to in-line wall-to-wall, parallel 

wall-to-wall and wall-to-column structural configurations. The first two types have been studied by 

addressing the behaviour of the floor system itself [72–74] and the behaviour of the coupled wall 

system [75–78]. As a result, equivalent effective slab widths have been proposed along with 

reinforcement detailing to delay or preclude floor damage around wall ends. 

Research related to the interaction between walls and columns has experimentally [10, 79] and 

analytically [12–14, 80, 81] shown that the columns can act as outriggers, contributing to the bending 
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strength and flexural stiffness of the building. Despite this type of interaction can contribute to the 

flexural response, the contribution to the shear capacity of the system is negligible or non-existent. 

Unlike intentionally coupled vertical elements, such as coupled walls, the out-of-plane coupling of 

the floor system is generally unintentional and therefore it is not considered in the design stage of the 

building. The main drawback when this type of interaction is not accounted for is that it can produce 

a significant load redistribution among building elements, in special to the axial load of the vertical 

elements and the shear demand in the walls. 

The literature review presented below is divided in 3 sections. The first two sections (2.2.1 and 2.2.2) 

are a review of two research programs that tested full scale RC buildings. The review includes the 

experimental and numerical components of each investigation. The last section (2.2.3) is a review of 

purely numerical studies about wall-to-floor interaction and its effects on the internal load 

distribution. It should be noted that the emphasis has been placed in the interaction produced in wall-

column configurations of traditional RC buildings because this is the main topic on Chapters 6 and 7. 

2.2.1 Seven storey RC building (US-Japan 1980) 

The test structure, shown in Figure 2.19, was a full scale seven-storey 2x3-bay RC building. The 

objective of this research was to analyse the behaviour of the structural system and its components 

when the building was subjected to seismic loads [10]. The building was tested using the 

pseudo-dynamic testing technique (SPD Test Method) in successive sequences of increasing 

intensity [10]. The test program had two phases composed of four main tests each. In the first phase, 

tests SPD1 to SPD4, the building was laterally displaced up to 1.57% lateral drift with an inverted 

triangular load pattern. Then, the building was repaired and non-structural elements were added at 

each level. Following this, the first three tests of the second phase, SPD5 to SPD7, were performed 

using the same methodology of the first phase, and the last test, SL3, was carried out using a 

quasi-static loading method with a uniformly distributed lateral load [82]. 

The test building comprised a 200mm thick and 5500mm long wall with 500x500mm enlarged end 

zones. The cross section of beams and columns were 300x500mm and 500x500mm respectively. The 

floor system was a composed of a 120mm thick cast-in-place slab. 
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(a) Elevation (b) Floor plan 

Figure 2.19 – Schematic representation of the specimen [10]  

The predicted lateral capacity of the building was 2740kN (280tonf) based on a NL analysis. During 

the last test of phase 1, the building was subjected to a maximum base shear of 4300kN (439tonf) 

when displaced to 1.57% lateral drift. The researchers reported that the building did not show signs 

of softening during the phase 1 as can be seen in Figure 2.20. Post-test calculations showed a lateral 

capacity of 4200kN (429tonf) when all the slab reinforcement was considered to contribute to the 

lateral load resisting system [82]. 

During the second phase, the repaired building was expected to have a ductile capacity of 4400kN 

(450tonf) calculated from a plastic analysis of the full 3D structure. However, the building capacity 

was reached at 1.33% lateral drift with a maximum base shear of 5540kN (565tonf). At this point, the 

wall on the first level had a sudden shear failure and the building quickly lost its load carrying 

capacity [82]. 

The force-displacement hysteresis plots of the tests SPD7 and SL3 of the second phase are shown in 

Figure 2.21. Similarly to phase 1, during phase 2 the building did not show any sign of softening or 

any sign that indicated it had reached its maximum flexural strength before the sudden shear failure 

occurred. 
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Figure 2.20 – Force-Displacement hysteresis of phase 1 [15] 

  

(a) Test SPD7 (b) Test SL3 

Figure 2.21 – Force-Displacement hysteresis of phase 2 [82]  

Yoshimura and Kurose [15] broke down the contribution of the lateral load resisting elements to the 

overturning moment (Mb) at the base level. They determined that the frames in gridlines A and C 

contributed 40% of the total overturning moment, while the gridline B contributed the remaining 

60%·Mb. The resistance of gridline B was further broken down in 43%·Mb and 17%·Mb for the wall 

and columns respectively. The wall contribution increased from 35%·Mb to 43%·Mb due to the 

increase in axial load produced by the wall-to-floor interaction [15]. In terms of the shear force 

distribution, Otani et al. [83] determined that the base shear (Vb) resisted by the wall and all the 

columns was 58%·Vb and 42%·Vb respectively. This difference was produced by the wall-to-floor 

interaction as the entire slab was activated in the lateral response of the building [82]. 

The cracking pattern of the slab at the second floor is presented in Figure 2.22. The group of parallel 

cracks formed perpendicular to the load direction are an indication of the contribution of the floor 
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system to the lateral load resisting system. In addition to the flexural cracks, radial cracks were also 

observed to propagate from the enlarged wall ends to the rest of the floor plan. This cracking pattern 

indicated an increased activation of the out-of-plane stiffness of the floor slab produced by the axial 

elongation of the wall [15]. 

 

Figure 2.22 – Floor slab crack pattern [15] 

The figures below show the wall elongation developed during the last test of the phase 1. Figure 2.23 

depicts the elongation of the enlarged end zones of the wall and Figure 2.24 shows the steel strain 

measured at the midsection of the base of the wall. As a rough estimation and assuming a linear 

deformation profile along the wall, the maximum elongation at peak displacement and residual 

elongation calculated from the elongation of the enlarged wall elements were 0.36%·Lw and 

0.18%·Lw respectively. 

  

(a) Wall end on gridline 2 (b) Wall end on gridline 3 

Figure 2.23 – Elongation of the enlarged wall ends during SPD4 [15] 
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Figure 2.24 – Midsection axial strain of the vertical wall reinforcement during SPD4 [15] 

As part of the collaborative research plan, Otani et al. 1985 [83] developed a numerical model to 

simulate the seismic behaviour of the building. The structure was simulated with three plane frames 

interconnected as shown in Figure 2.25(c) and assuming rigid in-plane behaviour of the diaphragm. 

The frames and the wall were modelled using the numerical element models shown in Figure 2.25(a) 

and (b). The formulation of the frame elements was based on a lumped plasticity model where all the 

NL response was concentrated at the element ends. This element had the option to include rigid arms 

beyond the rotational springs to simulate rigid joint zones and an axial spring to include loss of 

stiffness in columns subjected to net tension forces. The wall element was idealised using three 

vertical members bounded by rigid top and bottom members. The two truss members on the left and 

right hand sides represented the enlarged wall ends and the member in the middle lumped the axial, 

shear and bending responses of the wall web. This model was able to capture the overall 

force-deformation hysteresis as well as the elongation of the enlarged wall ends as shown in 

Figure 2.26. 

Chesi and Schnobrich 1987 [80] investigated the floor system response and its coupling degree by 

analysing the local response of the wall-to-floor interaction rather than the overall building response. 

Unlike previous investigations that used springs to simulate the 3D interaction between the lateral 

load resisting planes, the researchers used numerical shell and frame elements with NL materials 

models. In this regard, the wall and floor system were modelled with 9-node Langrangian shell 

elements, the beams were modelled using the eccentric shell stiffener beam element developed by 

Milford&Schnobrich [84] and the columns were modelled as elastic frame elements. 
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(a) Frame element for beams and columns 

  

(b) Wall element (c) Simulation of the 3D effect 

Figure 2.25 – Schematic representation of the element’s formulations [83] 

 

 

(a) Force-displacement hysteresis (b) Enlarged wall element elongation 

Figure 2.26 – Comparison between the test and the numerical simulation for test SPD3 [83] 

Since the research aimed to investigate the local response of the wall-to-floor interaction, the 

numerical model only included the first and a half storey of the building. In addition, and since the 

floor plan has a symmetry axis in the wall plane, the model was further simplified by modelling half 

of the floor plan. 
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The wall-to-floor interaction coupled the responses of the wall and columns in both lateral load 

resisting planes as can be seen in Figure 2.27 by the seismic-induced axial forces in the vertical 

elements. The researchers highlighted that the system pivoted around the compression column 

producing large elongations to develop in the tension side of the wall end. This strongly activated the 

OoP stiffness of the floor system, effectively coupling the response of both lateral load resisting 

planes. 

 

Figure 2.27 – Axial load variation due to wall-to-floor interaction [80] 

2.2.2 Seven storey building slice (UCSD 2007) 

As part of an experimental and numerical investigation the full scale 7-storey specimen shown in 

Figure 2.28 was subjected to unidirectional earthquake accelerations in the high-performance outdoor 

shake table at the University of California, San Diego in 2006. The specimen was designed using the 

displacement-based design method (DBD) along with capacity design principles so it met specific 

levels of seismic performance. By using the DBD methodology the specimen was designed for lower 

loads levels than those determined from force-based prescriptive standards. 

The experimental part of the research analysed the seismic performance of the building, which then 

was used to validate the design methodology [11]. The numerical part of the research consisted of a 

blind prediction contest. The objective of this part was to collect information about different 

modelling strategies, variability on parameter selection, acceptance of model uncertainties and the 

reliability and robustness of the submitted simulations [85]. 
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Figure 2.28 – 7-storey building specimen 

The specimen was labelled building slice, recognising that it was a sub-set of the lateral load resisting 

system of a residential building prototype in California. The floor plan of the prototype building and 

the building slice are shown in Figure 2.29(a) and (b). The building slice comprised a rectangular web 

wall, a flange wall and solid floor slabs. The web wall was 3.65m long and 19.2m tall comprising 

seven storeys. It was 203mm thick in the first and seventh storeys, and 152mm thick elsewhere. The 

transverse wall was 4.88m long and had the same thickness and height than the web wall. The floor 

slabs had a floor area of 7.9x3.6m² and were 203mm thick at all the levels. The connection between 

the web wall and the flange wall was done using a doubly slotted link slab as shown in Figure 2.29(b) 

and (c). To provide gravitational support to the cantilevering edges of the floor slabs, four double 

pinned steel posts –composed of a bar grouted inside a steel pipe – were installed close to the corners 

of the slab. An additional precast post-tensioned pier was installed close to the wall end opposite to 

the flange wall to further provide stability in the orthogonal direction to the shake table excitations. 

The wall reinforcement in Level 1 consisted of confined end zones and a single layer of reinforcement 

for the web zone. In the remaining levels the wall reinforcement only comprised the single layer of 

reinforcement. A cross section with the reinforcement layout is shown in Figure 2.30. 
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(a) Prototype building 

 

(c) Slotted link slab (b) Test specimen 

Figure 2.29 – Floor plan [11] 

The test program comprised dynamic tests with ambient vibrations, low-amplitude white noise and 

time history earthquake accelerations. The ambient vibration and white noise tests were used to 

determine period lengthening and track building damage. The time-history earthquake accelerations 

(EQ) were used to subject the building slice to real earthquake motions. The set of earthquake records 

consisted of one low intensity record (EQ1), two medium intensity records (EQ2, EQ3) and one large 

intensity record (EQ4). 

  

(a) First level (b) Second to sixth levels 

Figure 2.30 – Walls reinforcement [85]  
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The hysteretic moment and shear force-displacement plots are shown in Figure 2.31 for all the 

earthquake records. Three key features were highlighted from the test results. The first was that the 

building showed a significant overstrength for both responses. The maximum overstrength factor for 

the base moment was 2.7 and for the base shear was 4.2. The second was that the shear response was 

somewhat erratic when compared to the moment behaviour indicating that the effective height varied 

throughout the tests. The last key feature is the asymmetry of the lateral response. From the 

reinforcement shown in Figure 2.30 one could infer that the wall may have been a bit stronger when 

displaced eastward (see Figure 2.29 for cardinal direction), however the plots showed an important 

increase in strength when the wall was displaced westward. 

The erratic shear behaviour was caused by higher mode effects, while the asymmetry of the response 

and the system overstrength were caused by the three-dimensional coupling effect of the wall-to-floor 

interaction. The coupling action of the slab was triggered by the vertical displacement incompatibility 

of the web wall deformation and the gravitational elements. As shown in Figure 2.32, the rotation of 

the wall plastic hinge raised the floor slab on the tensile side of the wall while the columns and flange 

wall picked the slab and forced it to remain in approximately the same horizontal level. This caused 

the slab to warp, enhancing the activation of the slab OoP stiffness and triggering internal load 

redistributions. 

  

(a) Base moment – Roof displacement (b) Base shear – Roof displacement 

Figure 2.31 – Hysteretic response of the building slice [79]  
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         (a) Column-slab: Side view (b) Column-slab: Rear view (c) Slotted link slab deformation 

Figure 2.32 – Sketch of the floor system deformation [79] 

The redistribution of loads produced by the wall-to-floor interaction caused compression and tension 

forces to develop in the columns. These seismic-induced loads generated an additional base moment 

that accounted for 10% and 12% of the total base moment (Mb) for displacements in the East and 

West directions. Similarly, the flange wall also underwent seismic-induced tension and compression 

forces. However, in this case the tensile demands were larger than the compression demands and so 

the maximum contribution to the base moment of the flange wall was 9%·Mb and 32%·Mb when the 

building was displaced in the East and West directions. The sources contributing to the overturning 

moment strength in the West direction were: 55%·Mb web wall, 32%·Mb activation of the flange 

wall, 10%·Mb activation of the gravity columns, 2.5%·Mb weak axis moment of flange wall and 

precast pier, 0.5%·Mb rotatory inertias [79]. The increase in base moment strength of the system 

entails an increase in base shear demand, but unlike the case of the base moment the contribution to 

the shear strength of the system only came from the increased axial load demand in the wall. 

In the numerical research the modelling strategies ranged from linear static to nonlinear dynamic 

simulations [86]. Within the nonlinear dynamic simulations, the numerical approaches ranged from 

3D models with brick elements [87], to 3D models with two-dimensional macro elements [88], to 2D 

models with fibre-based line elements [12, 85, 89, 90]. In general, the simulations predicted the 

overall displacements and inter-storey drifts within 15% error, while the predictions for forces, 

moments and accelerations had up to 70% error with respect to the measured responses. Most of the 

participants included the web wall and the foundation-shake table interaction in their models, but 
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neglected the contribution of the gravitational columns, flange wall and precast-pier to the building 

response. 

After the contest some participants improved their models by including the wall-to-floor interaction 

identified in the experimental research [79]. The improved models accounted for the 

three-dimensional interaction in different ways. Kelly [88] used both linear elastic elements with 

reduced stiffness and elastic-perfectly plastic (EPP) elements to simulate the three-dimensional 

interaction. The improved model simulated the force responses within 6% error. Figure 2.33 shows 

the envelope response of Kelly’s improved model. Martinelli&Filippou [85] used a simplified method 

to estimate the importance of the wall-to-floor interaction. They determined the maximum shear force 

that could be transferred through the doubly slotted link slab and applied this load as a sinusoidal 

vertical force at the wall end for three seconds centred in the acceleration peak of EQ4. A comparison 

of the prediction of the envelope shear and moment diagram is presented in Figure 2.34. As can be 

seen the predictions for overturning moment and shear improved significantly. The error was reduced 

from above 35% to less than 14% with respect the measured response. 

 

 

Figure 2.33 – Kelly’s improved model prediction comparison [88] 
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Figure 2.34 – Martinelli&Filippou’s improved model prediction comparison [85] 

Waugh&Sritharan [12] used a more detailed methodology to improve their original model. Both, the 

original and improved models were developed in OpenSees [91] using a 2D domain. The web wall 

and flange wall were represented using force-based (FB) beam-column (BC) elements at the first 

level and displacement-based (DB) beam-column elements in the remaining levels. The precast pier 

was modelled using DB elements with an EPP truss element representing the prestress. The cross 

sections of the FB and DB elements were represented by fibre sections. The wall-to-floor interaction 

between the web wall and the columns was modelled using BC elements with a bilinear 

moment-curvature constitutive relationship. The effective slab width used in the definition of the BC 

elements to represent the wall-to-floor interaction was determined based on a non-linear pushover of 

a fully three-dimensional model in ANSYS. The slotted link slab connecting the web and flange walls 

was modelled using three fibre-based DB elements representing the two notches and the middle 

portion of the slab. Strain penetration of the web wall into the foundation block was simulated using 

the bond slip approach proposed by Zhao&Sritharan [92]. Shear deformations of the web wall were 

also included using an aggregator. The shake-table rotation was included using an elastic rotational 

spring below the foundations. Finally, the viscous damping was set as 0.02% and 0.5% for the first 

and third mode and it was determined based on the tangent stiffness matrix. 

The envelope results for the overturning moment and shear forces are shown in Figure 2.35. The 

results had less than 15% error with respect to the values measured for EQ1, EQ2 and EQ4. However, 

the envelope results for EQ3 had about 25% error. The difference for EQ3 was caused due to the 

similar intensities between EQ2 and EQ3, and the simplified unloading and reloading branches of the 

concrete material model. Since EQ3 did not pushed the building to new peak displacements the 
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hysteresis of the system was predominantly developed as a function of the unloading and reloading 

branches of material models of the fibre sections. These branches are known to be represented with 

less accuracy than the material backbone curves [12]. 

 

Figure 2.35 – Waugh&Sritharan’s improved model prediction comparison [12] 

2.2.3 Numerical studies accounting for wall-to-floor interaction 

In this section, numerical research that analysed the effect of wall-to-floor interaction in structural 

systems and the numerical techniques used to build the models are reviewed. In the investigations the 

effects of the three-dimensional coupling were studied by the comparison of models with and without 

wall-to-floor interaction [14, 93]. 

Watkins [14] performed numerical simulations of the 4-storey post-tensioned (PT) building tested at 

the E-Defense facility in Japan in 2010 [94] and validated the simulations against the measured 

experimental responses. A floor plan of the building is shown in Figure 2.36. To quantify the effect 

of the wall-to-floor interaction the researcher developed a set of three dimensional models in the 

software package SAP2000 [95]. The set comprised a model without the floor system (NF), a model 

simulating the floor with membrane elements so only in-plane behaviour is represented (MF), and a 

model simulating the floor with shell elements so both the in-plane and OoP behaviours are 

represented (SF). The numerical model was built with linear elastic beam-column elements 

representing walls, columns and beams; all rocking joints were modelled with NL fibre-based hinges 

and rigid end offsets. The wall length was achieved with rigid arms added to the centreline beam-

column element used to represent the wall. The unbonded PT tendons of the grids A and C were 

explicitly included in the model with NL truss elements. The bonded PT tendons in the columns and 
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beams on grids 3 and 4 were simulated with external axial loads. Lastly, the floor system was 

modelled with NL layered membrane or shell elements representing the topping and the flanges of 

the Double-T units, and linear elastic truss elements for the ribs of the double-T unit. A graphical 

representation of the numerical model is shown in Figure 2.37. 

 

Figure 2.36 – 4-storey PT building [14] 

 

 

(a) Numerical representation of grids A and C (b) Numerical representation of grids 3 and 4 

Figure 2.37 – Schematic representation of the numerical model [14] 
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Table 2.3 and Figure 2.38 show a comparison between the experimental tests and the numerical 

simulations. The results of the models when displaced at 1.0% lateral drift showed that not including 

the floor or including only its in-plane behaviour caused an underprediction of the building’s bending 

strength of 31% and 21%, respectively. Notably, when the in-plane and OoP floor behaviours were 

included, the building’s bending strength was appropriately captured with less than 2% error. Also, 

the base shear demand increased by approximately 50% when comparing the membrane floor model 

and the shell floor model. In addition, the wall-to-floor interaction produced an internal axial load 

redistribution between the columns, undergoing an increase of axial load of up to 3.8% in the 

compression side and a decrease of axial load of up to 16.5% in the tension side. 

Table 2.3 – Modelling and test results at 1% lateral drift 

Model 
Overturning 

Moment, kNm 

Wall Shear 

kN 

Columns in gridline A and C 

Compression, kN Tension, kN 

No Floor 17220 - - - 

Membrane Floor 19702 516 3053 2480 

Shell Floor 24585 773 3170 2129 

Test 25000 - - - 

 

 

Figure 2.38 – Experimental and numerical results 

(adapted from Watkins 2017 [14]) 
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Further, a parametric analysis was also carried out to analyse the effect that different structural 

configurations had on the wall-to-floor interaction. The parameters that affected the most the 

three-dimensional interaction were the double-T rib depth, the thickness of the floor and the 

orientation of the double-T units with respect to the wall plane. Other less significant parameters 

included the wall length, the floor reinforcement ratio and the distance between the wall and the first 

parallel double-T rib. 

In another study [93], three archetype buildings were modelled to investigate the effect of the gravity 

load resisting system (GLRS) on the probability of collapse assessed to FEMA P695 [96]. The 

archetype buildings represented typical mid- and high-rise residential and commercial buildings. The 

study comprised static nonlinear analyses and incremental dynamic analyses of one 20-storey 

30x30m footprint core wall building labelled 20SC and two 12-storey 29x47m footprint core wall 

buildings labelled 12SC and 12BC. Floor plans of the archetype buildings are shown in Figure 2.39. 

The structural system of all the archetype buildings comprised 457mm thick RC shear walls and 

610mm square columns, however the building 20SC had 711mm square columns for the first 8 

storeys and the core walls had 762x457mm RC coupling beams in all levels. For the 12BC building 

the perimeter beam was a 762x457mm RC beam. No information was found regarding the slab 

thickness. 

  

(a) 20SC floor plan (b) 12BC floor plan 

12SC without perimeter beam 

Figure 2.39 – ATC-63-3 building archetype floor plans (adapted) 

The numerical models were created in OpenSees and consisted of 2D models of the sections 1 and 2 

shown in Figure 2.39. The walls were modelled using distributed plasticity displacement-based 
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beam-column (BC) elements with fibre-based sections plus an uncoupled NL shear model to account 

for shear deformations. It is worth noting that 2 elements per level were used for the simulation of 

the walls. The columns were modelled using distributed plasticity displacement-based beam-column 

elements and due to their slenderness shear deformations were neglected. The slab was modelled with 

a lumped plasticity beam-column element with effective stiffness. Zero-length elements with shear 

behaviour were used to connect the elements that were offset with respect to the vertical plane being 

modelled. Finally, the material models were regularised following the recommendations from Pugh 

[97]. A schematic representation of the numerical models of the sections 1 and 2 of building 20SC 

are shown in Figure 2.40. The models for 12SC and 12BC were developed following the same 

considerations described above. 

 

(a) Representation of elements in Section 1 

 

(b) Representation of elements is Section 2 

Figure 2.40 – Numerical model of building 20SC [93] 
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A comparison between the force-displacement pushover curves for the 20SC and 12SC building is 

presented in Figure 2.41. From the charts, it can be seen an increase in the building strength and a 

reduction in the displacement capacity when the outrigger effect of the gravity system is considered 

in the model. The increase in strength for the taller and shorter building was in the order of 50% and 

20% respectively, while the reduction in system deformation capacity was in the order of 10% for 

both buildings. 

  

(a) 20SC building (b) 12SC building 

Figure 2.41 – Pushover results [93] 

In general, the study concluded that the gravity system acts as an outrigger providing an increase in 

the bending strength and stiffness of the building and causing increased axial compression and shear 

demand on the wall, which in turn caused a decrease in the deformation capacity of the building. 

2.3 Numerical Simulation Techniques for RC elements 

A numerical simulation allows the prediction of the structural behaviour of a building or structural 

element by means of a mathematical representation of the physical problem. It is particularly useful 

when experimental testing is limited by, for example, the specimen size, the equipment, the available 

timeframe or any economical constrain. Yet, modelling is not free of limitations and several methods 

have been developed to improve the simulations. In this regard, the selection of the numerical method, 

modelling technique and type of element play a fundamental role in the accuracy of the numerical 

representation. In addition, specific knowledge to build, run and interpret the analysis along with the 

available computational resources are important factors that might affect the simulation. 
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In this review the focus is on the software framework OpenSees – Open System for Earthquake 

Engineering Simulation – and its simulation capabilities because it is extensively used in Chapters 4 

to 7. The numerical implementation of OpenSees is based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) and 

allows several simulation techniques, ranging from linear static analysis to non-linear dynamic 

analysis and modal analysis. The architecture of the framework is a highly modular and scalable 

object-oriented program that originally extended the interpreted programming language TCL [98] to 

perform FEM simulations and recently a Python [99] module have been also released. OpenSees has 

extensive libraries of materials and elements to represent structural systems, numerical analysis 

objects to handle the analysis and recorder objects to track and save any model response. 

In the following sections an overall review of modelling approaches to simulate structural elements 

is summarised first, then a brief review of the main abstractions in OpenSees is provided and finally 

a description of the numerical elements used in Chapters 4 to 7 is presented. 

2.3.1 Modelling of RC elements 

2.3.1.1 Numerical elements 

Structural elements can be numerically represented using different approaches, each following 

specific assumptions and formulations. The most general approach can be achieved using continuum 

3D solid elements, also called brick elements. Their potential lies in their ability to capture the 

interaction among all the forces and displacements acting over each element, and in addition, the 

flexibility to represent complex element geometries. However, this type of element has important 

disadvantages. The element response is dependent on the accuracy of multi-dimensional material 

models which are extremely difficult to devise. For instance, a material model representing the 

concrete should include the ability to represent the concrete cracking behaviour along with the 

hysteretic unloading and reloading paths in each axis and their interactions. Not to mention that this 

is even difficult for uniaxial material models. In addition, the simulations are highly computationally 

demanding not only due to the complex state representation of each numerical element but also due 

to the large number of elements that are typically needed to appropriately represent the structural 

behaviour. Also, solid element models may be affected by localisation issues requiring material 

regularisation to obtain mesh-objective responses. Additionally, strain penetration and bond slip 
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behaviours are difficult to include in the simulation and commonly neglected [97, 100]. Nevertheless, 

numerical models based on brick elements have been used in some investigations: 

Waugh&Sritharan 2010 [12] analysed crack patterns of floor slabs and determined equivalent 

tributary widths based on pushover analyses of a wall-floor-column assembly in ANSYS, Alves et 

al. 2006 [87] performed time-history analyses of the 7-storey building slice (see 2.2.2) using 

brick-based models in DYNA3D. Figure 2.42 shows graphical representations of the models 

developed in ANSYS and DYNA3D. 

  

(a) ANSYS model (Waugh&Sritharan) (b) DYNA3D model (Alves et al.) 

Figure 2.42 – Examples of brick models 

A simpler and more common approach than brick elements is to use 2D continuum elements. Similar 

to brick elements, the formulation of the 2D continuum elements aims to represent the structural 

response by a detailed representation of the local behaviour. To reduce the complexity of the element 

only the in-plane state is determined, and the out-of-plane response is normally calculated based on 

Kirchhoff or Reissner-Mindlin bending theories for thin and moderately thick plates. Given that only 

the in-plane state is determined, the normal stresses and strains must be represented by predefined 

assumptions. For structural analysis, the most common assumptions are plane stress and plane strain. 

The plane stress assumption is normally used for elements where the stress normal to the plane of the 

element can be assumed as zero, such as in RC walls and floor slabs. The plane strain assumption is 

normally used when the dimension perpendicular to the cross section is considerably long and 

therefore the strains in this direction can be assumed to be zero or constant, as in the cross section of 

retention walls and tunnels. 
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The 2D continuum elements can be divided in three categories: membranes, plates and shells. 

Membranes are elements that resist loads by in-plane deformations, they have two translational (Ux, 

Uy) degrees of freedom (DOFs), one rotational (Rz) DOF and do not have OoP stiffness. Plates are 

elements that resist loads by out-of-plane (OoP) deformations, they have one translational (Uz) DOF, 

two rotational (Rx, Ry) DOFs and do not have in-plane stiffness. Finally, shell elements are a full or 

partial combination of a membrane and a plate element, and so, they have in-plane and OoP stiffness. 

Important numerical considerations are the number of nodes of the elements as they have an impact 

on the interpolation functions that can be used, whether the element is flat (coplanar nodes) or non-

flat (non-coplanar nodes), and the assumption of either plane stress (σzz = 0) or plane strain (εzz=0) as 

mentioned before [101]. To illustrate these elements and their DOFs Figure 2.43 shows typical 

quadrilateral flat 2D elements and their degrees of freedom in the local reference system. 

  

(a) Membrane DOF (b) Plate DOF 

Figure 2.43 – Degrees of freedom in plane elements [101] 

The modelling of RC buildings with 2D continuum elements is generally done using plane stress 

shells with solid or layered sections, as they include both the membrane and plate formulations. The 

main advantages of these elements are that they can capture the shear-axial-flexure interaction of in-

plane loads and can provide a good approximation of the OoP response. They can also represent 

complex geometries such as non-rectangular walls or complex floor systems. However, they are still 

computationally demanding because they require fine levels of mesh in order to capture realistic 

responses, especially in highly NL zones or when low degree interpolation functions are used. In 

addition, they require 2D materials models able to represent the intricated concrete behaviour as 

mentioned before, that may also be affected by regularisation techniques to overcome localisation 

issues when they arise. In addition, incorporating strain penetration and bond slip is often difficult 
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and many times omitted. Despite these disadvantages it has been shown that this modelling technique 

provides good results in the prediction of complex NL responses [102–105]. 

The simplest approach to simulate structural elements is to use 1D elements, commonly known as 

line elements, frame elements or beam-column elements. This type of element simulates the inelastic 

behaviour of RC members by assuming that the NL response concentrates in specific zones of the 

numerical element. The zones where the NL response can occur can be set before the analysis as in 

the case of lumped plasticity models or their extension determined during the analysis as in the case 

of distributed plasticity models. These types of models are widely used to simulate walls, beams and 

columns, and can represent from simple flexural hinges [73, 106] to complex hinges accounting for 

axial-bending and shear-bending interactions [107, 108]. 

The lumped plasticity model is the simplest approach and consists of adding a pre-calibrated hinge to 

the zones of the element that are expected to undergo inelastic responses, while the zones outside the 

hinges remain elastic as shown in Figure 2.44(a). The hinges are normally given in the form of 

force-displacement (F-Δ) relationships, moment-rotation (M-θ) relationships or a combination of 

both, thus simulating the response in one or more degrees of freedom [109–112]. In distributed 

plasticity models the entire numerical element is allowed to develop inelastic responses. To do this, 

the element is divided into segments, each with an integration point (IP) that works as a control point 

and a pre-define length (integration weight) that represents the contribution of each IP to the element 

behaviour, as shown in Figure 2.44(b). Then the inelastic response is determined at the sectional level 

and integrated along the whole element to obtain the global element behaviour [97, 100]. 

 

 

(a) Lumped plasticity model [83] (b) Distributed plasticity models [113] 

Figure 2.44 – Schematic representation of plasticity models  

A common practice to simulate flexural hinges is to represent the cross section of the structural 

element with a set of area differentials, generally called fibres, as shown in Figure 2.45. Each fibre is 
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assigned an area and a uniaxial stress-strain material model, so they work as axial springs. In order 

to obtain the fibres’ deformations, a linear strain distribution as shown in Figure 2.45(b) is assumed. 

Then, the hinge flexural behaviour is determined by the integration of the sectional forces and 

deformations. The integration is performed over the pre-defined plastic hinge length in the case of 

lumped plasticity models or by using a weighted integration over the element’s IPs in distributed 

plasticity models. This idealisation allows the simulation of the interaction between axial forces and 

bi-axial bending demands (PMM) with good accuracy for elements that are mainly controlled by 

flexural response. In addition, a significant advantage of the fibre-based approach is that the material 

non-linearity is easily captured using uniaxial hysteretic material relationships assigned to the fibres. 

It is worth noting that concrete and steel material models have been the subject of extensive research 

and the models have been proven to simulate the behaviour with good accuracy [52, 53, 114–117]. A 

drawback of the fibre-based approach stems from the linear strain distribution assumption. This 

assumption limits the applicability of the approach to slender elements with low levels of shear 

stresses [118, 119]. 

  

(a) Fibre-based representation 

 of the element cross section [113] 

(b) Linear strain distribution 

Figure 2.45 – Schematic representation of a fibre-based section 

In terms of the advantages of line elements, the lumped plasticity model is computationally efficient, 

robust, generally stable and can represent several responses at a time. However, a hinge is normally 

defined based on an average behaviour drawn from experimental testing or from previous detailed 

numerical simulations. This may limit the suitability of the numerical model to small variations in the 

initial assumptions and any moderate to major deviation may require an update of the hinge models 
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and a new analysis [97, 113]. Another limitation of lumped plasticity models is that the hinge 

definition is done with a fix length and a fix position along the element. These assumptions not only 

neglect the spread of plasticity that may happen in RC elements but also makes the simulation of 

hinges forming in different locations for positive and negative rotations (unidirectional hinges) 

difficult to achieve. 

Unlike the lumped plasticity model, in the distributed plasticity model the extent of the inelastic zones 

is determined during the analysis and it can extend over several IPs, thus achieving a more realistic 

representation of the inelastic distribution along the element. Although the advantages of the 

distributed plasticity models are fairly similar to the lumped plasticity model, it should be noted that 

the distributed plasticity approach is more computationally demanding and more prone to suffer from 

non-convergence and localisation issues. 

In addition to the elements already described, zero-length elements may be used to incorporate 

structural behaviours that are not included in other elements’ formulations. These zero-length 

elements are composed of a set of one or more springs with their nodes in the same location, 

effectively defining an element with a length equal to zero. Their definition is similar to that of a 

lumped plasticity hinge where the springs are defined based on force-displacement relationships, 

moment-rotation relationships or by using fibre-based sections. 

It is important to note that when a zero-length element is added the overall response of the RC element 

will be the addition of the original numerical element response plus the zero-length element response. 

Consequently, structural responses such as shear-flexure interaction cannot be represented by this 

approach. Nonetheless, the total deformation can be approximated by uncoupling the flexural and 

shear responses, so, for example, a line element represents the axial-bending behaviour and a 

zero-length element represents the shear behaviour [120]. In other cases, physical phenomena like 

strain penetration and bond slip at the joint interface of RC elements can be realistically represented 

by adding a zero-length element at the joint interface as described in the work of Zhao&Sritharan 

2007 [92] and schematically represented in Figure 2.46. 
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(a) Base rotation in the column (b) Numerical representation 

Figure 2.46 – Zero-length element to represent strain penetration 

at the column base [92] 

2.3.1.2 Localisation issues 

The numerical simulation of structures by means of elements that use detailed representation of the 

local responses, like 2D continuum and fibre-based line elements, may be affected by an unreal 

concentration of deformations over an element. This phenomenon is known as localisation 

[97, 121-123]. Localisation is produced when the response starts to soften after reaching the yield 

strength and the deformation concentrates in one location, forcing large strains to develop in the 

affected zone. The extension of the localisation in displacement- and force-based elements is 

different. For displacement-based elements the localisation extends over one element while for force-

based elements localisation extends over one integration point only [123]. This problem generally 

leads to non-objective mesh-dependent simulations and only affects elements that have either a 

softening or an elastic-perfectly-plastic (EPP) response as shown in the example on Figure 2.47. In 

the case of EPP-responding elements localisation produces a non-objective local response but the 

global response is not affected (Figure 2.47(b)). In softening responding elements localisation affects 

both the local and global response as shown in Figure 2.47(c). To overcome these issues material 

regularisation is required. 
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(a) Hardening behaviour 

  

(b) Elastic-Perfectly-Plastic behaviour (c) Softening behaviour 

 

(d) Curvature localisation in a force-based element 

Figure 2.47 – Example of global and local response of  

a cantilever column [123] 

The Constant Fracture Energy Criterion is widely accepted as a regularisation technique used in 2D 

displacement-based elements where localisation issues are triggered by material tensile responses 

[124, 125] This approach was extended to localisation issues triggered by material compression 

responses [126, 127] and then further extended to fibre-based line elements used to simulate RC 

elements [97, 123, 128–130]. For fibre-based line elements the technique consists of equating the 
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material fracture energy with the energy released over the length where localisation occurs. This 

statement is graphically shown in Figure 2.48 and explained in the subsequent paragraphs. 

  

(a) Crushing energy of concrete (b) Fracture energy of steel 

Figure 2.48 – Fracture energy [97] 

For concrete, the material regularisation is only required for the compression response, because the 

tensile response does not produce localisation in RC elements [123]. In force-based line elements, 

Coleman and Spacone [123] proposed to modify the descending branch of the concrete stress-strain 

curve by moving the strain 𝜀20𝑢 so the shaded area in Figure 2.48 equates the crushing energy 

proposed by Jansen&Shah 1997 [127] over the length of the IP. This approach requires 

post-processing of the local response as the curvatures are affected due to the use of a modified 

stress-strain relationship. Scott&Fenves [128] avoided the post-processing of the curvatures by 

matching the expected plastic hinge length with the length of the integration point where localisation 

occurs. In this way both the global and local responses can be used directly from the analysis. While 

the former approach is always applicable, the use of the latter is limited by the length and formulation 

of the numerical elements.  

Experimental values for crushing energy of concrete are presented in Table 2.4 after research 

performed by Jansen&Shah 1997 [127], Coleman&Spacone 2001 [123], Nakamura&Higai 2001 

[131] and Pugh 2012 [97]. 
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Table 2.4 – Crushing energy 

Jansen and Shah 

Unconfined concrete 

 

 

 

 

● Post-peak energy 

□ Pre-peak energy 

Coleman and 

Spacone 

Force-based element 

𝐺𝑐= 25 N/mm (based on Jansen and Shah) 

𝐺𝑐𝑐= 180 N/mm or 6.0·𝐺𝑐 

Nakamura and 

Higai 

Based on 150mm diameter and 

450mm height test specimens 

𝐺𝑐= 8.8·√𝑓𝑐′ 

 

Pugh 

Force-based element 

𝐺𝑐= 2.0·𝑓𝑐′ 

𝐺𝑐𝑐= 1.7·𝐺𝑐 

Displacement-based element 

𝐺𝑐= 0.56·𝑓𝑐′ 

𝐺𝑐𝑐= 1.7·𝐺𝑐 

Note: Subscript c for unconfined concrete and cc for confined concrete 

For steel, regularisation is required for both tensile and compression responses [97]. However, it is 

worth noting that there have been studies where only the concrete was regularised and model response 

was not mesh-sensitive [123, 128]. The approach for the steel regularisation is similar to the one used 

for concrete, but in this case 𝜀𝑢 is changed to match the fracture energy. Pugh [97] proposed the 

equation (2-5) to determine 𝜀𝑢 when a bilinear steel model is used along with a force-based line 

element. It is important to note that sensitivity studies performed with values of 𝐿𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒 between 

100mm and 760mm simulated the responses within 5% accuracy, and therefore it was concluded that 

the regularisation technique is not really sensitive to normal values of 𝐿𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒. It was also suggested to 

use 𝐿𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒 = 200𝑚𝑚 when data was not available [97]. 
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𝜀𝑢 = 𝜀𝑦 + (
𝐿𝑔𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝐿𝐼𝑃

) · (𝜀𝑢,𝑒𝑥𝑝 − 𝜀𝑦) (2-5) 

2.3.2 Abstractions in OpenSees 

The core components of OpenSees are shown in Figure 2.49. These components are the main 

abstractions of the framework and they define the main building blocks where all the model 

components will be added. 

 

Figure 2.49 – Main Abstractions in OpenSees [132] 

The ModelBuilder creates the model domain with a specific dimensional space and a number of 

degrees of freedom, constructs the objects and adds them to the domain. The Domain holds the current 

and next state of the model and stores the objects created by the ModelBuilder. It also provides access 

to the Analysis and Recorder objects to act upon the numerical model. The Analysis handles the 

solution of the current step and moves the model state to the next step. Finally, the Recorder monitors 

specific parameters during the analysis and saves to file the results according to the user commands. 

The Domain further subdivides as shown in Figure 2.50. As shown in the figure it holds the nodes, 

elements, constrains, loadPattern and timeSeries. The nodes are coordinates in the domain’s 

dimensional space where the DOFs are defined. They provide the basis to define the elements and 

the constrains of the model. The constrains specify the movement at individual nodal DOFs (SP) or 

the nodal displacement of a node with respect to another node (MP). The elements simulate the 

response of the structural system being modelled. The elements can be described at three different 

levels: Element level based on a force-deformation approach; at the Sectional level such as a moment-

curvature approach and at the Fibre level based on a stress-strain approach. The timeSeries maps the 

time in the domain with the load factor applied to the loadPattern. The latter describes the loads being 

applied to the model. 
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Figure 2.50 – Model domain [132] 

The Analysis subdivides in the objects shown in Figure 2.51. The ConstrainHandler determines the 

way the constrains are enforced in the equations. The numberer maps the DOF and the equations so 

the structural matrix can be created and optimised, if possible. The AnalysisModel defines the type of 

analysis to be performed. The SolutionAlgorithm defines the approach that will be used to solve the 

NL equation. The integrator determines the predictive step, the residual vector and the corrective 

step. Finally, the SystemOfEquations constructs the LinearSOE and the LinearSolver objects to store 

and solve the system of equations in the analysis. 

 

Figure 2.51 – Analysis object component [132] 

2.3.3 OpenSees elements 

A summary of the elements’ features used in the numerical models of Chapters 4 to 7 are described 

below. The summary aims to provide the basic information to understand the way the elements work 

and the assumptions used in their formulations. 

The zeroLengthSection element is used to simulate the additional wall rotation due to strain 

penetration and bond slip at the wall-foundation interface. The state of the element is determined at 

the sectional level using a fibre-based section and assuming a unitary length. Despite the physical 

length of this element is zero, the formulation uses the unitary length to convert sectional 

deformations to element deformations. This can yield different element displacements even when the 

sectional response is the same. Another important characteristic of this type of element is that it does 
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not have shear or torsional stiffness and so they have to be handled separately (equalDOF, 

aggregator, etc.). 

Fibre-based distributed plasticity beam-column elements with either force (forceBeamColumn) or 

displacement (dispBeamColumn) formulations are used to simulate slender walls, columns and 

beams. In the force-based elements a linear force field is assumed, which means linear moment 

distribution and constant axial force along the element, satisfying equilibrium in strong form. In the 

displacement-based element a linear displacement field is assumed, which means linear curvature 

distribution and constant axial strain along the element, satisfying equilibrium in weak form. Due to 

the fibre-based nature of the element definition the shear and torsional responses have to be handled 

separately. In the force-based element an aggregator is used to provide linear shear response at the 

sectional level. However, as to OpenSees v2.5.0 rev.6477 the aggregator can not add shear response 

at the sectional level of displacement-based elements, so in this case and if it is needed, a spring 

simulating shear deformations was added to the base of the line element. The torsional response is 

included at the sectional level by using the -GJ flag, hence providing an elastic torsional stiffness. 

The geometric non-linearity is considered by the PDelta geometrical transformation. 

The shellMITC4 element with a layeredSection section is used to model the floor system. The shell 

element is a 4-node non-flat element that uses a bilinear isoparametric formulation for the state 

determination and a modified shear interpolation to avoid locking problems [102]. This shell element 

has geometric and material non-linear capabilities [102]. The layered shell section is composed of 

layers stacked bottom-up in the local Z axis [103]. Each layer is assigned a thickness and a material 

model. The concrete layers are defined with a 2D plane stress concrete material 

(PlaneStressUserMaterial and PlateFromPlaneStress) and steel layers are defined based on 

equivalent smeared steel thickness with an nDMaterial (PlateRebar) acting as a uniaxial material in 

the direction specified by the user in the local reference system. The strain field of each layer is 

determined at the centre of the layer thickness, and so smoother simulations and with less 

convergence issues are achieved by discretising the thick concrete layer in several thinner concrete 

layers. 
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2.4 Development of Typologies 

Building inventories are used in research and by public and private agencies to create databases of 

existing buildings. Then, the collected information is processed according to the analyst criteria to 

create groups of buildings with similar characteristics. These building groups are known as building 

taxonomies, archetypes or building typologies depending on the country and document being used 

[96, 133, 134]. Currently, several systems of building classifications are used in the construction 

industry and they respond to specific purposes, such as building codes, seismic design, fire protection 

and insurance companies to name a few. 

In general, most of the efforts to create building inventories and building typologies address the need 

to assess risk and potential losses of cities or populated areas to mitigate the impact of earthquakes or 

any other natural hazard [134–140]. In other cases, specific criteria is used, for example, to 

characterise the seismic behaviour of buildings so global seismic performance factors can be 

determined and the structural codes improved [96], or investigations can be aided so they are 

representative of common practice of a given era or material [141], or simply to define a common 

classification criteria so buildings around the world can be analysed and compared [133, 142]. 

The level of detail of an inventory depends on the intended use of the typologies, the available data 

sources, the size of the inventory, the available resources and the type of data to be collected 

[133, 142]. This variability in the initial stage triggers the diversity in the inventories and typologies 

found in the literature. 

Given the variability of classifications and the diversity in the criteria in which the classifications are 

based on, this review focuses in providing the common steps used to build a database and define the 

building typologies rather than summarising each methodology separately. 

The overall process starts with the development of the building inventory and then the extraction of 

the relevant information to create the database. Next, the information of the database is processed and 

sorted to define the typologies. Finally, the representative buildings are modelled and analysed to 

obtain the results of the study. An example of this general process is the adapted excerpt from FEMA 

P695 presented in Figure 2.52. As can be seen, Chapter 3 of the book describes the process to collect 
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the information, Chapter 4 describes the process to create the typologies and Chapters 5 to 7 describe 

the modelling and analysis. 

 

Figure 2.52 – FEMA P695 process to collect, define and analyse building typologies 

(adapted from FEMA P695) 

In order to develop a more detailed process to create and analyse building typologies, the 

understanding of the building characteristics is required. In this regard, the Global Earthquake Model 

(GEM) Building Taxonomy Report defines the building genome. This refers to a set of attributes that 

relate specific building characteristics to possible effects on seismic behaviour and 

performance [133]. GEM describes 13 attributes, and each attribute can be further described using 

different levels of detail as shown in Figure 2.53. This idea can be generalised and adapted to the 

specific requirements of the desired typologies. For instance, Kuchma [141] used an inventory of 10 

buildings designed after 1991 along with the review of previous investigations to assess the seismic 

behaviour of structural walls. The researcher captured several attributes and designed a detailed test 

program to improve the understanding of mid-rise RC walls. 
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Figure 2.53 – GEM Building attributes and detail levels [133] 
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Based on the recommendations found in the literature [96, 133, 139, 142] the general process 

described earlier can be expanded to the following detailed procedure: 

1. Define the purpose of the typologies, i.e. What are the typologies going to be used for? 

a. Define the attributes and levels of detail that the analysis will require. 

b. Estimate the size and level of accuracy that the inventory needs to be to meet the 

purpose of the typology. 

2. Pre-data collection 

a. Identify available data sources (council files, archives, engineering firms, etc.). 

b. Create a general inventory by mapping the buildings of the city or region of interest 

and record general attributes that are easily obtained (height, shape, etc.). 

c. From the mapped region and general database, select potentially useful buildings that 

meet the purpose described in step 1. 

d. If possible, confirm gathered information by sidewalks (Google Street View is a useful 

tool). 

3. Data collection 

a. Collect the structural plans for the buildings identified in step 2c 

b. Check if the collected building information meet the purpose of the typology 

c. Fill in a detailed database including all the attributes and details defined in step 1a. 

4. Define building Typologies: 

a. Group the buildings in the detailed database according to common attributes and 

relevant details. This will yield common types of buildings. 

b. For each group identified in step 4a, and each level of detail determine the ranges that 

these variables can take. For example, the attribute Floor, 1st level of detail 

Type: Hollow Core, 2nd level of detail Depth varies between 200mm to 400mm. 

This general process allows the incremental collection of information from the planning to the 

determination of building typologies, including the determination of common ranges for several 

variables. 
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2.5 Summary and Research Gaps 

2.5.1 Axial elongation 

The elongation of RC plastic hinges occurs when the neutral axis moves away from the geometrical 

centre of the section, producing a net extension of the element. This extension is composed of an 

elastic (recoverable) and a plastic (permanent) elongation, and both are highly affected by axial 

forces. In experimental tests, elongations of up to 4.3% of the beam depth have been measured for 

both statically determinate and indeterminate systems. In addition, in statically indeterminate 

structures beam elongation have also affected the internal force distribution, have caused additional 

displacement demands in the surrounding elements and have had the potential to change the hinging 

hierarchy of frame systems. In terms of simulation, numerical models based on a fibre-like 

representation of the cross sections have been able to appropriately simulate the generation and 

development of elongation in plastic hinges of RC beams and have also been able to capture the 

interaction with surrounding elements in 2D models. 

However, and despite comprehensive research programs have studied the elongation developed in 

isolated beams and frame systems, scarce to no research have addressed the elongation occurring in 

RC walls or have addressed the development of numerical techniques to simulate wall elongation. 

Additionally, and even though elongation has been observed in experimental tests (2.1.1), numerical 

research (2.1.2) and in post-earthquake investigations [21, 143], most of the concrete codes around 

the world do not have provisions to account for elongation in the design stage of RC buildings. 

2.5.2 Wall-to-floor interaction and simulation 

Wall-to-floor interaction occurs in a building when the structure is subjected to lateral displacements 

and the wall rotation and elongation produce relative vertical displacements between the wall ends 

and the surrounding elements. This vertical displacement incompatibility is accommodated by 

out-of-plane deformations of the floor system, triggering the framing action of the slabs with the 

surrounding elements acting as outriggers. Internally, the framing action causes redistribution of the 

axial loads carried by the vertical elements, increasing the compression in the wall and the vertical 

elements close to the compression wall end, and reducing it in the vertical elements close to the tensile 
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wall end. The seismic-induced part of the axial load carried by the vertical elements generate an 

additional resisting moment –such as those seen in traditional coupled walls– that increases the 

overturning bending strength and bending stiffness of the building. This additional bending 

overstrength produces an increase in the maximum base shear of the building, which directly affects 

the shear demands on the wall. It is worth noting that some of the consequences when this 

phenomenon is not accounted for are brittle failure of the walls and foundations settlements as has 

been seen in experimental research and post-earthquake surveys [10, 144]. 

Few experimental investigations have been performed about wall-to-floor interaction because of the 

complexities and costs of constructing and testing full-scale systems. Numerical research is a faster 

and cheaper option, but the representativity of the results is highly dependent on the model 

simplifications and the selected building. The literature review showed that most of the numerical 

studies in wall-to-floor interaction have simulated the 3D interaction using simplified 2D models, and 

in addition, the models have been developed to simulate the response of specific experimental tests 

rather than systems that are representative of actual buildings. Recent numerical research (2.2.3) have 

expanded the understanding of the effects of wall-to-floor interaction by analysing the collapse 

probability of archetype buildings using 2D models, and by comparing the response of rocking wall 

buildings modelled with and without wall-to-floor interaction using 3D models. However, even 

though the experimental and numerical investigations have provided the mechanics of wall-to-floor 

interaction and the consequences of not considering it in design, more research is necessary to provide 

comprehensive guidance for the inclusion of this phenomenon into the engineering practice. In 

particular, there is still a lack of 3D models that include the accurate simulation of the 3D non-linear 

behaviour of the floor system, the simulation of traditional RC wall with accurate representation of 

the wall elongation and that address common building configurations (plan layout, floor types, 

building heights, etc), so the results can be used to inform the design of buildings where the effects 

of wall-to-floor interaction are considerable. 

2.5.3 Building typologies 

The development of building databases –inventories and typologies– is a highly variable process that 

depends on the final use of the database. The use of the databases varied from informing building 
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codes and seismic design, to provide classifications for fire protection and insurance companies. A 

useful classification for seismic design is the building genome proposed by Global Earthquake Model 

(GEM) Building Taxonomy Report [133]. The building genome is defined based on attributes and 

each attribute is expanded by describing levels of details. In addition, other classification systems 

were also identified [96, 134] and taken into consideration to expand GEM system. 

Despite the relevance of collated building information, there is a lack of publicly available building 

databases, building inventories and building typologies so representative information can be extracted 

for research purposes. 
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Chapter 3                        

Building Typology 

This chapter presents the typology analysis conducted on 51 buildings selected from the review of an 

inventory of 479 New Zealand buildings within Auckland (149), Wellington (286) and Christchurch 

(44). The typology is meant to provide representative building geometry for regular RC buildings that 

use walls as the main lateral load resisting system in at least one principal direction. The work includes 

the analysis of the building stock based on occupancy and number of levels, and the collection of 

general and detailed information about the geometry and reinforcement of the buildings and their 

elements. The building typologies are provided as generic floor plans and tables with common ranges 

for several geometrical parameters. 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in the Chapter 2, numerical modelling is a useful tool to understand the three 

dimensional behaviour of real multi-storey buildings that otherwise would be difficult to evaluate due 

to the costs, specimen sizes and the facilities required to perform experimental research. However, 

for modelling results to be meaningful, the selection of the case-study buildings must be 
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representative of real multi-storey structures. This representativity can be achieved by selecting the 

case-study building based on a typology analysis of the building stock of target areas. 

So, to inform the selection of a representative multi-storey case-study building for Chapters 5 to 7, 

the research shown in this chapter presents the development of building typologies for New Zealand, 

based on the geometry of multi-storey reinforced concrete buildings that use walls as the main lateral 

load resisting system in at least one principal direction. 

3.2 Typology Purpose and Methodology 

The purpose of this study was to provide geometrically representative types of New Zealand 

multi-storey reinforced concrete buildings that use RC walls as the primarily lateral load resisting 

system (LLRS) in at least one principal direction and that have regular floor layouts. The controlling 

attributes to define a typology was the building occupancy type and the combination of the LLRSs in 

the two principal directions. The parameters used to describe the geometry of the typologies were the 

storey heights; floor plan shape and the position of the LLRS within the floor plan; the wall type, 

shape, length, thickness and level at which it changed; beam and column dimensions; and the floor 

type, span length and topping thickness. 

The methodology to perform the typology analysis started with the definition of the building attributes 

and the level of details required to describe the building geometry (section 3.3). Then, the Central 

Business Districts (CBD) of three major cities in New Zealand were selected as the target building 

stock. The CBDs were mapped to collect occupancy and the number of levels above ground of each 

building (section 3.4). This information was used as a general indicator of the building distribution 

per occupancy and per level in each CBD. It was also used to choose potential useful buildings that 

by visual inspection seemed to be RC buildings with walls. Then, a building inventory was created 

by gathering the building plans of the potentially useful buildings (obtained from the Council Property 

Files) and sets of building plans from other research projects at the Civil Engineering Department 

that were running in parallel with the development of this thesis. Then, the inventory was screened to 

filter out building that were higher than 5 storeys above ground level, were preferably designed after 

1980, used walls as the main LLRS in at least one principal direction and that their occupancy was 
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either residential, office, hotel or parking. After that, a general database was completed for all the 

selected buildings with information about the year of construction, levels above and below ground, 

type of load resisting systems, vertical shape, wall type, floor type and the completeness of the 

available plan set. Following this, the buildings listed in the general database were filtered again to 

select all the buildings that had regular floor layouts and that their lateral response had little to no 

eccentricity. Based on these filtered buildings, the general database was expanded, and a detailed 

database was completed by recording the dimensions of several building features, such as storey 

heights, overall floor plan dimensions, element dimensions, height at which walls change their 

thicknesses, dimensions of the floor systems and presence of link slabs (section 3.5). 

The general and detailed databases highlighted common features that allowed the quantitative 

definition of common ranges for several parameters that define the building geometry (section 3.6) 

and the qualitative definition of the generic floor plans (section 3.7). These two items define the 

building typologies and the variability found in the studied building stock. 

3.3 Building Attributes 

The building attributes and the levels of details for the typology study are summarised in Table 3.1. 

The attribute Occupancy only has one level of detail and the classification refers to either Office, 

Residential, Hotel or Parking buildings. The Construction Date attribute has two levels of detail: the 

year the building was built and the year the building underwent strengthening work, if any. The 

attribute Level/Storey has 2 levels of detail, the height at ground floor and the typical floor height. 

The attribute Building Shape addresses the regularity of the building for both horizontal and vertical 

plans. The attributes LLRS (lateral load resisting system) and GLRS (gravity load resisting system) 

have up to five levels of details and collect information about type of element, geometry and position 

of the LLRS within the building floor plan. Lastly, the attribute Floor Type aims to collect information 

about the floor system and has up to five levels of details covering the type of construction, 

dimensions reinforcement and the use of link slab. 

It is worth noting that reinforcing details of the gravity and lateral load resisting systems are not 

collected for this study. The reason is because the purpose of the typology analysis was to provide a 
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set of representative building geometries and not reinforcement detailing practices. Moreover, a 

reinforcement detailing typology would be difficult to conceive due to practitioners’ detailing 

preferences and the changes in concrete and loading standards over the years. As such, including both 

the geometry and the detailing of the load resisting systems would make it almost impossible to define 

a moderate and useful number of typologies. 

Table 3.1 – Building attributes definition 

Attribute 
Level of detail 

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Occupancy 
Main type of 

use 
    

Construction 

date 

Construction 

year 

Year 

Strengthened 
   

Levels/Storeys 

No. of levels 

above ground 

Ground floor 

and typical 

storey height 

   

No. of levels 

below ground 
    

Building shape 

Vertical shape 
Level where 

there is a recess 
   

Floor plan 

shape 

Footprint 

dimensions 
   

LLRS 

Core 
Position within 

the floor plan 

Construction 

type and shape  

Cross section 

dimensions 

Level where 

wall thickness 

changes 

Wall 
Position within 

the floor plan 

Construction 

type and shape  

Cross section 

dimensions 

Level where 

wall thickness 

changes 

Frame  
Construction 

type 

Cross section 

dimensions 
 

GLRS 

Columns 
Construction 

Type and Shape 

Cross section 

dimensions 
  

Beams 
Construction 

Type 

Cross section 

dimensions 
  

Floor Type 
Construction 

type 

Floor cross 

section 
Reinforcement Floor span Link slab 

 

3.4 Building Stock and Data Sources 

The target building stock was the central business districts (CBDs) of Auckland, Wellington and 

Christchurch, as they represent the highest concentration of multi-storey buildings in New Zealand. 
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The available sources of data for Auckland and Wellington were the complete Property File folders 

obtained from the respective City Councils and from research projects at the Civil Engineering 

Department. For Christchurch, Property File folders were less available than for the other cities and 

so the data sources consisted of Property File folders previously retrieved by other researchers and 

the building assessment reports from the Canterbury Earthquake Royal Commission [3, 4]. 

For Auckland and Wellington, the first step was to map the entire building stock of the CBDs to 

perform a gross analysis of the buildings’ occupancy determined by visual inspection and the number 

of storeys above ground level. This exercise provided a general estimation regarding the building use 

and the height distribution within the cities. It also allowed the familiarisation with the existing 

structures and facilitated the identification of potential useful buildings. For Christchurch, the 

mapping was not possible because most of the CBD had been demolished by the time this research 

was performed. 

The mapped zones for each city are shown in Figure 3.1 and an example of the collated information 

is shown in Figure 3.2. Further information of the mapping is provided in Appendix A. It is worth 

noting that the mapping was carried out using the 3D capability of Google Maps and Google Street 

View [145] along with the GIS maps for Auckland and Wellington [146, 147]. 

  

(a) Auckland (b) Wellington 

Figure 3.1 – Mapped zones (Plans from council’s GIS maps) 
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Figure 3.2 – Example of mapping with occupancy and number of storeys for Auckland 

A total of 387 buildings in Auckland and 267 in Wellington were identified within the mapped 

regions. The overall results of the building distribution per occupancy for buildings with more than 5 

storeys above ground level is shown in Figure 3.3. It is shown that Office-type buildings is the 

dominant building occupancy followed by Residential use. Having this distribution in mind, one can 

suggests that analyses performed to an Office typology could be more significant to the safety of the 

identified building stock in the mapped zones against earthquakes. It is important to note that the 

previous statement exclusively relates to the structure itself and not to the general damage and loss 

estimation2. 

The information displayed in Figure 3.3 was further investigated to analyse the distribution of the 

occupancy types as a function of the number of storeys above ground level. The disaggregation per 

level is shown in Figure 3.4 for Auckland and Figure 3.5 for Wellington. In the case of Auckland, 

most of the mapped buildings below 10 storeys or taller than 20 storeys corresponded to Office-type 

buildings, while in buildings with 11 to 19 storeys the proportion of Office to Residential buildings 

is almost the same. This trend is not shared by the distribution in Wellington, where Office-type 

buildings are predominant for all studied storey ranges. 

 

2 This is outside the scope of this thesis, however related information can be found in Cousins 2005 [135], Uma et al 2008 

[134], Cousins et al 2014 [138], Walsh 2015 [139], RiskScape [180] 
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(a) Auckland (b) Wellington 

Figure 3.3 – Main building usage in the mapped zones 

 

Figure 3.4 – Percentage of buildings per occupancy and floor levels in Auckland 

 

Figure 3.5 – Percentage of buildings per occupancy and floor levels in Wellington 
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In both cities, approximately 50% of the buildings are between 5 to 10 storeys tall and around 30% 

of the buildings are between 11 to 15 storeys tall, totalising 80% of the mapped building stock. When 

these two ranges are considered, the largest occupancy type is Office followed by Residential use. 

This adds to the idea that analysing Office type buildings can be more significant to the structural 

safety of these cities against earthquakes. Then, it is suggested that the biggest impact, from a 

structural point of view, can be achieved by analysing the behaviour of Office type buildings between 

5 to 10 storeys tall. 

3.5 Data Collection 

From the data sources described in section 3.4 an inventory of 479 RC buildings was collected. This 

inventory was formed by 149 building in Auckland, 286 in Wellington and 44 in Christchurch. The 

inventory was examined to compile a general database consisting of number of levels, type of load 

resisting system, wall layout, floor type and completeness of the plan set. 

The criteria to select the buildings for the general database is listed below and it was defined so a 

representative sample of modern multi-storey RC buildings could be represented: 

- Buildings with main occupancy types Office, Residential, Hotel or Parking. 

- Buildings with 5 or more storeys above ground level. 

- The LLRS is primarily composed of RC walls in at least one principal direction 

- Preferable buildings constructed after 1980s or with a somewhat ductile detailing 

Along with the selection process, the Property File folders of the selected buildings were searched 

for the most updated version of the plans so an as-built or, at least, an up-to-date building plan set 

was compiled for each building and saved as a Portable Document Format (PDF) file. Then, the 

representative or typical floor plan was annotated highlighting the LLRS, the GLRS and adding 

comments about any relevant information. In addition, some section cuts and detail calls were 

assigned PDF links, so when the user clicks the link he/she is redirected to the specific drawing. Also, 

PDF bookmarks were created for easy access to all the sections of the plan sets. 
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An example of the work done for a plan set is shown in Figure 3.6. As can be seen in the figure, the 

bookmarks are defined using the structural plan number and a short description of the information 

the plan contain. The solid green elements are RC walls and the solid blue elements are RC columns, 

both displaying the cross sectional shape of the element. The blue edge rectangles are the PDF links. 

  

(a) Bookmarks for plans (b) Annotated typical floor plan 

 

(c) Section cut 4-4 in the Typical Floor Plan 

Figure 3.6 – Final form of a compiled building plan set 
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The work involved in doing the mark-up for all selected building was extremely time consuming, but 

it ensured the easy access and understanding of the buildings’ structures even months after the 

annotations and compilations were done. This was considered necessary due to the long time it took 

to browse through the Property Files and develop the database. It also helped to keep consistency 

between building plans compiled at different times. 

Once the general database and mark-ups were completed, the detailed database considering the 

remaining attributes and levels of detail of Table 3.1 was collated. The detailed database included 

regular floor plan layouts with small eccentricity levels, so the building lateral response is mainly 

translational. The creation of a detailed database for irregular building is proposed as a future research 

topic. The general and detailed databases can be found in Appendix A along with the marked-up plan 

sets. 

3.6 Building Typology: Common Ranges of Geometrical Parameters 

The buildings listed in the detailed database (see Appendix A) were sorted by occupancy and by the 

combination of the LLRS in both principal directions. This provided the building typologies. Then, 

the collated values for the attributes and levels of details were used to quantitatively define the 

variability of several parameters that define the building geometries. 

Sub-sections 3.6.1 to 3.6.4 present the typologies and common ranges for several geometrical 

variables used to describe the building geometry, while sub-section 3.6.5 presents common features 

observed throughout the analysed buildings. The tables address details of the load resisting systems, 

wall geometry and the floor system. The following nomenclature is used: C for Core walls, W for 

rectangular or barbell-shaped walls, MF for moment frames, L1 and L2 are length of the short and 

long side of the floor plan. It should be noted that when a table shows a unique value instead of a 

range, then it means that it is a representative value of a narrow range. 
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3.6.1 Office type buildings 

For the Office type buildings two typologies were identified and labelled O1 and O2. The typical 

number of levels in these buildings are 8, 14 and 17 storeys, and the building plan geometry is 

independent of the number of storeys. The LLRS of the typology O1 is composed of a dual system 

with core walls and moment frames, while in typology O2 the LLRS is composed of walls in one 

direction and moment frames in the perpendicular direction. Typical aspect ratio of the floor plan for 

both typologies ranges between 1.0-1.5 with the building width ranging between 30-40m. Typical 

floor heights range between 4-5m for the ground floor and 3-4m for the rest of the levels. A summary 

of the typical ranges for Office type building are included in the tables below. 

Table 3.2 – Office type: Load resisting system 

Attribute detail Typology O1 Typology O2 

LLRS 
Dir.1 C + MF C W + MF W 

Dir.2 C + MF MF 

Plan Aspect 

Ratio 

L2/L1 1.0 - 1.5 

L1 30 - 40m 

Storey 

Height 

Ground 4 - 5m 

Typical 3 - 4m 

Position LLRS 
Centred core and 

perimeter MF 

Centred core and 

MF on both sides 

Non-centred wall 

and distributed MF 

Both on the 

perimeter 

Dimension 

[mm] 

Columns 
Width: 600-1000 

Depth: 800-1000 

Width: 500-700 

Depth: 800-1000 

Width: 600 

Depth: 800 

Width: 600 

Depth: 800 

Beams 
Width: 500-700 

Depth: 800-1000 

Width: 400-500 

Depth: 650 

Width: 600 

Depth: 600 

Width: 500-700 

Depth: 800 

Table 3.3 – Office type: Wall details 

Wall/core cross 

section shape 
Wall Thickness, tw 

Level where tw 

changes 
Wall Length 

Barbell or 

rectangular 
200-300mm None 5 - 10m 

Box-Shaped core 350-650mm None 
Average aspect ratio: 1:3 

Core Width: 6 - 8m 

C-Shaped walls 300-400mm None 
Average Aspect ratio: 1:3 

Flange length: 3 - 4m 

H-Shaped walls 300-400mm None 
Average Aspect ratio: 1:1.5 

Flange length: 6m 
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Table 3.4 – Office type: Floor system 

Floor type 
Thickness 

[mm] 

Topping 

[mm] 
Reinforcement 

Span 

[m] 

Use of link slabs 

Frame Wall 

Hollow Core 
200 

65-85 Mesh (663-665), D10-300 
9 

Scarce No 
300 11-12 

Composite 

floor 
150-160 - 

Mesh (663-665), 

1H12 per trough 
3.5 NA NA 

Flat slab 75 65-100 
Mesh (663-665) 

HD12-300 
4.7-5.8 No No 

Double T 

200 75 

Mesh (663-665) 

D12-300 or 400 

6.5 

Scarce No 
250 75 8.4 

300 125 10.3 

500 100 14.5 

3.6.2 Residential type buildings 

For the Residential type buildings three typologies were identified and labelled R1 to R3. The typical 

number of levels in these buildings are 8, 14 and 19 storeys. The floor plan layout of Typology R1 

was dependent on the number of storeys and so sub-typologies R1/5-10 and R1/11-20 are presented 

in section 3.7, note that this does not affect the tables shown in this section. The LLRS of the typology 

R1 was a combination of core walls and moment frames; for type R2 it was core walls and walls; and 

for R3 it was walls and moment frame. Typical floor heights range between 3.0-4.5m for the ground 

floor and 2.8-3.2m for the rest of the levels. A summary of the typical ranges for Residential type 

building are included in the tables below. 

Table 3.5 – Residential type: Load resisting system 

Attributes Typology R1 Typology R2 Typology R3 

LLRS 
Dir.1 C + MF C W 

Dir.2 C +MF C C W MF W 

Storey 

Height 

Ground 3.2 - 4 3.3 - 4.4 3.1 - 4.0 

Typical 2.8 - 3.2 2.8 - 3.0 2.7 - 3.1 

Position LLRS Centred Centred Varied Perimeter 
Perimeter 

and centred 

Dimension 

[mm] 

Columns 
Width: 500-700 

Depth: 650-1000 

Width: 400-600 

Depth: 400-600 

Width: 400-700 

Depth: 600-1000 

Beams 
Width: 400-600 

Depth: 650-800 

Width: 400-600 

Depth: 400-600 

Width: 400-600 

Depth: 600-800 

Note: In typologies R2 and R3 steel beams and columns were also used 
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Table 3.6 – Residential Type: Footprint aspect ratio and building width 

Aspect Ratio 

L2/L1 

Building Width 

L1 

1 - 1.5 20 - 28m 

1.6 - 2.5 10 - 15m 

2.6 - 3.5 No information 

Larger than 3.5 10 - 12m or 15 - 16m 

 

Table 3.7 – Residential Type: Wall details 

Wall/core cross 

section shape 
Wall Thickness, tw 

Level where tw 

changes 
Wall Length 

Barbell or 

rectangular 

200mm None 

3 - 6m or 10 - 13m 
250mm 7 - 11 

300mm 3 – 4 

400mm 2 

Box-Shaped core 200-350mm None 

- Average aspect ratio 1:2 Core 

Width: 2 - 5m 

- Average aspect ratio 1:1 Core 

Width: 5 - 8m 

C-Shaped 

200-300mm None 

- Average aspect ratio 1:3 Flange 

length: 3 - 4m 

- Average aspect ratio 1:2 Flange 

length: 3 - 4m 

- Average aspect ratio 1:1 Flange 

length: 3 - 4m 
400 3-4 

L-,T-shaped 300-400mm None Varied 

Table 3.8 – Residential Type: Floor system 

Floor type 
Thickness 

[mm] 

Topping 

[mm] 
Reinforcement 

Span 

[m] 

Use of link slabs 

Frame Wall 

Hollow Core 
200 60-75 

Mesh 665 
11 

Scarce 
300 60-65 12 

Composite 

floors 
150  Mesh 664 3 NA NA 

Flat slab 
75 65-75 Mesh 665 3.8 No No 

100 100-150 Mesh 661-662 4 - 5 No No 

Rib and 

Timber infill 

125-290 

(rib depth) 
60-90 Mesh 665 3 - 11 Scarce 
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3.6.3 Hotel type buildings 

For Hotel type buildings one typology was identified and it was labelled H1. Typical number of levels 

in this type of buildings were 7, 13 and 17 storeys, and the building geometry was independent of the 

number of storeys. The LLRS was composed of core walls and rectangular walls placed on the sides 

of the floor plan. Typical aspect ratio of the floor plan ranges between 2-3 with the building width 

ranging between 16-17m. Typical floor heights range between 3.5-4.5m for the ground floor and 

2.8-3.4m for the rest of the levels. A summary of the typical ranges for Hotel type building are 

included in the tables below. 

Table 3.9 – Hotel Type: Load resisting system 

Attribute detail Typology H1 

LLRS 
Dir.1 C + W 

Dir.2 C + W W 

Plan Aspect 

Ratio 

L2/L1 1.8 - 2.5 

L1 16 - 17m 

Storey Height 
Ground 3.5 - 4.5m 

Typical 2.8 - 3.4m 

Position LLRS 
Centred core and Walls 

on the perimeter 
Walls on the perimeter 

Dimension 

[mm] 

Columns 
Width: 300-400 

Depth: 400-600 

Beams 
Width: 300-450 

Depth: 400-900 

Table 3.10 – Hotel Type: Wall details 

Wall/core cross 

section shape 
Wall Thickness, tw 

Level where tw 

changes 
Wall Length 

Rectangular 

150-200mm None 

3 - 9m 
250 9 

300 7 

450 None 

Core walls 

200 None 

Average aspect ratio 1:2.5 

Flange length: 2 - 6m 

250 10 

300 7 

350 None 

400 2 
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Table 3.11 – Hotel Type: Floor system 

Floor type 
Thickness 

[mm] 

Topping 

[mm] 
Reinforcement 

Span 

[m] 

Use of link slabs 

Frame Wall 

Double T 
200 50 Mesh 665 7.5 

No 
250 65 Mesh 664 10 

Composite 

floor 
150  

Mesh 665 

D12-300 
2.3 - 3.8 NA NA 

Flat slab 
75 75 

Mesh 664 
3.4 

No 
110 90 8 

Rib and 

Timber infill 

175-225 

(rib depth) 
75 Mesh 663 4.6 - 8 NA 

 

3.6.4 Parking type buildings 

For Parking type buildings one typology was identified and it was labelled P1. This type of buildings 

are less than 6 storeys tall. A special feature in most of the analysed buildings of this type is that each 

half of the floor plan is staggered by half a storey. The LLRS was typically composed of rectangular 

walls placed on the perimeter. Typical aspect ratio of the floor plan ranges between 1-1.5 with the 

building width ranging between 27-34m. Typical floor heights range between 3-3.7m for the ground 

floor and 2.7-3.0m for the rest of the levels. A summary of the typical ranges for Parking type building 

are included in the tables below. 

Table 3.12 – Parking type: Load resisting system 

Attribute detail Typology P1 

LLRS 
Dir.1 W 

Dir.2 W MF 

Plan Aspect Ratio 
L2/L1 1.0 - 1.5 

L1 27 - 34m 

Storey Height 
Ground 2.9 – 3.7m 

Typical 2.7 – 3.0m 

Position LLRS Walls on the perimeter 
Walls on the perimeter and 

MF distributed 

Dimension 

[mm] 

Columns 
Width: 400-600 

Depth: 400-800 

Beams 
Width: 300-600 

Depth: 450-800 

Note: Steel columns were also observed 
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Table 3.13 – Parking Type: Wall details 

Wall/core cross 

section shape 
Wall Thickness, tw 

Level where tw 

changes 
Wall Length 

Rectangular or 

Barbell 

200mm None 

5 - 8m 240 - 275mm 3 

300 - 450mm None 

Table 3.14 – Parking Type: Floor system 

Floor type 
Thickness 

[mm] 

Topping 

[mm] 
Reinforcement 

Span 

[m] 

Use of link slabs 

Frame Wall 

Double T 
200 

65 Mesh 665 7.3 - 7.5 Scarce 
250 

Composite floor 80 150-175 
Mesh 663 

H12-200 
4.0 NA NA 

Flat slab 

(wall connection) 
75 185 

H12-150 

H16-200 
7.2 NA 

Hollow Core 200 60 - 65 Mesh 664 or 665 7.3 No Scarce 

 

3.6.5 Common features 

A general characteristic that repeated in most of the buildings was the use of 10-12mm diameter bars 

spaced 300-400mm as starter and saddle bars. Starter bar lengths varied between 600-1500mm and 

between 2000-4000mm for saddle bars. The analysis on steel yield strength did not show any clear 

trend. In a few cases, 16mm bars were used as starter or saddle bars and bar spacings as close as 

150mm were observed. 

3.7 Building Typology: Average Building Typology Floor Plans 

A set of 8 floor plan layouts representing the identified typologies are presented. Each floor layout 

was developed based on the average properties of the features described in the previous section and 

the marked-up building plans compiled for the analysis (see Appendix A). 

Regarding the floor systems, only the orientation and the link slabs are specified. The orientation of 

the floor system was included because it is representative of common practice, however the selection 

of the PC floor units and topping thickness varied between the available choices, and so it is left to 
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the analyst discretion. The link slabs are included in each floor plan and are intended to show the 

place where the new buildings should use them as per recent recommendations [9, 148]. However, 

their inclusion in a model will depend on the analyst objective. For instance, for the cases of older 

buildings the analyst may want to omit the inclusion of the link slab because it was not a common 

practice at the time. Similarly, the core wall layouts included in the typologies are indicative and can 

be modified to suit the analyst’s simulation objective. 
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Figure 3.7 – Average Office Typology O1 
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Figure 3.8 – Average Office Typology O2 
Floor plan Typology O2
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Figure 3.9 – Average Residential Typology R1/5-10 

 

Floor plan Typology R1/5-10
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Figure 3.10 - Average Residential Typology R1/11-20 

  

Floor plan Typology R1/11-20
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Figure 3.11 – Average Residential Typology R2 

  

Floor plan Typology R2
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Figure 3.12 - Average Residential Typology R3 

  

Floor plan Typology R3
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Figure 3.13 – Average Hotel Typology H1 Floor plan Typology H1
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Figure 3.14 – Average Parking Typology P1 

 

Floor plan Typology P1

C1

STAGGERED FLOORS LEVELS

STAGGERED FLOORS LEVELS
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3.8 Summary 

A building inventory for three major cities in New Zealand was developed. From the review of the 

inventory, a general and a detailed database were created. Additionally, the most recent version of 

the plan sets for each building of the general database were compiled and marked-up. Relevant 

information about the building geometry, the lateral and gravitational load resisting systems and 

the floor system was recorded in the databases. A breakdown of the number of analysed buildings 

for each city, database and occupancy are shown in Table 3.15 and Table 3.16. 

Table 3.15 – Number of Property File folders 

City Inventory General database Detailed database  

Auckland 149 39 18 

Wellington 286 25 27 

Christchurch 44 29 6 

Total 479 93 51 

Table 3.16 – Number of building plans per occupancy 

Occupancy 
General 

Database 

Detailed 

Database 

Per City 

(AKL/WLN/CHC) 

Office 45 18 2 / 15 / 1 

Residential 29 22 12 /8 /1 

Hotel 12 6 2 / 1 / 3 

Parking 7 5 1 / 3 / 1 

 

Based on the collected information, common ranges for geometrical parameters were collated and 

8 generic building typologies were created. The ranges of parameters given in section 3.6 in 

conjunction with the floor plans shown in section 3.7, provide the analyst with enough flexibility 

to define analytical buildings that can be adapted to be representative of a target group of buildings. 

It is worth recalling from the introduction, that the typologies were devised based on the average 

architectural layouts, and therefore, the structural detailing of the elements must be determined by 

the analyst prior to start the numerical modelling. 
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Chapter 4                        

Elongation on Ductile Reinforced Concrete Walls 

The investigation on axial elongation occurring in plastic hinges of slender rectangular RC walls 

is presented in this chapter. First, the results of 13 RC walls tested in the US and NZ were used to 

investigate the evolution and magnitude of axial elongation. Then, the equation for the prediction 

of wall elongation included in NZS3101 [9] was compared to the measured values. After this, the 

experimental results were used to assess the simulation capabilities of several numerical 

approaches to predict axial elongation. Using the best modelling approach, a parametric analysis 

of 125 cases was performed to analyse the effect of wall geometry, material properties, 

reinforcement content and axial loads in the elongation of RC walls. Finally, using the results of 

the parametric analysis a simple set of equations is proposed to estimate axial elongation. 

This chapter includes the following publications: 

- Encina E., Lu Y., Henry R. (2016). "Axial Elongation in Ductile Reinforced Concrete 

Walls.", Bulletin of the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering, 49(4), 305-318. 

- Encina E., Henry R., (2015) “Preliminary Investigation of Elongation in RC walls”, NZSEE 

Annual Conference, Rotorua, New Zealand, 10-12 April. 
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4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Background 

Current seismic design philosophies rely on ductility to allow buildings resist large earthquake 

demands. In reinforced concrete (RC) structures, ductility is achieved by detailing the expected 

plastic hinge regions so that they can accommodate cracking and large strains without 

compromising the load carrying capacity of the element. During the inelastic response, the plastic 

hinge not only cracks but also increases in length. This increase in length is referred to as axial 

elongation (see 2.1). Despite extensive research on axial elongation of plastic hinges in beams, 

columns and frames along with their interactions with floor systems, axial elongation of wall plastic 

hinges has received little attention in both research and practice. 

In 2017, the New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard (NZS3101) was amended to include 

explicit provisions to account for the magnitude of elongations in beams, columns and walls 

(see 2.1.3). However, verification of the provisions adopted for walls along with experimental 

research to determine likely magnitudes was not fully considered prior to the amendment. 

In summary, there is a lack of understanding as to the extent of axial elongation of RC walls and 

its effect on the seismic behaviour of buildings. It is then, the intention of this chapter to provide 

information that contributes to the understanding of axial elongation in RC walls and also to present 

numerical modelling approaches that are able to simulate wall elongation using built-in elements 

so they that can be easily included in larger numerical models of building systems. 

4.1.2 Overview of wall plastic hinge elongation 

Plastic hinges in RC walls are of the reversing type as they accommodate reversing rotations at the 

same location when subjected to lateral displacements. As reviewed in section 2.1, the elongation 

of this type of hinges is composed of geometric elongation and accumulated elongation (residual 

elongation). The former is produced by the mechanism of flexural resistance as shown by the axial 

deformation profile in Figure 4.1(a) and the latter is produced by the steel plastic strains, the 

Contact Stress Effect and the Truss Action Effect as depicted in Figure 4.1(b). 
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(a) Schematic representation of geometric elongation 

 

(b) Sources of residual crack widths 

Figure 4.1 – Elongation sources in reversing plastic hinges 

The elongation process in reversing plastic hinges is continuous and cumulative during cyclic 

displacements as shown in Figure 4.2. The isolated half cycle on the right side of the figure shows 

the process in detail. The total elongation increases due to geometric elongation induced by the 

lateral displacement. This process starts from the previously accumulated crack widths and grows 

until a peak lateral displacement is reached, then upon returning to zero lateral displacement the 

unrecovered part of the geometric elongation accumulates, increasing the residual crack width. 

Several numerical approaches have been used to simulate the behaviour of axial elongation as 

reviewed in section 2.1.2. The common approach is to use a fibre-like representation of the cross 

section and include shear deformations by means of spring-like elements. These approaches not 

only have proven to simulate plastic hinge elongation with good accuracy, but also, they have been 

included in larger numerical models to analyse the interaction between elongating frames and the 

surrounding structural elements. However, most of them require the creation of new elements or 

material models that then have to be implemented in existing software packages. 
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Figure 4.2 – Elongation development in reversing plastic hinges 

(Adapted form Peng et al. 2013 [149]) 

In an attempt to include elongation of RC walls, Clause 7.8 of the New Zealand Concrete Structures 

Standard requires allowance of the deformations arising from elongation, and were appropriate, the 

actions induced by this elongation. For walls, the standard provides the equation (2-3) –repeated 

here for convenience– to determine the magnitude of elongation for design, but it does not provide 

guidance on determining the actions induced by this elongation. It is worth noting that equation 

(2-3) was derived based on the mechanics of geometric elongation and assumes that the axial load 

will suppress the residual elongation. 

 𝜎𝑒𝑙 = 𝜃𝑚 · (0.5 · 𝐿𝑤 − 𝑐𝑈𝐿𝑆) (2-3) 

 

4.2 Experimental Axial Elongation 

To investigate axial elongation of rectangular RC walls three series of experimental tests performed 

in the U.S. and New Zealand were selected due to their representativity of current construction 

practice and the availability, completeness and reliability of the experimental data. The three test 

series comprised in total 13 walls tested to failure under reversed cyclic loading. The wall tests 

were analysed to understand the elongation history and the magnitude of peak and residual 

elongations, as well as to evaluate the accuracy of equation (2-3). 
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4.2.1 Description of the experimental tests 

The three series covered a broad range of wall configurations and loading scenarios. The PW series 

consisted of symmetrically reinforced walls with moderate to high reinforcement contents. The 

loading scheme had different shear-span ratios and moderate axial load ratios. The RW series 

comprised asymmetrically reinforced walls with different splice methods. The loading scheme had 

a fix shear-span ratio and did not include external axial loads. The C series consisted of lightly 

reinforced concrete walls with different shear-span ratios and low to moderate axial load ratios. 

4.2.1.1 PW Series: walls PW1 to PW4 

The PW walls were representative of the lower 3 levels of a one-third scaled 10-storey RC wall 

[150]. The specimens were 152 mm thick, 3048 mm long and 3657 mm tall, and were subjected to 

cyclic lateral displacement. 

Details of wall reinforcement for this series are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Lap splices 

above the foundation-wall interface were used for walls PW1 to PW3. Walls PW1, PW2 and PW4 

had lumped vertical reinforcement at both ends of the wall and minimum vertical reinforcement in 

the web region. The vertical reinforcement of the end region of these walls consisted in 7 rows of 

3×12.7 mm diameter bars confined by 6.35 mm diameter stirrups and cross ties spaced at 51 mm 

centres. Vertical and horizontal reinforcement in the web consisted in 2 layers of 6.35 mm diameter 

bars spaced at 152 mm. Wall PW3 had uniformly distributed vertical reinforcement over the wall 

section. Vertical reinforcement consisted of 2 layers of 12.7 mm diameter reinforcement spaced at 

108 mm centres and transverse reinforcement was 6.35 mm diameter reinforcement spaced at 152 

mm centres. Two 12.7mm diameter additional vertical bars were included in each wall end. 

Confinement of the wall ends was provided by 6.35 mm diameter stirrups and cross ties at 44 mm 

on centres. Splices were not used in the specimens, except in PW4 where the vertical reinforcement 

was spliced right above the wall-foundation interface. 
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(a) PW1 and PW2 (b) PW3 (c) PW4 

Figure 4.3 – Wall elevations of the PW series 

 

(a) PW1, PW2 and PW4 

 

(b) PW3 

Figure 4.4 – Wall reinforcement layout for PW walls 

The test loading utilised a combination of axial, moment and shear forces applied at the top of the 

specimens to represent the equivalent demand that was produced at that level when the 10-storey 

wall was subjected to a specific load pattern. For PW1 an inverted triangular pattern defined 

according to the Equivalent Lateral Force method from ASCE705 was used, while the load pattern 

for the rest of the walls was the uniformly distributed lateral load. The loading protocol consisted 

in symmetrical reversed cyclic lateral displacement up to 1.5% drift. In addition, constant external 

axial load (ξ) ranging from 9.6% to 13%Agfc’ were applied at the top of the specimens. 
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The nominal concrete strength for all the PW walls was 34.5 MPa and the nominal reinforcement 

yield strength was 420 MPa. Detailed material properties per wall are shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 – Material properties for PW walls 

Wall 
Concrete 

 Reinforcement 

6.35 mm diameter 

 Reinforcement 

12.7 mm diameter 

f’c [MPa] Ec [MPa]  fy [MPa] fu [MPa]  fy [MPa] fu [MPa] 

PW1 36 28427  522 583  579 695 

PW2 40 30040  522 583  579 695 

PW3 34 27731  522 583  354 537 

PW4 29.5 25690  522 583  462 755 

 

4.2.1.2 RW Series: walls RWN, RWC and RWS 

The walls in this series represented a half-scaled 4-storey RC wall [151, 152]. They had an 

asymmetric vertical reinforcement layout intended to simulate the flexural behaviour of T-shaped 

walls. The reinforcement layout of the wall specimens only differed in the splice method used at 

the base of the walls. Specimen RWN did not have splices in the vertical reinforcement, RWC used 

couplers at the wall-foundation interface and RWS used a typical lap splice above the wall-

foundation interface. 

The RW specimens were 152 mm thick, 2286 mm long and 6400 mm tall. The reinforcement layout 

is shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The walls had lumped reinforcement in the wall end zones 

and distributed reinforcement in the web region. Vertical reinforcement in the left wall end 

consisted of 4×19 mm and 2×16 mm diameter reinforcement with 6.35 mm diameter stirrups and 

cross ties spaced at 64 mm centres. Vertical reinforcement in the right wall end consisted of 8×28.7 

mm diameter bars, the outmost 4 bars were confined by 6.35 mm diameter stirrups spaced at 51 

mm centres. Vertical reinforcement in the web region consisted of two layers of 12.7 mm diameter 

bars spaced at 458 mm centres. The horizontal reinforcement of the wall consisted in 2 layers of 

9.5 mm diameter bars spaced at 190 mm centres. 
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(a) RWN elevation view 

 

(b) RWC elevation of the bottom portion 

 

(c) RWS elevation of the bottom portion 

Figure 4.5 – Wall elevations of RW walls 

 

 

Figure 4.6 – Wall reinforcement layout for RW walls 

The loading protocol for the RW walls consisted of a single lateral load applied at the top of the 

wall. The wall was subjected to symmetric reversed cycles up until 1.0% lateral drift. Then, the 

target lateral drift was asymmetric, being up to 2.5% drift when the left wall end was in tension 

and up to 1.0% drift when the right wall end was in tension. There was no external axial load 

applied to any of the wall specimens. 

The specimens were cast in two stages. Detailed material properties of the walls are shown in 

Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 for concrete and steel respectively. 
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Table 4.2 – Concrete properties of RW series 

Wall 
Batch 1  Batch 2 

fc’ [MPa] Ec [MPa]  fc’ [MPa] Ec [MPa] 

RWN 54.3 Not reported  47.4 Not reported 

RWC 51.7 41093  62.7 44126 

RWS 55.9 39783  45.4 38680 

 

Table 4.3 – Reinforcing steel material properties of RW series 

Bar diameter fy [MPa] fu [MPa] 

6.35 mm Not reported Not reported 

12.7 mm 441 696 

15.86 mm 497 677 

19 mm 490 669 

28.65 mm 464 634 

 

4.2.1.3 C Series: walls C1 to C6 

The test walls represented the lower levels of a 40-50% scaled multi-storey flexure controlled RC 

wall with limited ductility [153] in accordance with NZS3101:2006. The key parameters in this 

investigation were axial load ratio (ξ or ALR), shear-span ratio (Mb/(Vb×Lw)) and the transverse 

reinforcement in the wall end zones. 

The walls of the C series were 150 mm thick, 1400 mm long and 2800 mm tall. The reinforcement 

layout is shown in Figure 4.7. The walls had uniformly distributed vertical reinforcement consisting 

on 2 layers of 7×10 mm diameter bars spaced at 225 mm centres. The horizontal reinforcement 

consisted in 6 mm diameter bars spaced at 150 mm centres throughout the wall height. 

Additionally, walls C5 and C6 were provided with confinement stirrups at the ends of the walls 

that consisted of 6 mm diameter stirrups spaced at 90 mm and 60 mm centres, respectively. The 

end of the wall confinement extended up to 1400 mm above the wall-foundation interface. The 

vertical reinforcement was continuous from the bottom to the top of the walls. 
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(a) Walls C1 to C4 (b) Walls C5 and C6 

Figure 4.7 – Wall elevations for C series walls 

  

(a) Wall C1 to C4. (b) Walls C5 and C6 

Figure 4.8 – Wall reinforcement for the C series 

The test loading utilised a combination of axial, moment and shear forces applied at the top of the 

test walls to simulate the actions produced in a multi-storey building. The shear-span ratios 

analysed were 2, 4, or 6. The loading protocol consisted of reversed cyclic lateral displacements up 

until failure. Constant external axial loads were applied to the specimens throughout the tests. The 

axial load ratios ranged between 0% and 7%Ag·fc’. Axial load ratios and shear-span are summarised 

in Table 4.4. 

Nominal concrete compressive strength was 40MPa and nominal reinforcing yield stress was 

300MPa. Detailed material properties for each wall are shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.4 – Shear-span and axial load ratio per wall  

Wall Shear-span ratio 
Nominal axial 

load ratio 

C1 2 3.5% 

C2 4 3.5% 

C3 6 3.5% 

C4 2 0 

C5 2 7% 

C6 4 3.5% 

 

Table 4.5 – Reinforcing steel properties of C series walls 

Bar diameter fy [MPa] fu [MPa] 

6 mm 300.6 461.8 

10 mm 300 409.1 

 

Table 4.6 – Concrete properties of C Series walls 

Wall fc’[MPa] Ec [MPa] ft [MPa] 

C1 38.5 26000 2.88 

C2 34.5 27500 2.53 

C3 36.2 30000 3.05 

C4 34.7 26700 2.65 

C5 35.4 28300 2.81 

C6 37.3 26700 2.81 

4.2.2 Elongation from experimental tests 

4.2.2.1 Elongation history 

The development of elongation in the walls of the PW series is represented by walls PW1 and PW2 

in Figure 4.9. It can be observed that the elongation progressed symmetrically and increased as the 

wall lateral displacement increased. Despite the tests were performed using different load patters 

the elongation developed following similar paths throughout the tests. There was a noticeable lack 

of accumulation of residual cracks widths during repeated cycles for all the PW specimens, with 

the elongation history tracing an almost linear path. An exception occurred close to the end of the 
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tests when, for example, PW1 developed some residual elongation while PW2 did not, highlighting 

the influence of the axial load and the particular damage sustained by each specimen. 

 

(a) Wall PW1, ξ = 9.6% 

 

(b) Wall PW2, ξ = 13% 

Figure 4.9 – Elongation history for walls of the PW series 

The typical history of axial elongation for the walls in the RW series is represented by the wall 

RWN in Figure 4.10. Similar to the walls in the PW series, the elongation increased as lateral 

displacement increased, however it developed asymmetrically depending on load direction. In the 

figure, the positive drifts correspond to displacements that made the wall end with less 

reinforcement (left side) content to go into tension. The lower steel content in this wall end made 

the neutral line shallower producing higher levels of tensile strain and therefore larger elongations 

at the mid-section of the wall. Then, when loaded on the opposite direction, tensile demands were 

imposed in the more heavily reinforced wall end (right end), which produced a deeper neutral axis, 
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reducing the tensile strains and therefore the elongation. The absence of axial load allowed an 

unrestrained development of elongation and residual elongations had a moderate contribution to 

the total elongation of the specimens. An additional feature of the elongation development in these 

specimens was that the repetitive cycles (9 times) at 1.0% lateral drift caused a slight increase in 

both peak displacement elongation and residual elongation. 

 

Figure 4.10 – Elongation history for RWN, ξ = 0% 

The elongation histories of three walls of the C series are shown in Figure 4.11. The walls were 

selected because they allow the comparison between walls with different axial load ratios. Similar 

to the other walls, the cyclic development of the elongation progressed symmetrically and increased 

with lateral displacement. In these tests, the axial load had a significant influence in the 

development of axial elongation. The axial load not only affected the peak displacement 

elongations but also it significantly affected the residual elongation. For instance, wall C4 reached 

a residual elongation ratio of almost 1% of the wall length, while wall C5 accumulated little 

elongation. 

When comparing the elongations developed in the walls of the C series with the other walls it can 

be observed that the walls of the C series had larger elongations ratios than the more heavily 

reinforced walls. In terms of the geometrical elongation, the lightly reinforced concrete walls have 

to undergo larger tensile strains to balance out the concrete compression zone, which generates 

larger extension of the mid-fibre of the wall section. In terms of residual crack widths, the lack of 

flexural crack distribution, typical of lightly reinforced concrete walls, resulted in a smaller number 
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of cracks but with larger widths. This not only increases the plastic strains in the bars but also 

increases the probability of concrete particles wedging open the cracks. 

 

(a) Wall C4, ξ = 0% 

 

(b) Wall C1, ξ = 3.5% 

 

(c) Wall C5, ξ = 7.5% 

Figure 4.11 – Elongation history for walls of the C series 
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4.2.2.2 Peak and residual elongation 

The axial elongation at the peak cyclic displacements are plotted for all 13 tests in Figure 4.12. The 

peak elongations in the walls of the PW series were similar for all the specimens in this series. 

However, small variations can be seen between the curves. These differences were produced by 

the different axial loads applied to each test, which ranged from 9.6% to 13% Agfc’. When 

compared to the wall of the other series, this level of axial load reduced the peak elongations to 

0.22%-0.25% of the wall length at ±1.0% lateral drift. Beside the influence of axial load in the peak 

response no other appreciable effects were noted. This suggests that the variations on load pattern, 

vertical reinforcement layout and splice method had little impact on the elongation magnitudes. 

In the case of the RW series the peak elongations progressed asymmetrically depending on the 

direction of displacement. In addition, the repetitive cycles to 1.0% lateral drift also produced an 

increase of the elongation for the three walls. The positive peak cyclic displacement elongations 

were relatively similar for all three walls, but in the case of negative drifts RWC developed higher 

peak elongations than RWN and RWS due to the use of couplers for the longitudinal bars at the 

wall foundation interface. For positive displacements, elongations followed a fairly linear trend, 

but for negative displacements the elongation growth slowed down when getting close to -1.0% 

drift. This was caused by degradation of the left wall end under repetitive tension-compression 

cycles, forcing the neutral line to deepen, which produced smaller elongations. During the first 

cycles to 1.0% drift the elongation at peak displacement for the RW walls ranged between 0.25% 

and 0.30% of the wall length. When displaced in the opposite direction, at +1.0% drift it was close 

to 0.40% and at +2.0% drift it ranged between 0.65% to 0.75% of the wall length. 

The peak cyclic elongations for all the C walls increased in a linear trend with increasing lateral 

drift. Comparison between walls C1, C2 and C3 that had similar axial loads but different shear-span 

ratios showed that wall C3 had slightly smaller elongations after ±1.5%. This wall had a higher 

shear-span ratio than C1 and C2, which reduced the influence of the Truss Action Effect and 

therefore reduced the accumulated elongations from which geometric elongation starts at each new 

cycle. For walls C1, C4 and C5 that had different axial loads and equal shear-span ratios, the 

increasing axial load had a moderate influence on reducing the axial elongations at peak 
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displacements as the neutral axis depth increased. The confinement reinforcement in wall C6 did 

not affect elongation at peak displacement, as can be seen when compared to C2 that had similar 

axial load and the same shear-span ratio. 

The residual elongations for all 13 wall tests are shown in Figure 4.13. The charts display the 

accumulated elongation of the walls at zero displacement plotted against the maximum lateral drift 

at the previous peak cyclic displacement. The residual elongation developed by the PW walls was 

close to zero prior to the failure cycles. This highlights the effect of the axial load applied to the 

walls. Walls PW1 and PW3 with axial load ratios close to ξ ≈ 10%Agfc’ developed higher axial 

elongations than walls PW2 and PW4 that had ξ ≈ 12% after ±0.8% lateral drift. In general, an 

axial load ratio (ξ) of around 10% appears to be sufficient to effectively close the cracks so the 

geometric elongation is fully recovered when the walls return to the vertical position. 

In contrast to the elongation at peak displacements, the residual elongations for the walls of the 

RW series progressed symmetrically, despite the asymmetry in vertical reinforcement and peak 

displacement elongations shown in Figure 4.12(b). The residual elongation correlated to the 

elongations that were produced when the stronger wall end was in tension due to the larger neutral 

axis and heavier wall end reinforcement, which enforced crack closure in the weaker wall end. 

Initially, the residual elongations quickly increased and then slowed down between 0.5-1.0% drift. 

Beyond 1% drift, the residual elongation developed for the wall RWC was larger than the other 

two walls, with the wall RWS (lapped splice) producing the lowest residual elongations. As 

explained before, this was produced by the couplers used in the RWC specimen that caused large 

crack widths to form. 

The residual elongations for the C walls were greater than the other two test series and had a wide 

scatter between the different walls. The residual elongations in most of the C walls followed a 

somewhat parabolic trend with increase in drift. The only exception was wall C1 that had a 

somewhat linear increased with drift. No clear reason was found for this behaviour and further 

analysis with other lightly reinforced concrete walls are needed to fully understand their behaviour. 

The influence of the Truss Action Effect in the residual elongation was clear from the comparison 

of walls C1 to C3 in which the shear-span ratio was 2, 4 and 6 for the three walls. The larger the 
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shear-span ratio, the lesser the Truss Action Effect and therefore the lesser the residual elongations. 

Regarding axial load, the results of walls C1, C4 and C5 showed a significant reduction in the 

residual elongation as the axial load increased. The residual elongations for wall C1 with an axial 

load ratio ξ = 3.5% Agfc’ were 3 times smaller than C4 that had no axial load, and further reduced 

to almost zero residual elongation when the axial load increased to 7.5%Agfc’ for wall C5. As with 

the peak displacement elongations, comparison of walls C2 and C6 showed that the use of 

transverse reinforcement in the wall ends do not cause any appreciable difference in the magnitude 

of the residual elongations. 
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(a) PW series 

 

(b) RW series 

_ 

(c) C series 

Figure 4.12 – Elongation at peak displacement 
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(a) PW series 

 

(b) RW series 

_ 

(c) C series 

Figure 4.13 – Residual elongation 
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4.2.3 Comparison of experimental elongation with NZS3101 

The estimate of wall elongation using equation (2-3) at the maximum lateral displacement (ΔT) is 

compared to the experimental elongation in Figure 4.14 (marked with an asterisk). The elongation 

estimates were calculated using the plastic hinge length (lp) and yield curvature (φy) from NZS3101, 

plastic rotations were based on equations (4-1) to (4-3), and neutral axis depth (c) was obtained 

from a fibre-based sectional analysis in Response2000. The key calculations are summarised in 

Table 4.7 along with the experimental results for comparison. 

 
Δ𝑦 = 𝜑

𝑦
·

𝐻2

3
 (4-1) 

 Δ𝑝 = Δ𝑇 − Δ𝑦 (4-2) 

 𝜃𝑝 =
Δ𝑝

𝐻 −
𝑙𝑝

2
⁄

 (4-3) 

Table 4.7 – Prediction of elongation using equation (2-3) and comparison with tests 

Wall 

specimen 

Drift 

[%] 

θp 

[rad] 

c 

[mm] 

Equation (2-3)  Test 

Elongation 

[mm] 

Elongation 

ratio, e/lw [%] 

 Elongation 

[mm] 

Elongation 

ratio, e/lw [%] 

PW1 ±1.5 0.01630 537 16.1 0.53  12.3 0.41 

PW2 +1.5 0.01541 555 14.9 0.49  11.3 0.37 

PW2 -1.0 0.00962 622 8.7 0.28  5.8 0.19 

RWN + +2.5 0.02295 326 18.8 0.82  16.5 0.72 

RWN - -2.0 0.01754 555 10.3 0.45  12.1 0.53 

C1 ±2.5 0.02499 310 9.7 0.70  17.4 1.25 

C4 ±1.5 0.01406 88 98.6 0.61  11.1 0.80 

C5 ±2.5 0.02494 289 10.3 0.73  11.6 0.83 

 

The NZS3101 elongation estimate matched the experimental data with reasonable accuracy. The 

least accurate estimation was for wall PW2 that was +59% larger than the experimental value, but 

it should be noted that this equates to only a 3.4 mm overestimation. The PW2 wall had significant 

longitudinal reinforcement and was loaded to 13%Agfc’, which restricted much of the potential 

elongation, making it difficult to predict precisely. In contrast, the elongation of the C series walls 

were all underpredicted by the NZS 3101 equation, with the estimation for wall C1 -42% below 

the test elongation of 7 mm. This difference can be explained because equation (2-3) only accounts 
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for the geometric elongation and walls of the C series developed considerable accumulation of 

residual elongation due to the light reinforcement contents and relatively low axial loads. 

In summary, elongations were over-estimated for walls with higher axial loads (PW walls) and 

underestimated for the lightly reinforced walls with low or no axial loads (C1, C4). As mentioned 

before, this was not surprising given that the simplified estimation only accounts for the geometric 

component of elongation. 

  

(a) Wall PW1 (ξ =9.6 %) (b) Wall C4 (ξ = 0%) 

  

(c) Wall PW2 (ξ = 13%) (d) Wall C1 (ξ = 3.5%) 

  

(e) Wall RWN (ξ = 0%) (f) Wall C5 (ξ = 7.5%) 

Figure 4.14 – Comparison between experimental elongation and equation (2-3) 
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4.3 Axial Elongation Modelling 

As noted in the literature review, fibre-like representation of the concrete sections plus the inclusion 

of shear deformations by means of spring-like elements have been successfully used to predict 

axial elongations. However, most of these approaches required the creation of special elements or 

material models. This limits the use of the proposed numerical approaches to a small group of 

researchers and practitioners. 

In this section, two different software packages and 4 modelling techniques using built-in elements 

and materials were investigated to determine appropriate numerical approaches to simulate the 

elongation of RC walls. SAP2000 v15.1 was assessed first due to its wide use between 

practitioners. Two modelling techniques were analysed within this software: a NL fibre-based 

plasticity approach and a NL layered shell approach. In addition, the software framework OpenSees 

using NL fibre-based beam-column elements with aggregated linear shear deformations were 

compared to the experimental results. Finally, the numerical approach in OpenSees was improved 

by using a concrete material that simulates the Contact Stress Effect and by including the strain 

penetration model proposed by Zhao&Sritharan [92] to include the additional rotation at the wall-

foundation interface. This improved approach was compared to the experimental results and to a 

NL membrane model in VecTor2 [154] developed by Lu [153]. 

It is emphasised that the modelling techniques presented in this section are intended to capture the 

elongation behaviour of ductile flexure controlled rectangular specimens before any degradation 

due to crushing, reinforcement buckling or reinforcement fracture occur, and therefore, they are 

not intended to capture elongation occurring close to or beyond failure onset. 

4.3.1 SAP2000 models 

To test the simulation capabilities of SAP2000 v15.1 for research purposes wall PW1 was modelled 

and the analytical results compared to the experimental results. The numerical model was created 

to simulate the full height of the wall. Non-linear elements were assigned to the tested three bottom 

levels of the model and linear elastic elements were assigned to the upper non-tested portion. 
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Material properties were obtained from Table 4.1. The concrete stress-strain backbone curve for 

confined and unconfined concrete were user-defined. The compression backbone curves were 

defined according to Mander et al. 1988 [114] model for confined concrete and Collins and Mitchell 

1997 [155] model for unconfined concrete. The tensile behaviour of the concrete was defined 

according to the fib 2010 Model Code [156]. However, none of the simulations that accounted for 

the tensile behaviour of concrete was able to simulate the wall response after the section started the 

cracking process. For this reason, the numerical models presented in this section do not include the 

tensile behaviour of concrete. The reinforcing steel stress-strain envelope was defined according to 

Holzer et al. 1975 [157] model as described in SAP2000 Manual and its technical notes. The 

hysteresis models for concrete and steel were selected from the software options and corresponded 

to Takeda et al. 1970 [158] and Wen [159] plasticity model, respectively. 

The simulations were conducted using a sequence of concatenated pushover analyses. In the first 

step of the analysis the gravity loads were applied to the wall, then the cyclic pushover was 

conducted by pushing the wall to the experimental peak cyclic displacements. 

4.3.1.1 Fibre-based approach 

A schematic representation of the numerical model and the fibre section is presented in Figure 4.15. 

The red zones in the cross section represent the confined concrete fibres, the blue zone represents 

unconfined concrete fibres and the black dots represent the reinforcing steel bars. Based on a 

sensitivity analysis a section discretisation of 3x7 fibres for the wall ends and 3x15 fibres for the 

web zones was used. 

In SAP2000, NL modelling of frame elements is performed using a lumped plasticity approach. 

However, more than one NL fibre-based hinge can be added to the element to capture the spread 

of the plasticity. To do this, the hinges are defined at user-defined positions and each is assigned a 

user-defined length so the sectional response can be transformed to element response. Shear 

behaviour is handled separately and then added at the element level. Considering this, four 

modelling techniques were investigated to assess force-displacement behaviour and curvature 

distribution along the wall height: 
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a. Model 5E1H: each level was represented with five elements and each element was assigned 

one hinge at the middle of the element with a length equal to the length of the element. 

b. Models 1E1H, 1E2H and 1E5H: Each level was represented with only one element with 

either one, two or five hinges assigned to it. The hinges were uniformly distributed and their 

lengths add up to the element length. 

A monotonic pushover analysis was performed to analyse the global and local responses of the 

proposed approaches. The results of the monotonic pushover in the form of force-displacement and 

curvature distribution along the wall height are presented in Figure 4.16. It is shown that the 

simulation of the wall using more than one hinge per element provided non-objective results for 

both the global and local responses. Despite the results of the model 1E1H are consistent with those 

of 5E1H, the spread of plasticity along the wall was better represented by 5E1H. This is particularly 

important to simulate plastic hinge elongation and so the model 5E1H was used as the base to 

analyse wall elongation and wall behaviour under cyclic displacements. 

 

(a) Extrusion view of the fibre-based frame model, mm 

 

(b) Section Designer representation of the PW1 cross section 

Figure 4.15 – Fibre-based model in SAP2000 
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(a) Force-displacement (b) Curvature distribution along PW1 

Figure 4.16 – Fibre-based modelling comparison in SAP2000 

The comparison between the analytical and experimental results of the wall PW1 subjected to 

cyclic displacements are shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18. The fibre-based model captured 

the overall strength of the wall with good accuracy. However, it underestimated the initial stiffness 

up to yielding of the wall, probably because it did not include the tensile behaviour of the concrete 

material. Also, it was not able to capture the shear pinching of the unloading branches due to the 

simplified concrete and steel hysteretic models. In addition, elongation was poorly captured. The 

model overpredicted wall elongation by more than twice the experimental value. This was probably 

due to the simplified shear model, the concrete tensile strength being set at zero in the material 

model, and the model not accounting for any additional displacement due to bond slip or strain 

penetration at the wall-foundation interface. 

 

Figure 4.17 – Comparison of Force-Displacement hysteresis for SAP200 fibre-based model 
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(a) Elongation history 

  

(b) Elongation at peak displacements (c) Residual elongation 

Figure 4.18 – Comparison of wall axial elongation for SAP200 fibre-based model 

Given the results from the analysis, the fibre-based modelling approach presented in this section 

does not provide enough accuracy for research purposes. It was therefore decided not to continue 

with the modelling based on this approach. 

4.3.1.2 Layered shell approach 

A schematic representation of the numerical model of wall PW1 using layered shell elements is 

presented in Figure 4.19. The red colour in the figure represents the end zones of the wall, the blue 

colour is used for the web zone and the green portion is the elastic non-tested portion of the wall 

specimen. The shell sections were composed of concrete layers and steel layers. The concrete layers 

were defined using confined or unconfined concrete materials depending on the position of the 

layer within the cross section and the concrete material had an isotropic behaviour. The reinforcing 
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steel was transformed into equivalent layers with uniform thickness. Shear and vertical 

reinforcement were defined as independent layers acting on their respective directions. 

Based on a sensitivity analysis, rectangular mesh sizes of 130x203mm and 334x203mm were used 

for the wall end zone and wall web respectively. To avoid large stress concentrations caused by the 

application of concentrated point loads, the forces of the load pattern were applied as a distributed 

load along the nodes of each level of the specimen. 

 

Figure 4.19 – Layered shell model for PW1 in SAP2000, mm  

The comparison between the layered shell model and the experimental results of the wall PW1 are 

shown in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21. Similar to the fibre-based model, the shell model was able 

to predict the overall wall strength with good accuracy, but it overestimated the stiffness after 

cracking of the wall and did not capture the pinching behaviour of the unloading branches. 

A notorious drawback of the layered shell approach was the time taken to run the simulation. The 

concatenated pushover analysis took over 2 hours to run in comparison with 4 minutes of the 

fibre-based analysis. This drawback makes this element computationally expensive to use in a 

numerical model of an entire building. In addition, it had more convergence issues than the 

fibre-based modelling approach and, in this particular case, the simulation failed to find a solution 

when returning to zero displacement after reaching +1.5% drift, so as can be seen below the last 

cycle to -1.5% lateral drift was not performed. 
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Figure 4.20 – Comparison of Force-Displacement hysteresis for SAP200 fibre-based model 

 

(a) Elongation history 

  

(b) Elongation at peak displacements (c) Residual elongation 

Figure 4.21 – Comparison of wall axial elongation for SAP200 fibre-based model 

The simulation of the elongation using layered shell elements overpredicted the elongation by 50% 
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fibre-based approach, the improvements in the prediction are not good enough for research 

purposes and they do not overweight the computational cost and time of running the layered shell 

model. 

4.3.2 Fibre-based approach in OpenSees 

4.3.2.1 Model description 

Unlike SAP2000, OpenSees is a research focused software, and so it was decided to build 

numerical models for the walls of the PW and RW series to test its ability to capture the global 

force-displacement behaviour and the elongation of the wall specimens. 

A graphical representation of the models for both series is presented in Figure 4.22. In general, the 

models were built using force-based distributed-plasticity beam-column elements and fibre-based 

sections to represent the axial-bending behaviour of the specimens [160, 161]. Since the 

beam-column element in OpenSees does not account for shear deformations, a linear elastic shear 

model was aggregated at the sectional level. It is worth noting that this approach treats axial-

bending and shear deformations as independent phenomena and therefore it is not able to capture 

the Truss Action Effect. The selected shear model accounts for shear displacement and bar slip 

based on the reduced shear stiffness proposed by Oyen [120]. The integration points of the elements 

were defined based on Martinelli&Filippou [85] and the P-Delta Geometric Transformation in 

OpenSees was used to represent the nonlinear geometric behaviour. 

The model for the walls of the PW and RW series consisted of 3 NL elements to represent the 

tested portion of the walls. The length of each element allowed for load application points, different 

section definitions and different material properties. The Gauss-Lobbato integration scheme was 

selected for both series because the integrations points (IP) are placed on both ends of the 

beam-column elements, capturing the maximum moment sustained by the elements. For the PW 

walls 3 IPs per element were used, while for the RW walls 6, 2 and 5 IPs were used for the bottom, 

mid and top element. The discretisation of the fibre-based sections for walls PW1, PW2 and PW4 

was 20 layers for the wall ends and 60 layers for the web zone. For wall PW3, 25 layers in the wall 
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ends and 55 layers for the web were used. In the case of the walls of the RW series, 40 layers were 

needed in the weakest wall end, 30 layers in the strongest wall end and 100 layers in the web zone. 

  

 

(a) PW series (b) RW Series  

Figure 4.22 – Fibre-based model in OpenSees, mm 

A schematic representation of the material models is presented Figure 4.23. The concrete material 

model was Concrete02 [162]. The compressive backbone curve of Concrete02 comprises an 

ascending parabolic branch and a linear descending branch until a used-defined residual 

compressive strength. The tensile backbone curve comprises a bi-linear curve with zero residual 

strength. Hysteresis is captured by bilinear unloading and linear reloading branches. Concrete02 

does not capture premature crack closure and therefore the fibre-section does not account for the 

Contact Stress Effect. The reinforcing steel was simulated using Steel02 [53]. This material model 

simulates the hysteresis of the reinforcing steel with a bilinear representation of the backbone curve 

and includes the Bauschinger in the unloading and reloading branches. 

The material properties were obtained from Table 4.1 to Table 4.3. Confined concrete properties 

were calculated according to the model proposed by Mander et al. 1988 [114]. When material 

properties were not available nominal values were assumed based on Collins&Mitchell 1997 [155] 

for unconfined concrete in compression and from the fib 2010 Model Code for concrete in tension. 
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(a) Concrete02 (b) Steel02 

Figure 4.23 – Schematic representation of material models in OpenSees 

The RC walls were tested with reverse cyclic loading and so the simulation was conducted using a 

sequence of concatenated pushover analyses. In the first step of the analysis the gravity loads were 

applied to the models and then the cyclic pushover was conducted by pushing the walls to the 

experimental displacements. 

4.3.2.2 Model results 

To check the ability of the models to represent the global response of the wall specimens 

force-displacement curves were compared for all seven wall tests. As a representative sample, the 

simulated and experimental force-displacement charts for PW1 and RWN are presented in 

Figure 4.24. The simulated behaviour of the walls of the PW series followed the experimental 

responses with good accuracy. For these walls, the initial stiffness, overall strength and the 

hysteretic behaviour were well captured. In general, the completeness of data of the walls of the 

PW series allowed a more accurate simulation than the RW series. Despite this fact, the RW wall 

hysteresis response was still captured with acceptable accuracy by the numerical models. 

The predicted elongation for the walls of both series is presented in Figure 4.25 and Figure 4.26, 

and compared to the experimental results. The simulation of the walls of the PW series had a good 

agreement with the experimental elongations. The elongations at peak cyclic displacements were 

well modelled up to 0.35% drift and then the simulation overpredicted the elongations by an 

average of up to 20% of the experimental values at the end of the tests. In the case of the residual 

elongations, the simulations were in overall agreement with the experimental results. It is important 

to note that the residual elongations of these walls were extremely small and therefore their 
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magnitudes were difficult to simulate precisely. Nonetheless, the simulations predicted small 

residual elongations that are in line with the overall behaviour. 

  

(a) PW wall (b) RW wall 

Figure 4.24 – Lateral response of fibre-based OpenSees models 

   

(a) Peak elongation PW1&PW3 (b) Peak elongation PW2 (c) Peak elongation PW4 

   

(d) Residual elongation PW1&PW3 (e) Residual elongation PW2 (f) Residual elongation PW4 

Figure 4.25 – Elongation simulation of the PW series 

For the RW series, the elongations at peak cyclic displacements were well captured by the models. 

The residual elongations were captured with acceptable accuracy for RWN and RWC, and not 
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captured for RWS. In general, the peak elongations were underpredicted before and overpredicted 

after 1.0% lateral drift. For the residual elongation this happened before and after 0.75% lateral 

drift. Overall, the simulations of the elongation at peak cyclic displacements were within 20% of 

the experimental results. The simulation of the residual elongation for RWN and RWC were within 

25% of the experimental results after 0.75% drift. 

  

(a) Peak elongation RWN&RWC (b) Peak elongation RWS 

  

(c) Residual elongation RWN&RWC (d) Residual elongation RWS 

Figure 4.26 – Elongation simulation of the RW series 

The fibre-based approach proposed in this section was able to capture the local and global 

behaviour of the wall specimens with good accuracy. The elongations at peak cyclic displacements 

were better simulated than the residual elongations. The computational resources are also reduced 

when compared to the SAP2000 modelling presented in section 4.3.1. The running time of these 

models ranged between 8 to 20 seconds. 
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4.3.3 Improved fibre-based approach in OpenSees 

4.3.3.1 Model description 

The modelling approach presented in the previous section (4.3.2) was improved by replacing the 

concrete material model with a model able to simulate the Contact Stress Effect by developing 

compressions stresses before the tensile strains are fully recovered. In addition, the improved model 

also accounted for the rotation produced at the wall-foundation interface by including a bond slip 

and strain penetration model. 

A schematic representation of the numerical models for the walls of the three series is presented in 

Figure 4.27. In general, the models consisted of a zero-length element to represent the strain 

penetration and bond slip at the wall-foundation interface, nonlinear elements for the tested portion 

of the walls and linear elastic elements for the untested portion of the walls. 

The zero-length element of each model was defined according to Zhao&Sritharan [92]. The 

approach consisted of a zerolength fibre-based element at the base of the wall with modified 

concrete and steel materials according to the publication. The concrete material has the same pre-

peak behaviour as the concrete material used in the NL wall elements, but the slope of the post 

peak strength envelope is reduced to allow for high levels of strains with a small reduction in 

strength. The steel fibres are defined with the strain penetration material model Bond_SP01, which 

consists of a relationship between the bar stress and the total slip of the bar at the wall-foundation 

interface. 

Similar to the modelling approach of section 4.3.2, the NL elements of the walls were force-based 

distributed-plasticity beam-column elements with fibre-based sections. Walls of the PW and RW 

series were modelled as described in section 4.3.2. However, the shear model was not defined 

following the approach proposed by Oyen [120] because in these models the bar slip was explicitly 

included in the model by the zero-length element at the base. Therefore, an elastic shear modulus 

defined according to structural mechanics and with a value equal to 0.41·Ec was used. It is important 

to mention that this approach also considers uncoupled shear and flexural behaviours and as a 

consequence the Truss Action Effect is not included when determining elongation. 
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(a) PW series (b) RW series (c) C series 

Figure 4.27 – Improved fibre-based model in OpenSees, mm 

The numerical simulation of the walls of the C series was more complex than the PW and RW 

series, because they had softening behaviours and localisation issues were triggered. To overcome 

the localisation, the element length (L) was selected following the regularisation technique 

proposed by Scott&Fenves [128] along with the crushing energy proposed by Pugh et al 2015 

[163]. This technique states that the weight of the integration points should be selected to match 

the length of the equivalent plastic hinge. Consequently, the length of the first element of each wall 

was determined by the weight of a Gauss-Lobbato integration scheme for an element with two 

integration points. The second element on each model had 3 integration points and the 

complementary length to reach the test specimens’ height. The concrete matrix was discretised 

with 45 fibres for the wall ends and 150 fibres for web region. 

A graphical representation of the concrete and steel material models are shown in Figure 4.28. The 

concrete stress-strain response was defined based on the Chang&Mander 1994 [116] concrete 

model modified by Waugh et al. 2008 [164] and available in OpenSees as Concrete07. This 

concrete model was selected as it allows for wedging action in the cracks and provides a robust 

hysteretic behaviour that considers both complete or partial unloading and reloading cycles. The 

concrete model uses Tsai’s equation [165] to describe the envelope curves for compression and 

tension and uses a simplified trilinear curve for unloading and reloading. 

The reinforcing steel material model as well as the input material parameters to create the material 

models and the pushover analysis are as described in the previous section. 
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(a) Concrete07 (b) Steel02 

Figure 4.28 – Material models for improved fibre-based model in OpenSees 

4.3.3.2 Model results and comparison with VecTor2 models 

Given the similarities of the experimental results five representative walls were compared to the 

improved OpenSees numerical model and the VecTor2 numerical model developed by 

Lu 2016 [153]. The selected walls were PW1, PW2, RWN, C1 and C5. Wall C4 was originally 

considered as well, but it showed high levels of sliding shear and it was therefore not suitable to be 

represented by a fibre-based approach. 

The global base moment-lateral drift response for each of the five walls are compared with the test 

results in Figure 4.29. Overall, both numerical models were able to capture the wall response with 

good accuracy, closely matching the nonlinear strength development as well as the initial stiffness 

of the walls. The transition curves between load ramps were better simulated by the fibre element 

models, highlighting the relevance of considering a concrete material model with the ability to 

appropriately simulate crack closure. This is particularly noticeable for walls C1 and C5, where the 

membrane FEM model shows increased pinching in the response when compared to the test and 

the fibre models. These lightly reinforced concrete walls were dominated by wide crack openings 

and the ability of the fibre model to simulate the compression stress transfer across partially closed 

cracks resulted in a better representation of the wall hysteresis response. 
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(a) PW1 (b) PW2 

 

(c) RWN 

  

(d) Wall C1 (e) Wall C5 

Figure 4.29 – Comparison of moment-displacement response  

The cyclic elongation history for both models is compared against the results of the five test walls 

in Figure 4.30. The numerical models were both able to simulate the overall behaviour and cyclic 

development of the wall elongation. The calculated elongations increased with drift and decreased 

when returning to zero lateral displacement, which allowed the model to simulate both the 

elongation at peak displacements and the residual elongation. In the case of the numerical models 

for PW1 and PW2, the experimental cyclic elongation history was consistently matched by the 

fibre element models, while it was generally over predicted by the membrane FEM models. The 
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fibre element model for the RWN wall was able to represent the asymmetric cyclic elongation 

development, but underpredicted the elongation during small lateral drift cycles. The membrane 

FEM model for the RWN wall produced a somewhat symmetric cyclic development and over 

predicted the wall elongations during larger drift cycles. In the case of walls C1 and C5, both 

models under predicted the cyclic elongation development for wall C1, whereas their prediction 

for wall C5 matched the experimental response with good accuracy. For wall C1, the experimental 

elongation response showed significant crack width accumulation during cycles. This 

accumulation was partially captured by the fibre element model, but the membrane FEM model 

did not show significant accumulation of residual elongations. 

To investigate the elongation response in more detail, the envelope of the simulation of elongation 

at peak cyclic displacements is compared against the experimental results in Figure 4.31. The fibre 

element models simulated the peak elongations for walls PW1 and PW2 with good accuracy, 

whereas the membrane FEM models over predicted the peak elongations by more than 30% at 1% 

lateral drift. In the case of the RWN wall, the peak elongations were slightly under predicted by 

the fibre model and slightly over predicted by the membrane FEM model. The asymmetric shape 

of the RWN elongation envelope was not captured by the membrane model, which produced fairly 

symmetrical envelopes for both positive and negative lateral drifts. For walls C1 and C5, both 

models estimated similar peak elongations. For wall C1 the peak elongations were consistently 

underestimated by approximately 20% for both numerical models. The peak elongations for wall 

C5 were accurately predicted by both models. 
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(a) PW1 (b) PW2 

 

(c) RWN 

  

(d) Wall C1 (e) Wall C5 

Figure 4.30 – Cyclic elongation history for both models 
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(a) PW1 (b) PW2 

 

(c) RWN 

  

(d) Wall C1 (e) Wall C5 

Figure 4.31 – Elongation at peak cyclic displacement for both models 

Comparisons of the calculated residual elongations after unloading back to zero lateral 

displacement are shown in Figure 4.32 (note that residual elongation is plotted against the 

maximum lateral drift at previous peak displacement). For the PW and RW walls, both models 

captured the residual elongations with reasonable accuracy. It should be noted that the residual 

elongation for PW2 was extremely small (less than 0.3 mm) and as a result of these small values 

residual elongations were difficult to predict precisely. For the C walls, the fibre element models 
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captured the experimental residual elongation with acceptable accuracy, whereas the membrane 

FEM models calculated zero residual elongation for both walls. 

  

(a) PW1 (b) PW2 

 

(c) RWN 

  

(d) Wall C1 (e) Wall C5 

Figure 4.32 – Residual elongation for both models 
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4.3.3.3 Relevance of the contact stress effect 

The peak elongations are predominantly a function of the geometric elongation, and to a lesser 

extend the residual crack widths and plastic strains in the compression end of the wall. Given that 

the walls modelled were all flexure dominant, it is not surprising that both the fibre element and 

membrane element models could capture the peak elongations with reasonable accuracy. Both 

models provided appropriate representation of the wall axial strains, curvatures, and neutral axis 

depth which led to good estimation of the geometric elongation. The residual elongations are a 

function of the permanent accumulated elongation that is related to plastic reinforcement strains, 

Contact Stress Effect and Truss Action Effect. The formulation of fibre-based elements does not 

include flexure-shear interaction and so cannot capture the effects of truss action. However, the 

advanced concrete material models available in OpenSees are capable of accurately representing 

stresses in partially closed cracks. The membrane element model accounts for the truss action as 

plane sections are not required to remain plane, but the more simplified concrete hysteresis models 

in VecTor2 do not account for partial crack closure stresses. 

The differences in the model formulation and material models were evident from the residual 

elongation results. The ability of the fibre element model to capture the residual elongations in all 

walls highlighted that for flexure dominant walls, truss action was not significant to the elongation 

response. Both models could also capture the residual elongations in the PW and RW walls. This 

finding indicates that the larger vertical reinforcement contents in the walls of the PW and RW 

series meant that the plastic strains in the compression reinforcement were more significant to the 

residual crack widths than the crack closure stresses, even when moderate axial loads were applied. 

However, the inability of the VecTor2 membrane element model to capture residual elongations 

for walls C1 and C5 highlighted that the crack closure model was critical for these walls. The light 

vertical reinforcement and moderate axial loads for the C walls meant that the stresses that develop 

in partially closed cracks were significant to the wall elongation response. 

To investigate the significance of the crack closure model on the response of wall C5, two concrete 

material models were trialled using the fibre element model. The alternative concrete material 
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selected was Concrete02, which is the material model used in section 4.3.2 and it is similar to that 

implemented in VecTor2. 

The calculated residual elongations for wall C5 with the fibre-based model using both Concrete02 

and Concrete07 are shown in Figure 25. Similar to the results of the membrane element model, the 

fibre element model also predicted zero residual elongation when using the Concrete02 model that 

did not include partial crack closure stresses. 

 

Figure 4.33 – Residual elongation prediction using Concrete02 and Concrete07 

4.3.3.4 Extension of the proposed model: DBEs and FBEs 

Despite it has been shown that DBEs and FBEs are capable of accurately simulate structural 

responses [97], it has not been shown the ability of DBEs to capture wall elongation. So, a 

comparative analysis between DBE and FBE models was completed. Sensitivity analyses were run 

for different mesh levels for DBEs and varying number of integration points for FBEs. In addition, 

analyses with different integration schemes were also compared. 

A representative force-displacement and drift-elongation plots are shown in Figure 4.34 and 

Figure 4.35 respectively. The DBE model simulated the same responses as the FBE models. This 

supports the previous observations that FBE and DBE models can be used interchangeably to 

simulate structural elements. Care must be placed on determining the required meshing for DBEs, 

the appropriate number of IPs for FBEs and regularise materials accordingly, so their simulations 

are capable of representing the structural responses. 

The analysis of Gauss-Lobatto and Gauss-Legendre integration schemes provided similar results. 

However, Gauss Legendre provided more stable and quicker analyses, while Gauss-Lobatto was 
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more prone to convergence issues. According to Scott [166] Gauss Legendre is more accurate than 

Gauss-Lobatto, but Gauss-Lobatto is used more often because it places integration points at the 

elements ends, were the largest demands usually occur. To capture the largest demand possible 

while using a Gauss-Legendre integration scheme the number of IPs can be increased, so the first 

and last IP are closer to the element ends. This is shown in Figure 4.36 where the position and 

weight of both integration schemes for 6 and 9 IPs are compared. Note that in the figure the weights 

of the IPs are represented by the vertical length of the coloured bars. 

  

(a) One cycle per target drift (b) Three cycles per target drift 

Figure 4.34 – Comparison of predicted force-displacement loops for DBE and FBE models 

  

(a) One cycle per target drift (b) Three cycles per target drift 

Figure 4.35 – Comparison of predicted elongations for DBE and FBE models 
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Figure 4.36 – Position and weight of the IP depending on the integration scheme 

Note: colours are only used to separate the weights of the IP 

It is also important to note that the proximity of an IP to the end nodes also depends on the meshing 

being used. For example, if a wall is modelled with ten DBEs, and each DBE has 3 Gauss-Legendre 

IPs, then the first IP of the first DBE is placed at a height of 0.027·hw from the wall base, which is 

close enough to consider that the moment being sampled at this IP is almost the same as the one 

occurring at the element node. 

4.4 Parametric Analysis 

To investigate the influence of different variables on the magnitude of the peak and residual 

elongations a parametric study was performed to slender rectangular RC walls with symmetrical 

reinforcement layouts. The modelling approaches presented in section 4.3.3 were used to simulate 

the parametric cases under reversed cyclic loading. 

4.4.1 Parametric variables 

The axial elongation occurring in RC sections depends on the flexural strain profile, the 

accumulated crack widths and the distance over which plastic deformations extend. The parameters 

that affect these variables are the axial load demands, wall dimensions and material properties. 

From this general list, the parametric variables considered for the analyses are the axial load ratio 

(ALR), the length of the wall (Lw) and the mechanical reinforcement ratio (ρm). The values for each 
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parameter are shown in Table 4.8 and the reasons for selecting them are provided in the subsequent 

paragraphs.  

It is important to note that the parametric cases were not individually designed to achieve a target 

performance. Instead, they were defined based on the parametric values described below, so a 

parameter-wise comparison was possible. Consequently, the models with high axial load ratios and 

small mechanical ratios are probably not representative of current practice, but they were included 

for research purposes. 

Table 4.8 – Variables for the parametric analysis of axial elongation 

Axial load ratio 

𝐴𝐿𝑅 =
𝑁∗

𝐴𝑔 · 𝑓𝑐
′
 

Wall length 

Lw, m 

Mechanical 

reinforcement ratio 

𝜌𝑚 =
𝐴𝑠 · 𝑓𝑦

𝐴𝑔 · 𝑓𝑐
′
 

Self-weight (SW) 2m 5.14% 

5% 4m 10% 

10% 6m 15% 

15% 8m 20% 

20% 10m 25% 

 

The axial load was selected because it has been shown to significantly influence the elongation of 

beams [19, 30, 34] and walls (see section 4.2), and it has also been observed to affect walls in 

experimental studies of full-scale 3D buildings [10, 79].The range of the selected axial load ratios 

is representative of low to moderately high levels of axial loads in walls based on typically design 

practice in New Zealand. 

The wall length was selected as a parameter because it was noted a difference in elongations 

developed in beams and walls. While beam elongations can be in excess of 4% of the beam depth, 

the walls analysed in section 4.2 did not elongate beyond 1.4% of the wall length, even for the 

cases without axial loads. Despite this difference may only be a consequence of the small set of 

experimental tests considered and differences in final rotations, from flexural theory and other 

publications it is known that ductile elements with deeper sections have smaller curvatures and 

longer plastic lengths. These variations in curvatures and plastic hinge lengths may affect the total 

elongation developed in beams and walls. So, to analyse this effect the wall length was included in 
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the parametric study. The selected wall lengths cover the ranges of rectangular walls observed in 

the typology analysis presented Chapter 3. 

The longitudinal reinforcement content and the material properties are relevant parameters when 

determining the element behaviour as they are the basis to calculate the sectional response and the 

strain profile. These affect elongation as was observed in section 4.2, specially for the case of the 

walls in the RW series. The material properties and reinforcement content were included in the 

parametric analysis by means of the mechanical reinforcement ratio, so both variables were 

included in only one parameter. The values for the mechanical ratios were defined considering a 

reinforcement ratio ranging from the minimum reinforcement according to NZS3101 to 2% of the 

wall gross area, a concrete compressive strength ranging between 30MPa to 50MPa and a 

reinforcement yield strength of 500MPa. 

It is important to note that the numerator in the mechanical reinforcement ratio is the maximum 

capacity of the reinforcement for tension and compression. Then, if a compressive axial force equal 

to the steel axial capacity (N* = As·fy) is applied to the element, the contribution of the steel plastic 

strains to the residual elongation should reduce to almost zero. As a result, the residual elongations 

should only be a function of the Contact Stress Effect, because the Truss Action Effect is negligible 

due to the flexural nature of the selected walls. 

4.4.2 Model description 

In general, the models were built using force-based element as presented in section 4.3.3. In some 

cases, this modelling approach presented convergence issues, and so models using 

displacement-based elements (DBEs) were used instead of the force-based elements (FBEs) of the 

original approach. 

A schematic representation of the numerical model is shown in Figure 4.37(a). The wall height was 

set as 4 times the length of the wall, so slender flexure controlled responses were developed. The 

height was divided in 6 segments. In the models using FBEs, each segment was composed of one 

FBE with the amount of integration points shown in the middle column of the Figure 4.37(a). In 

the DBE models, each segment was meshed in the number of elements shown in the leftmost 

column in the figure and each DBE element was assigned 3IPs. 
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The wall cross section was 300mm wide and the length varied according to the parametric cases. 

The cross section was divided in the OpenSees patches shown in Figure 4.37(b) so a confined 

concrete material was assigned to the confined wall ends and an unconfined concrete material was 

assigned to the remaining patches. The fibre discretisation was composed of 30mm wide fibres 

across the wall thickness and the fibre depth was dependent on the wall length and whether the 

fibre was in the wall end or the wall web as can be seen in the figure. 

 

(a) Model sketch 

 

(b) Cross section sketch 

Figure 4.37 – Numerical model for parametric investigation 

All models used the same materials so direct comparison between models was possible. The 

unconfined concrete material had a compressive strength of fc’ = 40MPa and a strain at peak 

compressive strength of εc = 0.0021. The confined concrete had a compressive strength of 

fcc’ = 54MPa, a strain at peak strength of εcc = 0.0058 and an ultimate strain of εcu = 0.026. These 

values were calculated according to Mander et al 1998 considering that the confinement 

reinforcement complied with a fully ductile detailing according to NZS3101. The steel material 

0.6·lw0.2·lw 0.2·lw

30-70mm

long fibres

30-100mm

long fibres
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was defined based on a yield stress of 500MPa and a hardening slope of 0.005. Elastic shear 

according to section 4.3.3 was aggregated at the sectional level in FBE models and added as part 

of the zero-length element response when DBE models were used. The axial-bending response of 

the zero-length element was defined according to section 4.3.3. Concrete and steel backbone curves 

are shown in Figure 4.38. 

  

(a) Confined and unconfined Concrete (b) Steel 

Figure 4.38 – Steel and concrete material models 

The self-weight of the wall was assigned to the model nodes according to their tributary length. 

The additional axial load to get to the target axial load ratio was applied to the top node. The 

analysis was performed with a series of concatenated pushovers completing 3 cycles to each target 

lateral drift. The pushover load was applied to the top node and the target lateral drifts were 0.1%, 

0.25%, 0.5%, 0.75%, 1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0% of the wall height. 

4.4.3 Analysis of the results 

The 125 parametric combinations were run in the New Zealand High-Performance Computing 

facility NeSI. A total of 104 models ran past the first cycle to 1.5% lateral drift. From these, 87 

model showing objective force-displacement and elongation-displacement responses were used as 

valid input for the parametric study. A complete list of the analysed models and plotted results is 

included in Appendix B. Most of the models that failed to reach the end or showed inconsistent 

simulations had high axial load ratios. This is a consequence of the walls not being designed to 

reach a specific performance. It is worth noting that within each parametric case the useful results 

were those within the scope of the numerical approach capabilities described in section 4.3. 
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Force-Displacement hysteresis plots for a selection of 4 walls are shown in Figure 4.39. The loops 

show low levels of pinching in the transition zone as expected due to the flexural nature of the 

parametric cases, and also softer reloading branches produced by the concrete material model 

accounting for the Contact Stress Effect. In general, the hysteresis loops did not display any signs 

of ill-conditioned steps or behaviour. 

A sample of the elongation history for 4 walls is presented in Figure 4.40. The numerical models 

were able to simulate a range of elongation behaviours: form accumulating elongation for low 

levels of axial forces to almost zero residual elongation for higher axial forces. In addition to the 

elongation history, the blue triangles in Figure 4.40 show the average of the elongation at each 

target cyclic displacement and the red circles show the average of the residual elongations when 

returning from the target cyclic displacements. These values of elongation are the basis for the 

analysis of the parametric cases described in the next paragraphs. 

  

(a) 5%ALR – Lw=6m – ρm=20% (b) 5%ALR – Lw=8m – ρm=15% 

  

(c) 10%ALR – Lw=2m – ρm=15% (d) 10%ALR – Lw=4m – ρm=10% 

Figure 4.39 – Force-Displacement hysteresis 
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(a) Self weight – Lw=2m – ρm=25% (b) 5%ALR – Lw=2m – ρm=25% 

  

(c) 5%ALR – Lw=6m – ρm=10% (d) 10%ALR – Lw=6m – ρm=10% 

Figure 4.40 – Elongation History 

The maximum elongation developed in the parametric cases are summarised in Table 4.9. It is 

worth noting that the experimental elongations presented in section 4.2.2.2 are mostly within the 

ranges shown below. An exception was the RW series because the elongation developed 

asymmetrically due to the asymmetrical reinforcement layout, falling outside the walls represented 

by this parametric analysis. 

Table 4.9 – Upper bound of elongation in the parametric set 

Lateral drift 

[%] 

Elongation ratio (e/lw) [%] 

Peak cyclic displacement Residual 

1.0 0.23 – 0.53 0.0 – 0.47 

1.5 0.39 – 0.85 0.0 – 0.72 

2.0 0.67 – 1.13 0.0 – 0.98 
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Figure 4.41 to Figure 4.44 display representative elongation behaviours covering the whole set of 

parametric variables. These figures show the elongation at peak cyclic displacement on the left 

hand side and the residual elongation on right hand side. In Figure 4.41 to Figure 4.43 each curve 

shows the elongation behaviour for a fix axial load ratio and in Figure 4.44 each curve shows the 

elongation for a fix mechanical ratio. 

  

(a) Peak cyclic elongation: Drift = 0.75% – ρm = 10% (b) Residual elongation: Drift = 0.75% – ρm = 10% 

  

(c) Peak cyclic elongation: Drift = 1.0% – ρm = 25% (d) Residual elongation: Drift = 1.0% – ρm = 25% 

Figure 4.41 - Effect of wall length in axial elongation for different axial loads 

The almost flat curves shown in Figure 4.41 are an indication that the wall length had a minor 

impact on the elongation ratio of the walls. For a constant axial load ratio, the elongations 

developed by walls of different lengths had a difference of less than 10% to 15% of the elongation 

ratio, e/Lw. Exceptions to the previous observation are the isolated cases of the curves for ALR=15% 

in plot (a) and for ALR=SW in plot (b). It is worth noting that the increase in elongation ratio for 

the ALR=15% was only observed in some cases, however the decrease in residual ratio elongation 
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with the increase in wall length for ALR=SW was observed in all the parametric cases. Despite this 

last case presented an interesting trend, a RC wall in a real building will rarely support only its 

self-weight, and if the axial load ratio is slightly increased, say to ALR=5%, the charts show that 

they start following a somewhat flat trend with wall length. So, according to the results it is 

expected that for practical cases the wall length does not significantly affect the elongation ratio of 

the walls. 

The elongation at peak cyclic displacements and residual elongations increased with drift and were 

reduced by the presence of axial compression as shown in Figure 4.42. However, the extent in 

which elongation was affected by the axial load depended on the magnitude of the mechanical 

ratio. When the axial load ratio was larger than the mechanical ratio, the elongation was 

substantially reduced as shown in plots (a) and (b) on Figure 4.42. In these plots the wall had a 

mechanical ratio of 10% and when the axial load ratio was 15%Agfc’ or larger, the peak elongations 

at 2% drift were reduced more than 6 times when compared to the elongations at the same drift for 

an axial load ratio of 10%Agfc’. In the case of the residual elongations, they were almost zero for 

axial loads larger or equal to 10% Agfc’. A consistent behaviour was observed in plots (c) and (d) 

of the same figure. In these cases, the wall had a mechanical ratio of 20% and the development of 

elongation had a constant increase with drift for all the cases. 
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(a) Peak cyclic elongation: Lw = 2m – ρm = 10% (b) Residual elongation: Lw = 2m – ρm = 10%  

  

(c) Peak cyclic elongation: Lw = 8m – ρm = 20% (d) Residual elongation: Lw = 8m – ρm = 20% 

Figure 4.42 – Effect of lateral drifts in axial elongation for different axial loads 

To further analyse the influence of the mechanical ratio on the elongation of the wall, Figure 4.43 

presents elongation as a function of the mechanical ratio for different levels of axial load. As noted 

in the previous paragraph and shown on the left hand side of each plot in Figure 4.43, the elongation 

is highly reduced when the mechanical ratio is smaller than the axial load ratio. In addition, increase 

in the mechanical ratio reduces the variability of the elongation magnitude for different axial load 

levels. For example, in Figure 4.43(a) the range of peak elongations at 0.75% drift was reduced 

from 0.01 - 0.38%Lw to 0.12 - 0.22%Lw when comparing the results of the curves for 5% and 25% 

mechanical ratios. This seems to be produced because larger mechanical ratios cause smaller strains 

in the sections, which decrease the role of the concrete crack closure phenomenon and controls the 

elongation development. 
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(a) Peak cyclic elongation: Drift = 0.75% – Lw = 2m (b) Residual elongation: Drift = 0.75% – Lw = 2m 

  

(c) Peak cyclic elongation: Drift = 1.0% – Lw = 6m (d) Residual elongation: Drift = 1.0% – Lw = 6m 

Figure 4.43 – Effect of mechanical reinforcement ratio in axial elongation 

for different axial loads 

The reduction in the variability of the predicted elongation provided by larger mechanical ratios is 

also seen in Figure 4.44. This figure shows the elongation development as a function of the axial 

load ratio for different levels of mechanical reinforcement ratios. In this figure it can also be seen 

that the larger the mechanical ratio the less effect the axial load ratio has in the final elongation of 

the walls, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. This is illustrated by the curves for ρm= 5%, 

10% and 15% in Figure 4.44(a) that show big drops after the axial load ratios are larger than the 

mechanical ratios, while the curves for ρm= 20% and 25% show gradual reductions with increasing 

levels of axial load. The observations are also consistent with the behaviour of the residual 

elongations, however the residual elongations show less dramatic drops. 
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(a) Peak cyclic elongation: Drift = 1.0% – Lw = 2m (b) Residual elongation: Drift = 1.0% – Lw = 2m 

Figure 4.44 – Effect of axial load ratio in axial elongation 

for different mechanical ratios 

4.4.4 Results discussion 

It was seen in the previous section that the elongation ratio (e/Lw) of slender ductile RC walls with 

rectangular sections and symmetric reinforcement layout was affected by the lateral drift (Δ), the 

applied axial load ratio (N*/Ag·fc’) and the mechanical reinforcement ratio (As·fy/Ag·fc’). The wall 

length (Lw) had a minor influence in the magnitude of the elongation ratio. The physical reasons 

for these results are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The effect of the axial load ratio was consistent with previous investigations (summarised in section 

2.1.1) and the experimental tests analysed in 4.2.2. In terms of the sectional response, higher axial 

compression loads deepen the neutral line, reduce the curvatures and the tensile strains in the bars, 

this reduces the elongation at the midsection. In addition, with smaller curvatures and deeper 

neutral lines, crack sizes are reduced and therefore it is less probable that dislodge particles take 

part wedging the cracks open, which reduces the residual elongation. In addition, higher 

compression loads can completely or partially overcome the plastic strain in the bars and the 

wedging action of loose particles between crack faces, if they were to occur. An example can be 

seen in the elongation histories displayed in Figure 4.40, that shows smaller elongations with higher 

levels of axial compression, especially for residual elongations. 
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In the case of the mechanical reinforcement ratio, an increase in this parameter causes a reduction 

in the variability of the elongation ratio for a given drift and axial load. The modes in which this 

factor affects the elongation is by reducing the effect of the axial load ratio and by increasing the 

role of the plastic strain of the steel bars while decreasing the effect of the concrete matrix in the 

sectional response after the residual elongation develops. This is because the numerator of the 

mechanical ratio (As·fy) can be interpreted as the compression load necessary to yield all the steel 

bars in the wall cross section. So, if the axial load ratio is smaller than the mechanical ratio, then 

the elongation will be mainly controlled by the plastic strains in the bars and the elongation will 

tend to grow with increasing levels of curvatures. This factor can be also understood as a regulator 

of the effects of the compression load in the wall. It should be noted that this effect may not be seen 

when performing monotonic tests, because the effects are triggered when the steel bars have 

compression-tension cycles that cause plastic strains to develop. 

The wall length was shown to slightly affect the elongation ratio (e/Lw) as the results showed 

approximately the same elongation ratio for several wall lengths given a mechanical ratio and drift 

level. However, it should be noted that if the absolute elongation (e) is analysed, the longer walls 

had larger absolute elongations. This behaviour (fairly constant e/Lw) is expected to occur because 

the wall length is used to normalise the wall responses and analysis variables. In this particular 

case, the shear-to-span ratio was kept constant to make fair comparisons between slender walls of 

different lengths and to ensure that the same flexure-controlled response was achieved. An 

approximated algebraic solution that explains this behaviour is developed in equations (4-4) to 

(4-10). 

Let’s define the target displacement (Δ) as a percentage α of the wall height (h) and the plastic 

hinge length (lp) according to Part C5 of the New Zealand Seismic Assessment Guidelines [179]. 

As mentioned before, the wall height is expressed as β times the wall length (Lw) so the 

shear-to-span ratio is kept constant among the parametric models. Also, let’s express the plastic 

hinge length as γ times the wall length. This is an approximation done by neglecting the term Lsp 

from equation (4-5), because Lsp represents less than 3% of the plastic hinge lengths for the range 

of wall lengths that were analysed in the parametric cases, and it is therefore good approximation. 
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The equations for lateral drift and plastic hinge length are, 

 ∆ = 𝛼 · ℎ =  α · β · 𝐿𝑤 (4-4) 

  𝑙𝑝 = 𝑘 · 𝐿𝑐 + 0.1 · 𝐿𝑤 + 𝐿𝑠𝑝 
     = γ · 𝐿𝑤 

(4-5) 

Then, the total rotation (θ) and equivalent curvature (φ) of the plastic hinge can be written as, 

 
𝜃 =  

𝛥

ℎ −
𝑙𝑝

2⁄
=  

𝛼 · 𝛽

𝛽 −
𝛾

2⁄
 (4-6) 

 
𝜑 =  

𝜃

𝑙𝑝
=  

𝜃

𝛾 · 𝐿𝑤
 (4-7) 

It should be noted that the rotation of the plastic hinge is dependent on the lateral drift as expected, 

but independent of the wall length due to the definition of constant shear-to-span ratio. 

In terms of the sectional response and assuming that residual elongation has already accumulated, 

the wall elongation can be determined from the strain at mid-section (εe) and at the extreme 

compression fibre (εc), 

 𝜑 =  
𝜀𝑒 − 𝜀𝑐

𝐿𝑤
2⁄

 (4-8) 

 𝑒 =  𝜀𝑒 · 𝑙𝑝 (4-9) 

Combining equations (4-7) and (4-8) and then replacing it in (4-9) yields, 

 𝑒

𝐿𝑤
=

𝜃

2
+ 𝛾 · 𝜀𝑐 (4-10) 

Since the rotation θ is constant between models for a given lateral displacement, and the factor γ is 

constant for all wall lengths, the elongation ratio is only dependent on the magnitude of the concrete 

strain at the extreme compression fibre. So, since the concrete strain is relatively constant at peak 

cyclic displacements or close to zero when residual elongation accumulates, then the elongation 

ratio is relatively constant among wall lengths for a specific lateral drift. 

Note that this analysis is valid for walls with the same shear-to-span ratio, so having two wall 

lengths with different shear-to-span ratio should produce different elongation ratios. However, the 

comparison would be unfair as the comparison would be between two different models. 
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4.4.5 Estimation of axial elongation in walls 

The main drawback of the equation proposed in Clause 7.8 of NZS3101 to predict wall elongation 

is that the determination of the neutral line depth and the total plastic hinge rotation are laborious 

tasks that generally a sectional analysis. In addition, another disadvantage is that it cannot account 

for accumulated elongation. Then, based on the parametric analyses, a new set of equations is 

developed to calculate wall elongation without performing sectional analyses with the benefit that 

the results account for the accumulated wall elongation. 

The development of the new equations was done using 3D regressions. The two investigated 

options were a first- and second-order 3D polynomial function. The input parameters for the 

functions are the axial load ratio, the mechanical ratio and the lateral drift. The wall length was not 

considered because it was shown to have a minor effect on the elongation ratio. The estimations 

were compared to the experimental elongation for the walls of the PW and C series and correction 

functions were determined to improve the estimations. 

The methodology for the regression analysis consisted of plotting the elongation determined in the 

parametric cases as a function of the axial load ratio and the mechanical ratio in a single 3D plot 

for each target lateral drift. Then, for each plot a 3D first- or second-order polynomial function was 

fitted using the least-squares methodology. The coefficients of the fitted polynomial function for 

each lateral drift were extracted and plotted independently as a function of the lateral drift. The 

coefficient-drift data was fitted a 2D linear or quadratic regression so a suitable function to 

represent the variation of the coefficients with drift was determined. Then, a unique first- or second-

order polynomial function was assembled using the coefficient functions. Finally, the experimental 

data was compared to the estimations of the 3D polynomial function and a correction function 

based on the average error was determined to improve the estimations. 

4.4.5.1 Second-order polynomial estimation 

The general equation for the second-order polynomial function is shown in equation (4-11). 

Figure 4.45 shows the scatter plot of the elongation results of the parametric analyses and the 

second-order polynomial surface fitted to the elongation data. Table 4.10 shows the coefficients 
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for equation (4-11) determined for each drift. The second-order polynomial equation along with 

the coefficient functions and the correction function are shown in equations (4-12) to (4-19). 

 𝑒

𝐿𝑤

= 𝑘21 · 𝐴𝐿𝑅2 + 𝑘22 · 𝜌
𝑚
2 + 𝑘23 · 𝐴𝐿𝑅 · 𝜌

𝑚
+ 𝑘24 · 𝐴𝐿𝑅 + 𝑘25 · 𝜌

𝑚
+ 𝑘26 (4-11) 

 

  

(a) Δ=0.5% lateral drift (b) Δ=0.75% lateral drift 

Figure 4.45 – 3D second-order surface fitting 

Table 4.10 – Coefficients of the second-order polynomial regression 

Drift, Δ k21 k22 k23 k24 k25 k26 

0.50% 0.00015 -0.00007 0.00041 -0.01546 -0.00161 0.21582 

0.75% 0.00019 -0.00024 0.00074 -0.02511 0.00181 0.32238 

1.00% 0.00019 -0.00039 0.00102 -0.03381 0.00586 0.42773 

1.50% 0.00010 -0.00056 0.00147 -0.04797 0.00923 0.66749 

2.00% -0.00021 -0.00078 0.00180 -0.05717 0.01388 0.89977 

 

𝑒

𝐿𝑤

= (𝑓
21

· 𝐴𝐿𝑅2 + 𝑓
22

· 𝜌
𝑚
2 + 𝑓

23
· 𝐴𝐿𝑅 · 𝜌

𝑚
+ 𝑓

24
· 𝐴𝐿𝑅 + 𝑓

25
· 𝜌

𝑚
+ 𝑓

26
) · 𝑓

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟2
 (4-12) 

 𝑓21 = −0.0003 · Δ2 + 0.0006 · Δ − 0.00009 (4-13) 

 𝑓22 = −0.0005 · Δ + 0.0001 (4-14) 

 𝑓23 = −0.0003 · Δ2 + 0.0016 · Δ − 0.0003 (4-15) 

 𝑓24 =     0.0091 · Δ2 − 0.0507 · Δ + 0.0077 (4-16) 

 𝑓25 =     0.01 · Δ − 0.0056 (4-17) 

 𝑓26 =     0.4586 · Δ − 0.01 (4-18) 
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𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟2 = {

−0.084 · Δ + 1.11 𝑖𝑓 Δ ≤ 1.0%
 

    0.137 · Δ + 0.89  𝑖𝑓 Δ > 1.0%
 (4-19) 

 

The average estimation error before and after the correction factor is shown in Table 4.11. 

Table 4.11 – Average estimation error for equation (4-12) 

Drift, Δ 

[%] 

Average error [%] 

Before After 

0.50 -6.7 -0.6 

0.75 -3.2 1.1 

1.00 -2.5 0.5 

1.50 -10.1 -1.2 

2.00 -16.2 -2.0 

 

4.4.5.2 First-order polynomial estimation 

The general equation for the first-order polynomial function is shown in equation (4-20). 

Figure 4.46 shows the scatter plot of the elongation results of the parametric analyses and the 

first-order polynomial surface fitted to the elongation data. Table 4.12 shows the coefficients for 

equation (4-20) determined for each drift. The first-order polynomial equation along with the 

coefficient functions and the correction function are shown in equations (4-21) to (4-25). 

 𝑒

𝐿𝑤

= 𝑘11 · 𝐴𝐿𝑅 + 𝑘12 · 𝜌
𝑚

+ 𝑘13 (4-20) 

 

  

(a) Δ =0.5% lateral drift (b) Δ =0.75% lateral drift 

Figure 4.46 – 3D first-order plane fitting 
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Table 4.12 – Coefficients of the first-order polynomial regression 

Drift, Δ k11 k12 k13 

0.50% -0.00789 -0.00140 0.19124 

0.75% -0.01280 -0.00096 0.29901 

1.00% -0.01824 0.00021 0.40877 

1.50% -0.03005 0.00084 0.65527 

2.00% -0.04079 0.00131 0.90846 

 

 𝑒

𝐿𝑤

= (𝑓
11

· 𝐴𝐿𝑅 + 𝑓
12

· 𝜌
𝑚

+ 𝑓
13

) · 𝑓
𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟1

 (4-21) 

 𝑓
11

= −0.0222 · Δ + 0.0036 (4-22) 

 𝑓
12

=     0.0018 · Δ − 0.0021 (4-23) 

 𝑓
13

=     0.4802 · Δ − 0.0400 (4-24) 

 
𝑓

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟1
= {

1, if 𝜌
𝑚

> 7.5%

0.08 · Δ + 0.98, if 𝜌
𝑚

≤ 7.5%
 (4-25) 

 

The average estimation error before and after the correction factor is shown in Table 4.13. 

Table 4.13 – Average estimation error for equation (4-21) 

Drift, Δ 

[%] 

Average error [%] 

Before After 

0.50 -2.8 -0.6 

0.75 -4.4 -0.4 

1.00 -6.0 -0.1 

1.50 -9.5 -0.2 

2.00 -15.3 -3.1 
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4.4.5.3 Estimation comparison 

The comparison between the experimental elongation and the two approaches for walls PW1 to 

PW4 and C1, C4 and C5 is shown numerically in Table 4.14 and graphically in Figure 4.47. It 

should be noted that these walls were selected for the comparison because they were within the 

domain of the parametric study. 

Table 4.14 – Estimation comparison 

Wall 
Drift 

[%] 

Elongation ratio (e/Lw) [%] 

Test 1st-order 2nd-order 

PW1 

0.50 0.113 0.104 0.098 

0.75 0.173 0.180 0.185 

1.00 0.245 0.256 0.268 

1.50 0.357 0.408 0.470 

PW2 

0.50 0.09 0.081 0.089 

0.76 0.16 0.138 0.165 

1.01 0.22 0.194 0.238 

PW3 

0.50 0.08 0.105 0.105 

0.75 0.16 0.178 0.188 

1.00 0.23 0.250 0.269 

PW4 

0.50 0.09 0.088 0.090 

0.75 0.15 0.153 0.172 

1.00 0.22 0.217 0.250 

C1 

0.56 0.26 0.198 0.202 

0.81 0.37 0.309 0.296 

1.08 0.50 0.434 0.404 

1.54 0.76 0.658 0.636 

2.04 0.94 0.916 0.927 

C4 

0.56 0.24 0.228 0.255 

0.81 0.38 0.359 0.377 

1.08 0.57 0.506 0.513 

1.54 0.80 0.770 0.793 

C5 

0.56 0.16 0.162 0.143 

0.81 0.26 0.249 0.207 

1.08 0.36 0.347 0.284 

1.54 0.56 0.523 0.459 

2.04 0.74 0.726 0.691 
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(a) Wall PW1 (b) Wall PW2 

  

(c) Wall PW3 (d) Wall PW4 

   

(e) Wall C1 (f) Wall C4 (g) Wall C5 

Figure 4.47 – Elongation estimation comparison 

Both approaches provided from acceptable to good elongation estimations for the walls in the PW 

and C series. However, the first-order polynomial approach provided closer estimations than the 

second-order polynomial. In addition, the former was constructed with linear functions, so it is easy 

to use and does not produce fast-deviating results when the equations are used slightly beyond the 

domain of the parametric study. Base on the results it is recommended that the first-order 

polynomial approach is used to estimate wall elongation at peak cyclic displacements. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

Thirteen flexure controlled RC walls tested under reversed cyclic displacements were analysed to 

study the elongation occurring in wall plastic hinges. The results were then used to verify the 

equation to estimate axial elongation in walls provided in the New Zealand Concrete Structures 

Standard NZS3101. In addition, numerical approaches in SAP2000 and OpenSees were used to 

simulate elongation development in walls. These approaches were compared to the experimental 

results and the best approach was used to perform a parametric analysis. Finally, a mathematical 

model to estimate wall elongation was proposed. 

Based on the analysis performed to the experimental tests, the modelling techniques and the 

parametric analyses the following conclusions are drawn: 

Experimental Axial Elongation 

• The axial elongations of the flexure-controlled walls analysed in section 4.2 ranged between 

0.4% and 0.8% of the wall length when subjected to 1.5% lateral drift. 

• Asymmetrical vertical reinforcement layout produced asymmetrical development of 

elongations at peak cyclic displacements. The larger elongations were produced when the 

weaker wall end was in tension. Conversely to the elongation at peak cyclic displacements, 

the residual elongation developed symmetrically and was controlled by the elongation 

produced when the strongest wall end was in tension. 

• Elongations produced in lightly reinforced concrete walls were larger than the elongations 

developed in the more heavily reinforced RC walls. This was due to greater influence of 

residual crack widths and the small neutral axis depth of lightly RC walls. 

• The provisions in Clause 7.8 of the NZS3101 for estimating wall axial elongation were 

found to provide acceptable elongation predictions. 

Axial Elongation Modelling 

• Numerical models in SAP2000 using either fibre-based frame elements or layered shell 

elements did not provide enough accuracy for research purposes. The main issues were the 
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unloading branches not capturing the pinching behaviour, the elongation being highly 

over-estimated and the excessive time taken to run the analyses. 

• The basic fibre-based approach in OpenSees presented in section 4.3.2 (modified shear 

stiffness) was able to capture the global wall response and the wall elongation with 

acceptable accuracy. 

• The improved fibre-based approach presented in section 4.3.3 that used a more advanced 

concrete material model and included bond slip and strain penetration at the wall foundation 

interface, was able to simulate the hysteretic behaviour and wall elongation with good 

accuracy. 

• The modelling approach presented in section 4.3.3 can be used with force- and 

displacement-based elements. Special care is needed to select the appropriate mesh and 

material regularisation, so both global and local responses can be accurately represented. 

This should be done by selected the appropriate number of IP for force-based elements or 

the appropriate number of elements for displacement-based models. Material regularisation 

should be provided accordingly. 

• The utilisation of a concrete material model that was able to account for stresses transferred 

across partially closed cracks was essential to accurately predict the residual elongation in 

the lightly reinforced concrete walls. 

Parametric Analysis 

• The axial load, mechanical ratio and lateral drift had a significant impact on elongation ratio 

of slender flexure controlled RC walls. On the other hand, while the wall length affected 

the absolute elongation of the wall (e), it had a negligible effect on the elongation ratio 

(e/Lw) in the analysed parametric set. 

• Compressive axial forces significantly reduced the elongation of the wall when the 

mechanical ratio was smaller than the axial load ratio. Increase in the mechanical ratio 

showed a reduction in the range of the elongations that can be developed in a slender wall 

for different axial loads. 
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• The simulated range of elongation at peak cyclic displacement for the parametric cases at 

1.0%, 1.5% and 2.0% lateral drifts were 0.23%-0.53%, 0.39%-0.85% and 0.67%-1.13% of 

the wall length. 

• Based on a regression analysis a 3D first-order polynomial function was provided to 

estimate the magnitude of elongation at peak cyclic displacements for slender 

symmetrically reinforced concrete walls. The function takes into consideration the axial 

load ratio and the mechanical ratio and can be evaluated for lateral displacement up to 2% 

lateral drift. It is important to note that the proposed function does not require sectional 

analysis and it accounts for the accumulated elongation seen in cyclic tests. 
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Chapter 5                        

Case-Study Building and Model Development 

In this chapter the description of the case-study reinforced concrete building and the 3D numerical 

model used to analyse the effects of wall-to-floor interaction are presented. The selected building 

was an Office type building with columns in close proximity to the ends of the wall. The reasons 

to select this specific building and a description of the building geometry, building elements and 

materials are presented. Following this, the three-dimensional model developed in OpenSees is 

outlined. In addition, the strategies to create and visualise the 3D model and the solution approach 

adopted to ensure numerical convergence are detailed. Finally, the assumptions and limitations of 

the numerical model are presented. 

This chapter includes parts of the following publication: 

- Encina E. and Henry R. S. (2017) “Wall-to-floor Interaction in RC Buildings: Modelling 

Case Study”, 16th World Conference on Earthquake Engineering, Santiago, Chile, 

9-13 January. 
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5.1 Introduction 

One of the main objectives of this investigation was to expand on the current knowledge about the 

three-dimensional interaction between the gravity and the lateral load resisting systems that occur 

due to the out-of-plane coupling behaviour of the floor system. To capture this interaction a 

comprehensive and representative three-dimensional model was required, so the case-study 

building was based on the typology analysis performed in Chapter 3. The analysis of existing 

buildings showed that RC buildings with an Office occupancy were more prevalent than other 

building types for the studied locations. From the two Office building typologies presented in 

section 3.6, the Typology O2 was selected because it was more representative of modern 

architectural design, which includes open-plan floors and fully glazed façades [167]. These 

architectural requirements limit the possible locations of walls to places where they have minimal 

visual impact. Thus, the LLRS of the Typology O2 relies on moment resisting frames on one 

direction and walls on the perpendicular direction. 

With this in mind, the building identified by the ID 036 in Appendix A, hereafter referred to as 

Building 036, was selected as the base for the case-study building. The reasons to select this 

building are that it is of recent construction, the plans contain most of the structural details and it 

has the particular feature of having columns in close proximity to the wall ends. This last feature 

represented an interesting research case because it is an extreme case of an existing Typology O2 

building. In addition, it provides the opportunity to assess short wall-column distances in Chapter 6 

and then longer wall-column distances (as it would be expected in real buildings) in Chapter 7. 

5.2 Building Description 

Building 036 is a 9-storey RC building including one basement level. It has a 44×50 m footprint 

and was designed in 2014. The seismic load resisting system is provided by four moment resisting 

frames in the East-West (E-W) direction and two cast-in-situ rectangular RC walls in the 

North-South (N-S) direction. The floor system is comprised of precast prestressed double-T units 

with an in-situ concrete topping and the roof is composed of a steel structure. The floors are flat 
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and there is a central void that forms an atrium. An overall view of a floor plan and a wall elevation 

are shown in Figure 5.1. 

The total building height was 38m from the basement to the roof. The inter-storey height of the 

basement, first and upper floor levels were 3m, 4.8m and 4.25m respectively. The longitudinal 

moment frames are approximately 15m apart and are uniformly distributed across the floor plan. 

The columns of the moment frames are evenly distributed along the frames at a distance of 8.4m 

centres and the end columns of the inner moment resisting frames are 1.6m apart from the wall 

ends. 

  

(a) Floor plan (b) Wall elevation 

Figure 5.1 – Graphical representation of the Building 036 

5.2.1 Wall details 

In the basement level the RC wall was 400mm thick and had a total length of 15.8m including the 

800×800mm enlarged boundary elements. At the Ground Level the cross section of the wall 

reduced to a rectangular 300mm thick by 11.8m long wall without enlarged boundary elements. 

This section was kept constant to the top of the building. 

In the basement level the longitudinal reinforcement of the enlarged boundary elements was 

composed of 24HD25 bars confined by sets of 3 closed stirrups. The longitudinal reinforcement 

outside the enlarged boundary element can be described in 3 regions from the edge of the boundary 

element to the web of the wall. The first region had 12 layers of 2HD25 bars spaced 100mm centres, 
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the second region had 20 layers of 3HD25 bars spaced 100mm centres and the third region had 

2HD20 spaced 150mm centres in the remaining of the wall web. The reinforcement layout of the 

wall above the basement level was placed in 2m long confined end zones and the 7.8m long web 

zone. The longitudinal reinforcement layout in the confined end zones was composed of 20 layers 

spaced at 100mm and the layout in the web zone was composed by longitudinal reinforcement 

placed on each face of the wall and spaced at 300mm centres. The diameter of the reinforcement 

varied along the wall height. The layers of the longitudinal reinforcement in the end zones changed 

from 3HD25 in the first level to 2HD25, 2HD20 and 2HD16 in the second, fifth and eighth levels. 

Confinement was provided by HD12 stirrups spaced 150mm up to Level 4. The longitudinal 

reinforcement in the wall web was changed from HD25 bars in the first level to HD20 and HD16 

in the fifth and eighth floors. Anti-buckling reinforcement was provided in the wall web by HD10 

cross ties every second longitudinal bar. The anti-buckling reinforcement in the web was spaced 

200m vertically and was provided up to level 4. A summary of the wall reinforcement from level 

1 to the roof is provided in Table 5.1. In addition, a schematic representation of the reinforcement 

layouts in the basement and first level are shown in Figure 5.2 for reference. 

It should be noted that in Table 5.1 the reinforcement is defined by the notation (xx)yyHDdd–ss, 

where xx is the number of layers, yy is the number of bars in each layer, dd is the diameter of the 

bars and ss is the spacing between the layers. HD means high strength deformed bars (see section 

5.2.4 for material details). 

Table 5.1 – Wall reinforcement 

Level 

Vertical reinforcement 
Horizontal 

reinforcement 

(Shear) 

 End zones   Web  

Longitudinal Conf.&Buckling Longitudinal Buckling 

1 (20) 3HD25-100 HD12-150 (ST) HD25-300e.f. HD10-200 (CT) HD16-200e.f. 

2 to 4 (20) 2HD25-100 HD12-150 (ST) HD25-300e.f. HD10-200 (CT) HD16-300e.f. 

5 to 6  (20) 2HD20-100 None HD20-300e.f. None HD16-300e.f. 

8 (20) 2HD16-100 None HD16-300e.f. None Unknown 

(ST): Stirrups, (CT): Cross ties 
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(a) Ground level 

 

(b) Basement 

Figure 5.2 – Wall reinforcement 

5.2.2 Frame details 

The longitudinal frames were composed of 800mm circular cast in-situ columns and 800×700mm 

precast beams shown in Figure 5.3. The available building plans provided the reinforcement layout 

for the elements but not the bar sizes. It was decided to design the bar sizes, so the elements comply 

with current code requirements to NZS3101. The longitudinal reinforcement of the columns was 

16HD32 bars confined with HD10 spiral reinforcement at 85mm centres. This reinforcement was 

considered constant along the column height. The beams had an overall 800×700mm cross section, 

but depending on their position in the floor plan they allowed 100mm seating lengths for the 

double-T precast floor units on either one or two sides, as shown in sub-figures (b) and (c) in 

Figure 5.3. Both beam types had 6HD25 top and bottom inner longitudinal reinforcement with 

additional HD12 longitudinal bars at every exterior corner. The shear reinforcement was composed 

by D10 stirrups at 100mm centres. It should be noted that the top of the precast beams was cast 

in-situ with the topping of the floor system to ensure a monolithic connection. 
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(a) Typical column 

  

(b) Inner frame beams (c) Outer frame beams 

Figure 5.3 – Frame elements cross sections 

5.2.3 Floor details 

The floor system was composed of 500mm deep precast double-T units with a 100mm cast in-situ 

topping for the outer longitudinal bays and 300mm deep precast double-T units with a 125mm cast 

in-situ topping for the inner longitudinal bay. The topping was reinforced with a grid of HD12mm 

bars spaced 300mm centres in both directions. Additional reinforcement was provided by saddle 

bars over the beams. In Figure 5.4 drawings of the floor system and the reinforcement detailing are 

shown. The double-T units were web-supported and the seating comprised a bearing strip over an 

100mm wide ledge as shown in Figure 5.5. It should be noted that gridlines 140 and 325 are 

symmetry axes of the floor system. 
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Figure 5.4 – Floor system and topping reinforcement 

 

Figure 5.5 – Double-T Seating details  

The wall-to-floor connection was constructed as a cold joint and reinforced with HD16mm bars 

spaced 450mm centres as shown in Figure 5.4 and the cross section on Figure 5.6(a). In addition 

to the reinforcement in the walltofloor connection, drag beams provided an additional load path 

for the diaphragm loads to be transferred into the wall. The drag beams were embedded 5.5m into 

the walls and run from the wall ends to the outer moment frames. The drag beams were constructed 

as part of the floor system and between double-T units as show in Figure 5.6(b). The cross section 

of the drag beams was 150×300mm and they were reinforced with 4HD20 longitudinal bars and 

R6 close stirrups spaced 100mm centres. 
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(a) Starter bars (b) Drag beam 

Figure 5.6 – Wall-Floor connection 

The cantilever portions of the floor on the East and West sides had 800×500mm precast edge 

beams. Similar to the beam of the moment frames, the reinforcement layout was provided in the 

plans, but the bar sizes were not. Due to the location of the beam, length, tributary area and 

similarity to the moment frame beams it was decided to use the same bar sizes calculated for the 

frame beams. A graphical representation of the edge beams is shown in Figure 5.7. 

 

Figure 5.7 – Perimeter beam 

5.2.4 Material properties 

The material properties of the building were not specified in the available plans, so the nominal 

material properties were based on the typology analysis in Chapter 3 and the notation used in the 

plans for the reinforcing steel. In addition, the requirements of the Steel Reinforcing Material 

Standard NZS4671:2001 [168] were also considered. 

A summary of the material properties is presented in Table 5.2 for the concrete and Table 5.3 for 

the reinforcing steel. The strain at peak strength for the unconfined concrete was calculated based 

on the formulas in Collins&Mitchel [155]. The calculation of the confined concrete properties were 
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based on the confined concrete model proposed by Mander et al [114]. The reinforcing steel 

properties were determined based on the notation used in the plans, the New Zealand construction 

practices and the ranges provided in the standard NZS4671. The ultimate strength of the reinforcing 

steel, fu, was defined as 1.25 times the yield strength. This factor was chosen because it is within 

the middle portion between the upper and lower bounds given in Table 2 of the standard NZS4671. 

The prestress steel material was based on the typical stress-relieved strand behaviour as it is the 

common prestressed strand used for double-T units in New Zealand. The ultimate strength of the 

strand and the elastic modulus was defined as fpu = 1860MPa and Eps = 200GPa respectively. 

Table 5.2 – Nominal material properties of the concrete 

Element 
 Unconfined   Confined  

fc' [MPa] εc fcc' [MPa] εcc εcu 

Walls 40 0.0021 54.0 0.0058 0.0253 

Columns 40 0.0021 54.7 0.0059 0.0196 

Beams 40 0.0021 – – – 

Double-T units 50 0.0023 – – – 

Topping 40 0.0021 – – – 

 

Table 5.3 – Nominal material properties of the reinforcing steel 

Steel notation in 

building plans 
Steel grade 

Es 

[GPa] 

fy 

[MPA] 

fu 

[MPa] 

HD 500E 200 500 625 

D 300E 200 300 375 

 

5.3 Numerical Model 

5.3.1 Simplification of the actual building 

A numerical model in OpenSees was created based on the case-study building described in the 

previous section. The component dimensions and materials of Building 036 were directly used in 

the building model. However, specific details regarding the wall cross sections and building 

geometry were simplified to make the numerical model more generic and representative of a 

Typology O2 building. 
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The first simplification was the omission of the roof and basement levels. The roof structure was 

not included because this type of structure is commonly designed with shear connections between 

the steel and concrete members, and so seismic induced shear due to vertical displacement 

incompatibility cannot be transferred between vertical building components. In addition, the roof 

diaphragm stiffness and mass were considerably small in comparison with the concrete levels. The 

basement level was omitted because it was considered that the ground surrounding the building 

provided effective restraint to lateral displacements. 

The second simplification was to consider a unique cross section and reinforcement for the entire 

height of the wall. This was done to ensure a continuous curvature profile along the wall height. In 

this way, the variables affecting wall-to-floor interaction were reduced, and therefore, the 

identification and quantification of this effect can be better isolated. 

The third and final simplification was to model the floor system without any voids. This 

simplification removes boundary conditions that are particular to the architectural design of the 

Building 036, like the atrium in the middle of the floor plan. Similar to before, this simplification 

reduced the variables involved in the identification and quantification of the floor coupling effect. 

5.3.2 Modelling considerations 

The model was implemented considering the valuable experience of previous investigations in 

wall-to-floor interaction [10, 11, 13, 14, 169]. These investigations highlighted important features 

such as: 

a. The need for a three-dimensional model to include the in-plane and out-of-plane NL 

behaviour of the floor system and in that way capture the interaction between all the 

elements of the model and the evolution of the floor activation. 

b. The use of NL fibre-based distributed-plasticity models for the vertical elements, as this 

allows capturing the spread of plasticity at different load stages and accounts for the 

variations in axial load demands in the strength of the building components. 
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c. The need of a verified approach to account for the elongation occurring in the wall plastic 

hinge so the increase in the coupling effect produced by wall elongation can be 

appropriately included. 

d. A suitable loading approach to avoid spurious load concentrations and fictitious demands 

in the numerical elements. 

5.3.3 Overall model description 

The model was created in a three dimensional domain with 6 degrees of freedom (DOF). The 

orientation of the three-dimensional reference system was the Y axis pointing up representing 

elevation, the X axis pointing West→East and the Z axis pointing North→South (see Figure 5.1 

for cardinal points). 

The floor diaphragm was modelled with NL shell elements representing the thickness of the 

topping plus the top flange of the double-T units as previously done by Watkins [14]. The 

diaphragm was supported by regularly spaced NL displacement-based beam-column elements with 

moment releases at the ends that represented the double-T webs. These beam-column elements ran 

parallel to the wall plane and were simply supported by the beams of the moment frames. It is 

worth noting that the elements representing the double-T webs included the prestress of typical 

double-T units. All beams and columns, including the drag and edge beams, were modelled using 

NL displacement-based beam-column elements centred in their respective cross sections. The wall 

was modelled using NL force-based beam-column elements centred in the wall cross section. The 

length of the wall was simulated with rigid arms cantilevering from the centreline of the wall 

through to the wall ends. All the elements, except for the rigid elements, were assigned non-linear 

behaviour. 

A graphical representation of the building model and the type of elements are shown in Figure 5.8. 

It is worth noting that the gridlines in the X axis are numbered as 100s, the gridlines in the Y axis 

as 200s and the gridlines in the Z axis as 300s. 

The building model dimensions were the same as those of the Building 036. The spacing of the 

successive gridlines between 110 to 170 was 8.4m and the spacing between 101-110 and 170-171 
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was 1.55m. The spacing between gridlines 310-320 and 330-340 was 14.5m and between gridlines 

320-330 was 15m. The numerical model comprised 7 storeys and the inter-storey height was 4.8m 

for the first level and 4.25m for the remaining levels. 

 

(a) Model floor plan 

 
DB BCs: Displacement-based Beam-Column elements 

FB BCs: Force-Based Beam-Column elements 

 

  

(b) Gridlines 110 and 170 (c) Gridlines 310, 320, 330 and 340 

Figure 5.8 – Numerical elements used in the model 

5.3.4 Tools, modelling and analysis approach 

Several challenges were faced when creating and running the 3D model in OpenSees. One of the 

main challenges was to ensure continuity and connectivity between elements. While commercial 

software packages handle this internally, in OpenSees this must be done manually by ensuring that 
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connected or continuous elements either share the appropriate nodes or the DOFs of the appropriate 

nodes are linked through multi-point constraints (equalDOF). Another challenge stemmed from 

the way units are handled in OpenSees. In general, the user only needs to be consistent with the 

units used throughout the model. However, in cases like the material Bond_SP01 or the 

zeroLengthSection element the user should be aware of the units and modelling techniques that 

must be used to obtain objective results. In addition to these challenges, the loading of the nodes 

can generate spurious load concentrations or fictitious tension and compression forces depending 

on the location and magnitude of the loads. Finally, in terms of the analysis the numerical solution 

of non-linear systems generally suffers from convergence issues that require the implementation of 

adaptive solution strategies [170]. The available adaptive strategies are long, static and their 

implementation and re-utilisation are tedious and make reading and reviewing the code difficult. 

To address these challenges several especially developed Tcl procedures were created to automate 

the creation and manipulation of the model components and in that way adding on the scripting 

capabilities of OpenSees. Moreover, a recorder-type procedure in Tcl along with a visualisation 

script in Python were created to display the numerical model and its deformation at any stage of 

the analysis. The Tcl procedures and Python script can be found in Appendix C. It is worth noting 

that there are a few software packages that allow to pre- and post-process OpenSees models 

(OpenSees Navigator, GID, Build-X, M-DOF, STKO). These packages work based on graphical 

user interfaces and have minimal ability to read scripts done manually. This not only limits the 

powerful scripting capability of OpenSees but also the flexibility when running parametric analyses 

in High Performance Computing facilities. 

Having this in mind, the model was created according to the following steps: base unit definition, 

creation of the primary nodes and support conditions, creation of the elements joining primary 

nodes, loading of the elements and analysis of the building. A description of each step is provided 

in the following paragraphs. 

The definition of the base units of the model was done by calling the procedure unidades 

(unidades $F_unit $L_unit $T_unit). This procedure defines a set of variables representing 

Metric and Imperial units. Then, the units can be used by multiplying the magnitude by the unit 
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name. For example, fc’ = 40MPa can be defined as set fc [expr 40*$MPa]. One of the main 

benefits is that when a variable is defined using units, the definition becomes independent of the 

units selected for the model and so the user can change the base units without the need of re-writing 

the code. This is particularly useful when a unit-dependent component needs to be included after 

the model was created. In addition, the code can be easily read and checked. 

The next step was to define the primary nodes and the fixity conditions of the base nodes. The 

primary nodes are defined in places where structural elements intersect, locations where structural 

elements exist or locations were changes in the reinforcement occurred. The function of the primary 

nodes is to be the anchor points for the definition of the numerical elements. In some extent the 

primary nodes can also be interpreted as if they were the gridline system of the model. This is 

reflected in the selection of the gridlines and naming convention of the primary node tags, which 

were composed of three parts, each representing a gridline of the 3D domain. Force instance, a 

node defined as node 110310201 $xpos $ypos $zpos represented a node in the intersection of 

gridline 110 and 310 at level 201. Part of the primary nodes used in the model are shown in 

Figure 5.9. 

The creation of the elements was done by using specific procedures and in a predefined order. Both 

the procedures and the order depended on the element type. For beam-column elements the 

procedures receive two primary nodes, the necessary parameters according to the element type and 

the discretisation. Then, the primary nodes are sorted with respect to their distance to the origin of 

the global reference system. The closest node is referred to as i and the farthest as j. After this, the 

procedure filters out all the nodes that are in the line defined by i and j and save them in a list. Then 

it sorts the filtered nodes in ascending order taking as a reference the distance between the filtered 

node and the node i. Once the list of filtered primary nodes is determined, the discretisation is 

applied by creating secondary nodes in between two existing and consecutive nodes. After 

including the newly created nodes to the list, the creation of the elements is done by defining an 

element between two consecutive nodes until the full length between i and j is completed. The 

filtering and sorting processes allow the creation of continuous elements that dynamically take into 

consideration existing and newly created nodes. 
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Figure 5.9 – Primary nodes and floor meshing 

The procedure to create the shell elements receives four primary nodes, the parameters to define 

the shells and the discretisation. The four primary nodes are input in a counter-clockwise order and 

are referred to as i, j, k and l. The discretisation is given as two integers representing the number of 

divisions in the i-j and j-k directions. Then, the existing nodes on the edges of the quadrilateral area 

are filtered and sorted. Unlike the procedure for beam-column elements, the discretisation of the 

area is applied to the block defined by the 4 primary nodes. Then, the position of the preliminary 

new nodes is compared to the existing nodes in the domain and new nodes are only created in 

positions not occupied by an existing node. This allows the creation of continuous blocks of meshed 

shells. It should be noted that the built-in command block2D also allows the definition of a block 

of meshed shells. However, this command does not account for existing nodes and it always creates 

new nodes. So, if two adjacent blocks are created with block2D the intersecting side will have 

overlapped nodes and the two blocks will be discontinuous because they do not share common 

nodes. 

The order in which the elements were defined was selected to ensure that the finest meshed 

elements were created first and then the remaining elements were created between existing primary 

and secondary nodes. The order was shells elements, force-based elements, displacement-based 
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elements, rigid elements, zero-length elements and finally simply-supported displacement based 

elements. 

The orientation of the local Y and Z axes of fibre sections in a 3D domain depends on the vecXZ 

parsed in the Geometric Transformation (GT) and the local X axis of the element. So, to reduce 

the number of GTs and in this way also reduce the probability of error, the procedures created the 

elements, so the local X axis of beam-column elements always points in a positive direction of the 

global reference system. This was achieved by the filtering and sorting algorithms of the 

procedures. It is also worth noting that all the beam-column elements are parallel to one of the 

global axes. For the case of shell elements, they were defined following a counter-clockwise order 

and so the local Z axis always points in the positive global Y direction and the local X axis always 

points in the positive global X direction. 

Regarding the element definition, there were three interesting cases that are worth mentioning. One 

is the modelling of the simply supported displacement-based elements to represent the double-T 

webs. The end moment releases were created by adding an overlapped node at the intersection of 

the double-T web and the beam of the moment frame and then constraining only the displacement 

DOFs of the nodes using the equalDOF command. This allows the shells and displacement-based 

elements over the floor span to work together in flexure while isolating the moment transfer from 

the double-T web into the supporting beam. The second case is the creation of the transition zone 

between fine and coarse mesh zones as shown in Figure 5.9. The transition was created using the 

procedure uneMeshes that connects three smaller shells to one larger shell, ensuring connectivity 

between all the elements with a standard quadrilateral shell transition scheme. The fine and coarse 

mesh have to be chosen so four conditions are met: 1) to have a compatible number of shells so the 

transition procedure worked, 2) individual shell elements with aspect ratios as close to 1 as possible 

to reduce geometric distortions, 3) accounting for the floor reinforcement layout and 4) allowing 

for the position of the double-T webs. Finally, the third case is a precautionary measure to check 

the nodes in the model. After the model is built and before loading it, the procedure hayDups is run 

to check any node that is in close proximity with any other node or that does not belong to any 
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element. This ensures the model does not have orphan nodes and that there are no unwanted 

zero-length elements or overlapped nodes. 

The self-weight and additional loads were applied to the nodes of the structure according to their 

tributary area or tributary length. This was done by the procedures cargaNodos and cargaEles. The 

former directly applies the user-defined point load to a list of user-defined nodes. The latter receives 

a uniformly distributed line or area load and a list of elements. Then, it calculates the tributary 

length or tributary area of each node of each element and applies the calculated loads to the nodes 

of the elements. Since the definition of secondary nodes and elements was done automatically by 

the procedures there is not a simple way to keep track of the tags of every node and element in the 

domain. To overcome this issue the filtering procedures used in the element definition were also 

used to aid the loading of the structure. This approach allowed to better approximate the actual 

loading of the building for both gravitational and pushover conditions, i.e. area loads. 

The building behaviour was investigated with monotonic and reversed cyclic pushover analyses. 

The gravitational loads we applied first and then the pushover analysis was performed. In 

OpenSees, the analysis was set as Static and the constraints, numberer and system objects had fixed 

values throughout the analysis. The integrator for the gravitational analysis was LoadControl and 

for the pushover analysis was DisplacementControl. The adaptive solution approach implemented 

to handle non-convergence issues was composed of three dynamic procedures that changed the 

step size of the integration object, the type of the algorithm object and the tolerance and iterations 

of the test object according to the options provided by the user. These procedures provide as many 

attempts as combinations of the options parsed for each object. For example, if the adaptive strategy 

includes 4 step sizes, 3 algorithms and 2 tolerances, then a maximum of 24 attempts will be done 

to solve the analysis step. In terms of code length, a static solution approach that allows this number 

of attempts would have taken more than 50 lines of code and the addition of new options would 

have been tedious and would have made the code longer. The proposed dynamic adaptive solution 

approach can be implemented by calling each one of the procedures in only one line of code with 

as many options as the user wants, and it will always be 3 lines long. This improved readability 

and eased the checking of the code. 
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5.3.5 Model features 

In this section a summary of the features and components of the model is provided. The full script 

of then numerical model is provided in Appendix C. In addition, the assumption and limitations of 

the numerical modelling are provided in section 5.3.7. 

5.3.5.1 Materials 

Uniaxial material models (uniaxialMaterial) were used in fibre-based beam-column and 

zero-length elements to describe the non-linear constitutive relationship of the fibres. Elastic 

uniaxial material models were used to assign linear shear behaviour to some beam-column 

elements. Multi-dimensional material models (nDMaterial) were used to describe the constitutive 

behaviour of the layers of the shell elements. 

The concrete behaviour of beam-column elements was initially represented with the material model 

Concrete07 [164]. This is a highly sophisticated concrete model that is able to simulate the wedging 

action in the cracks and provides a robust hysteretic behaviour. The stress-strain backbone curve 

of Concrete07 under compression and tension forces follows Tsai’s equation [165] until it reaches 

a user-defined spalling point. Then, it follows a straight line with the slope of the curve at the 

spalling point until it reaches zero strength. The unloading and reloading branches follow a tri-

linear curve. A schematic representation of Concrete07 is shown in Figure 5.10(a). Despite this 

material model was successfully used in Chapter 4 for individual wall models, it caused significant 

stability issues of the numerical solution when used in the more complex three-dimensional 

building models. It was therefore decided to replace Concrete07 with the material model 

Concrete02.It should be noted that, as shown in Chapter 4, Concrete02 only produce differences 

in the prediction of elongation when the reinforcement content of the wall is low, which is not the 

case of the RC wall of the case-study building. The compressive backbone curve of Concrete02 is 

composed of an ascending parabolic branch until peak strength and a linear descending branch until 

a residual compressive strength. The tensile backbone curve comprises a linear ascending branch 

until peak tensile strength and a linear descending branch representing tension softening. The 

hysteresis is captured by a bi-linear unloading branch and a linear reloading branch. A graphical 

representation of Concrete02 is shown in Figure 5.10(b). 
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(a) Concrete07 (b) Concrete02 

Figure 5.10 – Concrete material models 

The reinforcing steel and prestressed strands of the beam-column elements were simulated using 

Steel02. This material model simulates the hysteresis of the reinforcing steel with a bilinear 

representation of the backbone curve and includes the Bauschinger in the unloading and reloading 

branches. In addition, it can be assigned an initial stress, so it was used to simulate the prestressed 

steel in the double-T webs. A graphical representation of this material model is shown in 

Figure 5.11. 

 

Figure 5.11 – Steel material model 

The material models of the zero-length element at the wall-foundation interface was initially 

simulated with Concrete02 for the concrete fibres and Bond_SP01 for the steel fibres. The material 

definition followed the recommendations in Zhao&Sritharan [92]. Similar to the case of 

Concrete07, this modelling technique was successfully used in Chapter 4, but caused significant 

convergence issues when used in the three-dimensional modelling. So, the model proposed by 

Oyen [120] was used to include the additional displacement due to bond slip. This modelling 

approach consists of reducing the shear stiffness of the element, so the calculated shear deformation 

includes both shear displacement and the additional displacement due to bond-slip. It is worth 
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mentioning that this approach approximates the elongation in the wall plastic hinge with acceptable 

accuracy as shown in 4.3.2. 

The concrete behaviour of the layered shell elements is represented by a plane-stress concrete 

material model built with the commands PlaneStressUserMaterial and PlateFromPlaneStress. 

This nDMaterial model is based on damage mechanics and the smeared crack model [103]. The 

steel material model is defined using the command PlateRebar. This nDMaterial converted the 

uniaxial material Steel02 into a suitable nDMaterial acting only in a predefined direction. 

5.3.5.2 Sections 

The fibre-based beam-column elements were defined in two steps. In the first step the fibre-based 

cross section was created and then the shear behaviour was added through an aggregator. The 

torsional behaviour of the fibre-based section was included by the activation of the -GJ flag of the 

section Fibre command. A snippet of the fibre definition is shown below. 

 section Fiber $secTagPM -GJ $GJ { 

 #Fibres defined here  

} 

section Aggregator $secTagPMV $matTagVy Vy $matTagVz Vz -section $secTagPM 

For rectangular sections, the concrete fibres were created using the patch quad command and the 

steel fibres using the layer straight command. For circular section, the concrete fibres were defined 

with the patch circ command and the steel fibres with the layer circ command. To minimise the 

error when defining the fibre sections an MS Excel spreadsheet was used to create the commands 

and to provide a visual check as shown in Figure 5.12. 
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(a) Rectangular section definition 

 

(b) Circular section definition 

Figure 5.12 – Example of a fibre section definition using an MS Excel sheet 
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The layered shell sections were defined using the section LayeredShell command. Similar to the 

fibre-based sections, an MS Excel sheet was used to minimise the error when calculating and 

assigning each layer to the shell section. Figure 5.13 shows an example of the definition of a layered 

shell section. An important feature considered in the shell section definition was that the concrete 

layers in between steel layers were discretised to allow gradual fracture/crushing of the concrete 

layers. This made the NL solution more stable and presented fewer convergence issues triggered 

by sudden drops in strength caused by the failure of large sections of concrete. 

 

Figure 5.13 – Example of a layered shell definition using an MS Excel sheet 

5.3.5.3 Elements 

The floors were created in blocks of discretised shells. Each block represented a specific 

combination of reinforcement, floor thickness and shell size (discretisation). The blocks and the 

layered sections assigned to them are shown in Figure 5.14 (see Figure 5.9 for shell discretisation). 

For further details the numerical model and section definitions can be found in Appendix C. 

Moment frame beams, edge beams, drag beams and beams representing the web of the double-T 

units were modelled with distributed-plasticity beam-column elements with three Gauss-Lobatto 

integration points, Linear Geometric Transformation and discretised to the shell nodes. Columns 

followed the same definition, but the Geometric Transformation was set as PDelta and they were 

discretised to have four elements per level. Walls were modelled following the validated model 

presented in Chapter 4. They had one distributed-plasticity force-based beam-column element per 

level, four Gauss-Lobatto integration points and a PDelta Geometric Transformation. It is worth 
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noting that sensitivity analyses were carried out to determine the number of integration points to 

be used in the walls and columns. 

 

Figure 5.14 – Blocks of shell elements and sections (Sxx) assigned to them 

Guidance for effective torsional stiffness of the beam-column element was scarce in the literature 

and so it was decided to use the effective stiffnesses listed in NZS3101 and ASCE-41 as a reference. 

Based on the flexural and shear effective stiffnesses listed in the standards, and sensitivity analysis 

(see 5.3.6.3) it was decided to use 20% of the gross torsional stiffness for the structural beams and 

double-T webs, and 10% for the drag beam. The walls and columns were not expected to undergo 

significant torsional demands due to the symmetry of the floor plan and loads. 

5.3.5.4 Loads 

The gravity load was composed of the self-weight of the elements plus an imposed live load. The 

self-weight of the elements was determined from their geometry and considering a reinforced 

concrete weight density of 24kN/m3. The imposed load was selected from the New Zealand loading 

standard NZS1170.1:2002 [171] for an Occupancy Type B office. This was reduced by 50% to 

acknowledge and average use of the floor plan. The final imposed load was 1.5kPa and it was 

applied to all the floor area of the building and assigned only to the shell nodes. 
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The lateral pushover loads were assigned as uniformly distributed loads in the global Z direction 

(N-S) and assigned to all the nodes of the shell elements at each floor level. The vertical distribution 

of the pushover loads followed the inverted triangular load pattern described in the Equivalent 

Static methodology of NZS1170.5. All the loads –self-weight, imposed and pushover loads– were 

applied to the building model using the procedures described in section 5.3.4. 

A linear time series – timeSeries Linear $tsTag -factor 1.0 – was used to define the relationship 

between the time in the domain and the load factor applied to the load patterns. The load patterns 

were defined as plain – pattern Plain $ptTag $tsTag – so the loads are directly applied to the 

structure as forces and linearly affected by the time series factor. For the gravitational analysis two 

load patterns were used, one for the self-weight and one for the imposed loads. For the pushover 

analysis a new load pattern was defined for every push direction. Once the target displacement was 

reached the interpreter was reset for the new analysis with the commands loadConst -time 0.0 

and wipeAnalysis. 

5.3.6 Model development 

A general description of the model construction has been provided from section 5.3.1 to section 

5.3.5 addressing special considerations that were taken into account from previous investigations, 

the type of elements that were used, the procedures created (TCL functions) and modelling steps, 

and the specific features of the model. This section presents the final numerical model and the trial 

runs performed to refine and verify the behaviour of the model. 

It is important to consider that due to the size and complexity of the model it was not possible to 

use a desktop computer to run the simulations, and so it was necessary the use of the NeSI Pan 

Cluster, a Linux-based high performance computer facility hosted at the Center of eResearch (CeR) 

at the University of Auckland. A drawback of working with OpenSees in Linux-based computers 

is that there is no compiled version available in the webpage [172], and so the source code must be 

compiled for the specific Linux distribution. Curiously, and despite OpenSees is an open source 

software, the source code of the multi-dimensional material to simulate the concrete 

(PlaneStressUserMaterial) in the layered shell section had not been released for public use at the 

time this research was performed, neither was Damage2p that may have also been another option 
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[173, 174]. The only option to have access to that material was by using the executable version of 

OpenSees for either MS Windows or Mac provided in the OpenSees webpage. Since a computer 

running Windows was needed, the only solution was the creation of a virtual machine within the 

Pan Cluster. The biggest virtual machine available for this research was a 3.0GHz Intel Xeon with 

256GB of RAM memory and 12 virtual processors. It is worth noting that the creation of the virtual 

machine required the withdrawal of the resources from the cluster to be exclusively allocated to 

the virtual machine. This limited the time the virtual machine was available at its maximum size, 

then the virtual machine was downgraded and part of the resources returned to the cluster. 

5.3.6.1 Case-study building model 

The numerical model was built in steps of incremental complexity and every step was checked to 

ensure the simulations provided consistent and objective results. The first milestone in the model 

development was the simulation of a linear elastic version of the whole building. This model was 

constructed as described in sections 5.3.3 to 5.3.5 with non-linear elements –forceBeamColumn, 

dispBeamColumn and shellMITC4– but using elastic materials for the fibre-based beam-column 

elements and elastic sections for the layered shell elements. This milestone model allowed to check 

element connectivity, runtime behaviour of the model, preliminary time required for the analysis 

and the demand of computational resources. 

The model was composed of 65450 elements and 42440 nodes and was subjected to gravitational 

and pushover loads up to 2% lateral drift. On average, the elastic model took 45 minutes to be 

assembled, 40 minutes for the gravitational loads to be assigned, 20 minutes to run the gravitational 

analysis and 4 hours for the pushover analysis to reach 2% lateral drift. Figure 5.15 shows a 

representation of the model along with a magnified deformed shape at 2% lateral drift. It is worth 

noting that the figures were created using the visualisation script developed for this research. 
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(a) Undeformed shape (b) Magnified deformed shape (x10) 

Note: Blue lines represent columns, red and black lines represent walls and rigid arms (wall length), 

          green lines represent beams and magenta lines represent shell elements 

Figure 5.15 – Schematic representation of the model 

The computational resources and time required for the analysis of the elastic model raised concerns 

about running the NL version, especially because the calculations and convergence issues of 

non-linear models significantly increase the run time and the RAM memory usage, which were 

both limited as mentioned before. In addition, it was also considered the substantial number of 

models that were included in this research. It was, then, decided to reduce the size of the model to 

a slice of the original building without losing any information about the wall-to-floor interaction 

and the wall elongation. The selected slice was the portion of the building within gridlines 101 and 

120 (see Figure 5.8(a)) and is referred to as the Slice Model or SL Model. The rationale of this 

decision is described by the arguments listed below.  

· The pushover analysis is only in the wall direction, so the frame response was of secondary 

importance. One could argue that the wall-to-floor interaction may also engage the second 

bay (grid 120 to 130). However, as shown in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 the out-of-plane 

deformation of the floor system imposed by the wall rotation and elongation dissipated 

within the first bay (grid 110 to 120), confining the effect of wall-to-floor interaction to the 

first bay adjacent to the wall. 

· Mass-related dynamic demands, such as higher mode effects, are not accounted for in 

pushover analyses, so reducing the size of the model did not affect the seismic loading of 

the elements. 
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· A pushover analysis is always able to push the buildings to the target displacement. So, by 

either pushing the whole building model or a slice of it the wall will always reach the target 

displacement and it will develop the same or extremely similar rotations and elongations. 

· The dead and imposed loads on most of the elements of the Slice Model were not affected 

by the reduction, and the affected elements on the elevation where the building was cut 

were assigned point loads, so they had the same gravitational demands as they had in the 

model of the whole building. 

· Torsional response of the Slice Model and the simulation of floor continuity on the edge of 

the Slice Model were controlled by additional boundary conditions to reproduce the 

response of the slice when the whole building was modelled. 

· A beneficial result of reducing the size of the building was the rigid-like diaphragm 

response of the Slice Model in the pushover direction –due to the aspect ratio of the floor 

plan– without the need of using a rigid diaphragm constraint. This is beneficial because it 

is known that rigid diaphragm constraints may generate fictitious axial loads in elements 

that elongate, such as beams modelled with fibre-based distributed-plasticity beam-column 

elements. In the model of the whole building, it was expected to have larger in-plane floor 

deformations in grid 140 than those in grids 110 and 170. This may have affected the 

deformation of the floors and walls making more difficult to isolate the effect of 

wall-to-floor interaction; and if a rigid diaphragm constraint was assigned. fictitious 

demands may have appeared in any elongating member within the floor systems. 

The Slice Model and the trial runs are presented in the subsequent sections. 

5.3.6.2 Slice Model of the case-study building 

As previously mentioned, the SL Model was the slice between gridlines 101 and 120 of the 

numerical model developed for the case-study building. It was composed of 22970 elements and 

15640 nodes. The boundary conditions of the edges over the gridlines 101, 110 and 120 were 

defined so the building did not have a torsional response and the boundary conditions over the 

gridline 120 represented the floor continuity that the original model had. This translated in a 

translational support in the Global X direction assigned to all the nodes in gridlines 101 and 110 as 
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fix $nd 1 0 0 0 0 0. In addition, the boundary condition of the nodes on gridline 120 consisted 

of rotational supports around Global Y and Global Z direction plus a translational support in the 

Global X direction as fix $nd 1 0 0 0 1 1. 

The non-linear version of this model took on average 10 minutes to be assembled, 5 minutes for 

the loads to be assigned and up to 30 minutes to run the gravitational analysis. The pushover 

analysis took up to 80 hours (3 days) for the monotonic cases and up to 170 hours (7 days) to run 

the cyclic cases. In terms of RAM memory usage, the model generally used between 15-20GB and 

had peak RAM utilisation in the order of 40GB. A schematic representation of the model and the 

magnified deformation shape at 1.5% drift is shown in Figure 5.16. 

  

(a) Undeformed shape (b) Magnified deformed shape (10x) 

Note: Blue lines represent columns, red and black lines represent walls and rigid arms (wall length), 

          green lines represent beams and magenta lines represent shell elements 

Figure 5.16 – Schematic representation of the SL Model 

5.3.6.3 Simulation performance and accuracy 

This section presents a selection of the trial runs that were used to aid the modelling of the SL Model 

and to check its behaviour. The trial runs to aid the building modelling were performed in a model 

with the same level of non-linearity as the SL Model, but simpler geometry to allow a better 

understanding of the implications these parameters had in the building response. This additional 

model is referred to as building B3 and was a 9-storey 16mx16m floor plan RC building with a 

floor system composed of double-T units and concrete topping, RC frames in the perimeter and a 

central 8m long RC wall. 
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The selection of trial runs to aid the modelling is composed of the assessment of the beam torsional 

stiffness and the discretisation of the shell elements in the response of the building. The selection 

of trial runs to check the model behaviour is composed of the evolution of the building deformation, 

the evolution of the curvature distribution along the wall and columns, and a check for localisation 

issues in the wall. 

Torsional stiffness of the beam-column elements 

Despite in 2D analysis the torsional stiffness of beam-column elements is irrelevant, in 3D analyses 

it can play a major role. This is shown by the response of the top floor of the building B3 at 1.5% 

drift displayed in Figure 5.17. The figure includes both double-T units spanning parallel and 

perpendicular to the wall. The subfigures from top to bottom shows the building response for 

torsionally rigid elements, 100% of the elastic torsion and 25% of the elastic torsion. It is worth 

mentioning that according to the OpenSees wiki page [175], if a fibre-based section is defined 

without torsional properties (flag -GJ) it defaults to “no torsional stiffness”. However, in OpenSees 

v2.5.0 r6477 and OpenSeesSP v2.5.0 r6347 the torsion properties defaulted to rigid if the flag -GJ 

was not defined. 

A torsionally rigid response of the beam-column elements –especially the double-T units– 

restricted the twisting of the floor system by enforcing no torsional rotations at every double-T 

web, significantly increasing the stiffness of the floor system in the out-of-plane direction. In 

addition, the rigid torsional response enforced the same torsional rotations at both ends of the beam, 

so when the tensile end of the wall lifted the relative rotation in the perpendicular beam was 

transferred to the frame in the edge as can be seen when comparing subfigures (b) and (f) in 

Figure 5.17. Full gross elastic torsional stiffness allowed more relative torsion between element 

ends but it still significantly contributed to the floor deformation. It also greatly overpredicted the 

building capacity because it did not allow for cracking of the beam elements under lateral 

displacement. The 25% of the gross elastic torsional stiffness is more in line with what was 

mentioned in 5.3.5.3, it accounts for cracking of the elements and it gives more relevance to the 

floor deformation, allowing a more realistic simulation of the wall-to-floor interaction with the rest 

of the structure. 
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(a) Double-T parallel: Torsionally stiff (b) Double-T perpendicular: Torsionally stiff 

  

(c) Double-T parallel: 100% elastic torsion (d) Double-T perpendicular: 100% elastic torsion 

  

(e) Double-T parallel: 25% elastic torsion (f) Double-T perpendicular: 25% elastic torsion 

Note: Blue lines represent columns, red and black lines represent walls and rigid arms (wall length), 

          green lines represent beams and magenta lines represent shell elements. 

          Beam spanning between wall ends and adjacent columns are fully pinned. Double-T units are pinned 

          for moments but not torsion. 

Figure 5.17 – Building response for different torsional stiffnesses of beam-column elements  

Shell discretisation 

Shell discretisation has the potential to severely impact the response of the model in terms of 

accuracy, running time and numerical stability. Considering previous investigations [14] and the 

limitations of the bilinear isoparametric formulation (linear displacement field) of the ShellMITC4 

element in OpenSees, a trial run with mesh sizes of 2.0mx2.0m, 1.0mx1.0m, 0.5mx0.5m and 

0.4mx0.4m was performed. The assessment of floor discretisation is illustrated with the 

deformation of the top floor of the building B3 at 1.5% drift for both perpendicular and parallel 

orientations of the double-T units. These are displayed in Figure 5.18. The coarser mesh predicted 

stiffer and stronger lateral responses of the building, which generated larger pulls of the columns 

adjacent to the tensile side of the wall and wider activation of the floor system as seen when 

comparing the 2x2m with the 0.4x0.4m mesh sizes. This caused a greater activation of the 

wall-to-floor interaction predicting significant axial load redistribution between the wall and 
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columns. The coarser mesh also failed to simulate the fast-descending floor deformation profiles 

seen in other numerical investigations [14].Finer levels of mesh, around 0.5m, had stable results 

with variations of less than 3%. The mesh discretisation in the SL Model was selected to be in the 

order of 0.5m and allowing enough elements to simulate the expected deformations between the 

wall and columns. 

  

(a) Double-T parallel: 2.0x2.0m mesh (b) Double-T perpendicular: 2.0x2.0m mesh 

  

(c) Double-T parallel: 1.0x1.0m mesh (d) Double-T perpendicular: 1.0x1.0m mesh 

  

(e) Double-T parallel: 0.5mx0.5m mesh (f) Double-T perpendicular: 0.5mx0.5m mesh 

  

(g) Double-T parallel: 0.4mx0.4m mesh (h) Double-T perpendicular: 0.4mx0.4m mesh 

Note: Blue lines represent columns, red and black lines represent walls and rigid arms (wall length), 

          green lines represent beams and magenta lines represent shell elements. 

          Beam spanning between wall ends and adjacent columns are fully pinned. Double-T units are pinned 

          for moments but not torsion. 

Figure 5.18 – Building response for different floor meshing 
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Building deformation 

In complex 3D simulations, small parts of the system can have ill behaviours and produce biased 

results that may appear correct if the only output examined is the overall force-displacement 

response. For this reason, it is of utmost importance to also check the evolution of the building 

deformation so any inconsistencies can be detected and fixed. To do this, the creation of a TCL 

procedure to save the building deformation and a function in Python to plot the deformation of the 

building were created (see 5.3.4). Sample deformations of the SL Model are shown in Figure 5.19 

for the monotonic pushover case. In addition, the deformation at 0% lateral load after reaching one 

complete cycle to ±0.75% and ±1.5% are shown in Figure 5.20. In the figures it is observed that 

the building has consistent deformations throughout the pushover analysis and there are no 

inconsistencies in the deformation of the building or the components. Furthermore, the residual 

elongation of the wall and its interaction with the floor system can also be seen in Figure 5.20. 

   

(a) Initial gravity load deformation (b) 0.75% lateral drift (c) 1.5% lateral drift 

Figure 5.19 – 10x Magnified model deformation in the monotonic pushover 

   

(a) Initial gravity load deformation (b) Returned from ±0.75% cycle (c) Returned from ±1.5% cycle 

Figure 5.20 – 30x magnified model deformation of the cyclic pushover analysis (wall elongation) 
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Curvature distribution along the wall and columns 

This section presents a review of the curvature distribution along the wall and columns. Similar 

with the case of the building deformation, the objective of this review is to determine whether the 

response is consistent with the building deformation and the extent of non-linearity the elements 

underwent. The moment diagram and curvature distribution along the columns are shown in 

Figure 5.21 for several lateral drifts reached during the monotonic pushover analysis. The number 

of displacement-based elements to model the columns was selected based on a sensitivity analysis. 

Note that the column at the intersection of gridlines 110/320 was subjected to tensile demands and 

the column on 110/330 to compression demands. 

  

(a) Column at 110/320: Moment diagram (b) Column at 110/320: Curvature distribution 

  

(c) Column at 110/330: Moment diagram (d) Column at 110/330: Curvature distribution 

Figure 5.21 – Moment and curvature of the columns 

The diagrams show consistent response for both moment and curvatures. The moment diagrams 

are linear and continuous among the elements of each floor level. The curvatures show low levels 
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of non-linearity due to the protection received from the wall. However, an incipient plastic hinge 

formation is observed at the base of the column at 110/330 when the building reached 1.5% lateral 

drift. The larger curvature demands observed in the case of column 110/320 are a consequence of 

the axial tension carried by that column as it will be shown in Chapter 6. It should be noted that the 

way the curvature is represented in the plots stems from the linear displacement field of the 

displacement-based elements. The remaining columns have similar behaviour, however, less 

affected by axial load variations. This behaviour was considered satisfactory to prove that the 

column behaviour is appropriate. 

The moment diagram and curvature distribution of the wall are shown in Figure 5.22. Similar to 

the columns, both diagrams show consistent responses according to the expected behaviour of the 

building. The wall shows a moment diagram that differs from that of a pure cantilever wall and 

resembles a wall of a dual wall-frame system [176]. This is produced by the framing action of the 

floor system that couples the vertical elements and triggers the outrigger effect of the columns. The 

curvature diagram shows the formation of the plastic hinge at the base of the wall between 0.25% 

and 0.50% lateral drift, and then the element is able to capture the non-linear behaviour of the 

plastic hinge development. It should be noted that the way in which the curvature is represented in 

Figure 5.22(b) was selected based on the representation given in Coleman&Spacone [123], in 

which they show constant curvature at each integration point of the force-based element. 

  

(a) Moment diagram (b) Curvature distribution 

Figure 5.22 – Moment and Curvature of the wall 
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Response localisation in the RC wall 

As shown in Chapter 2, certain numerical elements are affected by localisation issues. Force-based 

elements, in particular, can develop significant localisation in the integration points close to zones 

of maximum moment demands. To check this and ensure the robust response of the elements 

representing the wall, three versions of the SL Model were run with 3, 4 and 5 integration points 

per force-based element (1 element per level). The curvature distribution along the walls for the 

three models is shown in Figure 5.23. 

 

(a) 3 integration points per element 

  

(b) 4 integration points per element (c) 5 integration points per element 

Figure 5.23 – Curvature distribution in the wall elements 

At 1.5% lateral drift, all the models predicted the curvature at the base of the model within 2.7% 

of each other, with an average value of 11.2rad/km. At smaller drift levels, the models with 4 and 

5 integration points predicted the same curvatures, except for the curvature at 1% lateral drift that 

differed less than 5%. In the case of the model with 3 integration points it underpredicted the 
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curvatures at smaller drift levels by approximately 15%. However, this is the consequence of the 

small number of integrations points (like discretisation in displacement-based elements), and so 

this response is not associated with localisation. According to the results it is concluded that the 

wall elements do not suffer from localisation issues. 

5.3.7 Assumptions and limitations 

The numerical model developed for this research used a non-linear representation for all the 

structural elements and included relevant parameters to simulate the three dimensional interaction 

between the lateral and the gravitational load resisting systems due to the out-of-plane coupling 

behaviour of the floor system. However, the model has inherent assumptions and limitations and 

its application and results should be interpreted within its simulation capabilities. The most 

important assumptions and limitations include: 

a. Soil-Structure-Interaction is not included in the numerical model. It was assumed that the 

foundations were fixed and that the components were anchored into the ground (unlimited 

capacity) such that the foundation system was able to develop the full tensile and 

compressive capacity of the members. 

b. Dynamic effects such as higher mode effect or structural damping were not simulated 

because the analysis was performed using a nonlinear static procedure. 

c. The model was developed based on a centreline representation of the structural elements. 

In the case of fibre-based beam-column elements, OpenSees defines the local X axis of the 

elements in the centre of gravity of the section, even when the fibre-based sections are 

defined away from the centre of the local reference system [177]. In the case of the shell 

elements the user does not have the option to provide an offset when the layers are created. 

Then, all the elements are represented at the centres of gravity of the respective sections. 

d. The formulation of the displacement- and force-based beam-column elements assumes that 

axial-bending, shear and torsional responses are independent from each other. 

Axial-bending responses were determined by the NL behaviour of the fibre-based section 

and the distributed plasticity formulation of the elements. Shear and torsional responses 

were determined from a linear elastic representation at the element level. Therefore, the 
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modelling approach is representative of flexure-dominant systems where significant shear 

or torsional deformations do not occur. It is also assumed that shear failure does not occur 

either. 

e. The concrete material model of the beam-column and shell elements did not include the 

Contact Stress Effect. This assumption was considered acceptable because, as it was shown 

in Chapter 4, modelling the premature crack closure is relevant when modelling lightly 

reinforced concrete walls, which is not the case of the wall of the case-study building. It 

should also be noted that models based on a concrete material model without Contact Stress 

Effect was shown to provide acceptable levels of accuracy in section 4.3.2. In terms of the 

global response the assumption was considered acceptable because it primarily affects the 

transition from tensile to compressive stresses in the concrete matrix and it has a minor 

effect on the overall hysteretic response and the overall component strength. 

f. The reinforcing steel material model did not include bar buckling or cyclic material fatigue. 

This assumption was considered acceptable because the objective of the research was on 

three-dimensional interaction before the onset of the strength degradation of the system and 

so capturing the strength loss or reduced ductility due to bar buckling or fatigue was outside 

the scope of the research. 

g. The simulation of the wall did not consider wall buckling and assumed a perfect 

wall-to-floor connection. It also assumed that punching failure was not triggered at the wall 

ends. In addition, the deformation produced by bond slip and strain penetration at the wall 

base was indirectly represented by the use of a reduced shear stiffness as described in 

section 5.3.5.1. It was shown in Chapter 4 that this representation provided acceptable 

approximations of the wall elongation of the plastic hinge. 

h. The concrete topping of the floor system and the flange of the double-T units were assumed 

to work in conjunction as a monolithic element. As a result, the double-T flange 

reinforcement was continuous over the supports. This was considered acceptable as the 

contribution of this reinforcement (D4-300) was negligible in comparison with the strength 

of the saddle bars and mesh reinforcement used in the floor system. 
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i. Moment frames were perpendicular to the analysis direction and so their numerical 

representation did not account for any special beam-column joint model. 

j. The pushover analysis was completed to a maximum roof displacement of 1.5% lateral drift 

to account for the limitations of the materials, elements and modelling approach used to 

represent the lateral load resisting system. This lateral displacement was enough to fully 

activate the response of the building and avoid any onset of system softening or overall 

strength degradation. It is worth noting that the behaviour of the building close to the onset 

of strength degradation was outside the scope of this research. 

5.4 Summary 

A three-dimensional numerical model of a Typology O2 7-storey 44×50m footprint RC building 

was developed in OpenSees to investigate the three dimensional interaction between the lateral and 

the gravitational load resisting systems due to wall-to-floor interaction. The numerical model was 

constructed with distributed-plasticity fibre-based beam-column elements and NL layered shell 

elements. The study consisted of monotonic and cyclic pushover analyses up to 1.5% lateral drift. 

Several procedures were developed in TCL to create the elements, load the structure and handle 

the analysis objects during runtime. In addition, a visualisation tool was developed in Python to 

check the building’s deformations and element connectivity. The TCL procedure to record the 

deformations can be implemented in any OpenSees numerical model. 

The model of the entire building had 65450 elements and 42440 nodes. After testing and measuring 

the computational resources used to run an elastic version of the model, it was decided to reduce 

the size of the simulation and only include the part of the building without losing any information 

regarding the wall-to-floor interaction. The sliced version of the model reduced the length from 

50m to 10m long, while keeping the width and the height of the original building. This reduced 

version is referred to as the Slice Model and had 22970 elements and 15640 nodes. The simulations 

were run in a Virtual Machine created in the NeSI Pan Cluster. The runtime of the monotonic cases 

was up to 80 hours long and the cyclic case was up to 170 hours long. On average the model used 

15-20GB of RAM memory with peak usage at 40GB. 
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Several trial runs were performed to ensure the simulation was accurate and robust enough to meet 

the objectives of this research. Two of the trial runs to aid the development of the modelling were 

presented. These assessed the sensitivity of the lateral response of the building and its components 

to the torsional stiffness of the beam-column elements and assisted in the selection of the mesh size 

for the nonlinear layered shell elements. In addition, three of the trial runs to ensure the 

representativity of the numerical were also presented. These analysed the evolution of the building 

deformation with increasing levels of lateral displacement for the monotonic and cyclic cases, 

analysed the development of moment and curvature along the walls and columns, and finally the 

wall was checked for any susceptibility to develop localisation issues. The description of the 

numerical model finalises with a list of assumptions and limitations of the current modelling 

approach. This was done with the intention to clarify the valid grounds where this numerical model 

can be used as a predictive tool. 
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Chapter 6                        

Model Results of the Case-Study Building 

The results of the case-study building to investigate the influence of the three-dimensional 

interaction between the gravity and the lateral load resisting systems are presented in this chapter. 

The investigation was carried out using monotonic and cyclic pushover analyses of the SL Model 

described in Chapter 5. The influence of the interaction was quantified by comparing the results of 

the SL Model with an uncoupled version of the numerical model, in which the floor system was 

omitted and the nodes at each floor level were constrained to have the same lateral displacement. 

In addition, the results were also compared to a variation of the SL Model where the columns were 

represented by truss elements, so they did not provide any contribution to the lateral load resisting 

system other than the outrigger effect activated by the wall-to-floor interaction. The results are 

presented addressing the global behaviour of the building and the individual behaviour of the 

components. The design implications of the inclusion of the wall-to-floor interaction are also 

discussed in this chapter. 
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6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 Analysis description 

A set of three models were used to investigate the influence of the three-dimensional interaction 

between the gravity and the lateral load resisting systems for the case-study building. A floor plan 

and an elevation of the building are shown in Figure 6.1. The floor plan includes the gridline 

system, the building components and the floor dimensions. The elevation shows the storey labels 

and floor heights. In addition, the figure also shows the reference system of the numerical model. 

 

Figure 6.1 – Floor plan and elevation of the SL Model 

The set of three models was comprised of an uncoupled model, a coupled model and a coupled 

model where the columns were represented with truss elements. These models are referred to as 
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the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models in the remainder of this chapter. The Coupled 

model was the SL Model described in Chapter 5, which represented a Typology O2 building and 

provided a non-linear representation of all the structural components of the building slice. The 

Uncoupled model was a modified version of the SL Model where the floor system was removed. 

In this model the Z displacements of the column’ nodes at each floor level were constrained to the 

wall centre node using the command equalDOF $WallNd $ColNd 3 and the gravitational loads of 

the floor system were applied as point loads to the element at each floor level. Lastly, the 

CoupledTruss model was a modified version of SL Model where the columns were represented by 

fibre-based truss elements spanning between floor levels. 

The Coupled model was considered to represent the best approximation to the actual behaviour of 

the building. The Uncoupled model allowed the simulation of the building when the floor system 

only provides in-plane coupling. This assumption is commonly used by practitioners when 

membrane elements are used to model the diaphragm (if sufficiently rigid) or by using a rigid 

diaphragm assumption. The CoupledTruss model allowed for an analysis of the building only 

considering the axial behaviour of the columns and the outrigger effect produced by the coupling 

between the wall and the columns. It is worth noting that neglecting the shear and moment 

contribution of the columns is a fairly common assumption used by practitioners in wall buildings 

as a conservative approach to design the walls for the walls-take-all lateral load scenario. 

The responses of the models were investigated using pushover analyses along the Z axis. The 

building was pushed with an inverted triangular load pattern according to NZS1170.5 up to a lateral 

displacement of 1.5% drift. Each model was independently subjected to one monotonic and one 

cyclic pushover. The target displacements of the cyclic pushover were ±0.1%, ±0.25%, ±0.5%, 

±0.75%, ±1.0% and ±1.5% lateral drift. The loading history of the cyclic simulation was composed 

of reversed cycles where each target displacement was reached once in ascending order of 

magnitude. 

The influence of the wall-to-floor interaction was quantified by comparing the global and local 

responses of the three models mentioned above. The global lateral strength was assessed first 

followed by forces and deformations of the structural component. The analyses of the components 
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included the floor deformation, the elongation of the wall, the building component demands and 

the individual contribution component to the global strength. 

During the analysis of the overall building response reference are made the initial, post-crack and 

post-yield stiffnesses. These stages are schematically illustrated in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2 – Illustration of the initial, post-crack and post yield stiffnesses 

6.1.2 Mechanism of lateral resistance due to wall-to-floor interaction 

The effects of wall-to-floor interaction are presented in this section addressing the mechanism of 

internal load redistribution and the mechanism of lateral resistance. This is aimed to provide a base 

for the discussion of the results presented in this chapter and Chapter 7. For simplicity, the 

mechanisms are shown and explained for a 1-bay 6-storey RC building subjected to a seismic 

lateral load represented by an inverter triangular load pattern (see Figure 6.3). 

The mechanism of internal load redistribution triggered by wall-to-floor interaction is presented in 

Figure 6.3 and the mechanism of lateral resistance in Figure 6.4. It is important to highlight that 

wall-to-floor interaction is not limited to the wall plane, as illustrated by the activation of the 

Column 3 in Figure 6.3(a). This is a consequence of the three dimensional coupling produced by 

the out-of-plane response of the floor system that extends the outrigger effect beyond the wall plane 

and further into the building floor plan. 

As illustrated in Figure 6.3, the vertical displacements of the wall ends triggered shear forces to 

develop in the floor system. These shear forces form new load paths that activate the outrigger 

effect of the columns, in which part of the axial load of one vertical element is transferred to other 
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elements. For instance, part of the axial loads of Column 3 gets transferred to Column 1 by the 

action of the shear forces V12_i, where i represents the floor level. Then, part of the axial load on 

Column 1 is transferred to the Wall by the shear forces VAB_i, then from the Wall to Column 2 by 

VBC_i, and so on. This process continues until the deformations of the building components are not 

enough to generate further load transfer. It is important to note that at any given lateral 

displacement, the total axial load in any vertical element will be the net balance between the initial 

gravitational loads of the element, the axial loads received by the element, and the axial loads 

transferred to other elements. It is also important to say that this process is not necessarily a 

one-to-one process, because the three-dimensional interaction of the floor system couples all the 

elements and the contribution of each one of them depends on the extent of activation of the floor 

system. 

 

Figure 6.3 – Mechanism of internal load redistribution due to wall-to-floor interaction 

The mechanism of lateral resistance induced by wall-to-floor interaction is presented in Figure 6.4 

as a free body diagram at the base of the building. The equations to determine the demands and the 

reaction are given by equations (6-1) to (6-7). It is observed that while the shear building strength 

is provided by the direct addition of the wall and columns shear capacities, as shown in 
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equation (6-5), the moment capacity of the building is increased by the overturning moment 

generated by the outrigger effect discussed in the previous paragraph. This extra overturning 

moment shown in equation (6-6) can be verified by comparing this result to the moment generated 

by the inverted triangular load pattern as shown in equation (6-3).  

 

Figure 6.4 – Mechanism of load resistance due to wall-to-floor interaction 

 
Seismic-induced 

demands 

 𝑁𝑏 = 0 𝑘𝑁  (6-1) 

 𝑉𝑏 = ∑ 𝐹𝑖 
 

(6-2) 

 𝑀𝑏 = 𝑉𝑏 · ℎ𝑒𝑓𝑓  
(6-3) 

      

 Base reactions 

 𝑁𝑏,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐 = 𝑁𝑤
∗ + ∑ 𝑁𝑐 

∗  
 

(6-4) 

 𝑉𝑏,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐 = 𝑉𝑤
∗ + ∑ 𝑉𝑐 

∗ 
 

(6-5) 

 𝑀𝑏,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐 = 𝑀𝑤
∗ + 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ∑ 𝑀𝑐 

∗  
 

(6-6) 

 𝑀𝑜𝑢𝑡 =  ∑ 𝐿1 · 𝑁𝑐
∗

𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝐴

+  ∑ 𝐿2 · 𝑁𝑐
∗

𝐺𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝐶

 
 

(6-7) 
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6.2 Monotonic Response 

6.2.1 Overall building response 

The global monotonic force-displacement responses for the three models are presented in 

Figure 6.5. In addition, the secant lateral stiffnesses at different load stages are summarised in 

Table 6.1. Overall, the Coupled model had stiffer and stronger response than the other two models, 

and the Uncoupled model was softer and weaker than the other two models. The initial stiffness of 

the Coupled and CoupledTruss model were 40% and 28% larger than the Uncoupled Model. This 

ratio increased after cracking, where the Coupled and CoupledTruss modes were 78% and 49% 

stiffer than the Uncoupled model. The lateral stiffness of the Uncoupled model after yielding 

decreased to 2.1% of the initial stiffness, showing a response with little hardening. Unlike the 

Uncoupled model, the coupled models showed a hardening response after yielding with a post-yield 

stiffness in the order of 6% of the initial stiffness. The post-yield stiffness may indicate that the 

models could reach higher lateral capacities after 1.5% drift. 

 

Figure 6.5 – Overall monotonic system response 

Table 6.1 – Overall lateral stiffness and strength of the building models 

Model 
Lateral stiffness [kN/mm] 

Initial Post-crack Post-yield 

Uncoupled 198   68 (34%)   4.1 (2.1%) 

Coupled 278 120 (43%) 17.6 (6.3%) 

CoupledTruss 253 101 (40%) 14.3 (5.7%) 

Note: (X%) represents percentage with respect to the initial stiffness 
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In terms of lateral strength, the base shear at 1.5% drift was 12100kN, 20060kN and 17565kN for 

the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models respectively. These differences highlighted that 

the coupling effect of the floor system can considerably increase the bending lateral capacity of the 

building. In this particular case, the Coupled and CoupledTruss models were 57% and 38% stronger 

than the Uncoupled building at yield strength, and 66% and 45% stronger at 1.5% drift. 

As previously shown in section 2.2 the increase in strength and stiffness shown by the two coupled 

models was attributed to the outrigger effect of the columns that was activated by the wall-to-floor 

interaction. To further analyse the effect of the wall-to-floor interaction in the structure the 

component responses were examined. 

6.2.2 Component response 

The building component response was investigated in terms of deformations and forces. First, the 

deformations of the elements were investigated by analysing the displacements induced in the 

floors, wall and columns by the global displacement of the building. This allowed the 

understanding of the interaction between the elements and led to the understanding of the internal 

load redistributions between the lateral and the gravitational load resisting systems. 

6.2.2.1 Floor deformation 

The floor deformation was analysed by looking at the vertical deformation induced by the rotation 

and elongation of the wall and its interaction with the columns when the building displaced 

laterally. The three-dimensional floor deformation is shown using seven floor cross sections 

oriented parallel to the wall as the one shown by Section A-A in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7. Note 

that the seven section should be interpreted as contour plots of the floor deformation projected on 

the wall plane. 

The vertical displacement profiles of the second, fifth and roof levels are shown in Figure 6.8 for 

a lateral displacement of 1.5% drift. These levels were selected because they are representative of 

the range of deformations observed in the building. In the plots, the origin of the abscissa 

corresponds to the wall centreline (gridline 325), and so, the wall ends are at ±5.9m and the adjacent 

columns are at ±7.5m (gridlines 320 and 330). 
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As shown in Figure 6.8, the wall rotation lifted the floor system at the tension end of the wall and 

pushed it down at the compression end, while the columns imposed restrictions to the vertical 

displacements of the floors such that they remained close to the initial floor heights. In both models 

the tensile side of the wall rose roughly 125mm at Level 2 and gradually increased to approximately 

150mm at Level 5. From Level 5 to the Roof level the vertical displacement of the tension side of 

the wall remained almost constant at 150mm. The compression side of the wall moved down 30mm 

at Level 2 and reached a peak deformation of 40mm at Level 5, which remained almost constant up 

to the Roof level as well. 

Despite the total vertical displacement varied along the wall height on the compression and tension 

sides, the relative displacements between the wall ends and the columns were fairly constant at 

every level. In the case of the Coupled model the relative vertical displacements for the tension and 

compression sides were around 120mm and 25mm respectively. In the case of the CoupledTruss 

model they were around 80mm and 25mm for the tension and compression sides. 

To understand the difference between the vertical displacements developed in the tensile sides of 

the models an extended view of the floor cross section that includes the full width of the building 

is shown in Figure 6.9. It can be seen that while the tensile end of the wall in both models reached 

almost the same vertical displacement, the column on gridline 320 (-7.5m in the figure) in the 

Coupled model displaced less than the same column in the CoupledTruss model. This difference 

was because the bending stiffness of the column in the Coupled model limited the node rotation at 

the floor-column-beam joint causing the floor system to deform in double-curvature. This stiffer 

deformation mode in conjunction with the axial stiffness of the column limited the vertical 

displacement at the floor-column-beam joint as shown in Figure 6.9(a). On the other hand, the null 

column bending stiffness of the CoupledTruss model allowed the free rotation of the node as shown 

in Figure 6.9(b), not contributing any restriction to the column extension and beam rotation. 
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Figure 6.6 – Floor cross section parallel to wall Figure 6.7 – Uplift and rotation at the floor crest 

 

  

(a) Coupled model (b) CoupledTruss model 

Figure 6.8 – Floor profile at 1.5% lateral drift of the monotonic pushover 
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(a) Coupled model 

 

(b) CoupledTruss model 

Figure 6.9 – Extended floor profile at 1.5% lateral drift 

Note: Grey elements represent the position of the wall and the columns 

The bending and torsional stiffness of the beam on gridlines 320 and 330 (±7.5m) in addition to 

the bending stiffness of the columns, if any, influenced the spread of the vertical displacements 

from the wall plane into the floor system. To analyse the dissipation of the floor deformations, the 

uplift and rotation at the floor crest (see Figure 6.7) are shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 for 

1.5% lateral drift. In both models, the vertical floor deformation reduced the further away the floor 

section was from the wall plane. The uplift and rotation measured at the wall plane and at 3.6m 

away showed reductions from 150mm→9mm and 0.096rad→0.001rad in the Coupled model, and 

from 147mm→43mm and 0.067rad→0.010rad in the CoupledTruss model. The dissipation was 

slower in the CoupledTruss model as can be seen in the normalised plots. This was a consequence 

of the smaller relative floor deformation between the wall end and the adjacent column in the 

CoupledTruss model. For this same reason, the initial floor rotation at the crest was smaller for the 

CoupledTruss than the Coupled model. However, this changed after 1.5m away from the wall 

plane, where the rotation in the Coupled model was smaller than the rotation of the CoupledTruss 
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model. As a reference, 50% of the uplift was dissipated in the first 1.5m and 2.1m away from the 

wall plane for the Coupled and CoupledTruss models. In the case of the floor rotations, 50% of the 

rotations were dissipated within 1.1m and 1.4m away from the wall plane, respectively. 

  

(a) Uplift magnitude (b) Normalised uplift magnitude 

Figure 6.10 – Uplift at 1.5% lateral drift 

Note: Double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

 

  

(a) Crest rotation (b) Normalised crest rotation 

Figure 6.11 – Floor crest rotation at 1.5% drift 

Note: Double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 
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6.2.2.2 Wall axial elongation 

The difference between the vertical deformation on the compression and tension ends of the wall 

shown in Figure 6.8 resulted in a net vertical deformation of the wall centreline. This deformation 

corresponded to the axial elongation of the wall produced by the plastic hinging process. To analyse 

this, the total axial elongation developed in the three models is presented in Figure 6.12 and the 

contribution of each floor level to the total elongation is shown in Figure 6.13. 

 

Figure 6.12 – Comparison of total elongation per model  

Figure 6.12 shows that the wall elongation of the three models grew almost linearly and increased 

with drift. This behaviour is consistent with the tests and simulations presented in Chapter 4 and 

the literature review in Chapter 2. The total elongation at 1.5% lateral drift was 0.48%·Lw (56mm), 

0.46%·Lw (54mm) and 0.45%·Lw (53mm) for the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models 

respectively. The Uncoupled model developed a slightly larger elongation because it did not have 

any restriction against the elongation from adjacent elements. When comparing the wall elongation 

developed in the Uncoupled mode with that of the Coupled and CoupledTruss models, it can be 

seen that the restriction imposed by the three-dimensional interaction between the building 

components produced a reduction in the elongation that was in the order of 0.03%·Lw, equivalent 

to 3mm in these particular cases. 
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(a) Uncoupled model 

  

(b) Coupled Model (c) CoupledTruss Model 

Figure 6.13 – Monotonic axial elongation of the wall 

From the plots in Figure 6.13 it can be observed that for all the models the first floor accounted for 

the majority of the wall elongation with 85%, 90% and 90% of the total elongation for the 

Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models. Smaller contributions from the second and third 

levels and minimum contributions coming from the other levels are also observed in the plot. The 

total contribution of the first three levels was 97%, 99% and 99% of the total elongation for the 

Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models. It should be noted that this can be also observed 

in Figure 6.8, where the vertical displacement remained constant beyond the fifth level. 

The distribution of the elongation along the wall is explained by the plastic rotation occurred at 

each level. This is indirectly shown in terms of the curvature distribution along the wall height in 

Figure 6.14. It can be seen that the greatest curvatures occur at the first level with smaller curvatures 

at the second and third levels, and minimum curvatures at the remaining levels. 
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Figure 6.14 – Curvature distribution along the wall height at 1.5% lateral drift 

6.2.2.3 Component demands 

The out-of-plane deformation of the floor system produced by the rotation and elongation of the 

wall altered the internal loads carried by the building components. This is illustrated in Figure 6.15 

and Figure 6.16 that show the evolution of the shear and moment demands in the wall and in 

Figure 6.17 that presents the evolution of the axial loads at the base of all the building components. 

The force-displacement charts of Figure 6.15 show that unlike the base moment demands, the base 

shear demands were highly affected by the wall-to-floor interaction. The maximum base shear of 

the wall for the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models were 9885kN, 15775kN and 

17565kN at the end of the pushover analyses. The shear demand of the wall in the Coupled and 

CoupledTruss models were 65% and 95% larger than the base shear demand of the wall in the 

Uncoupled model. At this same drift the base moment demands differed less than 5% from each 

other. The observed behaviour was because the outrigger effect of the columns contributed to 

increase the bending capacity of the building but not the shear capacity, so while moment demands 

are mainly resisted by the wall and the outriggers with little contribution of the columns, the shear 

demand must be primarily resisted by the wall with little to moderate contributions from the 

columns. It is worth noting the despite the moment demands were appropriately predicted using a 

model that does not account for wall-to-floor interaction, the shear demands were underestimated 

by more than 65%. This is totally undesirable if capacity design procedures are used because the 

rationale of capacity design is to use the flexural strength of the wall as a mechanism to limit the 
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shear demand in the walls. If higher shear demands are applied before the wall yields in flexion, 

then a brittle shear failure mechanism will control the wall response. 

  

(a) Shear demand (b) Moment demand 

Figure 6.15 – Monotonic lateral load demands at the wall base 

In addition to the force-displacement curves of the walls, the shear and moment diagrams along the 

wall height are shown in Figure 6.16. The overall shapes of the moment diagrams are consistent 

with those of theoretical cantilever and coupled wall systems [176]. However, some differences 

were observed in the plots, such as the change in the slope of the moment diagram between the 

level 2 and level 1 of the Uncoupled and Coupled models. In addition, the shear demand at level 2 

in these models was larger than the shear demand at level 1. The reason for this behaviour was the 

wall stiffness reduction produced by the development of the plastic hinge at level 1 and part of 

level 2 (see Figure 6.14). After the formation of the plastic hinge, the additional forces applied to 

the system were redistributed toward to the columns at level 1 [178]. 
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(a) Uncoupled model 

  

(b) Coupled model 

  

(c) CoupledTruss model 

Figure 6.16 – Shear and moment diagrams along the wall height 

In addition, part of the loads of the wall were also transferred to the columns as show in 

Figure 6.15(a) and Figure 6.16(a) and (b) for the Uncoupled and Coupled models. A comparison 
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between the shear demand at level 1 and 2 is provided in Table 6.2. Quantitatively, shear demand 

increased in the second level by 36% and 15% with respect to the shear demand at the first level 

for the Uncoupled and Coupled models respectively. It is important to note that the CoupledTruss 

model was not affected by this redistribution due to the double-pinned nature of the truss elements 

(columns) and so all the shear load of the system was completely resisted by the wall throughout 

the pushover analysis. 

Table 6.2 – Wall shear demand in the first two levels at 1.5% lateral drift 

Level 
Shear [kN] 

Uncoupled Coupled CoupledTruss 

Lv2 12290 18090 17570 

Lv1 9030 15775 17570 

Note: CoupledTruss does not change because columns are doubly-pinned 

 

Besides the changes of the shear and moment demands in the wall, the axial loads carried by the 

vertical elements were also affected by the outrigger effect of the three-dimensional interaction. 

These variations are shown in Figure 6.17. For an easier association of the plots and the structural 

components the charts are arranged so they represent the position of the components in the floor 

plan (see Figure 6.1). The type and the gridline intersection of each building component are also 

provided as a reference on the top left of each chart. It is worth noting that compression demands 

are shown with positive values in the charts and tensions with negative values. 

It should be noted that the gravitational load distribution for the wall and the adjacent columns 

were different between the Coupled and CoupledTruss models as can be seen at zero lateral 

displacement in Figure 6.17. The null bending stiffness of the columns of the CoupledTruss model 

allowed the free rotation of both the floor and the longitudinal beams on the 300s gridlines. This 

made the floor system to pivot around gridlines 320 and 330, lifting the central bay and increasing 

the gravitational deformation of the outer bays as shown by the floor deformation profiles in 

Figure 6.18. The reduction in deformations of the central bay reduced the axial load on the wall 

and increase the axial loads on the adjacent columns. This was a local effect produced by the 

presence of the wall as the columns on gridlines 310, 340 and 120 were not affected and carried 

the same gravitational axial load in both models. 
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Figure 6.17 – Monotonic axial load demand at the base of the building 
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(a) Coupled Model 

 

(b) CoupledTruss Model 

Figure 6.18 – Floor deformation comparison for gravitational loads 

The curves in Figure 6.17 show that, unlike the Uncoupled model, the deformation of the floor 

system produced an axial load redistribution between the vertical elements of the Coupled and 

CoupledTruss models. The wall-to-floor interaction activated the outrigger effect of the columns 

such that the column close to the tensile side of the wall underwent net tensile forces and the one 

close to the compression side underwent increased compression forces. More distant columns were 

also affected, however to a minor extent. 

In the case of the Coupled model the column close to the tensile side of the wall started with a 

compression force under gravity loads of 15.3%Agfc’ (3070kN) that reduced to zero at 0.15% 

lateral drift, then it increased in tension to a maximum of 72.2%Asfy (-4645kN) at 0.95% lateral 

drift to finally dropped to 52%Asfy (-3355kN) at 1.5% lateral drift. The column close to the 

compression side of the wall started with a compression load of 15.3%Agfc’ (3070kN) that 

increased to 52.5%Agfc’ (10550kN) at 1.5% lateral drift. The change in the axial load of these 

columns represented a variation of -250% and +240% the gravitational load for the tension and 
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compression columns at their maximum demands. The axial load on the wall varied to primarily 

accommodate the difference in axial loads between the adjacent columns. It increased from a 

gravitational demand of 4.2%Agfc’ (5905kN) to 5.3 %Agfc’ (7455kN) at 0.95% lateral drift and 

then dropped to 3.8%Agfc’ (5420kN) at 1.5% lateral drift. The maximum wall axial load reached 

by this model represented an increase in the axial load of +26% with respect to the initial load. It 

is worth noting the exterior columns on the wall plane (310/110 and 340/110) and the column on 

320/120 were part of the outrigger effect. They underwent axial load variations in the order of 

20-30% of their initial gravitational loads. The columns on gridlines 310/120, 330/120 and 340/120 

had variations that ranged between 8% and 20% of their initial axial load demands. 

The axial behaviour of the elements in the Coupled model showed that the building can be divided 

in three zones: the tensile zone between gridlines 310 and 320, the transition zone between gridlines 

320 and 330 and the compression zone between gridlines 330 and 340. The development of these 

zones was due to the shear transfer caused by the double curvature deformation of the floor system 

in the outer bays and the spread of vertical deformation into the floors system from the wall rotation 

and elongation in the inner bay. 

In the case of the CoupledTruss model the overall behaviour was similar to the Coupled model. 

However, in the CoupledTruss model the axial load of the column close to the tensile side of the 

wall reached a tensile demand of 100%Asfy (-6435kN) a bit after 1% lateral drift. Unlike the same 

column in the Coupled model, this column did not show any reduction in the demand after reaching 

its maximum. The axial force on the column close to the compression side of the wall increased 

from 19.5%Agfc’ (3930kN) to 59%Agfc’ (11780kN). The variations in the axial load of these 

columns were -260% and +200% the gravitational demands for the tension and compression 

columns respectively. The wall axial load permanently increased, it started in 2.9%Agfc’ (4135kN) 

and grew to 5.0%Agfc’ (7030kN). This represents an increase of 70% with respect to the initial 

axial load. The columns over gridline 120 had smaller contributions to the outrigger effect than the 

Coupled model. These ranged between 2 to 12% of their initial gravitational load. The outer column 

closer to the tensile side of the wall (310/110) had a 25% increase in axial load while the outer 

column close to the compression side of the wall (340/110) had a 14% decrease in axial load. 
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The behaviour of the outer columns on the wall plane of the CoupledTruss model is in opposition 

to the behaviour of same columns in the Coupled model. For instance, in the Coupled model the 

outer column in the tensile side of the building reduced the compression demands with increasing 

drift, however in the CoupledTruss model the axial load of this element increased. This behaviour 

was produced by a prying-like action involving the columns, the wall end and the floor system in 

the CoupledTruss model. By comparing the Figure 6.18(b) to Figure 6.9(b) it can be seen that the 

downward vertical deformation of the outer bay floor system in the tensile side is larger for 1.5% 

lateral drift than for the gravitational case, even when the tensile column is considerably extended. 

This also explains the larger tensile and compressive axial load variations on the columns directly 

adjacent to the wall, and the permanent increase in the axial load of the wall. The same concept 

applies for the compression side of the building, however in this case the loads were smaller due 

to the smaller deformations undergone by the compression side of the wall. 

A particular feature in the behaviour of the Coupled model is the drop in the tensile demand of 

column 110/320 and the drop in the compression demand of the wall. These drops were a 

consequence of the large rotations sustained by the floor system as seen in Figure 6.9 and 

Figure 6.11. These rotations damaged the floor close to the tensile side of the wall preventing 

further load transfer from the column 110/320 to the wall, while on the compression side of the 

wall, the floor deformations did not damage the floor and the axial load transfer from the wall to 

the column 110/330 continued unaffected. As a result, the floor softening released part of the axial 

load that had been transferred from column 110/320 to the wall, reducing the tensile demand on 

this column and the compression demand on the wall. In addition, the wall –that does not gain more 

axial load from column 110/320– kept transferring axial load to the column 110/330, causing a 

larger reduction in the compression demand of the wall than the reduction in the tension demand 

of the column 110/320. 

A similar process occurred with the CoupledTruss model. However, instead of the floor system 

controlling the maximum load transferred from the column 110/320 to the wall, it was the tensile 

capacity of this column what limited the axial load transfer between these elements. This was a 

consequence of the smaller floor rotations (see Figure 6.11) produced by the lack of column 
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stiffness, which caused the floor to keep its framing action until the end of the pushover analysis. 

This is the reason that the column 110/320 slightly increased its tensile demand while the wall 

slightly decreased its compression demand. It is noted that the overall method of axial load transfer 

column→wall→column was the same as mentioned for the Coupled model.  

The effect of the wall-to-floor interaction in the curvature and the compression length of the wall 

plastic hinge is shown in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20 for lateral displacements of 1.0% and 1.5% 

drift, respectively. The curvatures were similar along the wall height (also see Figure 6.14) except 

in the integration point at the wall base, where the curvature of the coupled models was 

approximately 50% larger than the curvature of the Uncoupled model for both lateral 

displacements. In the case of the compression lengths, they were similar on the bottom half of the 

first level, but in the top half the Coupled and CoupledTruss models had deeper compression 

lengths than the Uncoupled model by 13% at 1.0% lateral drift, and 19% and 26% for 1.5% lateral 

drift. These differences are produced by the different moment and axial loads sustained each case 

as seen in Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17. For example, at the top of level 1 the moment of the 

Uncoupled model was larger than that of the Coupled model, and at the base of the wall this was 

the opposite. This indicates that for the low levels of axial load of these models, the Uncoupled 

model can match the compression length, but not the curvature demand. It is worth noting that the 

the Uncoupled model provide the same results of a moment-curvature analysis at the base of the 

wall, which is normally use by practitioners to determine the behaviour of the plastic hinge. 

  

(a) Curvature distribution (b) Compression length 

Figure 6.19 – Local responses of the wall plastic hinge at 1.0% drift 
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(a) Curvature distribution (b) Compression length 

Figure 6.20 – Local responses of the wall plastic hinge at 1.5% drift 

6.2.2.4 Contribution of lateral load resisting mechanisms 

The wall-to-floor interaction coupled the response of the building components, which activated the 

outrigger effect of the columns and triggered internal load redistributions between the gravitational 

and lateral load resisting systems. The variation in the axial loads (ΔN = N*-NGrav*) caused by the 

outrigger effect are summarised in Table 6.3. The contribution of the building components and the 

outrigger effect to the lateral resistance of the buildings is shown in Figure 6.21 and summarised 

for 0.5%, 1.0% and 1.5% lateral drifts in Table 6.4. 

It is important to note that the calculation of the outrigger effect was checked by comparing the 

overturning moment demand produced by the external loads applied to run the pushover analysis 

to the sum of the overturning moments of the wall, columns and the outrigger effect. 

Table 6.3 – Axial load variation (ΔN*) produced by outrigger effect, kN 

(a) Coupled model at 0.95% drift (b) Coupled model at 1.5% drift (c) CoupleTruss model at 1.5% drift 

Grid in 

 Z axis 

Grid in X axis 

110 120 

310 -376 -206 

320 -7715 -1271 

325 1555 - - - 

330 6716 458 

340 586 253 
 

Grid in 

 Z axis 

Grid in X axis 

110 120 

310 -769 -341 

320 -6425 -1164 

325 -480 - - - 

330 7480 448 

340 902 349 
 

Grid in 

 Z axis 

Grid in X axis 

110 120 

310 740 -39 

320 -10365 -636 

325 2895 - - - 

330 7850 -69 

340 -428 52 
 

Notes: 1. Positive values are compression, 2. Highlighted value shows the position of the wall 
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The variation of the axial loads at 1.5% drift for the Coupled and CoupledTruss models are shown 

in Table 6.3 along with the variation of the axial loads at 0.95% drift of the Coupled model. This 

last item was included because this is the point where the axial load in the wall of the Coupled 

model was the largest before the drop. The total overturning moment provided by the outrigger 

effect in the Coupled and CoupledTruss models were 168.3MN·m and 117.2MN·m at 1.5% drift, 

respectively. As a reference, at 0.95% drift the overturning moment generated by the outrigger 

effect was 152.5MN·m for the Coupled model. In both coupled models the contribution of the 

outrigger effect began from the early stages of the pushover, which is in agreement with the 

considerable variations in the axial forces observed in the columns adjacent to the wall (see 

Figure 6.17). 

It is important to note that the calculation of the overturning moment of the outrigger effect must 

include all the loads. If any of the loads are not included, the group of seismic-induced axial loads 

will not be in equilibrium and the calculation of the overturning moment will yield different results 

depending on the Z position considered. For this same reason, it is not possible to calculate the 

outrigger effect only considering the wall and adjacent columns. For example, if the values of 

Table 6.3(b) are considered and only the values for the wall and adjacent columns are used in the 

calculations, the system unbalance is +575kN and the overturning moment varies between 70% to 

54% of the actual value when position to calculate the overturning moment moves from gridline 

310 to gridline 340. The same exercise using Table 6.3(c) yields an unbalance force of +380kN 

and a calculated overturning moment varying between 124% to 110% of the actual value. As seen 

in these examples, the determination of the overturning moment contributed by the outrigger effect 

is dependent on the elements engaged by the out-of-plane floor deformation, which in this case 

were all the modelled elements. 

For all the models the contribution of the columns, the outrigger effect and the wall to the total 

building strength varied along the pushover. In general, the larger the roof displacement, the larger 

the column and outrigger contributions and the smaller the wall contribution. 
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(a) Uncoupled model 

  

(b) Coupled Model 

  

(c) CoupledTruss model 

Figure 6.21 – Contribution of the building component under monotonic loading 
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Table 6.4 – Monotonic contribution of the building components to the system strength 

Lateral 

drift 
Model 

 Shear [%V*
Base]  Moment [%M*

Base] 

 Column Wall  Column Outrigger Wall 

0.5% 

Uncoupled  8.3 91.7  2.4 - - - 97.6 

Coupled  9.0 91.0  1.9 31.6 66.5 

CoupledTruss  - - - 100  - - - 24.6 75.4 

1.0% 

Uncoupled  19.8 80.2  4.8 - - - 95.2 

Coupled  17.0 83.0  3.3 35.5 61.2 

CoupledTruss  - - - 100  - - - 28.5 71.5 

1.5% 

Uncoupled  25.5 74.5  6.2 - - - 93.8 

Coupled  21.4 78.6  4.2 36.9 58.9 

CoupledTruss  - - - 100  - - - 29.8 70.2 

 

In the case of the Uncoupled model the wall contributed with more than 94% of the overturning 

moment, making the column contribution less than 6% throughout the pushover. For the shear 

demand, more than 95% of the system strength was provided by the wall before its yielding at 

0.32% lateral drift. After this point, the columns started to draw the additional shear demand 

applied to the system and also part of the wall demands as seen in the descending curve after peak 

shear demand on the wall in Figure 6.21(a). At the end of the pushover analysis, 75% of the base 

shear was resisted by the wall and 25% was resisted by the columns. 

For the Coupled model the contribution of the columns to the overturning moment was below 4% 

throughout the pushover. The outrigger effect increased from 30% at wall yielding drift to 37% at 

the end of the pushover. In the case of the CoupledTruss model the contribution of the outrigger 

effect increased from 25% at wall yielding to 30% at the end of the pushover. The wall contribution 

to the overturning demand ranged between 66%→59% for the Coupled model and between 

75%→70% for the CoupledTruss model. The shear contribution of the columns of the Coupled 

model increased with drift and behaved similar to the columns of the Uncoupled model. After the 

wall yielded at 0.32% lateral drift the additional loads were resisted by the columns. However, and 

unlike the Uncoupled model, the increase in axial load in the wall (see Figure 6.17) allowed the 

wall to slightly increased its contribution until 1.0% lateral drift, after which a small drop was 

observed. The contribution to the shear resistance of the wall and the columns at the end of the 

pushover analysis for the Coupled model was 21% and 79% respectively. 
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6.3 Cyclic Response 

6.3.1 Overall building response 

The overall response of the buildings subjected to the cyclic pushover analysis is shown in 

Figure 6.22. The stiffnesses of the models are shown in Table 6.5. It is important to note that the 

stiffness was calculated for the envelope of the force-displacement curves and averaged for positive 

and negative displacements. 

 

Figure 6.22 – Overall cyclic building response 

Table 6.5 – Lateral stiffness of the cyclic envelopes 

Model 
Lateral stiffness [kN/mm] 

Initial Post-crack Post-yield 

Uncoupled 195   69 (36%)   2.7 (1.4%) 

Coupled 270 124 (46%) 11.0 (4.1%) 

CoupledTruss 250 114 (46%)   6.8 (2.7%) 

Note: (X%) represents percentage with respect to the initial stiffness 

 

Similar to the monotonic responses, the Coupled model had the stiffest response and the Uncoupled 

model had the softest response. The initial and post-cracking stiffnesses of the three models were 

very similar to the monotonic cases. However, the post-yielding stage of the cyclic cases had a 

larger reduction in stiffness with respect to the monotonic cases. During this stage the cyclic cases 

had 68%, 63% and 48% of the stiffness of the equivalent monotonic cases for the Uncoupled, 

Coupled and CoupledTruss models respectively. This behaviour highlighted that the loss in 
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stiffness produced by the accumulated material damage had a larger effect in the building response 

after the building yields than it had before this point. The post-yielding stiffness reduced to 1.4%, 

4.1% and 2.7% of the initial stiffness for the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models. 

The building strength of the cyclic cases at 1.5% lateral drift was 11450kN, 18800kN and 15840kN 

for the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models. Similar to the monotonic cases, these 

differences highlighted that the Coupled and CoupledTruss buildings were 64% and 38% stronger 

than the Uncoupled model, showing an important increase in the system strength due to the 

three-dimensional coupling between the gravitational and the lateral load resisting systems. 

The cyclic loads reduced the system strength when compared to the monotonic cases. The cyclic 

versions of the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss model were 5%, 6% and 10% weaker than 

the respective monotonic case. 

6.3.2 Component response 

Similar to the monotonic cases, the cyclic deformations and forces developed in the elements were 

analysed. The wall elongation was analysed first, then the force distribution into the elements and 

finally their contributions to the lateral load resisting system. It should be noted that the floor 

deformation at peak cyclic displacements was similar to the deformation seen in the monotonic 

cases and therefore the analysis was not repeated here. The floor deformation at zero lateral 

displacement is analysed as part of the wall elongation and as part of the induced axial forces. 

6.3.2.1 Wall axial elongation 

The total elongation developed in the walls of the three models when subjected to the reversed 

cyclic displacements are shown in Figure 6.23. In addition, individual charts with the elongation 

developed at each level are presented in Figure 6.25 for the three models. 

The elongation of the walls increased at each new peak displacement and accumulated over cycles 

causing residual elongations to constantly grow as seen in Figure 6.23. The elongation in the last 

peak lateral displacement of the models was 0.52% (62mm), 0.50% (59mm) and 0.49% (58mm) 

for the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models. This represented an increase in the total 

elongation at peak cyclic displacement of approximately 10% with respect to the elongation 
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developed in the monotonic cases. The Uncoupled model produced slightly larger elongations than 

the coupled models due to absence of restrictions as mentioned in 6.2.2.2. However, and similar to 

the monotonic cases, this elongation represented only 0.03%Lw equivalent to 3mm difference. 

 

Figure 6.23 – Total elongation of the walls due to cyclic loads 

The residual elongation accumulated throughout the cyclic displacement as can be seen by the 

increasing magnitude of the intersections between the elongation history curves and the ordinate 

axis in Figure 6.23. The residual elongations at the end of the simulations were 0.29% (34mm), 

0.26% (31mm), 0.25% (30mm) for the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupleTruss models. It is worth 

noting that these residual elongations pushed the floor upwards when the building was at zero 

lateral displacement as illustrated by the floor profiles shown in Figure 6.24. This figure shows that 

the wall-to-floor interaction is engaged even when the building returned to its vertical position. The 

effect of the residual elongation in the forces is further discussed in section 6.3.2.2. 

  

(a) Coupled model (b) CoupledTruss model 

Figure 6.24 – Floor profile at the end of the pushover analysis 
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The contribution of each level to the total elongation is shown in the charts of Figure 6.25. The 

behaviour of the elongation per level in the cyclic cases was analogous to the monotonic cases. The 

first floor accounted for most of the elongation with 88%-92% of the total elongation, levels 2 to 4 

have minor contributions ranging between 6-7% and from the fifth to the roof level the contribution 

was negligible. This concentration of the elongation in the first level was even larger in the case of 

the residual elongations, where the first level accounted for approximately 95% of the total residual 

elongation observed in the models. The reason is that in the case of the cyclic pushover the wall 

developed a reverse plastic hinge (see 2.1.1) and all the plastic rotation was mainly confined to the 

first level. 

 

(a) Uncoupled Model 

  

(b) Coupled model (c) CoupledTruss Model 

Figure 6.25 – Wall axial elongation per level under cyclic demands 
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6.3.2.2 Component demands 

The element demands for the cyclic cases were analysed for axial, shear and moment demands. 

The wall force-displacement responses are shown in Figure 6.26 for shear forces and overturning 

moments. The axial forces are shown in Figure 6.27 for all the building components and then the 

axial response of the walls of the two coupled models are isolated in Figure 6.28 to better 

understand their behaviour. 

Similar to the monotonic cases, the shear demand of the wall was considerably affected by the 

wall-to-floor interaction. The average base shear demand at ±1.5% drift was 8180kN, 14660kN 

and 15840kN for the Uncoupled, Coupled and CoupledTruss models. These base shear demands 

were roughly 90% of the base shear demands observed in the monotonic cases, which is an 

indication of the accumulated damage underwent by the structures. Despite the demands reduced 

in magnitude, the ratio between the base shear of the Uncoupled model to the coupled models 

remained approximately the same. For the cyclic pushover, the wall shear of the Coupled and 

CoupledTruss models were 78% and 94% larger than the Uncoupled wall shear demand. The 

moment demands were barely affected by the wall-to-floor interaction as can be seen in 

Figure 6.26(b). In the case of the coupled models the moment demands were almost the same 

throughout the pushover, while the Uncoupled model differed less than 7% with respect to the 

coupled models. 

  

(a) Shear demand (b) Moment demand 

Figure 6.26 – Cyclic lateral load demands on the wall 
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Figure 6.27 – Cyclic axial load demand on the wall and columns 
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The wall-to-floor interaction varied the axial load in the columns as seen in Figure 6.27. Similar to 

the monotonic cases, the columns closer to the wall ends were the more affected by the three 

dimensional interaction. These columns presented smaller increases in axial compression than the 

reductions in axial compression (including later increases in axial tension). This is highlighted by 

the asymmetric hysteresis loops displayed in the charts. For the Coupled model the axial load 

ranged from 40.3%Agfc’ (8110kN) in compression to 51%Asfy (-3275kN) in tension, starting with 

15.3%Agfc’ (3070kN) of gravitational demand. The equivalent columns on the CoupledTruss 

model ranged from 47.6%Agfc’ (9580kN) in compression to 79.6%Asfy (-5120kN) in tension, 

starting at a gravitational load of 19.5% Agfc’ (3930kN). It is interesting to note that the maximum 

loads reached in compression and tension in the cyclic cases were smaller than in the monotonic 

cases due to the accumulated floor damage produced by the cyclic displacements. The maximum 

compression load on the columns closer to the wall ends in the cyclic cases were 77% and 81% of 

the monotonic cases for the Coupled and CoupledTruss models, while the maximum tension loads 

were 98% and 79% of the monotonic cases respectively. 

The outer columns in the wall plane started with a gravitational demand of 15%Agfc’ (3020kN) and 

during the cyclic pushover their axial load ranged between 11%-20%Agfc’ (2800 – 4000kN) in the 

case of the Coupled model and between 13%-18% Agfc’ (2680 – 3570kN) in the case of the 

CoupledTruss model. The columns on gridlines 310, 340 and 120 behaved similar to the monotonic 

cases with axial load variation between 7% and 20% of their initial gravitational loads. 

The cyclic behaviour of the axial load on the wall was different from the monotonic behaviour 

described in 6.2.2.3. A comparison between Figure 6.17 and Figure 6.26 shows that the axial load 

of the wall of the coupled models under cyclic displacements always increased after 0.5% drift, 

even when the buildings were at zero lateral displacement. To better understand the behaviour the 

wall demands of the Coupled and CoupledTruss models, the axial force-displacement curves are 

presented separately in Figure 6.28. At the beginning of the pushover, when the maximum lateral 

displacement of the building ranged between ±0.25% drift the axial load increased above the 

gravitational demand when at peak displacement and reduced below the gravitational demand when 

returning to zero lateral displacement. After this, the axial load increased above the gravitational 
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load at each new peak cyclic displacement. In addition, the axial load developed at peak 

displacement had slight variations when returning to zero lateral displacement. This is the result of 

the accumulation of residual axial elongation as shown in elongation history in Figure 6.23 and the 

vertical floor deformation profiles in Figure 6.24. This last figure shows how the floor restrained 

the elongation of the wall which caused the permanent increase in axial load at zero lateral 

displacement. 

  

(a) Coupled model (b) CoupledTruss model 

Figure 6.28 – Axial load history of the walls of the coupled models 

Note: The black dot represents the initial gravitational load (difference explained in section 6.2.2.3) 

For the Coupled model the axial load on the wall increased from a gravitational demand of 

4.2%Agfc’ (5905kN) to 5.6%Agfc’ (7890kN) at ±1.5% lateral drift. When the building returned to 

zero lateral displacement at the end of the pushover analysis the axial load reached 5.2%Agfc’ 

(7415kN). The minimum axial load sustained by the wall was 3.5%Agfc’ (4975kN) when returning 

to zero lateral displacement at the beginning of the analysis. The observed variations represented 

axial load increases of 26% and 34% of the gravitational load for zero and 1.5% lateral 

displacements, and a reduction at the early stages of the pushover of 16% of the gravitational load. 

In the case of the CoupledTruss model, the axial load demand increased from 2.9%Agfc’ (4135kN) 

at the beginning of the analysis to 5.5%Agfc’ (7750kN) at 1.5% lateral drift and to 5.3%Agfc’ 

(7530kN) at zero lateral displacement at the end of the pushover. The minimum axial load on the 

wall was 2.3%Agfc’ (3310kN) when returning to zero lateral displacement. The increases in axial 
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load represented 82% and 88% of the initial gravitational load at zero and 1.5% lateral drift, while 

the load reduction in the early stages of the cyclic analysis represented 20% of the initial load. 

6.3.2.3 Contribution of lateral load resisting mechanisms 

The cyclic contribution of the wall, the outrigger effect and the columns to the lateral resistance of 

the building is shown in Figure 6.29. In addition, Table 6.6 lists the contribution of the elements as 

a percentage of the building strength for a lateral displacement of 0.5%, 1.0% and 1.5% drift. The 

percentages shown in the table were calculated for the average of the strengths measured when the 

building first achieved the specific lateral displacement in the positive and negative directions. 

Similar to the monotonic case, the contributions of the building components varied along the cyclic 

pushover such that the larger the magnitude of the roof displacement the larger the contribution of 

the columns and outrigger effect, and the smaller the wall contribution. The behaviour of the 

contribution of the building components in the cyclic cases was within 3% of the monotonic cases 

for shear and within 4% for moment. Also, the outrigger effect developed since the beginning of 

the pushover and constantly increased the overturning moment capacity of the building. 

In the Uncoupled model the contribution to the overturning moment was below 7% for the columns 

and above 93% for the wall throughout the pushover. In shear, the maximum contribution of the 

columns reached 29% of the total shear, while the wall reduced from above 90% at low drift levels 

to 71% at the end of the pushover. In the case of the Coupled model, the columns’ contribution to 

the overturning moment was below 4% during the pushover analysis and the variation of the 

contributions of the outrigger effect and the wall to the moment strength after 0.5% lateral drift 

ranged between 29%→34% and 69%→62% respectively. The shear contribution of the wall and 

columns in the Coupled model behaved like the Uncoupled model, distributing 22% of the shear 

demand to the columns and 78% to the wall at the end of the pushover. In the CoupledTruss model 

the contribution of the wall and outrigger effect to the total overturning capacity after 0.5% drift 

was 77% and 23% respectively. This distribution slightly varied and at the end of the pushover 

analysis, the wall contributed with 74% of the total overturning moment while the outrigger effect 

contributed with the remaining 26%. In this case, the wall had to resist the whole shear demand 

because the columns of the CoupledTruss model were double-pinned elements (truss element). 
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(a) Uncoupled model 

  

(b) Coupled Model 

  

(c) CoupledTruss model 

Figure 6.29 – Contribution of the building components under cyclic loading 
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Table 6.6 – Cyclic contribution of the building components to the system strength 

Lateral 

drift 
Model 

 Shear [%V*
Base]  Moment [%M*

Base] 

 Column Wall  Column Outrigger Wall 

±0.5% 

Uncoupled  9.2 90.8  2.3 - - - 97.7 

Coupled  9.7 90.3  2.1 29 68.9 

CoupledTruss  - - - 100.0  - - - 22.7 77.3 

±1.0% 

Uncoupled  23.0 77.0  5.1 - - - 94.9 

Coupled  18.9 81.1  3.6 32.4 64 

CoupledTruss  - - - 100.0  - - - 24.7 75.3 

±1.5% 

Uncoupled  28.6 71.4  6.7 - - - 93.3 

Coupled  22.0 78.0  4.3 34 61.7 

CoupledTruss  - - - 100.0  - - - 25.8 74.2 

 

6.4 Design Implications: Wall, Columns and Foundations 

This section summarises the design implications for the case-study building presented and assessed 

in this chapter. The design of the wall is directly affected by the effects of wall-to-floor interaction 

in terms of axial load, shear demands, curvature demand and ductility. It should be noted, though, 

that the analysed wall had low levels of axial load, being 5.3%Agfc’ the maximum, and so the 

implications about curvature and compression length may be only applicable to walls with similar 

axial load levels. 

In this analysis, the Coupled model was 65% stronger than the Uncoupled model, which represents 

a system overstrength factor (øo,sys) due to wall-to-floor interaction of 1.65. This factor should be 

applied on top of the flexural overstrength factor (øo) of the wall when designing for shear demands. 

Additionally, it was also observed that the storey shear in the second floor was larger than in the 

first floor by 15% (Figure 6.16 (a) and (b)). Joining these factors, the design shear demand should 

be obtained by increasing the shear demand obtained from a traditional analysis by 1.15·1.65 ≈ 1.9 

and the shear reinforcement should extend to the level above the plastic hinge. 

The effect of the wall-to-floor interaction in the ductility of the wall was reviewed by comparing 

the wall shear capacity to the force-displacement response of the wall for the monotonic and cyclic 

cases as shown in Figure 6.30. The capacity of the wall was determined following the procedures 

of Part C5 of the New Zealand Seismic Assessment Guidelines [179]. It is worth noting that in 
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Figure 6.30 the dashed lines that have the same colour represent the range of strengths achieved by 

the wall for the minimum and maximum axial loads caused by the wall-to-floor interaction. 

  

(a) Monotonic pushover (b) Cyclic pushover (first quadrant) 

Figure 6.30 – Comparison of wall capacities and demands 

When the wall design is carried out without considering the wall-to-floor interaction (Uncoupled) 

the wall behaviour at ultimate limit state is controlled by the flexural response of the wall as the 

shear capacity is greater than the shear demand throughout the pushover analyses. In this case, the 

wall achieves a ductility of 4.8 at 1.5% lateral drift. On the other hand, when the wall-to-floor 

interaction is considered in the analysis (coupled models), the wall response is controlled by shear 

failure as can be seen by the intersection of the solid and dashed lines of the same colour in 

Figure 6.30. In the case of the Coupled model the wall can achieve ductilities between 2.1 - 2.6 and 

3.0 - 3.9 for the monotonic and cyclic pushover cases depending on the axial load demand at any 

given point. In the case of the CoupledTruss model, the wall can achieve ductilities between 

1.4 - 2.4 and 1.7 - 3.1 for the monotonic and cyclic cases depending on the axial load as well. This 

is an important aspect of the wall design that can have significant impact on the behaviour of the 

whole building. 

The wall base moment demands varied less than 6% among the analysed models, however the 

moment diagram along the wall height was different between the Uncoupled and coupled models. 

In the Uncoupled model the moment diagram resembled a typical cantilever moment diagram, 

while in the case of the coupled models the moment diagram was similar to that of a dual wall-frame 

system, and so allowance for this change has to be made in the design stage. Additionally, it was 
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shown that the compression length of the wall of the Coupled model can be matched by a 

moment-curvature analysis based on the demands from the Uncoupled model, however the 

curvature predicted on this way would need to be incremented by 50% to account for wall-to-floor 

interaction. 

The design of the columns can be significantly affected by the variations in the axial loads and 

shear demands induced by the wall-to-floor interaction and the development of the wall plastic 

hinge. While the Uncoupled model predicted constant loads of 15.3%Agfc’ in the columns adjacent 

to the wall ends, the Coupled model predicted maximum compression loads of 52.5%Agfc’ and 

40.3%Agfc’ for the monotonic and cyclic cases, and maximum tension forces of 72.2%Asfy and 

51%Asfy for the monotonic and cyclic cases. This level of variation in axial loads can adversely 

affect the ductility of the column. In addition, the contribution of the columns to the building shear 

strength starts increasing after the plastic hinge in the wall forms. In the case of the Coupled model, 

the columns increased their contribution from approximately 9% of the building’s base shear before 

the yielding of the wall to 20% at the end of the pushover. So, the column design should account 

for both, the increase and decrease in axial demands and the additional shear forces after the wall 

yields. 

Finally, the variations in the axial and shear demands in the wall and columns can have a significant 

impact in the foundation design, whether they are piles or shallow foundations. For example, the 

increased axial loads can cause settlements of the affected building components and the increase 

in shear demands can have detrimental effects in the top part of piles that are subjected to high 

shear loads. 

6.5 Summary and Conclusions 

A set of three numerical models based on the SL Model presented in Chapter 5 was used to 

investigate the effect of the wall-to-floor interaction in the seismic response of buildings. The set 

was comprised of the Uncoupled model, the Coupled model and the CoupledTruss model. The 

Uncoupled model sought to represent the response of the building when only the in-plane coupling 

of the floor system was included. The Coupled model was the SL Model and it was regarded as the 
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closest representation of the actual building behaviour within the limitations presented in 

Chapter 5. The CoupledTruss model is a variation of the Coupled model that sought to represent 

the walls-take-all assumption where the shear and moment contribution of the columns were 

omitted by modelling the columns as non-linear truss elements. The models were independently 

subjected to a monotonic and a reversed cyclic pushover analysis and the influence of the 

wall-to-floor interaction was analysed taking into consideration the global response of the building 

and the local response of the building components. 

Based on the analyses it can be established that: 

Building response 

• The stiffness of the building was highly affected by the wall-to-floor interaction. The 

monotonic simulation with wall-to-floor interaction (Coupled) was 40%, 78% and 330% 

stiffer for the initial, post-cracking and post-yielding stages with respect to the simulation 

without wall-to-floor interaction (Uncoupled). Even with the omission of the shear and 

moment contribution of the columns (CoupledTruss) the model was 28%, 49% and 250% 

stiffer than de model without wall-to-floor interaction (Uncoupled) for the three stages 

mentioned earlier. 

• The cyclic loading had a small effect in the initial and post-cracking stiffness of the 

buildings when compared to the monotonic cases. However, the post-yielding stiffness of 

the cyclic cases were reduced due to the accumulated damaged undergone by the building 

components. For instance, the post-yield stiffness of the Coupled model subjected to cyclic 

displacements was 37% softer than the stiffness of the monotonic analysis. 

• The bending strength of the building had a considerable variation when wall-to-floor 

interaction was included in the response. The model that included the three-dimensional 

interaction (Coupled) was 66% and 64% stronger than the model without wall-to-floor 

interaction (Uncoupled) for the monotonic and cyclic pushovers respectively. It is important 

to note that this represents a system overstrength factor of 1.65. 
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• The magnitude of the bending strength of the building was slightly smaller in the cyclic 

cases than in the monotonic cases. For instance, the Coupled model had a reduction in 

lateral bending strength of 6% with respect to the monotonic case. 

Wall response 

• The increase in the bending overstrength of the building produced by the wall-to-floor 

interaction increased the wall shear demand on 65% with respect to the model without 

wall-to-floor interaction. In addition, the wall shear demand on the second level was 15% 

larger than the demand at the first level. 

• The base moment demands on walls varied less than 6% between the models with and 

without wall-to-floor interaction. Despite this small change in base moment, the cantilever 

moment diagram along the wall height in the model without wall-to-floor interaction 

changed to a moment diagram resembling that of a dual wall-frame system in the Coupled 

and CoupledTruss models. This was produced by the framing action of the floor system and 

its interaction with the columns. 

• The axial loads carried by the wall increased as a result of the three-dimensional interaction 

and the elongation of the wall. For the monotonic cases the axial load of the wall increased 

up to 26% and 70% of the initial gravitational loads for the Coupled and CoupledTruss 

models. In the cyclic cases the axial load of the wall at peak lateral displacement increased 

up to 34% and 88% for the Coupled and CoupledTruss models. The residual elongations 

developed in the wall increased the axial load at zero lateral displacement up to 26% and 

82% of the initial gravity load for the Coupled and CoupledTruss models respectively. 

• The analysis of the local flexural response of the wall showed that the curvature demand at 

the base of the wall increased by 50% when the wall-to-floor interaction was included in 

the modelling. The prediction of the compression length was within 6% for the three 

models. It should be noted that walls with moderate to high axial load may have a different 

response. 

• The elongation of the wall was primarily developed at the first level with small 

contributions of the second and third levels. At peak cyclic displacement the wall of the 
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Coupled model elongated up to 0.46% and 0.50% of the wall length for the monotonic and 

cyclic cases respectively. In addition, residual elongations in the order of 0.26%·Lw 

developed in the cyclic cases. The elongation of the model without wall-to-floor elongation 

was 0.03%Lw larger than the models with wall-to-floor interaction for all cases. 

Column response and outrigger effect 

• The axial load on the columns adjacent to the wall experienced significant variations due 

to the outrigger effect. These variations were smaller in the cyclic cases as a result of the 

structural damage of the floor produced by the reversed displacements. For the cyclic cases 

the variation in axial load for these columns in the base model (Coupled) was +164% 

and -207% with respect to the initial gravitational load (compression is positive). 

• All the columns contributed to the overturning moment of the outrigger effect. Only 

considering the wall and adjacent columns can underestimate or overestimate the outrigger 

effect. The omission of the exterior columns in the Coupled model led to a prediction 

between 54% to 70% of the actual outrigger overturning moment, and in the case of the 

CoupledTruss a prediction between 110% to 124% of the actual moment. 

• The contribution of the outrigger effect started in the early stages of the lateral 

displacement. In the Coupled model the outrigger effect accounted for 29%-37% of the 

overturning moment capacity of the building, and in the CoupledTruss model it accounted 

for 23%-30%. 

It should be noted that the analysis presented in this chapter is applicable to buildings that are 

similar to the case-study building (Coupled model) and therefore the conclusions here should be 

carefully considered if they are going to be applied to other buildings or other levels of gravitational 

loads. 
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Chapter 7                        

Parametric Analysis of the Case-Study Building 

This chapter presents the results of a parametric analysis performed to the case-study building 

presented in Chapter 5 (SL building) and analysed in Chapter 6 (Coupled model). The parametric 

variables were the longitudinal wall reinforcement ratio, wall length, distance between the wall 

ends and the adjacent columns, bay width between the wall grid and the next grid of columns, and 

the width of the link slab connecting the wall and the double-T floor units. The parametric models 

were created by taking the base model and modifying only one parametric variable at a time. It 

should be noted that the depth of the double-T units and the floor loads were adjusted in some 

parametric sets to keep the axial load ratios in the building components as similar as possible to 

those of the base model and to avoid unrealistic floor stiffnesses. The building response was 

investigated by subjecting the parametric models to monotonic and reversed cyclic pushovers to 

1.5% lateral drift. The results of the analyses are presented addressing the global lateral response 

of the buildings and the demands and deformation of the building components. In addition, the 

effect of wall-to-floor interaction in the system overstrength and wall axial loads are discussed at 

the end of the chapter. 
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7.1 Analysis Description 

A parametric study was performed to assess the impact of different variables in the response of the 

lateral and gravitational load resisting systems. The SL Model described in Chapter 5 was used as 

the reference building (Coupled model in Chapter 6). The investigated parameters were the wall 

reinforcement ratio, wall length, distance between the wall ends and the adjacent columns, bay 

width between gridlines 110 and 120, and the width of the link slab. These parameters are listed in 

Table 7.1 and a general floor plan with the variables labelled is shown in Figure 7.1. A detailed 

description of each parametric set is provided in the subsequent sections and the definition of the 

modified elements and the shell discretisation are presented in Appendix D. 

As shown in Table 7.1, the parametric study comprised five parametric sets. In total, there were 13 

new parametric models plus the original SL Model described in Chapter 5, hereafter referred to as 

the Base Model (BM). In each parametric set only one of the parameters was changed at a time. 

However, due to the non-linear representation of all the elements of the models and the effect of 

wall-to-floor interaction on the demands and deformations, the parametric models were revised to 

avoid unrealistic building responses, ill-conditioned modelling or creating models that did provide 

a fair comparison. For instance, it was shown in Chapter 4 that wall elongation is highly affected 

by the axial load ratio, this elongation affects the floor uplift, which not only alters the internal load 

redistribution between the wall and columns, but in conjunction with the axial load they also affect 

the wall behaviour. Then, to have comparable responses between parametric models the loads on 

the floors of some parametric sets were adjusted such that the gravitational wall axial load ratio 

was as close as possible to that of the base model. Another important factor that affected the 

representativity of the models, the numerical stability and the three-dimensional interaction was 

the out-of-plane stiffness and strength of the floor system. It should be noted that even though the 

three-dimensional coupling response is mainly provided by the floor topping, the double-T units 

provide the gravitational support (strength) and stiffen the in-plane and out-of-plane deformation 

of the topping along the floor span (see model assumptions in 5.3.7). Consequently, in the cases of 

parametric models that changed the span of the double-T units or the floor loads, the double-T web 

depths were modified such that the floor system had vertical deformations under gravitational loads 
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that were proportional to the span of the original model. This avoids having floor units that were 

too flexible or stiff when span lengths were adjusted. 

 

Table 7.1 – Parametric sets and variables 

Parameter Notation Values 

Wall reinforcement ratio ρ 
End Zone 

/ρ 
Web

 6.14/1.37, 4/0.9, 

2/0.45 [%] 

Wall length Lw 
11.8, 10, 

 8, 6 [m] 

Distance between wall ends 

and adjacent columns 

(In-plane Wall-column) 

dwc 
2, 3, 

 4, 5 [m] 

Bay width between gridlines 

110 and 120 
dcc 

6, 8.4, 

 10.2 [m] 

Link slab width dls 
0, 0.6, 

 1.2, 1.5 [m] 
 

  

(b) Section A-A  

  

(a) Floor plan (c) Wall cross section  

Figure 7.1 – Definition of parametric variables  

Similar to the lateral loading scheme of the buildings in Chapter 6, the parametric models were 

independently subjected to a monotonic and a cyclic pushover analysis along the wall direction 

with an inverted triangular load pattern according to NZS1170.5. The target displacement of the 

monotonic pushover was 1.5% lateral drift and those of the cyclic pushover were ±0.1%, ±0.25%, 

±0.5%, ±0.75%, ±1.0% and ±1.5% lateral drifts. The loading history of the cyclic simulation was 

composed of reversed cycles where each target displacement was reached once in ascending order 

of magnitude. 
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The influence of each parameter was investigated by comparing the global and local responses of 

the models within each parametric set. The force-displacement response of the modelled building 

configuration was assessed first, followed by the local force and deformation responses of the 

building components. The local response assessment comprised the axial load variation in the wall 

and adjacent columns, the contribution to the global building strength of each resisting mechanism, 

and the floor deformation. 

The resisting mechanism that underpins the outrigger effect of the columns triggered by 

wall-to-floor interaction was described in Chapter 6, however it is repeated here for convenience 

by the sketch in Figure 7.2. 

 

Figure 7.2 – Outrigger effect of the columns in a simple column-wall-column arrangement 

In addition to the analysis of the vertical floor deformation profile along the building, the floor 

assessment also included the magnitude and dissipation of the floor deformations. This was done 

by analysing the uplift and rotation of the floor crest at several cross sections located parallel to the 

wall plane as shown by the Section B-B in Figure 7.3(a). The vertical displacement profiles were 

idealised as shown in Figure 7.3(b) to calculate the uplift and rotation at the floor crest (rotation 

perpendicular to the wall plane). 
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(a) Part floor plan (b) Section B-B 

Figure 7.3 – Sampling of the vertical displacement profile 

7.2 Wall Reinforcement Ratio, ρ 

7.2.1 Description of the models 

This parametric set is composed of 2 models and is referred to as the RR set. In the Base Model 

(BM), the overall reinforcement ratio of the wall was 2.39% with local reinforcement ratios of 

6.14% and 1.37% for the end zones and wall web, respectively. A cross section of the wall of the 

Base Model is shown in Figure 7.4 for reference. In the parametric models RR1 and RR2 the 

reinforcement ratios were reduced to approximately two thirds and one third of those of the Base 

Model wall. The lower reinforcement ratio, model RR2, was selected to represent a steel content 

close to the code minimum while still keeping the ratio between the reinforcement in the web and 

the wall ends. Then, the other parametric model, RR1, was selected to be in the middle of the range. 

The reinforcement ratios of the parametric cases are summarised in Table 7.2. Refer to Figure 7.1 

for a graphical representation of the general case. 

 

Figure 7.4 – Wall reinforcement of the Base Model 
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Table 7.2 – Parametric variables of the RR set 

Model 
Reinforcement Ratio, ρ [%] 

End zone Web Overall 

Base Model (BM) 6.14 1.37 2.39 

RR1 4.00 0.90 1.56 

RR2 2.00 0.45 0.78 

Fixed variables: Lw = 11.8m, dwc = 1.6m, dcc = 8.4m, dls = 0m 

 

The concrete patches and the position of the steel fibres remained the same as those in the wall of 

the Base Model. However, the area of the steel fibres representing the longitudinal bars were 

modified to match the target reinforcement ratio of each parametric case. The detailed definitions 

of the wall fibre-based sections are presented in Appendix D. 

7.2.2 Analysis results 

7.2.2.1 Building response 

The global monotonic and cyclic force-displacement responses of the models of the RR set are 

shown in Figure 7.5. The monotonic overturning moment of the BM, RR1 and RR2 models were 

448.3MN·m, 376.7MN·m and 296.9MN·m at 1.5% lateral drift, respectively. The cyclic 

overturning moments for the three models were 95%, 94%, and 96% of the monotonic capacities 

at the same lateral displacement.  

 

Figure 7.5 – Force displacement curves: RR set 
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The reduction in the wall reinforcement to two thirds (RR1) and one third (RR2) of the original 

reinforcement content produced a decrease in building capacity of 16% and 34% for the monotonic 

cases and 17% and 33% for the cyclic cases at 1.5% lateral drift. A drop in the capacity of the 

monotonic cases is observed at around 0.95% lateral drift produced by the softening of the floor 

system. Unlike the monotonic cases, the capacities of the cyclic cases showed a hardening response 

in the post-yield phase. The softening of the floor system of the Base Model and its effects on the 

monotonic and cyclic responses of the building components were discussed in Chapter 6. 

7.2.2.2 Axial load variation 

The variation of the axial load with respect to the gravitational load demand (ΔN*=N*-N*
Grav) of 

the walls and adjacent columns are shown in Figure 7.6. The consequence of the floor softening is 

observed in the charts of the column 320/110 and the wall in Figure 7.6(a). As explained in 

Chapter 6, the softening of parts of the floor prevented the axial load transfer from the column 

320/110 to the wall, while the axial load transfer from the wall to the column 330/110 continued 

unaltered. This produced the unloading in tension of the column 320/110 and the unloading in 

compression of the wall. 

The axial load on the columns varied with increasing levels of lateral deformation, such that at 

1.5% drift the column on the tensile side underwent net tensile demands and the column on the 

compression side increased its axial loads considerably. The initial gravitational demand on the 

columns of the parametric cases was approximately 3000kN in compression. The maximum tensile 

variation on the axial load of the columns ranged between -7600kN – -7700kN 

and -6100kN – -6500kN for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The maximum compression variation 

in the columns ranged between 6650kN – 7500kN and 4400kN – 5300kN for the monotonic and 

cyclic cases. In the monotonic cases the changes in the wall reinforcement ratio of the RR set 

produced differences in the tensile variations of the columns of less than 2% with respect to the 

Base Model (Figure 7.6(a) column 320/110). In the case of the compression column (Figure 7.6(a) 

column 330/110), the parametric cases had differences in the axial load variation of -3% and -11% 

for the RR1 and RR2 models. In the cyclic cases, the tensile variation for the columns of both 

models had differences of less than 3.5% at 1.5% drift with respect to the Base Model. The 
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compression variation was less than 6% for the columns in the RR1 models and less than 12% for 

the columns of the RR2 model. It is worth noting that the models with less wall reinforcement ratio 

produced greater axial load variations in the columns when the columns were subjected to tensile 

demands and smaller axial load variations when the columns were subjected to compression 

demands. 

The initial gravitational demands on the walls were in the order of 5900kN in compression for all 

the parametric cases and they were subjected to net compression forces throughout the pushover 

analyses. In the monotonic cases, the wall-to-floor interaction produced maximum compression 

variations that ranged between 1500kN and 2200kN before the drop in the demands. In the cyclic 

cases, the axial load variation ranged between 500kN and 1900kN at 1.5% lateral drift. The 

differences in the maximum axial load variation of the models RR1 and RR2 with respect to the 

Base Model were +21% and +46% for the monotonic cases and +16% and +30% for the cyclic 

cases. Unlike the columns, the smaller wall reinforcement ratios produced greater variations in the 

axial loads at peak cyclic displacements than the walls with larger reinforcement ratios. 

Despite the variation of wall axial load for the cyclic cases was shown in Figure 7.6, the details 

about the evolution are difficult to see due to the overlapped curves. Hence, the axial forces at peak 

cyclic displacements and when the building returned to the upright position – referred to as residual 

axial load – were filtered out and are displayed in Figure 7.7 along with a chart for the monotonic 

cases. It should be noted that this figure presents the axial loads normalised by the initial 

gravitational load of each model, so a direct relationship between the initial and any load variation 

along the pushover analysis can be determined. In the monotonic cases, the maximum axial loads 

for models BM, RR1 to RR2 were 26%, 31% and 38% greater than their respective initial 

gravitational loads. These happened just before the drops seen in the curves. In the cyclic cases, 

the axial loads of the models BM, RR1 to RR2 at ±1.5% lateral drift were 34%, 37% and 41% 

greater than their respective gravity loads. The residual axial loads of the models BM and RR1 at 

the end of the pushover were 26% and 14% greater than their initial gravitational loads, and in the 

case of the model RR2 it was 8% smaller than its initial gravitational load. It is worth noting that 

the axial load at peak cyclic displacements permanently increased after ±0.50% lateral drift for all 
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the models. The residual axial loads of the BM and RR1 models increased from 0.25% lateral drift 

to approximately 1.0% lateral drift. At this drift the axial load either plateaued or slightly decreased. 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.6 – Axial load variation on the wall and adjacent columns: RR set 
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(a) Monotonic pushover (b) Cyclic pushover (filtered) 

Figure 7.7 – Wall axial load history: RR set 

It is important to highlight that the wall with the lower reinforcement ratio had greater increases in 

axial loads at peak displacement and smaller residual axial loads when the building return to the 

upright position. This response is consistent with the wall axial elongation behaviour observed in 

section 4.4.3 that found that a lower reinforcement content on the wall produced greater elongations 

at peak cyclic displacements and smaller residual elongations. In addition, the residual axial forces 

were also affected by the lateral load necessary to re-centre the building, which produced a small 

additional unloading of the walls. 

7.2.2.3 Contribution to lateral strength 

The moment-displacement response of the walls, columns and outrigger effect are shown in 

Figure 7.8 for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The wall overturning moment at 1.5% lateral drift 

was 268.0MN·m and 193.0MN·m for the BM and RR1 models irrespective of the pushover cases. 

The base moments of the model RR2 were 120.4MN·m and 127.7MN·m for the monotonic and 

cyclic cases. The reduction in reinforcement ratio in the walls to two thirds in the model RR1 and 

to one third in the mode RR2 reduced the wall strength 28% and 55% with respect to the Base 

Model. This reduction is consistent with the moment strength of the respective sections for the axial 

load carried by each wall at 1.5% lateral drift. 

The columns overturning moment did not vary among the parametric cases and was approximately 

19MN·m. The overturning moment of the outrigger effect for the monotonic and cyclic cases was 
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approximately 168MN·m and 145MN·m. The monotonic outrigger effect response of the RR 

models had a variation of less than 3% after the small drop of the curves at 0.95% lateral drift. The 

cyclic outrigger effect response did not show any variation between the models of the RR set. 

  

(a) Wall (b) Outrigger effect and columns 

Figure 7.8 – Base moment of the building components: RR set 

The shear and moment contribution of the building components to the total building strength are 

shown as percentages in Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10. It is worth noting that the charts for the cyclic 

cases show the average of the contribution at the positive and negative peak cyclic displacements. 

The percentage of shear contribution of the building components was not affected by the type of 

pushover analysis, but they were affected by the parametric reinforcement contents. The shear was 

initially distributed 96% : 4% between the walls and columns. With increasing lateral displacement, 

the contribution of the walls decreased and the contribution of the columns increased. At the end 

of the pushover analyses the wall contributions had decreased to 79%, 74%, 65% for the BM, RR1 

and RR2 models, and the contribution of the columns increased to 21%, 26% and 35% respectively. 

In the case of the overturning moments, the initial distribution was approximately 75% wall, 24% 

outrigger and 1% columns for the monotonic and cyclic cases. With increasing drift, the wall 

contribution decreased and the outrigger and columns contributions increased. At 1.5% drift the 

contribution of the walls ranged between 40%-62%, the outrigger effect ranged between 34%-54%, 

and the columns between 4%-7% for the BM, RR1 and RR2 models. 
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(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.9 – Shear contribution of the building components: RR set 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.10 – Moment contribution of the building components: RR set 

7.2.2.4 Floor deformation 

The floor deformation profile on the wall plane is shown in Figure 7.11 for 1.5% lateral drift. As 

previously done in Chapter 6, the floor profile of level 5 was selected because the vertical 

deformations remained almost constant up to the roof level. At 1.5% drift, model RR2 with a 

smaller wall reinforcement ratio presented the greater elongations and the Base Model with the 

higher reinforcement ratio the smaller elongations. The uplift of the tensile side of the wall for the 

monotonic and cyclic cases ranged between 150mm and 157mm. The variation in response among 

the parametric models of the RR set was less than 5% with respect to the Base Model. In the case 

of the wall elongation, it ranged between 0.46% and 0.55% of the wall length for both pushover 
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cases. The differences in uplift of the models RR1 and RR2 with respect to the Base Model were 

9% and 18% for the monotonic cases and 5% and 12% for the cyclic cases, respectively. 

 

Figure 7.11 – Floor deformation profile on wall plane at 1.5% lateral drift: RR set 

Note: Grey elements represent the position of the wall and the columns 

The uplift of the floor crest is presented in Figure 7.12 and the floor rotation at the floor crest is 

presented in Figure 7.13. These plots show the spread of the deformation imposed by the wall 

rotation and elongation into the floor system and the way the deformation is dissipated when 

moving away from the wall plane (see Figure 7.3 for a graphical representation of the uplift and 

floor rotation). In Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13 the magnitude of the uplift and rotation is presented 

on the left-hand side, and the normalised uplift and rotation are presented on the right-hand side. 

  

(a) Uplift magnitude (b) Normalised uplift 

Note: double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

Figure 7.12 – Uplift of the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: RR set 
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(a) Rotation magnitude (b) Normalised Rotation 

Note: double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

Figure 7.13 – Rotation at the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: RR set 

The floor deformation decreased faster the closer it was from the wall plane and slower the farther 

it was, and the accumulated damage of the floor system in the cyclic cases made the floor 

deformation to decrease faster than in the respective monotonic cases. Despite the differences in 

the floor deformation at the wall plane observed in Figure 7.12(a) and Figure 7.13(a), the 

normalised charts show that the rate at which the deformation dissipates into the floor system was 

very close between the monotonic cases. In the cyclic cases, the floor damage produced slightly 

faster dissipation of the floor deformations than those observed in the monotonic cases, especially 

close to the inflection points. As seen when comparing Figure 7.13 to Figure 7.12, the dissipation 

of the rotation at the floor crest occurred faster than the dissipation of the floor uplift. As a 

reference, for both pushover cases 50% of the floor uplift was dissipated in the first 1.3-1.5m away 

from the wall plane, while 50% of the floor rotation was dissipated within 1.1m away from the wall 

plane. However, it is important to note that further investigation is necessary to relate floor uplift 

or rotation with acceptable levels of floor damage. 

7.2.3 Remarks of the RR set 

The reduction in wall reinforcement ratio affected the bending strength, axial load and axial 

elongation of the wall. The variation of the lateral strength due to the reduction of the reinforcement 

is widely known and is not discussed here. The behaviour of the axial elongation of the wall was 

consistent with the findings in Chapter 4. The wall with lower reinforcement ratio developed larger 
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elongations at peak displacement and smaller residual elongations as observed by the floor 

deformation profile shown in Figure 7.11. As expected, the larger elongations at peak displacement 

reduced the vertical deformation of the compression wall end, reducing the axial load transfer from 

the wall to the column and causing the wall axial load to increase. However, the differences in the 

elongation of the walls only produced a small variation in the overturning moment contributed by 

the outrigger effect, and so the reduction in reinforcement ratio affected the building bending 

capacity by reducing the wall bending capacity while maintaining the bending contribution of the 

outrigger effect and column almost unaltered. 

7.3 Wall Length, Lw 

7.3.1 Description of the models 

This parametric set was composed of 3 models and is referred to as the LW set. In the Base Model, 

the wall was 11.8m long and the length of the end zones and wall web were 2.0 and 7.8 metres. 

The inner bay spanned 15 metres across gridlines 320 and 330, and the double-T web height was 

450mm. In the parametric models LW1 to LW3 the wall length (Lw) was reduced to 10, 8 and 6 

metres, respectively. This modification altered the span of the double-T units of the inner bay, and 

so the depth of the double-T webs (hTTw) was modified to have a realistic floor stiffness as 

mentioned in section 7.1. The loads applied to the floor were not modified in this parametric set, 

because the axial load ratio of the walls was sufficiently similar to the base model. The values 

adopted for the parametric cases of the LW set were selected within the expected values for a 

building typology O2 (Table 3.3) and are summarised in Table 7.3. Refer to Figure 7.1 for a 

graphical representation of the general case. 

The lengths of the end zones and webs in the parametric cases were a scaled version of those lengths 

in the Base Model, such that the original proportion was maintained. The discretisation of the shell 

elements representing the floor system in the modified areas had an aspect ratio ranging between 2 

and 2.2 with element sizes in the order of 600x300mm. The concrete patches of the wall fibre-based 

sections were scaled down according the wall length, however the concrete cover remained the 

same as the one used in the Base Model. The area of the steel fibres representing the longitudinal 
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bars were modified to match the local reinforcement ratio of the Base Model while keeping the 

original layer spacing of 100mm at the end zones and 300mm at the wall webs (see Figure 7.4 for 

reference). The detailed definition of the fibre-based section of the walls, double-T webs and the 

floor discretisation are reported in Appendix D. 

Table 7.3 – Parametric variables of the LW set 

Model 
Wall lengths [m]  Between grids 320-330 

End zone Web Lw  Span [m] hTTw [mm]* 

Base Model (BM) 2.00 7.80 11.8  15.0 450 

LW1 1.69 6.62 10.0  13.2 380 

LW2 1.36 5.28   8.0  11.2 300 

LW3 1.02 3.96   6.0    9.2 230 

Fixed variables: ρ 
End Zone

 /ρ 
Web

 = 6.14/1.37%, dwc = 1.6m, dcc = 8.4m, dls = 0m 

* Double-T units of the parametric cases dot not represent commercial sizes. 

 

7.3.2 Analysis results 

7.3.2.1 Building response 

The global monotonic and cyclic force-displacement responses of the models of the LW set are 

shown in Figure 7.14. The monotonic overturning moment of the BM and LW1 to LW3 models 

were 448.3MN·m, 346.7MN·m, 256.6MN·m and 186.6MN·m at 1.5% drift, respectively. The 

cyclic overturning moments for the four models were 95%, 93%, 91% and 88% of the monotonic 

capacities at the same lateral displacement. 

 
Figure 7.14 – Force displacement curves: LW set 
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The reduction in the wall length produced a decrease in building capacity of 23%, 43% and 58% 

for the monotonic cases and 24%, 45% and 62% for the cyclic cases at 1.5% drift. Slight drops in 

capacity were observed in the monotonic cases of the LW set at 0.95%, 1.0%, 1.25% and 1.45% 

lateral drifts for the BM, LW1 to LW3 models. It will be shown in the subsequent sections that this 

was a result of the smaller uplifts in the tensile end of the shorter walls of the parametric cases, 

which delayed the softening of the floor system. The softening of the floor system of the Base 

Model and its effects on the monotonic and cyclic responses of the building components were 

discussed in Chapter 6. 

7.3.2.2 Axial load variation 

The variation of the axial load with respect to the gravitational load demand (ΔN*=N*-N*
Grav) of 

the walls and adjacent columns are shown in Figure 7.15. As can be seen in Figure 7.15(a) the 

softening of the floor system on the tensile wall end affected the axial loads of both the tensile 

column and the wall, while the smaller vertical displacements on the compression end of the wall 

kept transferring axial loads between the wall and the column. 

The axial load on the columns varied with increasing levels of lateral deformation, such that at 

1.5% drift the column on the tensile side underwent net tensile demands and the column on the 

compression side increased its axial loads considerably. The initial gravitational demand on the 

columns of the parametric cases ranged between 2700kN and 3000kN in compression. The 

maximum tensile variation on the axial load of the columns ranged between -6100kN – -7700kN 

and -4000kN – -6300kN for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The maximum compression variation 

in the columns ranged between 5300kN – 7500kN and 3300kN – 5300kN for the monotonic and 

cyclic cases. The reduction in wall length in the LW set reduced the variation in axial load for both 

pushover cases. The columns adjacent to the tensile wall end had differences in the axial load 

variations of -6%, -14% and -21% for models LW1 to LW3 with respect to the monotonic response 

of the Base Model, and in the cyclic cases the differences were -13%, -25% and -36%. In the case 

of the columns adjacent to the compression end of the wall the differences in the axial load 

variations were -10%, -21% and -30% for models LW1 to LW3 with respect to the Base Model for 

the monotonic and cyclic cases. 
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(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.15 – Axial load variation on the wall and adjacent columns: LW set 

The initial gravitational demands on the walls ranged between 4.2%Agfc’ and 4.7%Agfc’ in 

compression for all the parametric cases and they were subjected to net compression demands 

throughout the pushover analyses. In the monotonic cases, the wall-to-floor interaction produced 

maximum compression variations that ranged between 1070kN and 1500kN before the drop in 

demands. In the cyclic cases, the axial load variation ranged between 500kN and 1900kN at 1.5% 
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lateral drift. The differences in the maximum axial load variation of the models LW1 to LW3 with 

respect to the Base Model were -5%, -19% and -29% for the monotonic cases and -25%, -52% 

and -75% for the cyclic cases. As in the case of the columns, the shorter walls produced smaller 

variations in the axial loads than the longer walls. 

Despite the variation of wall axial load for the cyclic cases was shown in Figure 7.15, the details 

about the evolution are difficult to see due to the overlapped curves. Hence, the axial force at peak 

cyclic displacements and when the building returned to the upright position – referred to as residual 

axial load – were filtered out and are displayed in Figure 7.16 along with a chart for the monotonic 

cases. It should be noted that this figure presents the axial loads normalised by the initial 

gravitational load of each model, so a direct relationship between the initial and any load variation 

along the pushover analysis can be determined. In the monotonic cases, the maximum axial loads 

for models BM and LW1 to LW3 were 26%, 28%, 29% and 31% greater than their respective initial 

gravitational loads. These happened just before the drops seen in the curves. In the cyclic cases, 

the axial loads for models BM and LW1 to LW3 at ±1.5% lateral drift were 32%, 28%, 21% and 

13% greater than their respective gravity loads. The residual axial loads for these models at the end 

of the pushover were 24%, 27%, 27% and 25% of their initial gravitational loads. It is worth noting 

that the axial load at peak cyclic displacements permanently increased after 0.75% lateral drift, 

while the residual axial loads increased from 0.5% lateral drift to approximately 1.0%, where the 

growth started to slow down. 

  

(a) Monotonic pushover (b) Cyclic pushover (filtered) 

Figure 7.16 – Wall axial load history: LW set 
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7.3.2.3 Contribution to lateral strength 

The moment-displacement response of the walls, columns and outrigger effect are shown in 

Figure 7.17 for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The wall overturning moment at 1.5% drift was 

268.0MN·m, 190.6MN·m, 122.3MN·m and 70MN·m for the BM and LW1 to LW3 models. At the 

same lateral displacement, the overturning moment for the cyclic cases were within 7% of the 

monotonic responses. The reduction in wall length of the parametric models reduced the wall 

strength 29%, 54% and 74% for LW1 to LW3 with respect to the Base Model. 

The column overturning moment did not vary among the parametric cases and was approximately 

19.0MN·m at the end of the pushover. The overturning moments of the outrigger effect in the 

models BM and LW1 to LW3 were 168.3MN·m, 143.1MN·m, 122.6MN·m and 104.5MN·m for 

the monotonic cases at 1.5% lateral drift. At this drift level the cyclic cases were 14%, 14%, 17% 

and 18% weaker than the respective monotonic cases. The reduction in the wall length in the LW 

parametric set produced a reduction in the outrigger effect of approximately 15%, 29% and 39% 

for the LW1 to LW3 models with respect to the Base Model. 

  

(a) Wall (b) Outrigger effect and columns 

Figure 7.17 – Base moment of the building components: LW set 

The shear and moment contribution of the building components to the total building strength are 

shown as percentages in Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19. It is worth noting that the charts for the cyclic 

cases show the average of the contribution at the positive and negative peak cyclic displacements. 

In both figures the plots show that with increasing lateral displacement, the contribution of the 
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walls decreased and the contribution of the columns and the outrigger effect increased. In addition, 

and as expected, it is observed that the longer the wall the larger the contribution to lateral strength. 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.18 – Shear contribution of the building components: LW set 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.19 – Moment contribution of the building components: LW set 

The shear was distributed more than 90% for the walls and less than 10% for the columns at the 

beginning of the pushovers of all the parametric cases. At the end of the pushover analyses the wall 

contributions had decreased to 79%, 73%, 65% and 54% of the total base shear for the BM and 

LW1 to LW3 models, and the contribution of the columns increased to 21%, 27%, 35% and 46% 

of the total base shear respectively. In the case of the moment, the columns initially contributed 

with less than 3% of the base moment for both pushover cases. This contribution increased at the 

end of the pushover, however it was less than 10% of the total overturning moment. The increase 
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in the contribution of the outrigger effect was approximately 23%→35%, 27%→41%, 33%→47% 

and 42%→54% of the total base moment for the BM and LW1 to LW3 models, respectively. In the 

case of the walls, the decrease in the contribution to the overturning moment was approximately 

76%→60%, 72%→55%, 65%→45% and 55%→37% for the BM and LW1 to LW3 models. 

7.3.2.4 Floor deformation 

The floor deformation profile at 1.5% lateral drift at the wall plane is shown in Figure 7.20. As 

previously done in Chapter 6, the floor profile of level 5 was selected because the vertical 

deformations remained almost constant up to the roof level. In the monotonic cases, the uplift of 

the tensile end of the walls were 150mm, 127mm, 99mm and 75mm for models BM and LW1 to 

LW3. In the cyclic cases, the uplift differed less than 3.5% with respect to those of the monotonic 

cases. The axial elongation of the walls in the monotonic cases were 0.46%, 0.47%, 0.43% and 

0.40% of the respective wall lengths of models BM and LW1 to LW3. These axial elongations 

increased to 0.50%, 0.48%, 0.47% and 0.44% of the respective wall lengths in the cyclic cases. In 

addition, and despite in all the monotonic cases the columns adjacent to the tensile wall end had 

relatively constant vertical deformations around 19mm, in the cyclic cases the vertical 

displacements reduced to 17mm, 13mm, 9mm and 6mm for models BM and LW1 to LW3. 

 

Figure 7.20 – Floor deformation profile on wall plane at 1.5% lateral drift: LW set 

The uplift of the floor crest is presented in Figure 7.21 and the floor rotation at the floor crest is 

presented in Figure 7.22. These plots show the spread of the deformation imposed by the wall 

rotation and elongation into the floor system and the way the deformation is dissipated when 

moving away from the wall plane (see Figure 7.3 for a graphical representation of the uplift and 
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floor rotation). In Figure 7.21 and Figure 7.22 the magnitude of the uplift and rotation is presented 

on the left-hand side, and the normalised uplift and rotation are presented on the right-hand side. 

  

(a) Uplift magnitude (b) Normalised uplift 

Note: double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

Figure 7.21 – Uplift of the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: LW set 

  

(a) Rotation magnitude (b) Normalised rotation 

Note: double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

Figure 7.22 – Rotation at the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: LW set 

As in the previous cases, the floor deformation decreased faster the closer it was from the wall 

plane and slower the farther it was, and the accumulated damage of the floor system in the cyclic 

cases made the floor deformation to decrease faster than in the respective monotonic cases. Despite 

the differences in the floor uplift at the wall plane observed in Figure 7.21(a), the normalised chart 

shows that the rate at which the uplift dissipates into the floor system was very similar among the 

monotonic cases and among the cyclic cases. However, when comparing the impact of the wall 
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length in the uplift dissipation the models with longer walls had faster dissipations in the monotonic 

cases but slower dissipations in the cyclic cases. This is a consequence of the smaller column 

deformations seen in the cyclic cases in Figure 7.20. 

Similar to the uplift, the floor crest rotation at the wall plane was greater for the longer walls. 

However, the floor rotations presented larger variations than the uplifts when the cyclic rotation 

was compared to the monotonic rotation. Increases of 4%, 5%, 12% and 17% were observed for 

the cyclic case of models BM, LW1 to LW3 when compared to the monotonic cases. Also, when 

comparing Figure 7.22 to Figure 7.21 it is observed that the dissipation of the rotation at the floor 

crest occurred faster than the dissipation of the floor uplift. As a reference, 50% of the floor uplift 

was dissipated within the first 1.5-1.6m away from the wall plane in the monotonic cases and within 

the first 1.3m in the cyclic cases. In the case of the floor crest rotation, 50% of it was dissipated 

within 1.1-1.4m away from the wall plane for the monotonic cases and within 1-1.1m in the cyclic 

cases. It is important to note that a further investigation is necessary to relate floor uplift or rotation 

with acceptable levels of floor damage. 

7.3.3 Remarks of the LW set 

The reduction in the wall length affected the bending strength of the wall, the axial load of the wall 

and the overturning moment produced by the outrigger effect. The reduction in the wall strength 

due to the reduction in the length of the wall is not discussed here because it widely known. The 

reduction in wall length influenced the overturning moment of the outrigger effect because it 

reduced the axial loads induced by the wall-to-floor interaction and the distance between these axial 

loads. The reduction in the axial forces of the outriggers (Figure 7.15) was a consequence of the 

smaller floor vertical deformations (Figure 7.20) produced by the shorter walls. In addition, the 

rotation and elongation of the shorter walls reduced the rotation of the floor (Figure 7.22) delaying 

the softening of the floors as can be seen by the larger drifts at which the drops occurred in 

Figure 7.14, Figure 7.15(a) and Figure 7.16(a). This allowed the wall-to-floor interaction to keep 

transferring loads between the vertical elements. These observations are consistent with the 

resistance mechanisms discussed in 6.1.2 for the wall-to-floor interaction and the outrigger effect. 
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7.4 In-plane Wall-Column Distance, dwc 

7.4.1 Description of the models 

The parametric set is composed of 3 models and is referred to as the WC set. In the Base Model, 

the distance between the wall ends and the adjacent columns (In-plane Wall-Column distance, dwc) 

was 1.6 metres. The inner bay spanned 15 metres across gridlines 320 and 330, and the double-T 

web height was 450mm. In the parametric models WC1 to WC3 the wall end-column distance was 

increased to 3, 4 and 5 metres, respectively. This modification altered the span of the double-T 

units of the inner bay and the gravitational load demands of the wall, and so the depth of the 

double-T webs (hTTw) and the floor loads were modified to have a realistic floor stiffness while also 

keeping the gravitational axial load ratio of the wall close to that of the Base Model. This is a result 

of changing only one variable at a time, as increasing the length of the in-plane wall-column 

distance while maintaining the wall length forces the models to have somewhat unrealistic floor 

spans. It is worth noting that this parametric set departs from commonly used building geometries 

due to the long span of the mid-bay, but at the same time, it is more representative of the 

wall-column distance commonly found in RC buildings. 

The values of the variables for the parametric cases of the WC set are summarised in Table 7.4. 

Refer to Figure 7.1 for a graphical representation of the general case. 

Table 7.4 – Parametric variables of the WC set 

Model dwc [m] 
Between grids 320-330 

Span [m] hTTw [mm]* Load factor 

Base Model (BM) 1.6 15.0 450 1.00 

WC1 3.0 17.8 504 0.84 

WC2 4.0 19.8 542 0.76 

WC3 5.0 21.8 577 0.69 

Fixed variables: ρ 
End Zone

 /ρ 
Web

 = 6.14/1.37%, Lw = 11.8m, dcc = 8.4m, dls = 0m 

* Double-T units of the parametric cases dot not represent commercial sizes. 

 

The discretisation of the shell elements representing the floor system in the modified areas had an 

aspect ratio ranging between 2 and 2.3 with element sizes in the order of 600x300mm. The detailed 

definition of the double-T webs and the floor discretisation are reported in Appendix D. 
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7.4.2 Analysis results 

7.4.2.1 Building response 

The global monotonic and cyclic force-displacement responses of the models of the WC set are 

shown in Figure 7.23. The monotonic overturning moment of the BM and WC1 to WC3 models 

were 448.3MN·m, 432.0MN·m, 415.7MN·m and 406.0MN·m at 1.5% drift, respectively. The 

cyclic overturning moments for the four models were approximately 93% of the respective 

monotonic capacities at the same lateral displacement. The increase in the in-plane wall-column 

distance produced a decrease in building capacity of approximately 5%, 8% and 10% for both 

pushover cases at 1.5% drift. The slight drop in capacity observed in the monotonic response of the 

Base Model was not seen in the parametric models. It will be shown in the subsequent sections that 

this was a result of the longer span between the wall ends and the adjacent columns, which reduced 

the rotation and avoid the softening of the floor system. All the simulations but the monotonic Base 

Model showed a hardening response in post-yield phase of the pushovers. 

 
Figure 7.23 – Force displacement curves: WC set 

7.4.2.2 Axial load variation 

The variation of the axial load with respect to the gravitational load demand (ΔN*=N*-N*
Grav) of 

the walls and adjacent columns are shown in Figure 7.24. The axial load on the columns varied 

with increasing levels of lateral deformation, such that at 1.5% drift the column on the tensile side 

underwent net tensile demands for all models except the cyclic case of WC3 that reduced its 

compression demands to close to 300kN. The initial gravitational demand on the columns of the 

parametric cases ranged between 3000kN and 4000kN in compression. The maximum tensile 
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variation on the axial load of the columns ranged between -4200kN – -7700kN and -3400kN 

– -6300kN for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The maximum compression variation in the columns 

ranged between 2200kN – 7500kN and 1300kN – 5300kN for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The 

increase of the in-plane wall-column distance in the WC set reduced the variation in axial load for 

both pushover cases. At 1.5% lateral drift, the columns adjacent to the tensile end of the walls in 

models WC1 to WC3 had differences in their axial load variations of -19%, -34% and -45% with 

respect to the monotonic response of the Base Model. For the same models and drifts the differences 

in the cyclic cases were -15%, -28% and -39%. In the case of the columns adjacent to the 

compression wall end the axial load variations in models WC1 to WC3 were -43%, -60% and -71% 

with respect to the Base Model for the monotonic and cyclic cases. 

The initial gravitational demands on the walls ranged between 3.2%Agfc’ and 4.2%Agfc’ in 

compression for all the parametric cases and they were subjected to net compression demands 

throughout the pushover analyses. In the monotonic cases, the wall-to-floor interaction produced 

maximum compression variations that ranged between 1500kN and 2200kN. It should be noted 

that the axial load transferred from the compression wall end to the column was smaller due to the 

larger in-plane wall-column distance with similar downward deformation. This allowed the walls 

of the parametric cases to have permanent increases in axial load. Also, the longer in-plane 

wall-column distance avoided the floor softening seen in the Base Model, and therefore the drop in 

demands did not occur in the parametric models. In the cyclic cases, the axial load variation ranged 

between 1900kN and 2600kN at 1.5% lateral drift. The differences in the maximum axial load 

variation of the models WC1 to WC3 with respect to the Base Model were +44%, +40% and +36% 

for the monotonic cases and +14%, +23% and +37% for the cyclic cases. 

Despite the variation of wall axial load for the cyclic cases was shown in Figure 7.24, the details 

about the evolution are difficult to see due to the overlapped curves. For this reason, the axial force 

at peak cyclic displacements and when the building returned to the upright position – referred to as 

residual axial load – were filtered out and are displayed in Figure 7.25 along with a chart for the 

monotonic cases. It should be noted that this figure presents the axial loads normalised by the initial 
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gravitational load of each model, so a direct relationship between the initial and any load variation 

along the pushover analysis can be determined. 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.24 – Axial load variation on the wall and adjacent columns: WC set 

In the monotonic cases, the maximum axial load for model BM was 26% and for the parametric set 

was approximately 46% greater than their respective initial gravitational loads. In the cyclic cases, 
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the axial loads for models BM and WC1 to WC3 at ±1.5% lateral drift were 34%, 54%, 51% and 

48% greater than their respective gravity loads. The residual axial loads for these models at the end 

of the pushover were 26%, 39%, 36% and 30% of their initial gravitational loads. It is worth noting 

that the axial load at peak cyclic displacements of the parametric cases increased constantly 

throughout the pushover, while the residual axial load started increasing from 0.25% drift until 

approximately 1.0%, where the growth started to slow down. 

  

(a) Monotonic pushover (b) Cyclic pushover (filtered) 

Figure 7.25 – Wall axial load history: WC set 

7.4.2.3 Contribution to lateral strength 

The moment-displacement response of the walls, columns and outrigger effect are shown in 

Figure 7.26 for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The wall overturning moment at 1.5% drift was 

approximately 270MN·m and 260MN·m for the monotonic and cyclic responses of all the models. 

The increase of the in-plane wall-column distance had minor effects on the wall demands. A similar 

behaviour is seen in the columns, where the overturning moment did not vary among the parametric 

cases and was approximately 19.0MN·m at the end of the pushover. 

The overturning moment of the outrigger effect in the models BM and WC1 to WC3 was 

168.3MN·m, 146.4MN·m, 131.9MN·m and 123.0MN·m for the monotonic cases at 1.5% lateral 

drift. At this drift level the cyclic cases were 14%, 14%, 11% and 10% weaker than the monotonic 

cases. The reduction of the in-plane wall-column distance in the WC parametric set produced a 

reduction in the outrigger effect for both pushover cases of approximately 13%, 20% and 25% for 
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the WC1 to WC3 models with respect to the Base Model. These reductions in the outrigger effect 

also reduced the magnitude of the wall shear demand. For models BM and WC1 to WC3 the shear 

demands of the walls at level 1 for 1.5% lateral drift were 15775kN, 15080kN, 14320kN and 

13800kN for both pushover cases. This shows reductions of 4%, 9% and 12% with respect to the 

Base Model. 

  

(a) Wall (b) Outrigger effect and columns 

Figure 7.26 – Base moment of the building components: WC set 

The shear and moment contribution of the building components to the total building strength are 

shown as percentages in Figure 7.27 and Figure 7.28. It is worth noting that the charts for the cyclic 

cases show the average of the contribution at the positive and negative peak cyclic displacements. 

In both figures the plots show that with increasing lateral displacement, the contribution of the 

walls decreased and the contribution of the columns and the outrigger effect increased. 

The distribution of shear for all the models was more than 95% for the walls and less than 5% for 

the columns at the beginning of the pushovers. At the end the pushover, this distribution changed 

and the walls carried between 75% and 79% of the buildings’ shear demands while the columns 

resisted the remaining 23% to 25%. In the case of the moment, the columns initially contributed 

with less than 1% of the base moment for both pushover cases. This contribution increased at the 

end of the pushover, however it was less than 6% of the total overturning moment in all models. 

The increase in the contribution of the outrigger effect was approximately 23%→35%, 17%→32%, 

15%→31% and 14%→29% of the total base moment for the BM and WC1 to WC3 models, 

respectively. In the case of the walls, the decrease in the contribution to the overturning moment 
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was approximately 76%→60%, 82%→63%, 84%→65% and 86%→66% for the BM and WC1 to 

WC3 models. It should be noted that the percentage change in the contribution of the wall to the 

overturning moment between different parametric cases is only a consequence of the decrease in 

contribution of the outrigger effect, because the magnitude of the wall moment is almost the same 

for all the parametric cases as can be seen in Figure 7.26(a). 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.27 – Shear contribution of the building components: WC set 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.28 – Moment contribution of the building components: WC set 

7.4.2.4 Floor deformation 

The floor deformation profile at 1.5% lateral drift at the wall plane is shown in Figure 7.29. As 

previously done in Chapter 6, the floor profile of level 5 was selected because the vertical 

deformations remained almost constant up to the roof level. In the monotonic cases, the uplift of 
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the tensile end of the walls was 150mm for model BM and approximately 148mm for the parametric 

models WC1 to WC3. In the cyclic cases, the uplift differed less than 3.0% with respect to those of 

the monotonic cases. In all the models, the axial elongation of the walls were approximately 0.46% 

and 0.50% of the wall length in the monotonic and cyclic cases, respectively. In addition, the 

in-plane wall-column distance affected the elongation of the adjacent columns, such that the longer 

the span between the wall and the column the smaller the vertical deformation of the column. The 

monotonic response of the parametric cases WC1 to WC3 showed reductions in the vertical 

deformations of the columns with respect to that of the Base Model of 38%, 66% and 79% in tensile 

side and reductions of 26%, 37% and 44% in the compression side. The cyclic elongation of the 

columns was between 20-30% less of the respective elongation of the monotonic cases. 

 

Figure 7.29 – Floor deformation profile on wall plane at 1.5% lateral drift: WC set 

The uplift of the floor crest is presented in Figure 7.30 and the floor rotation at the floor crest is 

presented in Figure 7.31. These plots show the spread of the deformation imposed by the wall 

rotation and elongation into the floor system and the way the deformation is dissipated when 

moving away from the wall plane (see Figure 7.3 for a graphical representation of the uplift and 

floor rotation). In Figure 7.30 and Figure 7.31 the magnitude of the uplift and rotation is presented 

on the left-hand side, and the normalised uplift and rotation are presented on the right-hand side. 

As in the previous cases, the floor deformation decreased faster the closer it was from the wall 

plane and slower the farther it was, and the accumulated damage of the floor system in the cyclic 

cases made the floor deformation to decrease faster than in the respective monotonic cases. In both 

pushover cases, the models with shorter spans had faster reductions in vertical deformation than 
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the models with longer spans. For example, at the inflection point (1.2m) there uplift of the BM 

model was 12.6mm and 18.3mm smaller than the uplift of the WC3 model for the monotonic and 

cyclic cases, respectively. In addition, model WC2 and WC3 with wall-column distances of 4m and 

5m presented similar deformation profiles and uplift dissipation. 

  

(a) Uplift magnitude (b) Normalised uplift 

Note: double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

Figure 7.30 – Uplift of the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: WC set 

  

(a) Rotation magnitude (b) Normalised rotation 

Note: double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

Figure 7.31 – Rotation at the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: WC set 

Unlike the uplift, the floor rotation at the wall plane was affected by the distance between the wall 

end and the column. These rotations were 37%, 47% and 54% smaller in models WC1 to WC3 than 

the floor crest rotation of the Base Model at the wall plane. Despite this difference at the wall plane, 

the rotations of the four models beyond the inflection point (1.2m) had similar magnitudes. Also, 
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when comparing Figure 7.30 to Figure 7.31 it is observed that the dissipation of the rotation at the 

floor crest occurred faster than the dissipation of the floor uplift. As a reference, 50% of the floor 

uplift was dissipated within the first 1.5-1.8m away from the wall plane in the monotonic cases and 

within the first 1.1-1.7m in the cyclic cases. In the case of the floor crest rotation, 50% of it was 

dissipated within 1.1-1.7m away from the wall plane for the monotonic cases and within 1.0-1.6m 

in the cyclic cases. It is important to note that a further investigation is necessary to relate floor 

uplift or rotation with acceptable levels of floor damage. 

7.4.3 Remarks of the WC set 

The increase in the in-plane wall-column distance affected the axial load on the wall and the 

overturning moment produced by the outrigger effect. As expected by the mechanics of 

wall-to-floor interaction (section 6.1.2), the larger distances between the wall ends and the adjacent 

columns allowed the vertical deformations of the floor system to be accommodated in longer spans 

(Figure 7.29). This reduced the rotation of the floors (Figure 7.31(a)) and prevented the floor 

softening observed in other models. The smaller rotations reduced the axial load transfer while the 

prevention of the floor softening allowed the transfer to keep happening until the end of the 

pushover. As a result, the load transfer from the column to the tensile wall end was larger than the 

transfer from the compression wall end to the adjacent column, producing a constant increase in 

the axial load of the wall (Figure 7.25). The larger distance between the axial load of the columns 

did not overcome the reduction in axial forces, and so the overturning moment of the outrigger 

effect reduced with increasing lengths of the in-plane wall-column distance. 

7.5 Bay Width, dcc 

7.5.1 Description of the model 

The parametric set is composed of 2 models and is referred to as the CC set. In the Base Model, the 

bay width (dcc) between the vertical planes on gridlines 110 and 120 was 8.4 metres. In the 

parametric models CC1 and CC2 this distance was changed to 6 and 10.2 metres, respectively. This 

modification affected the axial load of the vertical elements, and so the floor loads were changed 

such that the gravitational axial load of the wall was close to that of the Base Model. This in turn, 
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affected the gravitational deformations of the floor system so the depth of the double-T webs (hTTw) 

were modified as well. The values of the variables for the parametric cases of the CC set were taken 

from values commonly seen while performing the typology analysis of Chapter 3 and are 

summarised in Table 7.5. Refer to Figure 7.1 for a graphical representation of the general case. 

Table 7.5 – Parametric variables of the CC set 

Model dcc [m] hTTw [mm]* Load factor 

CC1 6.0 503 1.40 

Base Model (BM) 8.4 450 1.00 

CC2 10.2 422 0.82 

Fixed variables: ρ 
End Zone

 /ρ 
Web

 = 6.14/1.37%, Lw = 11.8m, dwc = 1.6m, dls = 0m 

* Double-T units of the parametric cases dot not represent commercial sizes 

The aspect ratio of the shell elements representing the floor remained the same because the 

distances dcc were selected as a multiple of the Base Model discretisation scheme. The detailed 

definition of the double-T webs and the floor discretisation are reported in Appendix D. 

7.5.2 Analysis results 

7.5.2.1 Building response 

The global monotonic and cyclic force-displacement responses of the models of the CC set are 

shown in Figure 7.32. At 1.5% drift, the monotonic overturning moment of the model CC1 was 

455.5MN·m while the overturning moment of models BM and CC2 was 448.3MN·m. The cyclic 

overturning moments for the models ranged between 94%-95% of the respective monotonic 

capacities at the same lateral displacement. 

 
Figure 7.32 – Force displacement curves: CC set 
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A drop in the capacity of the monotonic cases is observed a around 0.95% lateral drift produced by 

the softening of the floor system. Unlike the monotonic cases, the capacities of the cyclic cases 

showed a hardening response in the post-yield phase. The softening of the floor system of the Base 

Model and its effects on the monotonic and cyclic responses of the building components were 

discussed in Chapter 6. 

7.5.2.2 Axial load variation 

The variation of the axial load with respect to the gravitational load demand (ΔN*=N*-N*
Grav) of 

the walls and adjacent columns are shown in Figure 7.33. The axial load on the columns varied 

with increasing levels of lateral deformation, such that at 1.5% drift the column on the tensile side 

underwent net tensile demands for all models. The initial gravitational demand on the columns of 

the parametric cases was approximately 3000kN in compression. The maximum tensile variation 

on the axial load of the columns ranged between -7200kN – -7900kN and -5900kN – -6300kN for 

the monotonic and cyclic cases. The maximum compression variation in the columns ranged 

between 6900kN – 7700kN and 4200kN – 5500kN for the monotonic and cyclic cases. At 1.5% 

lateral drift, the columns adjacent to the tensile end of the walls in models CC1 and CC2 had 

differences in their axial load variations of approximately -6% and +2% with respect to the response 

of the Base Model for both pushover cases. In the case of the columns adjacent to the compression 

wall end the axial load variations in models CC1 and CC2 were approximately -10% and +4% with 

respect to the Base Model for the monotonic and cyclic cases. 

The initial gravitational demands on the walls ranged between 4.2%Agfc’ and 4.3%Agfc’ in 

compression for all the parametric cases and they were subjected to net compression demands 

throughout the pushover analyses. In the monotonic cases, the wall-to-floor interaction produced 

maximum compression variations that ranged between 1200kN and 2000kN before the drops in 

the demands at 0.95% drift. In the cyclic cases, the load variation at ±1.5% drift ranged between 

1700kN and 2100kN. The differences in the maximum axial load variation of the models CC1 and 

CC2 with respect to the Base Model were +29% and -21% for the monotonic cases and +13% 

and -10% for the cyclic cases. It should be noted that the shorter OoP wall-column distance 

produced more engagement of the columns on gridline 120. This is illustrated in Figure 7.34 that 
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shows the axial load variation of the column in the intersection of the gridlines 320 and 120. It is 

shown that the shorter bay width in model CC1 produced an increase in the axial load variation of 

the column, while the longer bays of the other two models had smaller increases in axial load. This 

allowed the wall to collect more axial load from the column on gridline 120. 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.33 – Axial load variation on the wall and adjacent columns: CC set 
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(a) Monotonic case (b) Cyclic case 

Figure 7.34 – Axial load variation on column in gridlines 320/120: CC set 

Despite the variation of wall axial load for the cyclic cases was shown in Figure 7.33, the details 

about the evolution are difficult to see due to the overlapped curves. For this reason, the axial force 

at peak cyclic displacements and when the building returned to the upright position – referred to as 

residual axial load – were filtered out and are displayed in Figure 7.35 along with a chart for the 

monotonic cases. It should be noted that this figure presents the axial loads normalised by the initial 

gravitational load of each model, so a direct relationship between the initial and any load variation 

along the pushover analysis can be determined. 

  

(a) Monotonic pushover (b) Cyclic pushover (filtered) 

Figure 7.35 – Wall axial load history: CC set 

In the monotonic cases, the maximum axial loads for models CC1, BM and CC2 were 33%, 26% 

and 20% greater than their respective initial gravitational loads. In the cyclic cases, the axial loads 
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for models CC1, BM and CC2 at ±1.5% lateral drift were 35%, 34% and 29% greater than their 

respective gravity loads. The residual axial loads for these models at the end of the pushover were 

21%, 26% and 23% greater than their initial gravitational loads. It is worth noting that the axial 

load at peak cyclic displacements of the parametric cases increased from 0.5% drift until the end 

of the pushover analysis, while the residual axial load started increasing from 0.25% drift until 

approximately 1.0%, where the growth started to slow down or decrease. 

7.5.2.3 Contribution to lateral strength 

The moment-displacement response of the walls, columns and outrigger effect are shown in 

Figure 7.36 for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The wall overturning moment at 1.5% drift was 

270.8MN·for CC1 and approximately 268MN·m for BM and CC2. At the same lateral 

displacement, the overturning moment for the cyclic cases were within 4% of the monotonic 

responses. The column overturning moment did not vary among the parametric cases and was 

approximately 19.0MN·m at the end of the pushover. The overturning moments of the outrigger 

effect in the model CC1 was 172.1MN·m and approximately 168.3MN·m for models BM and CC2 

for the monotonic cases at 1.5% lateral drift. At this drift level the cyclic cases were approximately 

15% weaker than the respective monotonic cases. This reduction in the outrigger effect of model 

CC1 also reduced the magnitude of the wall shear demand. At 1.5% lateral drift the shear demand 

of the wall was 16820kN for both pushover cases. This represents an increase of 3% with respect 

to the Base Model. 

  

(a) Walls (b) Outrigger effect and columns 

Figure 7.36 – Base moment of the building components: CC set 
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The shear and moment contribution of the building components to the total building strength are 

shown as percentages in Figure 7.37 and Figure 7.38. It is worth noting that the charts for the cyclic 

cases show the average of the contribution at the positive and negative peak cyclic displacements. 

In both figures the plots show that with increasing lateral displacement, the contribution of the 

walls decreased and the contribution of the columns and the outrigger effect increased. 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.37 – Shear contribution of the building components: CC set 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.38 – Moment contribution of the building components: CC set 

The distribution of shear for all the models was more than 95% for the walls and less than 5% for 

the columns at the beginning of the pushovers. At the end the pushover, this distribution changed 

and the walls carried approximately 79% of the buildings’ shear demands while the columns 

resisted the remaining 22%. In the case of the moment, the columns initially contributed with less 
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than 1% of the base moment for both pushover cases. This contribution increased to 4.5% at the 

end of the pushover. The increase in the contribution of the outrigger effect was approximately 

23%→36% for all the models. In the case of the walls, the decrease in the contribution to the 

overturning moment was approximately 76%→60% for all models. 

7.5.2.4 Floor deformation 

The floor deformation profile at 1.5% lateral drift at the wall plane is shown in Figure 7.39. As 

previously done in Chapter 6, the floor profile of level 5 was selected because the vertical 

deformations remained almost constant up to the roof level. It can be seen that the variation of the 

OoP wall-column distance had a minor effect in the deformation of the floor profile at the wall 

plane. However, some differences are observed in the vertical deformation of the column adjacent 

to the tensile wall end. For the walls, the uplift of the tensile wall end was approximately 150mm 

for all the models in the monotonic cases. In the cyclic cases, the uplift differed less than 1.0% with 

respect to monotonic cases. In all the models the axial elongation of the walls was 0.46% and 0.50% 

of the wall length for the monotonic and cyclic cases, respectively. The shorter OoP wall-column 

distance generated smaller vertical deformations for the column on the tensile side, because the 

pulling load from the floor system was shared with the column on gridline 120. The column on the 

tensile side in model CC1 had a reduction in elongation of 18% and 15% in the monotonic and 

cyclic cases. 

 

Figure 7.39 – Floor deformation profile on wall plane at 1.5% lateral drift: CC set 

Note: Grey elements represent the position of the wall and the columns 
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The uplift of the floor crest is presented in Figure 7.40 and the floor rotation at the floor crest is 

presented in Figure 7.41. These plots show the spread of the deformation imposed by the wall 

rotation and elongation into the floor system and the way the deformation is dissipated when 

moving away from the wall plane (see Figure 7.3 for a graphical representation of the uplift and 

floor rotation). In Figure 7.40 and Figure 7.41 the magnitude of the uplift and rotation is presented 

on the left-hand side, and the normalised uplift and rotation are presented on the right-hand side. 

  

(a) Uplift magnitude (b) Normalised Uplift 

Note: double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

Figure 7.40 – Uplift of the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: CC set 

  

(a) Rotation magnitude (b) Normalised rotation 

Note: double-T webs at 0.6m, 1.8m and 3.0m 

Figure 7.41 – Rotation at the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: CC set 

As in the previous cases, the floor deformation decreased faster the closer it was from the wall 

plane and slower the farther it was, and the accumulated damage of the floor system in the cyclic 
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cases made the floor deformation to decrease faster than in the respective monotonic cases. The 

uplift of model CC1 with the shorter OoP wall-column distance also reduced faster than the other 

models. For instance, at the inflection point (1.2m) the uplift of floor system of model CC1 was 

approximately 9mm smaller than the uplift of model CC2. 

The parametric models CC1 and CC2 had minor differences in the floor crest rotation. In general, 

the curves of the spread of floor rotation are relatively close, especially in the normalised rotation 

plot. In addition, when comparing Figure 7.40 and Figure 7.41 it is observed that the dissipation of 

the rotation at the floor crest occurred faster than the dissipation of the floor uplift. As a reference, 

50% of the floor uplift was dissipated within the first 1.4-1.5m away from the wall plane in the 

monotonic cases and within the first 1.2-1.4m in the cyclic cases. In the case of the floor crest 

rotation, 50% of it was dissipated within 1.0-1.1m away from the wall plane for the monotonic 

cases and within 1.0m in the cyclic cases. As mentioned in other sections, it is important to note 

that a further investigation is necessary to relate floor uplift or rotation with acceptable levels of 

floor damage. 

7.5.3 Remarks of the CC set 

The variation of the bay width highlighted the effect of the three-dimensional interaction in the 

building response by increasing or reducing the engagement of the columns in gridline 120. As 

described in the mechanics of the outrigger effect (section 6.1.2) this interaction is expected to 

increase the closer the offset element is to the plane where the uplift occurred (grid 110 in this 

case). This was observed when the bay width was reduced to 6 metres, in which case the axial load 

variations in the column 320/120 were larger (Figure 7.34) than in the cases when the bay width 

was larger. It was also accompanied by a reduction in the axial load variation of the columns 

adjacent to the wall and an increase in the axial load of the wall (Figure 7.33), so the increase in 

the axial load on grid 120 balanced out the decrease in axial load of the columns on grid 110, such 

that the magnitude of the outrigger effect was almost the same among the models of the CC set 

(Figure 7.36(b)). 
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7.6 Link Slab, dls 

7.6.1 Description of the models 

The parametric set is composed of 3 models and is referred to as the LS set. In the Base Model, the 

double-T units spanned parallel to the wall plane and the first unit was placed right against the wall, 

not allowing for any link slab as shown in Figure 7.42(a). In the parametric models LS1 to LS3 the 

position of the first unit was offset by 600mm, 1200mm, and 1500mm away from the wall plane, 

effectively creating a link slab as shown in Figure 7.42(b). This modification did not affect the 

overall geometry of the building so no changes to the double-T units or loads were required. The 

values of the variables for the parametric cases of the LS set were selected based on the typical link 

slab width of 600mm (LS1) seen while doing the typology analysis, and the larger values were 

selected as “what if” cases. A summary of the values is presented in Table 7.6 along with the 

distance between the wall and the first double-T web as reference. Note that the link slab was only 

included in the inner bay as shown in Figure 7.1. 

  

(a) Base Model (b) Parametric models 

Note: The reinforcement of the double-T units omitted for clarity 

Figure 7.42 – Wall-to-floor connection 

Table 7.6 – Parametric variables of the LS set 

Model 
Link slab width 

dls [mm] 

Position of first TT web 

dww [mm] 

Base Model (BM) 0 600 

LS1 600 1200 

LS2 1200 1800 

LS3 1500 2127 

Fixed variables: ρ 
End Zone

 /ρ 
Web

 = 6.14/1.37%, Lw = 11.8m, dwc = 1.6m, dcc = 8.4m 
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In the Base Model, the reinforcement of the layered shell sections representing the floor at the 

wall-floor connection comprised the starter bars, the topping reinforcement and the reinforcement 

of the double-T flange (see section 5.3.7 Assumptions and limitations). In this model, the starter 

bars extended 1.2m from the wall plane into the floor. In the case of the link slab of the parametric 

models, the reinforcement of the double-T flange was omitted and the length of the starter bars was 

the same as the length of the link slab. The detailed definition of the layered shell sections and the 

floor discretisation are reported in Appendix D. 

7.6.2 Analysis results 

7.6.2.1 Building response 

The global monotonic and cyclic force-displacement responses of the models of the LS set are 

shown in Figure 7.43. At 1.5% drift, the monotonic overturning moment of the models BM and 

LS1 to LS3 were 448.3MN·m, 438.9MN·m, 422.1MN·m and 416.5MN·m. The cyclic overturning 

moments for the four models were approximately 93% of the respective monotonic capacities at 

the same lateral displacement. 

 

Figure 7.43 – Force displacement curves: LS set 

The increase of the link slab length reduced the capacity of the models LS1 to LS3 by 2%, 6% and 

7% with respect to the Base Model. The drop in the capacity seen in the monotonic case of the base 

model due to floor softening is also observed around 0.95% lateral drift of the monotonic versions 

of the parametric models. Unlike the monotonic cases, the capacities of the cyclic cases showed a 

hardening response in the post-yield phase. The softening of the floor system of the Base Model 
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and its effects on the monotonic and cyclic responses of the building components were discussed 

in Chapter 6. 

7.6.2.2 Axial load variation 

The variation of the axial load with respect to the gravitational load demand (ΔN*=N*-N*
Grav) of 

the walls and adjacent columns are shown in Figure 7.44. The axial load on the columns varied 

with increasing levels of lateral deformation, such that at 1.5% drift the column on the tensile side 

underwent net tensile demands for all models. The initial gravitational demand on the columns of 

the parametric cases was approximately 3000kN in compression. The maximum tensile variation 

on the axial load of the columns ranged between -6500kN – -7700kN and -4400kN – -6300kN for 

the monotonic and cyclic cases. The maximum compression variation in the columns ranged 

between 5800kN – 7500kN and 3000kN – 5300kN for the monotonic and cyclic cases. At 1.5% 

lateral drift, the columns adjacent to the tensile end of the walls in models LS1 to LS3 had 

differences in their axial load variations of -2%, -12% and -15% with respect to the monotonic 

response of the Base Model. For the same models and drifts the differences in the cyclic cases 

were -12%, -21% and -27%. In the case of the columns adjacent to the compression wall end the 

axial load variations in models LS1 to LS3 were -6%, -18% and -23% with respect to the Base 

Model for the monotonic cases. The differences for the cyclic cases were -22%, -30% and -32% of 

the Base Model response at 1.5% lateral drift. In general, the existence of a link slab reduces the 

coupling of the vertical building components and fewer axial loads were transferred between them. 

The initial gravitational demands on the walls ranged between 4.0%Agfc’ and 4.2%Agfc’ in 

compression for all the parametric cases and they were subjected to net compression demands 

throughout the pushover analyses. In the monotonic cases, the wall-to-floor interaction produced 

maximum compression variations that ranged between 1500kN and 1900kN before the drop in the 

demands. In the cyclic cases, the axial load variation ranged between 1300kN and 1900kN at ±1.5% 

lateral drift. The differences in the maximum axial load variation of the models LS1 to LS3 with 

respect to the Base Model at 1.5% drift were +23%, +6% and +6% for the monotonic cases 

and -12%, -21% and -33% for the cyclic cases. In the monotonic case of the parametric models the 

more flexible floor system adjacent to the wall transferred less axial load from the wall compression 
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end to the column on the compression side, while the uplift of the tensile wall end drew similar 

axial loads from the column to the walls as the Base Model. This generated a net increase in axial 

load variations in the walls as seen in Figure 7.44(a). In the cyclic cases, the cyclic displacements 

damaged the floor system which in conjunction with the wall elongation led to less increases in the 

variation of axial load of the parametric models in comparison to the Base Model. 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.44 – Axial load variation on the wall and adjacent columns LS set 
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Despite the variation of wall axial load for the cyclic cases was shown in Figure 7.44, the details 

about the evolution are difficult to see due to the overlapped curves. For this reason, the axial force 

at peak cyclic displacements and when the building returned to the upright position – referred to as 

residual axial load – were filtered out and are displayed in Figure 7.45 along with a chart for the 

monotonic cases. It should be noted that this figure presents the axial loads normalised by the initial 

gravitational load of each model, so a direct relationship between the initial and any load variation 

along the pushover analysis can be determined. 

  

(a) Monotonic pushover (b) Cyclic pushover – peak displacements 

Figure 7.45 – Wall axial load history LS set 

In the monotonic cases, the maximum axial loads for models BM and LS1 to LS3 were 26%, 33%, 

29% and 29% greater than their respective initial gravitational loads. These happened just before 

the drops seen in the curves. In the cyclic cases, the axial loads for models BM and LS1 to LS3 at 

±1.5% lateral drift were 34%, 29%, 26% and 22% greater than their respective gravity loads. The 

residual axial loads for these models at the end of the pushover were 26%, 26%, 24% and 22% of 

their initial gravitational loads. It is worth noting that the axial load of the parametric cases LS1 to 

LS3 at peak cyclic displacements permanently increased, while the residual axial loads increased 

from 0.25% lateral drift to approximately 1.0%, where the growth started to slow down or reduced. 

7.6.2.3 Contribution to lateral strength 

The moment-displacement response of the walls, columns and outrigger effect are shown in 

Figure 7.46 for the monotonic and cyclic cases. The wall overturning moment at 1.5% drift ranged 
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between 268MN·m and 264MN·m for the monotonic cases. In the case of the cyclic pushovers, 

they ranged between 257MN·m and 262MN·m. The presence of a link slab and its width had minor 

effects on the wall demands. A similar behaviour is seen in the columns, where the overturning 

moment had no significant variations among the parametric cases and was approximately 

19.0MN·m at the end of the pushover. The overturning moment of the outrigger effect in the models 

BM and LS1 to LS3 was 168.3MN·m, 161.5MN·m, 145.2MN·m and 139.2MN·m for the 

monotonic cases at 1.5% lateral drift. At this drift level the cyclic cases were 14%, 18%, 15% and 

14% weaker than the respective monotonic case. The link slab in the LS parametric set produced a 

reduction in the outrigger effect of 4%, 14% and 17% for the LS1 to LS3 models with respect to 

the monotonic response of the Base Model. In the case of the cyclic response, the reduction in the 

outrigger effect of the models LS1 to LS3 was 9%, 15% and 18% with respect to the Base Model. 

These reductions in the outrigger effect also reduced the magnitude of the wall shear demand. For 

models BM and LS1 to LS3 the shear demands of the walls at level 1 for 1.5% lateral drift were 

15775kN, 15360kN, 14640kN and 14310kN for both pushover cases. This shows reductions of 

3%, 7% and 9% with respect to the Base Model. 

  

(a) Wall (b) Outrigger effect and columns 

Figure 7.46 – Base moment of the building components LS set 

The shear and moment contribution of the building components to the total building strength are 

shown as percentages in Figure 7.47 and Figure 7.48. It is worth noting that the charts for the cyclic 

cases show the average of the contribution at the positive and negative peak cyclic displacements. 
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In both figures the plots show that with increasing lateral displacement, the contribution of the 

walls decreased and the contribution of the columns and the outrigger effect increased. 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.47 – Shear contribution of the building components LS set 

  

(a) Monotonic cases (b) Cyclic cases 

Figure 7.48 – Moment contribution of the building components: LS set 

The distribution of shear for all the models was more than 95% for the walls and less than 5% for 

the columns at the beginning of the pushovers. At the end the pushover, this distribution changed 

and the walls carried around 79% of the buildings’ shear demands while the columns resisted the 

remaining 22%. In the case of the moment, the columns initially contributed with less than 1% of 

the base moment for both pushover cases. This contribution increased at the end of the pushover, 

however it was less than 5% of the total overturning moment in all models. The increase in the 

contribution of the outrigger effect was approximately 23%→35%, 22%→34%, 21%→32% and 
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21%→32% of the total base moment for the BM and LS1 to LS3 models, respectively. In the case 

of the walls, the decrease in the contribution to the overturning moment was approximately 

76%→60%, 77%→61%, 78%→63% and 79%→64% for the BM and LS1 to LS3 models. It should 

be noted that the percentage change in the contribution of the wall to the overturning moment 

between different parametric cases is only a consequence of the decrease in contribution of the 

outrigger effect, because the magnitude of the wall moment is almost the same for all the parametric 

cases as can be seen in Figure 7.46(a). 

7.6.2.4 Floor deformation 

The floor deformation profile at 1.5% lateral drift at the wall plane is shown in Figure 7.49. As 

previously done in Chapter 6, the floor profile of level 5 was selected because the vertical 

deformations remained almost constant up to the roof level. For the walls, the uplift of the tensile 

wall end was approximately 150mm for all the models in the monotonic cases. In the cyclic cases, 

the uplift differed less than 1.0% with respect to monotonic cases. In all the models the axial 

elongation of the walls was 0.46% and 0.50% of the wall length for the monotonic and cyclic cases, 

respectively. The inclusion of a link slab and the variation of its width had a minor effect in the 

deformation of the floor profile at the wall plane. However, some differences are observed in the 

vertical deformation of the column adjacent to the tensile wall end. The wider link slabs generated 

smaller vertical deformations for the column on the tensile side, because they were more flexible 

and allowed more deformations to occur. The reduction in uplift of the column varied 

between -18% – -46% in the monotonic cases and between -29% – -56% in the cyclic cases. 

 

Figure 7.49 – Floor deformation profile on wall plane at 1.5% lateral drift: LS set 

Note: Grey elements represent the position of the wall and the columns 
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The uplift of the floor crest is presented in Figure 7.50 and the floor rotation at the floor crest is 

presented in Figure 7.51. These plots show the spread of the deformation imposed by the wall 

rotation and elongation into the floor system and the way the deformation is dissipated when 

moving away from the wall plane (see Figure 7.3 for a graphical representation of the uplift and 

floor rotation). In Figure 7.50 and Figure 7.51 the magnitude of the uplift and rotation is presented 

on the left-hand side, and the normalised uplift and rotation are presented on the right-hand side. 

  

(a) Uplift magnitude (b) Normalised uplift 

Note: first double-T web position provided in Table 7.6 

Figure 7.50 – Uplift of the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: LS set 

  

(a) Rotation magnitude (b) Normalised rotation 

Note: first double-T web position provided in Table 7.6 

Figure 7.51 – Rotation at the floor crest at 1.5% lateral drift: LS set 

As in the previous cases, the floor deformation decreased faster the closer it was from the wall 

plane and slower the farther it was, and the accumulated damage of the floor system in the cyclic 
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cases made the floor deformation to decrease faster than in the respective monotonic cases. In 

general, the presence of the link slab allowed faster dissipation of the uplift and rotations. However, 

the monotonic deformation of the floor of the model LS1 – that had the shorter link slab – showed 

slower dissipation than all the other models for both the monotonic and cyclic cases. Also, it is 

worth noting that the two models with the widest link slab, LS2 and LS3, showed similar uplift and 

rotation dissipation within the width of their link slab. In addition, model SL3 had the inflection 

point of the monotonic vertical deformation 1.5m away from the wall plane, which is the place 

where the double-T units start. When comparing Figure 7.50 and Figure 7.51 it is observed that the 

dissipation of the rotation at the floor crest occurred faster than the dissipation of the floor uplift. 

As a reference, 50% of the floor uplift was dissipated within the first 1.3-1.7m away from the wall 

plane in the monotonic cases and within the first 1.1-1.3m in the cyclic cases. In the case of the 

floor crest rotation, 50% of it was dissipated within 1.1-1.3m away from the wall plane for the 

monotonic cases and within 0.9-1.0m in the cyclic cases. As mentioned in other sections, it is 

important to note that a further investigation is necessary to relate floor uplift or rotation with 

acceptable levels of floor damage. 

7.6.3 Remarks of the LS set 

The increase in the width of the link slab affected the axial loads of the wall and columns, and the 

overturning moment produced by the outrigger effect. This was produced by the more flexible 

response of the wider section of the link slab in conjunction with the distancing of the webs of the 

first double-T unit from the wall plane (Figure 7.42(b)). This more flexible response of the floor 

system reduced the axial load variation in the columns, and as a consequence, the moment of the 

outrigger effect also decreased (Figure 7.46(b)). Interestingly, the increase in link slab width was 

not enough to preclude the floor softening produced by the high deformation gradients in the floor 

system (see drops in Figure 7.44 and Figure 7.45), suggesting that this effect of more dependent on 

the wall-column distance as seen in 7.4.3. Also, it was observed that the influence of the link slab 

width in the outrigger effect was moderate up to 1.2m, after this threshold a wider link slab had 

little effect in the response. It is worth noting that the behaviour observed in the LS set is consistent 

with the resistance mechanisms of wall-to-floor interaction discussed in section 6.1.2. 
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7.7 System Overstrength and Wall Axial Load Variation Factors 

The bending overstrength of the building and the variation in the wall axial loads are used in this 

section to quantify the effect of the wall-to-floor interaction and to analyse the impact of the 

selected parameters. 

7.7.1 Definition of the response factors 

The system overstrength factor, øo,sys, is defined in equation (7-1) by the ratio between the building 

bending strength considering wall-to-floor interaction (Mb,C, coupled wall-column system) and the 

bending strength of the building not accounting for wall-to-floor interaction (Mb,UC, uncoupled 

wall-column system). These can be expressed by the moment contributions of the wall (Mw), 

columns (Mc) and the outrigger effect (Mo) as it was shown in section 6.1. However, a more 

insightful representation can be achieved by rearranging the equation in three terms as shown in 

equation (7-2), in which the second term represents the contribution of the wall and columns to the 

system overstrength, and the third term represents the contribution of the outrigger effect. Note that 

the second term is not the traditional section overstrength determined for RC elements 

(NZS3101:2006 Clause 2.6.5.4 [9]), instead it is the additional moment capacity added to the 

system by the change in compression demands in the wall and columns. 

 

𝜙𝑜,𝑠𝑦𝑠 =   
𝑀𝑏,𝐶

𝑀𝑏,𝑈𝐶

  =   
𝑀𝑤,𝐶 + 𝑀𝑐,𝐶 + 𝑀𝑜,𝐶

𝑀𝑤,𝑈𝐶 + 𝑀𝑐,𝑈𝐶

 (7-1) 

𝜙𝑜,𝑠𝑦𝑠 =  1 +  
(𝑀𝑤,𝐶 − 𝑀𝑤,𝑈𝐶) + (𝑀𝑐,𝐶 − 𝑀𝑐,𝑈𝐶)

𝑀𝑤,𝑈𝐶 + 𝑀𝑐,𝑈𝐶

 +  
𝑀𝑜,𝐶

𝑀𝑤,𝑈𝐶 + 𝑀𝑐,𝑈𝐶

 (7-2) 

 

The wall axial load variation factor, øNw,sys, is defined in equation (7-3) by the ratio between the 

axial load carried by the wall (N*) and the initial gravitational load on the wall (N*
grav). This equation 

was assessed for the maximum axial load reached at any peak cyclic displacement and for the 

maximum wall axial load reached when the building returned to the vertical position after reaching 

any peak cyclic displacement (i.e. maxima in Figure 7.7(b) and similar figures). 

 

𝜙𝑁𝑤
∗ ,𝑠𝑦𝑠 =   

𝑁∗

𝑁𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣
∗

 (7-3) 
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7.7.2 Parametric response factors 

A summary of the system overstrength factor and the wall axial load variation factor of the 

parametric cases is presented in Table 7.7. 

Table 7.7 – System overstrength and wall axial load variation 

Parametric 

Case 

Parametric Variable System 

Overstrength 

Factor 

Wall Axial Load Factor 

Name Value Peak displ. Zero displ. 

Base * * 1.65 1.32 1.24 

RR1 Reinforcement ratio, 

ρ EndZone /ρ Web, [%] 

4 / 0.90 1.84 1.37 1.16 

RR2 2 / 0.45 2.17 1.41 0.94 

LW1 
Wall length 

Lw, [m] 

10 1.74 1.27 1.27 

LW2 8 1.90 1.21 1.27 

LW3 6 2.21 1.13 1.25 

WC1 

In-plane wall-column 

distance, dwc, [m] 

3 1.58 1.54 1.39 

WC2 4 1.55 1.51 1.36 

WC3 5 1.53 1.48 1.30 

CC1 Bay width 

dcc, [m] 

6 1.66 1.34 1.24 

CC2 10.4 1.65 1.30 1.23 

LS1 
Link slab width 

dls, [m] 

0.6 1.61 1.29 1.26 

LS2 1.2 1.57 1.26 1.24 

LS3 1.5 1.56 1.22 1.22 

* Base model:  ρ End Zone /ρ Web = 6.14 / 1.37%   Lw = 11.8m   dwc = 1.6m   dcc = 8.4m   dls = 0m 

 

In the case of the overstrength factor, it ranged between 1.53 and 2.21 for the studied cases. This 

highlights the significance of the wall-to-floor interaction in the response of the case-study 

building, showing increases of at least 50% with respect to the building bending strength of the 

model that does not account for wall-to-floor interaction. Note that, as it has been mentioned before, 

this increase in the bending capacity is associated to a proportional increase in shear demand that 

has to be resisted primarily by the wall (see 6.4). 

In terms of the contribution of the elements to the system overstrength factor, the bending capacities 

of the wall and columns –second term in equation (7-2)– were small in comparison with the 

contribution of the outrigger effect –third term in equation (7-2)– and also they were fairly constant 

at 0.06 across the parametric cases. For instance, in the Base Model, the system overstrength factor 

was 1.65, which was composed of 0.59 contributed by the outrigger effect and 0.06 contributed by 
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the wall and columns (1.65 = 1 + 0.06 + 0.59). This illustrates the considerable contribution of the 

outrigger effect to the system overstrength factor as mentioned before. 

The largest increases in the system overstrength factor were produced by the reduction of the 

reinforcement ratio (RR models) and the reduction of the wall length (LW models). The former 

parameter reduced the wall bending strength but barely affected the moment strength of the 

columns and the outrigger effect (7.2.3), making the overstrength factor to increased significantly. 

This is a result of the outrigger effect being largely dependent on the vertical displacements of the 

wall ends, which in turn is more dependent on the wall length rather than the reinforcement ratio 

(see section 4.4 for the stabilising effect of the mechanical ratio in the elongation ratio). This can 

be seen in the LW set, where the shorter wall length not only reduced the wall bending strength, 

but also produced smaller vertical floor deformations and shorter distances between the columns, 

effectively reducing the moment strength of the outrigger effect (7.3.3). However, reduction of the 

wall bending strength was faster than the reduction of the outrigger effect, causing an overall 

increase in the system overstrength. So, while both parameters, reinforcement ratio and wall length, 

largely affected the system overstrength, they affected different mechanisms of lateral load 

resistance. Furthermore, for the same percentage variation of both parameters, the wall length 

generated larger variations of the system overstrength factor than the reinforcement ratio. 

The in-plane wall-column distance and the width of the link slab modified the bending strength 

contributed by the outrigger effect and had negligible effects on the moment capacity of the wall 

and columns. This was a consequence of the more flexible floor systems achieved when any of 

these parameters was increased. In particular, the increase in the in-plane wall-column distance 

provided a longer floor span to dissipate the vertical displacement of the wall ends (7.4.3), while 

the larger link slab width provided a wider section to accommodate the out-of-plane floor 

deformation extending radially from the wall ends (7.6.3). This caused a reduction in the 

out-of-plane coupling degree among vertical elements, decreasing the bending capacity of the 

outrigger effect, and consequently reducing the system overstrength factor. Between these two 

parameters, the larger effect for the same percentage variation was produced by the in-plane 

wall-column distance, as it produced a faster reduction of the floor stiffness. 
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The axial load variation factor in the parametric cases ranged between 1.13 to 1.54 at peak cyclic 

displacements and between 0.94 to 1.39 at zero lateral displacement. It is worth reminding that the 

variation in the wall axial load is a result of the column→wall→column load transfer mechanism 

as discussed in section 6.2.2.3. From the studied parameters, the largest increase in the axial load 

factor at peak and zero lateral displacement was produced by the increase of the in-plane 

wall-column distance as it largely reduced the floor stiffness. This reduction resulted in lower levels 

of axial load transfer, and also prevented the softening of the floor system (7.4.3). The effect of the 

latter is directly seen by the increase in the axial load factor between the Base Model (dwc=1.6m) 

and WC1 (dwc=3.0m), while the former is evident in the reduction of the axial load factor seen 

within the WC set. This last behaviour is also observed in the more flexible floor systems provided 

by the increment in the link slab width (7.6.3). However, in this case the reduction in floor stiffness 

was not enough to prevent the floor softening, and therefore only the axial load factor reduction is 

observed. It is worth noting that, unlike the case of the system overstrength factor, the 1.5m link 

slab (LS3 model) caused a variation in the axial load factor comparable to those of the other LS 

models. 

The reinforcement ratio and wall length did not affect the axial load factor through the floor 

flexibility, instead they affected the vertical displacements of the walls ends. In particular, the 

reduction in the reinforcement ratio affected the elongation of the wall, producing larger 

elongations at peak cyclic displacement and smaller deformations at zero lateral displacement 

(7.2.3). This directly affected the load transfer mechanism, producing the increases and decreases 

in the axial load factors observed at peak and zero lateral displacements respectively. Similarly, the 

reduction in wall length reduced the vertical displacement of the wall ends and also caused lower 

levels of elongation (7.3.3). This yielded reductions in the axial load factor for peak cyclic 

displacements while slightly affecting the axial load factor at zero lateral displacement. Note that 

the almost constant axial load variation factor at zero lateral displacement was a consequence of 

the elongation ratio (e/Lw) being independent of the wall length (see 4.4) and that the initial 

gravitational axial load ratios were defined to be similar for all the parametric cases (see 7.1). It is 

worth noting that the larger reduction in the axial load factor for peak and zero displacement was 

produced by the wall length and the reinforcement ratio respectively. 
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7.7.3 Remarks of the response factors 

This case-study building provided an interesting research case to analyse the effect of wall-to-floor 

interaction in a Typology O2 building with columns near the wall ends, and the parametric cases 

allowed the modification of the case-study building to investigate its behaviour under different 

configurations, in particular the effect of larger spans between the wall ends and adjacent columns 

(5.1). In addition, the detailed analysis of the Base Model in Chapter 6 and the trends observed in 

the parametric cases, have provided a better understanding of the wall load demands and the 

internal redistribution of loads triggered by the wall-to-floor interaction in the case-study building. 

The parametric analyses showed a minimum and an average system overstrength factor of 1.5 and 

1.7 respectively, with larger overstrength factors achieved when the wall had smaller reinforcement 

ratios or shorter wall lengths. It is then considered that selecting a system overstrength factor above 

1.5 would be appropriate to represent the additional bending strength provided by the wall-to-floor 

interaction in buildings with similar configurations and gravity loads to the case-study building. It 

is worth noting that this level of system overstrength has also been found in previous investigations, 

however, for different building geometries and different lateral load resisting systems, such as 1.2 

to 1.57 for RC wall buildings [10, 93] and 1.5 for rocking wall buildings [13, 14]. 

The minimum and average wall axial load variation factor at peak cyclic displacement was 1.13 

and 1.33 respectively. The reinforcement ratio and the in-plane wall-column distance generated 

larger axial load variation factors, while all the other parameter caused smaller factors. At zero 

lateral displacement, the axial load variation factor had a minimum of 0.94 and an average of 1.23. 

However, it is worth noting that the second minimum axial load variation factor was 1.16, being 

close to the average value. All the parameter caused minor differences in the axial load factor at 

zero lateral displacements, except the in-plane wall-column distance that produced larger factors. 

From the behaviours observed in the parametric cases, it is considered adequate to use an axial load 

variation factor of 1.3 to account for wall-to-floor interaction at peak cyclic displacements. To 

account for the effects of the residual wall elongation interacting with the surrounding structure, an 

axial load variation factor ranging from 1.0 to 1.2 for low to high wall reinforcement ratios is 

considered adequate. It is important to note that these factors should be used with building that 

have similar geometry and gravitational loads as the case-study building. 
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7.8 Summary and Conclusions 

A parametric study was performed to the case-study building presented in Chapter 5 to assess the 

influence of several parameters to the building lateral response and to the demands on the building 

components. The assessed parameters were the longitudinal wall reinforcement ratio (RR), the wall 

length (LW), the in-plane wall-column distance (WC), the bay width (CC), and the width of the 

link slab (LS). Only one of these variables was changed at a time. However, the floor loads and the 

depths of the double-T units were adjusted in some models to keep the original gravitational axial 

load ratio on the components and to have realistic floor stiffnesses. The lateral response of the 

parametric models was investigated by subjecting the buildings to independent monotonic and 

reversed cyclic pushovers to 1.5% lateral drift. The influence of the parameters was assessed 

comparing global and local responses against those of the Base Model, and by analysing the system 

overstrength factor and the wall axial load variation factor. Based on this analysis the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

Parametric building response 

• The parametric variables that had the largest effect on the overall building capacity were 

the wall length and the wall reinforcement ratio. A reduction in the former reduced both 

the wall moment capacities and the outrigger effect of the columns, while a reduction in the 

latter only produced significant reductions in the wall moment capacities. The reduction in 

wall length to almost half of the original length produced reductions of 58% and 62% of 

the original monotonic and cyclic building capacities. The reduction in wall reinforcement 

ratio to one third of the original longitudinal steel content reduced the building monotonic 

and cyclic capacities by 34% and 33%, respectively. 

• The increase of the in-plane wall-column distance and the increase of the width of the link 

slab affected the overall building capacity by reducing the outrigger effect of the columns. 

The increase of the in-plane wall-column distance to 5 metres (310%) reduced the 

monotonic and cyclic overall building capacities by 9% and 10%. The increase of the width 

of the link slab to 1.5m reduced the capacity of the building by 7% in both pushover cases. 
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• The variation of the bay width had minor effects on the overall capacity of the building. 

The longer and shorter bay widths produced variations smaller than 2% with respect to the 

Base Model. 

Parametric wall response 

• In the parametric sets WC, CC and LS the contribution of the wall to the shear strength of 

the building at 1.5% drift remained between 76% and 79% of the building’s base shear even 

though the outrigger effect, the wall axial load and the magnitudes of the buildings’ base 

shear were different among all the models. In contrast, the parametric sets RR and LW 

showed larger reductions in the contribution of the wall to the shear capacity of the building. 

For instance, in models RR2 and LW3 the contributions were 65% and 54% of the model’s 

base shear, respectively. The response observed in the RR and LW sets was produced by the 

reduction in moment capacity and lateral stiffness of the post-yield response of the walls, 

increasing the contribution of the columns and reducing that of the walls. 

• The magnitude of the shear demand on the walls of the parametric sets WC, CC and LS 

varied between +3% and -12% of the wall demand in the Base Model. This represents 

increases in wall shear demands of +79% and +53% with respect to the model that did not 

include wall-to-floor interaction assessed in Chapter 6 (Uncoupled model). In the case of 

WC3, the increase of the in-plane wall-column distance from 1.6m to 5m reduced the 

increment of the wall shear demand from 75% to 53% with respect to the Uncoupled model 

shear demand. A similar case occurred with the model LS3, in which by increasing the link 

slab width from no link slab to a link slab of 1.5m the increase in shear demand with respect 

to the Uncoupled model went from 75% to 59%. 

• The maximum increases in the wall axial loads were produced in the cyclic cases of 

parametric sets WC, RR and CC. Note that as a reference the wall in the Base Model had an 

axial load increase of 32% of the gravitational demands. The longer in-plane wall-column 

distance prevented the floor softening on the tensile side and so the axial load transfer from 

and to the adjacent columns continued until 1.5% lateral drift, producing increases in the 

wall axial load of up to 54% of the initial gravitational load in case of the model WC1. The 

smaller wall reinforcement ratio of model RR2 produced greater elongations at peak cyclic 
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displacements, which increased the axial load of the wall by 41% of the initial gravitational 

axial load. The shorter bay width in model CC1 produced higher engagement of the columns 

in gridline 120, increasing the wall axial load demands by 34% of the gravitational demand 

at the end of the pushover. 

• The axial load of the walls in the monotonic cases of the parametric sets RR, CC and LS 

showed a drop in the demands at approximately 0.95% lateral drift produced by the 

softening of the floor in the tensile zone while the floor in the compression zone continued 

transferring axial loads to the column. These drops were not observed in the cyclic cases 

nor in the WC parametric set. The accumulated floor damage in the cyclic cases provided a 

softer out-of-plane response of the floors, which delayed the softening and provided a 

weaker overall response but with a hardening behaviour. In the parametric set WC, the 

longer in-plane wall-column distance reduced the rotations of the floors and prevented the 

softening in all models. Intermediate cases can be seen in the response of the LW set, where 

the shorter walls produced less uplift and rotations, delaying the drops in the axial demands 

to 1.00%, 1.25% and 1.45% lateral drift as the wall length decreased. 

Outrigger effect in the parametric cases 

• The reduction in the outrigger effect was produced by a reduction in the shear force carried 

by the out-of-plane response of the floor system, effectively reducing the axial load 

transferred between the wall and columns. In particular, the reduction in the wall length 

caused smaller uplifts and rotations of the floor system that reduced the wall-to-floor 

interaction. The increase in the in-plane wall-column distance allowed the floor to 

accommodate the uplifts and rotations in longer spans, reducing the ability of the floor 

system to transfer shear. Finally, the inclusion of a link slab allowed a more flexible and 

weaker response, especially in the cases when the first web of the double-T unit was further 

away from the wall plane, reducing the wall-to-floor interaction. For instance, the reduction 

in wall length to 50%, the increase of in-plane wall-column distance to 310% and the 

increase of the width of the link slab to 1.5m produced reductions of the outrigger effect of 

38%, 27% and 17% for the monotonic cases and 41%, 24% and 18% for the cyclic cases. 
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Parametric floor deformation 

• The parameter that had greater effect on the floor rotation were the wall length and the 

in-plane wall-column distance, and those that affected the floor uplift were the wall length 

and to a minor extent the wall reinforcement ratio. The reduction in wall length, as seen in 

Figure 7.20, produced smaller uplifts due to the shorter lengths, which were accommodated 

in the floor system with smaller rotations. The in-plane wall-column distance reduced the 

floor rotation by allowing longer spans to accommodate the same crest uplift. Finally, the 

reduction in the wall reinforcement ratio increased the elongation of the wall, increasing 

the floor crest uplift. It should be noted that regardless of the initial deformation, the uplift 

and rotation charts showed similar uplifts and rotations beyond 2m away from the wall 

plane. Further research in needed to relate floor uplift or rotation to floor damage and its 

ability to keep transferring loads to and from the wall and columns. 

System overstrength and wall axial load variation factors 

• The contribution to the system overstrength factor of the wall and columns (due to increased 

axial load) were small in comparison with the contribution of the outrigger effect. For 

example, in the case of the Base Model the factor can be broken down as 1.65=1+0.59+0.06, 

where 0.59 was contributed by the outrigger effect and 0.06 by the wall and columns. This 

last value was fairly constant across the parametric models. 

• A system overstrength factor above 1.5 is considered adequate to account for the effect of 

wall-to-floor interaction in a building with similar geometry and gravitational loads as the 

case-study building. 

• To account for the effect of wall-to-floor interaction in the wall axial load when the 

buildings is displaced laterally, an axial load variation factor of 1.3 in considered adequate 

for buildings with similar geometry and gravitational loads as the case-study building. 

• To account for the effects of the residual wall elongation interacting with the surrounding 

structure, an axial load variation factor ranging from 1.0 to 1.2 for low to high wall 

reinforcement ratios is considered adequate for buildings with similar geometry and 

gravitational loads as the case-study building. 
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Chapter 8                        

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 

The investigation presented in this thesis was motivated by the unexpected damage to ductile 

reinforced concrete (RC) walls observed after the 2010-2011 Canterbury earthquake sequence in 

New Zealand. Several post-earthquake investigations into the cause of failure attributed the 

unsatisfactory performance, among other reasons, to high levels of axial loads produced by the 

axial elongation of RC walls and the unintentional coupling between the lateral and gravitational 

load resisting systems triggered by the out-of-plane response of the floors system (wall-to-floor 

interaction). After a comprehensive literature review on these topics (Chapter 2) it was concluded 

that there is a lack of studies that assess and quantify the effect of the three-dimensional interaction 

in the seismic load demands in the structure. Consequently, the objectives of this research were to 

investigate the effect that the wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation had on the design loads 

of flexure-dominant conventional rectangular RC walls and how the outrigger effect of the columns 

affected the internal load redistribution among the vertical building components. The research was 

performed using detailed three-dimensional non-linear numerical analyses of a realistic case-study 
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RC building. The numerical models were created in OpenSees and accounted for the wall 

elongation and the wall-to-floor interaction of the building components. 

The investigation was divided in three parts. The first part is reported in Chapter 3 and comprised 

the development of building typologies that use RC walls as the main lateral load resisting system 

in at least one principal direction. The typology study was carried out for three major cities in New 

Zealand and concluded with the creation of a set of 8 building typologies: 2 for Office occupancies, 

4 for Residential occupancies, 1 for Hotel occupancy and 1 for Parking occupancy. This part not 

only contributed with the building typologies but also produced a database with general and 

detailed information about several geometric parameters of buildings and their components, and a 

building plan repository to use as a source of building plans and structural details for the research 

community at the University of Auckland. 

The second part is reported in Chapter 4 and consisted of the experimental and analytical 

investigation of the axial elongation occurring in flexure-dominant ductile rectangular RC walls. 

Thirteen experimentally tested wall specimens (tested by others), in three different test series, were 

used to quantify the elongation developed in ductile RC walls. Then, a numerical model in 

OpenSees, validated with the experimental tests, was developed to simulate wall axial elongation. 

It is important to note that the proposed model only used built-in materials and elements, and so it 

can be easily implemented in larger numerical models. Finally, the proposed model was used to 

perform a parametric analysis of wall elongation and a set of equations was proposed to predict 

wall elongation as a function of the axial load ratio, the mechanical ratio and the maximum lateral 

drift, which allow the calculation without performing sectional analyses of the walls 

The third part is reported in Chapter 5 to Chapter 7 and consisted in the assessment of the effect of 

the wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation in the demands of the building components. This 

part considered the typology analysis from Chapter 3 to select a case-study building and the verified 

wall model proposed in Chapter 4 to ensure the response of the wall, including the elongation, was 

accurately simulated. The development of the model of the case-study building along with the 

assumptions and limitations of the numerical approach were presented in Chapter 5. Then, a 

detailed analysis of the wall-to-floor interaction and the design implications were reported in 
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Chapter 6. Lastly, a parametric analysis to determine the influence of several variables in the 

building response was presented in Chapter 7. 

The subsequent sections provide a summary of the main conclusions drawn from this investigation, 

along with recommendations for future research. 

8.1 Typology Analysis (Chapter 3) 

The typology analysis provided realistic building typologies, common ranges of dimensions of 

buildings and their components, a set of 8 building typologies and a repository of building plans. 

In addition, the city centres of Auckland and Wellington were mapped and analysed in terms of 

occupancy type and storey levels. It was found that the distribution per building occupancy for the 

Auckland city centre was approximately 48% office, 38% residential, 11% hotels and 3% Parking. 

For the Wellington city centre the distribution is 65%, 28%, 5% and 2% respectively. If this 

distribution is further divided according to the number of storeys, then it is shown that in Auckland 

almost 25% of the city centre is composed of office-type buildings with 5 to 10 storeys above 

ground level. In Wellington this category represents almost 35% of the city centre. These 

percentages grow to 38% and 53% of the buildings in the city centres if the storey range is extended 

to 5 to 15 storeys for Auckland and Wellington. 

8.2 Wall Elongation (Chapter 4) 

The magnitude of the wall elongation, normalised by the wall length, is mainly dependent on the 

lateral drift (Δ), the axial load ratio sustained by the plastic hinge (ALR = N*/Agfc’) and the 

mechanical steel reinforcement ratio (ρm = Asfy/Agfc’). It was found that the variation in wall length 

had a negligible effect on the elongation ratio. In addition, it was noted that when the axial load 

ratio is greater than the mechanical steel ratio the residual elongation was negligible and so the wall 

only developed geometric elongation. Another factor found to affect the elongation development 

was the symmetry of the reinforcement layout around the centre of gravity of the cross section. 

Symmetric layouts developed similar elongation when the walls were pushed to the same 

magnitude of positive and negative displacements, while asymmetric layouts developed different 
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elongation magnitudes for positive and negative drifts. In the case of asymmetric layouts, the larger 

elongations occurred when the less reinforced wall end was in tension. 

The elongation behaviour was analytically assessed for Δ: 0% → 2%, ALR: 0% → 20% and 

ρm: 5% → 25%. The maximum elongation at 1%, 1.5% and 2% lateral drift ranged between 

0.23% - 0.53%, 0.39%-0.85% and 0.67%-1.13% of the wall length. Note that these ranges of 

elongation are for the full range of axial load ratios and mechanical steel ratios mentioned earlier. 

The experimental elongation ranged between 0.4% and 0.8% at 1.5% drift (ALR: 0% → 13% and 

ρm: 4% → 21%) which falls within the range for 1.5% drift determined on the parametric analysis. 

It was shown that fibre-based distributed-plasticity beam-column elements are able to simulate the 

elongation of flexural dominant walls if a linear shear model and the additional rotation at the wall 

base produced by strain penetration and bond slip are included in the model. Two approaches were 

reviewed to model the strain penetration and bond slip: a) a zero-length element according to 

Zhao&Sritharan [92]; or b) a modified linear shear model according to Oyen [120]. The former 

provided the better approximation of the elongation, while the latter provided acceptable levels of 

accuracy. It should be noted these modelling techniques can be implemented in both 

displacement-based and force-based elements. It was also found that to accurately capture the 

residual elongation of lightly reinforced concrete walls, a concrete material model that accounts for 

the stress transferred across partially closed cracks to simulate the Contact Stress effect is required. 

The provision in the New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard 3101:2006 [9] to estimate wall 

axial elongation were found to provided acceptable levels of accuracy when compared to the test 

and model results. In addition, a new set of equations are proposed to predict wall elongation that 

do not require sectional analysis and that account for the accumulated axial elongation observed in 

cyclic tests. 

8.3 Wall-to-floor Interaction

8.3.1 Case-study building (Chapter 6) 

It was found that the stiffness and strength of the case-study building, also referred to as the 

SL Model, was significantly affected by wall-to-floor interaction and wall elongation. The initial 
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and post-cracking stiffness of the building increased by 40% and 78% with respect to the model 

that did not account for wall-to-floor interaction. Also, the building that included wall-to-floor 

interaction had a 65% higher bending strength than the building without wall-to-floor interaction. 

In addition, the effects of cyclic loading caused reductions in the building lateral strength of no 

more than 6% with respect to the respective monotonic cases. 

The base shear demand of the wall experienced an increase of 65% when compared to the model 

that did not account for wall-to-floor interaction and the second level was observed to have 1.15 

times greater shear demands than the first level due to the formation of the plastic hinge. It was 

also observed that despite the base moment demand of the wall changed by only 6% between the 

models with and without wall-to-floor interaction, the moment diagram along the wall height for 

the coupled models changed from a typical cantilever diagram to a moment diagram resembling 

that of a dual wall-frame system. 

The axial elongation developed in the wall was slightly reduced by the wall-to-floor interaction. At 

1.5% lateral drift it was reduced from 0.48%Lw to 0.46%Lw in the monotonic cases and from 

0.52%Lw to 0.50%Lw in the cyclic cases. Additionally, at the same lateral drift, the cyclic case also 

showed residual elongations that were reduced from 0.29% Lw to 0.26%Lw when wall-to-floor 

interaction was included in the model. These elongations plus the wall-to-floor interaction 

increased the wall axial load up to 1.26 and 1.34 times the initial gravitational load for the 

monotonic and cyclic analysis cases at the end of the pushover analyses. 

The variations in moment demands and axial loads produced by the wall-to-floor interaction 

affected the curvature demand of the wall. The curvature increased by 50% at the base of the wall 

when compared to the building without wall-to-floor interaction. However, the compression length 

of the wall was not affected by the wall-to-floor interaction. It should be noted, though, that the 

compression length may be affected in the case of larger variations in the axial load demand, or in 

models with higher levels of gravitational axial load. 

Columns were found to have significant variations in their axial loads due to wall-to-floor 

interaction, especially those adjacent to the wall ends, with increases of up to 164% in compression 

and 200% in tension. It is important to note that the calculation of the outrigger effect should 
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consider all the columns, otherwise the seismic-induced axial loads will be unbalanced and the 

overturning moment of the outrigger effect can be under- or overpredicted. 

8.3.2 Parametric analysis (Chapter 7) 

The parametric analysis showed that the wall length (LW) and the wall reinforcement ratio (RR) 

had the largest effect on the capacity of the building, followed by the in-plane wall-column 

distance (WC) and the presence of a flexible link slab (LS). The variable that had the least impact 

was the bay width (CC). The reduction in the wall length had the greatest impact because it reduced 

both the strength of the wall and the outrigger effect. The reduction in the reinforcement ratio 

primarily reduced the strength of the wall with little impact on the outrigger effect. The in-plane 

wall-column distance, link slab and bay width affected the building strength by modifying the 

overturning moment provided by the outrigger effect. 

The system overstrength factor in the parametric cases ranged between 1.53 to 2.21 with an average 

value at 1.7, showing the importance of the wall to floor interaction in the response of case study 

building. It should be noted that the largest increases in the system overstrength factors were 

produced by the reduction in the reinforcement ratio and the reduction in wall length. 

The increase in wall axial load was affected by the extent and severity of floor damage and the type 

of pushover used to run the analyses. In the case of the floor damage, the uplift and rotations 

generated in the monotonic case of the SL Model and the monotonic cases of the parametric sets 

RR, CC and LS softened parts of the floor system that limited the transfer between the column and 

the tensile end of the wall, while the load transfer between the compression end of the wall and the 

adjacent column was not affected. This resulted in an increase in wall axial load up until the floor 

softened and then a reduction in axial load as the wall axial load was transferred to the column 

adjacent to the compression end of the wall. The cyclic loading modified this behaviour by 

progressively damaging the floor system, so the overall response was slightly weaker but with a 

hardening behaviour. Under these circumstances the floor kept transferring loads between the wall 

and adjacent columns, which in addition to the accumulated axial elongation occurred in the cyclic 

cases, produced higher axial loads on the walls. For instance, in the cyclic pushover of the models 
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WC1, RR2 and CC1 the wall reached maximum axial loads of 1.54, 1.41 and 1.34 times the initial 

gravitational load respectively. 

8.4 Recommendations for Future Research

The typology analysis presented in Chapter 3 was developed to address regular buildings that use 

RC walls as the main lateral load resisting system in at least one principal direction. It is therefore 

proposed that future developments include a larger collection of building plans so the Hotel and 

Parking typologies can be extended and new typologies for regular and irregular buildings with 

different lateral load resisting systems can be created.

In Chapter 4 the analysis of the experimental elongation only included 13 walls with low to 

moderate axial load ratios and unidirectional loads. It is suggested that new experimental research 

is performed to assess the elongation developed in rectangular RC walls subjected to axial tension, 

high levels of axial compression and bidirectional loads. It is also recommended to investigate the 

elongation developed in non-rectangular and coupled walls, as they were a common feature seen 

while doing the typology analysis.

In addition, the modelling technique to simulate the axial elongation of walls was intentionally 

developed to address flexure-controlled rectangular walls subjected to compression loads. It is then 

suggested that modelling techniques be developed, or get existing ones verified, to simulate walls 

that are not exclusively controlled by the flexural behaviour and compression demands. This 

modelling techniques should balance the necessary complexity to properly simulate the local and 

global response of the wall and the simplicity to be readily included in larger numerical models.

The numerical research developed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 focused on the effect of wall-to-floor 

interaction in the design load of the wall and the effect of the outrigger effect in the internal load 

distribution between vertical elements of a case-study building. Despite the number of models and 

parameters evaluated in this investigation and the existing research on this topic [10–14], the 

information is still limited to provide design guidance. For this reason, and to better understand the 

effects of wall-to-floor interaction, it is proposed that future research addresses the following 

points:
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- Further validation of the numerical models through simulation of available experimental 

full scale tests, so the modelling approach can be extended to different building typologies. 

- Investigate the effect of wall-to-floor interaction in different building typologies to achieve 

a better understanding of the system behaviour so a mechanics-based approach can be 

proposed to estimate the increase in demands of the building components. 

- In this investigation it was observed extreme variation of axial load and an increase in shear 

demand after the wall plastic hinge yielded. It is therefore proposed to investigate the effect 

of wall-to-floor interaction in columns with varying sizes and shapes. 

- Research regarding modelling of floor systems to determine the best way to capture the 

stiffness, strength, damage, and the extent of activation of the floors, especially on 

non-uniform floor systems such as those composed of precast units with cast-in-situ topping 

as they are widely used in construction around the world. 

- Research on soil-structure-interaction to include appropriate support conditions for the 

elements of the model, such that realistic loads develop, especially on the columns that 

develop tensile demands early in the lateral displacement. 

- Assessment of the effect of dynamic and static loading to guide practitioners that use linear 

elastic models to predict appropriate design loads. 

- Assessment of walls with varying levels of initial gravitational axial loads, so maximum 

and minimum levels of axial load, wall elongation, neutral axis depth and curvature 

demands can be recommended for design. 
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Appendix A                                    

Support Material for Building Typology 

 

 

This appendix includes detailed information about the building typology study performed to the 

New Zealand cities of Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. 
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A.1 Mapping of the City Centres 

Satellite images and Google Street View were used to map the buildings within Auckland and 

Wellington CBD (Figure 3.1). The information summarised here correspond to the number floors 

above ground level and the main building occupancy according to a visual inspection of the 

buildings’ appearance. 

  

(a) Auckland (b) Wellington 

Figure 3.1 - Mapped zones (Plans from council’s GIS maps) 

Note: this image is repeated here from Chapter 3 for convenience 
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A.2 General Database 

The General Database is a collection of general geometric variables that aid to identify and 

catalogue the buildings. The selection criteria was buildings that were higher than 5 storeys above 

ground level, were preferably designed after 1980, used walls as the main LLRS in at least one 

principal direction and that their occupancy was either residential, office, hotel or parking. 

The notation used in the General Database is as follows: 

In the Load Resisting System column 

 W : Wall 

 CW : Core Wall 

 CF : Concrete Frames 

 SF : Steel Frames 

 SB: : Steel Braces 

All units are millimetres unless noted otherwise 

 

 



Elevation Quality of

Under G. Above G. Total Seismic Gravity Shape Core C. Position C. Constr. Walls W. Position W. Constr. Type Name Topp. Thick. Saddle Bars Starters Link Slab length Availability Quality Plan Set

001 1969 Office 1 27 28 CW+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 2 Cores Centered No PC Units Old TT (254H,50T,1219W) 3"=76.2mm No Full (Almost)

002 ? Hotel 1 14 15 CW+W RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Displaced Yes Distributed Unknown No Scarce

003 1982 Office 1 19 20 CF RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores No PC Units
Not specified, R&T or TT

 not higher than 325 or 350mm
not specified NA Full (Almost)

004 1934 Residential 1 6 7 W RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Distributed Unknown No Scarce

005 1995 Residential 3 26 29 CW+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Centered In situ No PC Units 300 TT 65mm HD12at200 Yes Good Full (Almost)

006 1988 Office 0 17 17 CW+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower 2 Cores Displaced Block No PC Units 200&300 Dycore 75mm Yes Good Full (Almost)

007 1988 Office 5 12 17 CW+W+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower 2 Cores Displaced Block Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 200 Dycore, 350TT 65mm H12at400 Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

008 2002 Residential 2 15 17 CW+W RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Border In situ Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 300 Dycore 65mm HD12at300 HD12at300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

009 1980 Office 1 10 11 CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores No PC Units 250 TT, 150x100 planks , 200 slab 50 and 80mm HD10at400 HD10at200 NA Full (Almost)

010 2002 Residential 1 13 14 CW+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Centered In situ No PC Units 200&300 Dycore 65mm HD16at300 HD12at200 Yes Good Full (Almost)

011 2004 Residential 3 17 20 CW+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Displaced In situ No PC Units 300 Dycore and 75 Unispan 65mm, 75mm DH12at300 D12at200 Yes Good Full (Almost)

012 1954 Office 1 10 11 CW+W RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Centered In situ Yes Distributed In Situ Rect. Yes Poor Full (Almost)

013 2004 Residential 1 39 40 W+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Centered In situ Yes Border In Situ Rect. Mixed systems 200&300 Dycore, Hibond, Unispan 65mm, 75mm RB12at300 Yes Poor Full (Almost)

014 1998 Office 4 37 41 CW+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Centered In situ No PC Units Partek, Unislab, Timber infill 65,90,125mm HD12at300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

015 2010 Parking 0 7 7 W+CF+SB RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Distributed Blockwork PT 160PT No Full (Almost)

016 2003 Residential 0 17 17 W+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores Yes Border In Situ Rect. Mixed systems Traydeck+timber infill 175mm H12at300 600mm app Yes Good Full (Almost)

017 2003 Residential 0 17 17 W RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores Yes Distributed In Situ Rect. PC Units 200,300 Dycore, Flatslab 60,65mm H12at300/250 H12at300 1200mm app Yes Good Full (Almost)

018 2003 Residential 0 17 17 CW+W RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Border In situ Yes Distributed Barbell PC Units 200 Dycore+infill, 75 flatslab 65, 75mm H12at300 H12at300 600mm app Yes Good Full (Almost)

019 2004 Residential 0 19 19 W RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border PC Panels Mixed systems Rib&Timber infill, Insitu 75mm H12at400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

020 Residential 1 25 26 Regular Rect. Scarce

021 2000 Residential 1 13 14 SF S Cols Regular Rect. No Cores No S Deck 150mm Hibond YD10at300 NA Full (Almost)

022 1988 Parking 0 6 6 W RC Cols Regular not rect. No Cores Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 200 Dycore 60mm NN Yes Poor Full (Almost)

023 2002 Residential 0 16 16 SF S Cols Regular Rect. No Cores No PC Units 75mm Unispan 75mm XD12at300 NA Full (Almost)

024 1998 Residential 1 15 16 CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores No PC Units 200 Dycore 60mm NA Full (Almost)

025 2003 Residential 3 14 17 CW+SF S Cols Regular not rect. 1 Core Centered Panel Yes Border PC Panels PC Units 75 unispan 65mm H12at300 H12at300 Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

026 2003 Residential 2 15 17 CW+W RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Centered Panel Yes Distributed In Situ Rect. PC Units 200 Dycore 60mm H12at400 H12at300/400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

027 2005 Residential 1 15 16 W+SF S Cols Regular not rect. 1 Core Border Panel Yes Distributed PC Panels S Deck 130mm Traydeck 300-0.75 H12at250 H12at400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

028 2002 Hotel 4 17 21 CW+SF S Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Border In situ No Mixed systems 200 TT, 130 Hibond 50mm 2HD12at1200 HD12at300 Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

029 1997 Residential 2 14 16 CW+SF S Cols Regular Rect. 2 Cores Centered In situ No PC Units 75 Unispan 75mm YD16at100 Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

030 2005 Residential 1 19 20 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border PC Panels PC Units 200 Dycore 60mm H12at400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

031 2005 Residential 1 17 18 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border PC Panels PC Units 200 Dycore 60mm H12at400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

032 1986 Office 3 9 12 CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores No PC Units 350TT and 200 Dycore 50 NA Scarce

033 2007 Hotel 0 11 11 W Regular not rect. No Cores Yes Distributed PC Panels PC Units 250 TT, 110 Unispan, 75 unispan 65, 90, 75 D12at300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

034 1984 Office 2 18 20 CF RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores No PC Units 250TT 60 NA Full (Almost)

035 1985 Office 2 17 19 CF RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores No PC Units 200 Dycore 65 NA Full (Almost)

036 2014 Office 1 8 9 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 500TT, 300TT 100 125 D12at300 XD16at450 Yes Good Scarce

037 1986 Office 2 10 12 SF S Cols Regular not rect. No Cores No S Deck 170 Hibond  H16AT150 NA Full (Almost)

038 1988 Office 5 37 42 CF RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores Yes Centered In Situ Rect. PC Units 300HT, 300LT (special tee) 65 No Medium

039 1983 Office 1 28 29 W+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores Yes Centered In Situ Rect. Unknown No Scarce

040 1987 Parking 0 6 6 W RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border PC Panels PC Units 500TT 65 No Scarce

ID No.

Levels Wall layout Wall-to-floor connectionLoad resisting systems Floor system

Year Building Use



041 1968 Office 0 16 16 CF RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores No PC Units 152 (6") Flatslab NA Scarce

042 2007 Hotel 1 14 15 W S Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Distributed In Situ Rect. S Deck Traydec 125-150 Yes Good Full (Almost)

043 2006 Residential 0 14 14 CW+W Regular Rect. 1 Core Border Panel Yes Border PC Panels PC Units 250 Rib&Timber infill 115 H12atXX Yes Good Full (Almost)

044 1999 Residential 1 11 12 CW+W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Displaced Block Yes Distributed Mixed PC Units 75mm Unispan 75-125 H16at300/400 H10at600 Yes Good Full (Almost)

045 1999 Residential 1 6 7 W RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Corner Block Yes Distributed Blockwork PC Units 75mm Unispan 75 H12at400 H10at200/600 Yes Good Full (Almost)

046 1987 Office 1 19 20 CFs RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores No PC Units 250TT 60 NA Scarce

047 1985 Office 0 7 7 CW+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Border In situ No PC Units 100 Rib&Timber infill 75 No Scarce

048 2004 Residential 0 14 14 CW+W RC Cols Thinner to top 1 Core Centered Yes Centered PC Units 200, 300 Dycore 75 600mm app No Scarce

049 1970 Office 0 9 9 CW+ CFMI RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Centered No Scarce

050 1985 Hotel 0 21 21 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Distributed In Situ Rect. Mixed systems Cast-in-situ slab and Rib&Timber No Scarce

051 1981 Office 1 13 14 CW+CF RC Cols Regular not rect. 1 Core Centered No PC Units 200 Dycore (early variety) 50 Yes Poor Scarce

052 1974 Office 0 8 8 CW+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Border No Cast-in-Place 130mm solid No Scarce

053 2006 Office 0 8 8 CW+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Centered Mixed No PC Units 300 Dycore 85 D10at300 RB16at300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

054 1963 Office 0 5 5 CW+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Displaced No Cast-in-Place 152mm solid slab  Yes Poor Full (Almost)

055 1986 Office 0 6 6 CW+W RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Border In situ Yes Border In Situ Rect. S Deck 200mm Hibond H12at120 H12at600 Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

056 1988 Office 0 18 18 CFs RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores No PC Units Rib&Timber NA Scarce

057 1970 Hotel 0 10 10 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border No Scarce

058 2012 Office 0 3 3 CW+W+SF S Cols Regular not rect. 1 Core Centered Yes Border In Situ Rect. Mixed systems 150-250mm slab on 60 Comflor XD12at300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

059 1985 Hotel 0 9 9 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 225 Ribs - 900 75 D12at400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

060 2012 Hotel 0 9 9 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 225 Ribs - 900 75 Yes Good Full (Almost)

061 1985 Hotel 0 7 7 CW+W+SF S Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Displaced In situ Yes Distributed Mixed S Deck 120 Hibond D12at310 Yes Good Full (Almost)

062 2012 Hotel 0 7 7 CW+W+SF S Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Displaced In situ Yes Distributed Mixed S Deck 120 Hibond Yes Good Full (Almost)

063 2013 Office 0 5 5 CFs RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores No Mixed systems
Unknown Rib&Timber

 and 125mm Comflor
H16at400 NA Full (Almost)

064 1989 Office 0 5 5 CFs RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores No Mixed systems 150 Hi-Bond, 900Ti225, 900Ti340 90 H12at300 H12at300 NA Full (Almost)

065 2014 Office 0 5 5 CFs RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores No Mixed systems 150 Hi-Bond, 900Ti225, 900Ti340 90 NA Full (Almost)

066 2015 Parking 0 7 7 W+CFs+SB S Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Centered PC Panels S Deck 80 Comflor, 175mm Thick  H12at200 RB12at300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

067 2013 Office 0 5 5 SF S Cols Regular not rect. No Cores No S Deck 80 Comflor, 150mm thick  NA Full (Almost)

068 2014 Office 1 5 6 CFs RC Cols Regular not rect. No Cores No Mixed systems
80 Comflor 150mm thick

200mm thick CiP slab in T-junction
 NA Full (Almost)

069 2004 Office 0 16 16 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Displaced Barbell PC Units 75 Flat slab + 200 Dycore 65 H12at150/250 H12at300 600mm app Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

070 2007 Residential 1 9 10 CW+W S Cols Regular not rect. 3 Cores Centered Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 290 Rib&timber, 900 centres 90 H12at400 D12at225 Yes Good Full (Almost)

071 2007 Residential 1 10 11 CW+W S Cols Regular Rect. 3 Cores Centered Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 290 Rib&timber, 900 centres 90 H12at400 D12at225 Yes Good Full (Almost)

072 2007 Residential 0 17 17 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Distributed PC Panels PC Units 125 Rib&timber, 900 centres 75 D12at200 D12at200 Yes Good Full (Almost)

073 2012 Office 0 12 12 CW+CF RC&S Cols Regular not rect. 1 Core Centered No Mixed systems
200,250 TT

160mm thk 80 Comfloor
75 D12at400 H16at300 550mm Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

074 1973 Office 0 32 32 CW+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Centered In situ No Cast-in-Place 165 Yes Good Full (Almost)

075 1987 Office 0 11 11 CW+W RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Border In situ Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 200 Dycore, 75 Unispan 65, 70 D12-300 D12 at 300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

076 1985 Office 1 14 15 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Centered In situ No PC Units 200 Dycore 65 D12 at 400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

077 1974 Office 1 17 18 W+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower No Cores Yes Displaced In Situ Rect. Unknown Not specified, seems to be R&T 50 #12 at 305 #12 at 305 Yes Good Medium

078 1982 Office 0 8 8 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Corner PC Panels 200 Dycore 65 D12-350 D12-400 400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

079 1985 Parking 0 8 8 W RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Distributed Barbell PC Units 200TT 65 D12-300 D12-300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

080 1986 Parking 0 8 8 W RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Distributed Barbell PC Units 250TT 65 D12-300 D12-400 330 Yes Good Full (Almost)

081 1983 Hotel 1 8 9 W+CF RC Cols Regular not rect. No Cores Yes Border Mixed Unknown Seems to be R&T, but no detail 75 R12-300 D12-300 No Medium

082 1975 Residential 0 10 10 W Thinner to top No Cores Yes Distributed In Situ Non Rect. Cast-in-Place 5" Concrete slab reo ef ew 127 Yes Good Full (Almost)

mailto:225Ribs@900
mailto:225Ribs@900
mailto:D12@300


083 2006 Office 0 17 17 CW+CF RC Cols Regular not rect. 1 Core Centered In situ No PC Units 200-300 Dycore + infill 75 YD12-300 YD12-300 1000 Yes Good Full (Almost)

084 1978 Office 2 16 18 W RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Distributed Barbell Cast-in-Place Solid Slab 225 H16-150 Full (Almost)

085 1978 Office 1 11 12 CW+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Centered In situ No Mixed systems Ti900, solid slab 65 HD12-300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

086 1988 Office 6 29 35 CW+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Centered In situ No Mixed systems
300 Dycore-2400

50 Plank infill
65,50 D16-450 D12-300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

087 1985 Office 0 10 10 CW+W RC Cols Regular Rect. 1 Core Border In situ Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 200 Dycore 65 400 Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

088 1987 Office 3 24 27 W+CF RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Centered In situ No Mixed systems 300Ti900 75 D12-300 D12-300 Yes Good Full (Almost)

089 1965 Residential 1 18 19 W Regular Rect. 1 Core Border In situ Yes Border In Situ Rect. Cast-in-Place 165 Yes Good Full (Almost)

090 1985 Office 0 18 18 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border Mixed Mixed systems 200 Dycore + Solid slab 65 D12-400 D12-400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

091 1986 Parking 0 8 8 W+CF RC Cols Regular Rect. No Cores Yes Border Barbell PC Units 200 Dycore 65 H12-300 D12-300 Yes Acceptable Full (Almost)

092 1980 Office 0 8 8 CW+W RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Border In situ Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 200 Dycore 65 D16-400 D16-400 Yes Good Full (Almost)

093 1981 Hotel 0 12 12 CW+W RC Cols Podium+Tower 1 Core Border In situ Yes Border In Situ Rect. PC Units 200 Dycore 65 D12-400 D12-400 300 Yes Good Full (Almost)
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A.3 Detailed Database 

The buildings listed in the general database were filtered to select all the buildings that had regular 

floor layouts and that their lateral response had little to no eccentricity. For the filtered building a 

Detailed Database was completed by recording the dimensions of several building features, such 

as storey heights, overall floor plan dimensions, element dimensions, height at which walls change 

their thicknesses, dimensions of the floor systems and presence of link slabs. 

The notation used in the Detailed Database is as follows: 

In the Overall Dimensions column: 

 L1 : Shorter side of the building 

 L2 : Longer side of the building 

   

In the Seismic Resisting System column: 

 C : Core walls 

 MF : Moment Frames 

 W : Walls 

 SBF : Steel Braced Frames 

   

In the Wall column: 

 CIP : Cast in place 

 PC : Pre-cast 

 Block : Concrete block construction 

 



No. h GROUND h TYPICAL Source L1 L2 L2/L1 Type (L1) Type (L2) Position (L1) Position (L2) Shape Cast tw lw tw change Level Cast Width Depth Cast Width Depth Type Depth Span Topp. Reo. Add. Info. Frame Link slab Wall Link Slab

5 26 4000 3060 Maps 28000 32000 1.14 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped CIP 200 10000 nch 525 1000 500 750 T or TT 300 11800 65 663 No No

5 26 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped CIP 150 10000 nch 525 750 500 450 8500

5 26 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped CIP 300 5000 nch 525 850 525 860

5 26 C + MF C + MF 525 1050

5 26 C + MF C + MF 600 700

8 15 3100 3100 Plan 13800 28100 2.04 W MF Sides Sides Barbell CIP 300 4300 3 CIP 600 600 PC 450 800 Dycore 300 13800 65 665 No Yes

8 15 W MF Barbell CIP 250 5300 7 CIP 600 600

8 15 W MF Barbell CIP 200 5300

8 15 W MF Barbell CIP 300 1800 3

8 15 W MF Barbell CIP 250 3200 7

8 15 W MF Barbell CIP 200 3200

8 15 W MF Box-shaped CIP 150 2200 nch

8 15 W MF Box-shaped CIP 150 4600 nch

8 15 W MF Barbell CIP 150 6550 nch

10 13 3200 3200 Plan 20400 22800 1.12 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped CIP 200 4700 nch CIP 700 700 CIP 400 800 Dycore 200 10800 65 665 Yes No

10 13 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped CIP 200 4300 nch Dycore 300 12000 65 665 Yes No

11 17 3300 2800 Plan 21322 21920 1.03 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped CIP 300 5283 nch 600 650 PC 600 650 Dycore 200 8220 65 665 Sometimes NA

11 17 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped CIP 300 2600 nch 1200 450 Unispan 75 3800 75 665

13 39 6460 3000 Plan 14300 33560 2.35 W MF Sides+Centre Sides Barbell CIP 300 11700 nch CIP 700 1000 500 750 PT 170 7715 PT Passive

13 39 6000 W MF Barbell CIP 300 6655 nch CIP 300 1500 Hibond 2628 150

13 39 W MF C-shaped CIP 300 10155 nch

13 39 W MF C-shaped CIP 300 6500 nch

14 37 4500 3973 Plan 42000 42000 1.00 C + MF C + MF Centre+Side Centre+Side C-shaped CIP 300 8598 nch 650 1250 500 1000 Partek 200 8618 65 663 No No

14 37 6391 3800 C + MF C + MF C-shaped CIP 400 3000 nch 1000 1000 500 950 Partek 300 11055 65 663 No No

14 37 C + MF C + MF H-shaped CIP 300 8598 nch Hibond 3141 150 663 H12/pan

16 17 3100 2800 Plan 15230 64100 4.21 W MF Sides+Centre Sides Barbell PC 200 3800 nch CIP 400 600 Shell 400 500 Coreslab 300 12230 65 665 No Yes

16 17 W MF Barbell CIP 200 17030 nch Timber infill 25 773 150 665

16 17 W MF C-shaped PC 200 3000 nch Flatslab 100 4100 100 662

16 17 W MF C-shaped PC 200 4000 nch

17 17 3880 3100 Plan 16140 59800 3.71 W W Sides+Centre Centre Barbell CIP 200 13620 nch CIP 400 600 Shell 400 600 Dycore 200 11100 60 665 No NA

17 17 W W Barbell CIP 250 13000 11 CIP 400 800 Shell 400 700 Dycore 300 11100 60 663 No Yes

17 17 W W Barbell CIP 200 13000 Shell 600 700 Flatslab 75 3700 65 665

17 17 W W Barbell CIP 200 11100 nch Timber infill 1418 130 663

19 19 4070 2730 Plan 9000 24210 2.69 W W Centre Sides Other PC 200 14 CIP 400 700 Shell 400 600 Ribs 150 3000 900 crs

19 19 W W Other PC 150 Timber infill 25 900 75 665

19 19 W W Other PC 300 nch Solid Slab 180 4800

22 6 2900 2900 Plan 34400 52345 1.52 W W + MF Side Side+Side Rect CIP 450 7700 nch CIP 400 400 500 750 Dycore 200 7200 60 665Close to wall change to unispan No Yes

22 6 W W + MF Rect CIP 240 10000 nch CIP 600 600 500 450 Unispan 75 7200 185 H12at150 H16at200 starter

22 6 W W + MF Rect Block 240 vary 400 800

Wall Floor sytemOverall Dimensions Columns BeamsSeismic-Resisting Systems

ID No

Box Centred surrounded by 

columns

box Centred surrounded by 

columns

box slightly displaced 

surrounded by columns plus 2 

cols

Levels above ground



26 15 NN NN Plan 26200 29778 1.14 C W Centre Centre Rect CIP 200 3700 nch CIP 400 600 Shell 400 600 Dycore 200 9300 60 665 No No

26 15 C W C-shaped CIP 200 3700 nch CIP 400 400 Flatslab 75 1500 75 665

26 15 C W C-shaped CIP 250 9500 nch

26 15 C W Barbell CIP 250 9600 2

26 15 C W Barbell CIP 200 9600

27 15 NN NN Maps 15500 31000 2.00 W W Sides Centre Barbell PC 200 15000 nch Steel Steel Traydec 5704 130 664

27 15 W W Rect PC 250 7000 6

27 15 W W Rect PC 200 7000

28 17 3800 2850 Plan 15988 51392 3.21 C + SBF C Slightly Centre Centre C-shaped CIP 300 9300 nch Steel Steel T or TT 200 7500 50 665 No No

28 17 C + SBF C C-shaped CIP 350 6200 nch

29 14 NN NN Plan 17500 33600 1.92 C + MF C Centre slightly Centre C-shaped CIP 300 8700 nch Steel Steel Unispan 75 3500 75 663

29 14 C + MF C C-shaped CIP 300 3150 nch

29 14 C + MF C C-shaped CIP 300 5500 nch

29 14 C + MF C C-shaped CIP 400 3000 4

29 14 C + MF C C-shaped CIP 300 3000

33 11 3600 2900 Plan 21078 80150 3.80 W W Distributed Distributed Rect PC 150 8000 nch NA NA NA NA T or TT 250 10075 65 664 NA No

33 11 W W Other PC 170 nch Flatslab 110 8000 90 664

33 11 W W Rect PC 180 8095 nch Flatslab 75 3400 75 664

30 19 NN NN Maps 12600 46600 3.70 W MF Sides Sides Barbell PC 250 12600 8 CIP 400 750 Shell 400 650 Dycore 200 11500 60 665 No No

30 19 W MF Barbell PC 200 12600 CIP 400 600 400 750 Timber infill 60 665

30 19 W MF CIP 400 500

30 19 W MF CIP 400 1400

30 19 W MF CIP 400 2164

36 8 4800 4250 Plan 44000 50400 1.15 W MF Side Side+Centre Rect CIP 300 11800 nch CIP 800 PC 700 800 T or TT 500 14500 100 XD12at300 No No

36 8 W MF PC 500 800 Unispan 75 4700 100 XD12at300

36 8 W MF T or TT 300 10300 125 XD12at300 No No

42 14 4610 3050 Plan 17930 32669 1.82 W W Side Side Rect CIP 300 9230 7 Steel Steel Traydec 2347 150 XD12at300

42 14 3560 W W Rect CIP 250 9230 9

42 14 W W Rect CIP 200 9230

42 14 W W Rect CIP 300 8414 7

42 14 W W Rect CIP 250 8414 9

42 14 W W Rect CIP 200 8414

42 14 W W L-shaped CIP 400 8483 2

42 14 W W L-shaped CIP 300 8483 7

42 14 W W L-shaped CIP 250 8483 10

42 14 W W L-shaped CIP 200 8483

42 14 W W L-shaped CIP 300 11956 7

42 14 W W L-shaped CIP 250 11956

43 14 3000 3000 Plan 11470 27745 2.42 W W Sides Sides Other PC 200 Ribs 250 11470 900 crs

43 14 W W Other PC 225 Timber infill 25 900 90 665

43 14 W W Other PC 250



53 8 4320 3960 Plan 39630 57830 1.46 C + MF C + MF Centre+Side Centre+Side Box-shaped PC+CIP 650 8400 nch CIP 600 800 PC 700 800 Dycore 300 12600 85 D10at300 No No

53 8 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped PC+CIP 500 8400 nch CIP 600 800

53 8 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped PC+CIP 450 8400 nch

53 8 C + MF C + MF Box-shaped PC+CIP 550 11200 nch

60 9 3400 3400 Plan 15490 29690 1.92 W W Side Side Rect CIP 450 5000 nch 400 400 400 400 Ribs 225 8000

60 9 W W Rect CIP 250 2860 nch Timber infill 75 663

60 9 W W Ribs 175 4630

62 7 3600 3400 Plan 15460 38500 2.49 C + W C + W Centre+Side
Slight 

Centre+Side
Rect CIP 315 3500 nch Steel Steel Hibond NN 3850 150 665

62 7 C + W C + W Rect CIP 300 7700 nch

62 7 C + W C + W Rect CIP 310 3500 nch

62 7 C + W C + W Rect CIP 300 4800 nch

62 7 C + W C + W Rect Block 190 5000 nch

62 7 C + W C + W C-shaped CIP 300 4600 nch

62 7 C + W C + W C-shaped CIP 250 1800 nch

66 7 3600 3060 Plan 33976 45244 1.33 W SBF Distributed Sides Rect PC 200 8000 nch Steel Steel Comflor 80 4100 175 H12at200ew6H12at100 each side M-

66 7 W SBF Comflor 80 4100 150 H10at200ew4H10at100 each side M-

69 16 NN NN Maps 28000 30000 1.07 W + MF MF Barbell CIP 200 11000 nch CIP 600 800 Shell 600 650 Flatslab 75 5832 65 HDM430150

69 16 W + MF MF 600 600 Dycore 200 8972 65 Yes No

69 16 W + MF MF Timber infill 90 HDM430150

70 9 5176 2810 Plan 26895 35760 1.33 C C Distributed Distributed Rect CIP 300 5350 nch Steel Steel Ribs 290 8000 900 crs

70 9 4496 C C Rect CIP 400 5305 nch Ribs 215 6500 900 crs

70 9 C C C-shaped CIP 300 3000 nch Timber infill 25 90 HDM200

70 9 C C C-shaped CIP 300 2800 nch

70 9 C C L-shaped CIP 300 2000 nch

70 9 C C T-shaped CIP 300 2000 nch

70 9 C C T-shaped CIP 400 3500 nch

71 10 3345 2810 Plan 21810 34760 1.59 C C Distributed Distributed Rect CIP 250 4200 nch Steel Steel Ribs 290 8000 900 crs

71 10 C C C-shaped CIP 300 3000 nch Timber infill 25 90 HDM200

71 10 C C L-shaped CIP 300 2000 nch

71 10 C C L-shaped CIP 400 3500 nch

72 17 3600 2850 Maps 10000 20000 2.00 W MF Sides Sides Barbell PC 315 9000 2 CIP 450 800 PC 450 650 Ribs 125 9000 900 crs

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 300 9000 4 CIP 450 800 Timber infill 40 900 75 663

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 275 9000 7 Flatslab 100 5000 150 661 661

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 250 9000 10 Dycore 200 11000 75 661

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 200 9000

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 250 9000 8

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 200 9000

72 17 Maps 10000 23000 2.30 W MF Sides Sides Barbell PC 250 9000 10

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 200 9000

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 335 9000 2

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 325 9000 4

Side + 

Distributed
Side+Centre



72 17 W MF Barbell PC 300 9000 6

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 275 9000 8

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 250 9000 11

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 200 9000

72 17 Maps 10000 35000 3.50 W MF Sides Sides Barbell PC 325 9000 3

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 300 9000 5

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 275 9000 7

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 250 9000 9

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 200 9000

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 355 9000 2

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 350 9000 3

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 325 9000 4

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 300 9000 5

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 275 9000 6

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 250 9000 9

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 200 9000

72 17 Maps 10000 36000 3.60 W MF Sides Sides Barbell PC 275 9000 3

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 250 9000 8

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 200 9000

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 275 9000 3

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 250 9000 9

72 17 W MF Barbell PC 200 9000

73 12 4080 2800 Plan 29975 37513 1.25 C C + MF Centre Centre+Side Box-shaped CIP 400 6200 nch CIP 400 CIP 500 650 T or TT 200 6550 75 D12-400ew D12-200 (-M) No Yes

73 12 C C + MF Box-shaped CIP 400 1740 1 CIP 500 CIP 400 650 T or TT 250 8400 75 D12-400ew D12-200 (-M) No No

73 12 C C + MF Box-shaped CIP 350 1740 CIP 600 600 CIP 450 650 Comflor 80 3641 160 A193 (663) 1-H12/trough

73 12 C C + MF Box-shaped CIP 400 2790 nch CIP 500 500 CIP 800 600

73 12 C C + MF CIP 900 700

74 32 3700 3700 Plan 18821 36652 1.95 C + MF C + MF Centre Centre C-shaped CIP 254 5842 nch CIP 355 991 CIP 355 686 Slab 165 6489.7 Varies No No

74 32 C + MF C + MF CIP 254 2413 nch CIP 610 762

74 32 C + MF C + MF H-shaped CIP 254 5842 nch

74 32 C + MF C + MF CIP 305 4242 nch

75 11 3880 3300 Plan 11650 38360 3.29 C C + W Centre Centre Rect CIP 350 10400 nch CIP 600 600 CIP 450 650 Dycore 200 8880 65 665Saddle and starters D12@300 No No

75 11 C C + W C-shaped CIP 500 5400 nch CIP 550 Unispan 75 70 665 Starter D12-300 No No

75 11 C C + W CIP 350 10400 nch

76 14 4125 3300 Plan 33800 33800 1.00 C C Centre Centre C-shaped CIP 350 7970 8 CIP 900 CIP 450 700 Dycore 200 9900 65 665Starters D12@400, saddle bars not specifiedNo No

76 14 C C CIP 275 7970 12 CIP 600 PC 250 1275 Ribs 85 4700 75-100 665 No No

76 14 C C CIP 200 7970 nch

76 14 C C CIP 350 2480 12

76 14 C C CIP 300 2480 nch

76 14 C C H-shaped CIP 350 7970 8

76 14 C C CIP 275 7970 12



76 14 C C CIP 200 7970 nch

76 14 C C CIP 300 4655 12

76 14 C C CIP 350 4655 nch

77 17 Maps 15000 37000 2.47 W + MF MF Centre Centre Rect CIP 3000 unknown CIP 863 533.4 Unknown 10000 65 665

77 17 W + MF MF CIP 863 610

77 17 W + MF MF CIP 863 686

78 8 3500 3300 Plan 21800 31200 1.43 MF W Distributed Corner Barbell PC 200 7200 nch PC 600 600 500 700 Dycore 200 8400 65 665D12-350 saddle, D12-400 StarterYes Yes

78 8 MF W 450 450 400 700

78 8 MF W 400 250

79 8 3700 2700 Plan 29430 30800 1.05 W W Sides Sides Barbell CIP 250 7300 3 CIP 400 700 CIP 600 650 T or TT 200 7300 65 665D12-300 saddle, D12-300 StarterNo No

79 8 W W CIP 200 7300 nch CIP 300 1200 CIP 300 450

79 8 W W Barbell CIP 250 7600 3

79 8 W W CIP 200 7600 nch

79 8 W W L-shaped CIP 300 5200 nch

79 8 W W L-shaped CIP 200 3000 nch

79 8 W W Box-shaped CIP 300 2600 nch

80 8 3544 2700 Plan 16000 23350 1.46 W W Sides Sides Barbell CIP 250 7650 1 CIP 550 CIP 600 650 T or TT 250 7650 65 665Saddle D12-300, Starter D12-400Yes Yes

80 8 W W CIP 225 7650 3 CIP 450 CIP 300 500

80 8 W W CIP 200 7650 nch CIP 400 CIP 400 650

80 8 W W Barbell CIP 275 5200 3 CIP 400 400

80 8 W W CIP 225 5200 nch

80 8 W W Barbell CIP 250 5200 1

80 8 W W CIP 200 5200 nch

82 10 2667 2667 Plan 17069 33533 1.96 W W Distributed Distributed Other CIP 203 7823 7 CIP 152 914 Slab 127 5613 ef ew

82 10 W W CIP 178 7823 9 CIP 152 762

82 10 W W CIP 152 7823 nch

82 10 W W Other CIP 203 9550 7

82 10 W W CIP 178 9550 9

82 10 W W CIP 152 9550 nch

83 17 4850 3720 Plan 41730 66940 1.60 C + MF C + MF Centred Centred C-shaped CIP 1500 8000 4 CIP 800 800 CIP 900 800 Dycore 200-300 12800 75 663YD12-300 saddle and starters Yes Yes

83 17 L-Shaped C + MF C + MF CIP 800 8000 10 CIP 900 900 CIP 560 750 Dycore 200-300 12800 75 661YD12-300 saddle and starters Yes Yes

83 17 C + MF C + MF CIP 700 8000 nch CIP 700 700 CIP 700 750

83 17 C + MF C + MF CIP 1000 CIP 900 750

83 17 C + MF C + MF CIP 700 CIP 580 750

83 17 C + MF C + MF CIP 400 400 CIP 870 420

84 16 3500 3200 Plan 24000 24000 1.00 W W Sides Sides Barbell CIP 400 4000 nch CIP 800 800 PC 300 1600 Slab 225 8000 ef ew Starter H16-150

84 16 W W CIP 600 600 CIP 300 900

85 11 4400 3500 Plan 16500 16500 1.00 C C Centred Centred Other CIP 300 nch CIP 400 1100 CIP 300 750 Ribs 8600 65 663 Starters HD12-300 No No

85 11 C C CIP 400 nch Slab 150 ef ew

86 29 4000 3700 Plan 27500 34600 1.26 C C Centred Centred C-shaped CIP 600 3150 nch CIP 1000 1500 CIP 800 950 Dycore 300 8800 65 D10-450D16-450 saddle, D12-300 Starter

86 29 C C C-shaped CIP 400 9200 nch CIP 1400 CIP 600 750 Flatslab 50 1200 50 D10-450D16-450 saddle, D12-300 Starter



86 29 C C CIP 600 1800 CIP 600 950

86 29 C C CIP 300 750

86 29 C C CIP 600 500

87 10 3300 3300 Plan 18200 36980 2.03 W C+W Border Border Rect CIP 300 6300 nch CIP 508 CIP 600 600 Dycore 200 10100 65

87 10 W C+W Rect CIP 300 7600 nch CIP 630 704

87 10 W C+W Rect CIP 300 3166 nch CIP 330 600

88 24 4400 2925 Plan 29460 36660 1.24 C + MF C + MF Centred Centred Box-shaped CIP 500 10400 nch CIP 600 750 PC 450 750 Ribs 300 11130 75 900Ti300 No No

88 24 C + MF C + MF CIP 500 8860 nch CIP 835 900 PC 500 775

88 24 C + MF C + MF CIP 600 900

88 24 C + MF C + MF CIP 800 900

88 24 C + MF C + MF CIP 600 1800

89 18 2667 2667 Plan 9601.2 16154.4 1.68 C + W C + W Border Border Box-shaped CIP 355 6045 6 Slab 165 3810 ef ew

89 18 C + W C + W 305 6045 10

89 18 C + W C + W 254 6045 15

89 18 C + W C + W 203 6045 nch

89 18 C + W C + W Box-shaped CIP 355 2540 10

89 18 C + W C + W 254 2540 15

89 18 C + W C + W 203 2540 nch

89 18 C + W C + W Rect CIP 203 2340 nch

90 18 4960 3600 Plan 16800 22400 1.33 MF W Border Border Rect PC 175 2100 nch CIP 700 1200 PC 450 650 Dycore 200 11200 65 665Starter D12-400, Saddle H12-400No No

90 18 MF W Rect PC+CIP 175 13200 nch CIP 700 1000 PC 500 800 Hibond 125 3000 665

90 18 MF W CIP 600

90 18 MF W CIP 800

91 8 3590 2720 Plan 27103 34365 1.27 W + MF W + MF Distributed Border Barbell CIP 300 8000 nch CIP 400 CIP 600 650 Dycore 200 7450 65 664Saddle H12-300, Starter D12-300No No

91 8 W + MF W + MF Barbell CIP 450 7450 nch CIP 400 800 CIP 450 500

91 8 W + MF W + MF CIP CIP 450 700

91 8 W + MF W + MF CIP CIP 400 700

92 8 3200 Plan 15000 35425 2.36 C + W C + W Border Border Barbell CIP 175 15000 nch CIP 300 600 CIP 300 900 Dycore 200 7500 65 665Saddle and Starter D16-400 No No

92 8 C + W C + W Rect CIP 300 3500 nch CIP 400 650 Slab 265 5000 ef ew

92 8 C + W C + W Box-shaped CIP 175 5400 nch Slab 225 ef ew

92 8 C + W C + W CIP 300 2625 nch

92 8 C + W C + W CIP 600 2625 nch

92 8 C + W C + W CIP 450 1000 nch

92 8 C + W C + W CIP 450 2000 nch

93 12 4200 3300 Plan 18500 30000 1.62 W C + MF Border Border Rect CIP 300 9250 7 CIP 300 600 CIP 450 650 Dycore 200 9250 65 665link slab 265thk. Saddle and starter D12-400Yes Yes

93 12 W C + MF CIP 250 9250 10 300 900

93 12 W C + MF CIP 200 9250 nch

93 12 W C + MF Box-shaped CIP 400 3145 nch

93 12 W C + MF CIP 450 5000 nch

93 12 W C + MF CIP 450 4000 nch
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A.4 Selected Floor plans 

A selection of the plans of the buildings shown in the General Database are included in this section. 

In general, the floor plans are always shown and some details that were useful to develop the 

typologies are shown. Note that the floor plans that have the LLRS marked-up corresponds to the 

building also included in the Detailed Database. 
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S03-121
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S03-121

B
4 B

4

1

S02-112

1

S02-113

stair 1 stair 2
core

8

S03-121

handed

200mm thk composite slab
refer 2/S03-121

200mm thk composite slab
refer 2/S03-121

column to slab reinf.
typ. all columns.
refer note 2

column to slab reinf.
typ. all columns.
refer note 2

175mm thk
insitu slab

C
F

8
0

1
7

5

175mm thk
insitu slab

175mm thk
insitu slab

175mm thk
insitu slab

175mm thk
insitu slab

stair 6

stair 7

bridge 2

6

S03-121

handed

5

S06-103

5

S06-103

WP5 weldplate typ.

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
provide additional reinf. at
precast panel supports
Refer dwg. S05-121

200mm thk insitu slab
refer det. 3/S03-121

200mm thk insitu slab

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
provide additional reinf. at
precast panel supports
Refer dwg. S05-121

200mm thk insitu slab
refer det. 3/S03-121

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
provide additional reinf. at
precast panel supports
Refer dwg. S05-121

200mm thk insitu slab
refer det. 3/S03-121

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
provide additional reinf. at
precast panel supports
Refer dwg. S05-121

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
provide additional reinf. at
precast panel supports
Refer dwg. S05-121

200mm thk insitu slab

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
provide additional reinf. at
precast panel supports
Refer dwg. S05-121

200mm thk insitu slab

200mm thk insitu slab
refer det. 3/S03-121

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
provide additional reinf. at
precast panel supports
Refer dwg. S05-121

legend:

300mm thk insitu shearwall
Reinf: refer S02-110 & S02-111

W2

C1 800Ø insitu conc. column
refer dwg. S04-101 for reinf.

B1a,b,c,d 700x800dp. precast conc. beam
refer dwg. S04-113

300TT flooring units w/
125mm topping
Reinf: XD12 at 300 e.w.

300TT

125

500TT flooring units w/
100mm topping
Reinf: XD12 at 300 e.w.

500TT

100

C4

C5

355x9.5 CHS

150x9 SHS

C6 125x9 SHS

75 UNISPAN flooring units w/
100mm topping
Reinf: XD12 at 300 e.w.

75U

100

DB1 300x150dp. insitu drag beam
refer det. 4&6/S03-121

C8 200UC46

190 blockwork wall
Reinf: XD16 at 400 crs. e.w.

BW1

COMFLOR 80 (0.9 gauge) w/
175mm thk slab o/a
Reinf: XD12 at 300 e.w.

CF80

175

notes:

B4 500x800dp. precast conc. beam
refer dwg. S04-114

1. Steel beams marked * to be precambered span/500.
All other beams have no precamber.

2. Provide ties from column to floor slab as per
detail 7/S03-121

3. Refer level 3 for typical detailing callouts.
4. Shear studs to steel beams indicated thus:

(150)  19Ø x 125mm long studs at 150mm crs.
(200)  19Ø x 125mm long studs at 200mm crs.
(300)  19Ø x 125mm long studs at 300mm crs.
(300p) 19Ø x 125mm long studs at 300mm crs. in pairs

5. Precast cladding: Elevations refer S02-121 to S02-123
 Reinforcing refer S05-121
 Connections refer S05-131

C7 219x8 CHS
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bearing strip
typ.

TT floor
precast beam
refer det. 1/- &
frame elevations
for reinf.

well roughened interface

RL

A

XD16 at 250 crs e.w, t

4000 n.t.s.

2
0
0

E handed

XD12 at 250 crs

100

NOTE:
Maximum glazed facade
design load = 5kN/m

2-XD12

XD12 transverse at 250 crs

D12 (G300) beam
starters at 300 crs
(lap 750 with slab reinf.)

D12 at 300
bend on site

roughen surface of precast

1800 max. cantilever

200

700

8
0
0

bearing strip
typ.

4
0
0

TT floor precast beam
refer frame elevations
for reinf.

well roughened
 interface

varies refer plan
1

0
0

RL

A

XD12 at 300 crs e.w, e.f

4000 n.t.s.

460UB
steel beam

COMFLOR80

seating typ.
 75

shear studs, refer plans

D12 at 300
bend on site

1
7
5

bearing strip
typ.

TT floor

precast beam
refer det. 1/-  &
frame elevations
for reinf.

690

1
0
0 2

0
0

RL

A

XD16 at 250 crs e.w, t

4000 n.t.s.

150

50

E handed

XD12 at 250 crs e.w, b

D12 at 300
bend on site

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
refer S02-123 for elevation
and fixing requirements

4-XD20 drag bars

R6 at 100 stirrups

reduced width TT
to allow for 300mm
wide insitu

Note:
4-XD20 drag bars to extend 5.5m into
W1 walls. Crank inside W1 wall reinf.
Place to avoid col. bars.

7

TT floor

precast beam
refer frame elevations
for reinf.

well roughened
 interface

RL

XD16 at 250mm crs e.f.
2-XD12 edge trimmers

900

500

8
0
0

1
5
0

refer floor plan

200 100

2
0
0

D12 at 300
bend on site

7

TT floor

precast beam
refer det. 4/- &
frame elevations
for reinf.

RL

refer det. 4/- u.n.o

150

200 100

D12 at 300
bend on site

150mm thk. precast
cladding panel.
refer S02-122 for elevation
and fixing requirements

top cantilever bar
to continue 4m into
slab as shown

XD16 at 250 crs e.w, t

XD12 at 250 crs e.w, b

7

1 handed

300 wide drag beam
to line up with
300 thk insitu wall.

100

stirrups stop either side
of column & at wall interface

XD16 column to floor slab
ties refer plan

`1500

7

TT floor

RL

XD16 at 450crs. into
ANCON couplers 300 insitu shear wall

refer dwg. S02-111

100

slab reinf. refer
floor plan

drag bars to slab
crank inside wall
reinf. as per detail
5/S04-105

c.j

1
2
5

1 handed

1200 lap

6
0
0

XD16 at 450crs. w/
ANCON couplers cast
into wall

fully roughen interface

RL

bearing strip
typ.

B

TT floor

slab reinf. refer
floor plan

precast beam
refer frame elevations
for reinf.

1
0
0

TT floor

1
2
5

D12 at 300
bend on site
(alternate every
2nd bar)

RL

bearing strip
typ.

C

TT floor

slab reinf. refer
floor plan

610UB
steel beam

TT floor

1
2
5

19x125 shear studs
at 150mm crs.

proprietary hanger
by others

200

concrete nib to top of slab
3-XD12 longitudinal
XD12 at 300 staples

RL 600

1
0
0

1
7
5

600

slab reinf. refer plans
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floor carcass details
tower typical
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nib - stair 1 & 210

A 25/02/2014 for construction (L0-L6)TJG

B 06/03/2014 as cloudedTJG

C 23/05/2014 as cloudedTJG
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2000

NOTE:
Refer to building
sections for wall reinf.
above level 0
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W1
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7
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stagger laps in vert. reinf.
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all vert. bars to crank from
400 thk wall under
(1:6 crank max.)

steel corbel
refer steelwork details

steel corbel
refer steelwork details

2000

300x150dp.
drag beam

D C

3
0
0

extend 5500 into wall

300x150dp.
drag beam

700

800 1200

700x800dp. precast beam
horizontal reinf.
to terminate around
2nd vert. bars

XR12 at 150crs.
around four vert.
bars as shown

XR10 link on every
second bar at 200/300mm crs.
to match horiz. reinf. centres

25 gap
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)
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300
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structural specification
development length as per

horizontal reinf to lap
with a hook around the
vert. reinf typ.
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concrete shearwall details
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 1 : 50S02-110

lower shearwall elevation1

 1 : 20S04-105

section thru shearwall (at footing)2

 1 : 20S04-105

section btw. level B1 & 03

 1 : 20S04-105

section at level 04

 1 : 20S04-105

section at level 15

 1 : 20S04-105

6

S04-105

typical horizontal lap7

A 25/02/2014 for construction (L0-L6)TJG

B 23/05/2014 as cloudedTJG

C 08/07/2014 as cloudedTJG
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Access at ground level
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Level 1 (ground) Level 2

Exit at ground level
to Lichfield Street

Precast double-tee units
with 65mm topping

Double-tee units
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LEVEL 5 FLOOR PLAN
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(40MPa concrete)
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C3 310 UC 158 steel column

C4 250 x 9 SHS steel column
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C6 89 x 6 SHS steel column
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C10 100 x 9 SHS steel column
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PROPPING

In general Traydec slab (using continuous or

double span sheets) does not require propping.

Primary UC beams to be propped typically.

310 UC beams to be cambered

20mm upwards typically.

Secondary UB beams to be propped at

quarter points and cambered

15mm upwards typically.

Secondary UC beams to be propped and

cambered 10mm upwards typically.
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refer Architect's drawings
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LEVEL 5 TOPPING REINFORCING
(unless noted otherwise)

XD12 at 300 e.w. 30mm top cover

XD16 trimmers to all edges and openings

all laps of topping bars to be staggered

all bars terminating at face of wall to have

standard returns unless lapped with wall starters

concrete strength = 25MPa

note: Traydec units typically to have

70mm seating on steel beams

and 20mm side seating to steel beams

LEVEL 5 DRAG BARS

A 4-XD20 at 60 central full width (as shown)

with standard returns to one end

B 4-XD25 central to wall Gridline 1

lap 3000 with wall reinforcing

C 4-XD25 standard returns to one end

D 5-XD20 at 60 central 12000 long

E 5-XD20 at 60 central 16000 long

central on lift void opening

note: bars run under D & F drag bars

F 5-XD20 at 60 central 10000 long

G 5-XD20 at 60 central 16000 long
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NOTES :

Refer notes sheet at the start of drawing set for

notes typically

Refer Architects drawings for all set out

dimensions, opening sizes, slab set downs,

rebates, insitu nibs, upstands, sealants etc.

All discrepancies shall be referred to the Architect

for resolution before proceeding with work.

Typically all insitu concrete wall elements to

be 30 MPa concrete unless noted otherwise.

Typically all precast concrete and precast

beams to be 35 MPa concrete unless noted

otherwise.

All insitu interfaces and construction joints shall be

thoroughly roughened to 5mm amplitude.

All precast to insitu interfaces and grouted joints

shall be thoroughly roughened to 5mm

amplitude.

All insitu walls to have XD starters

All precast panels to have D starters

All starters shall lap for full lap length beyond

outermost drag bar where applicable

Floor topping bars running parallel to numerical

gridlines shall have 30mm top cover

(i.e. top bars - refer details)

Confirm all lift dimensions with lift manufacturers

before commencing construction. Also confirm

location of lift pit sumps.

All primary load bearing steelwork (including

columns, beams, etc.) will require specific fire

rating. Refer to Fire Engineer and/or Architect for

requirements, details, and fire rating options.

Provide 20Ø nom. Nelson shear studs 100 long

to all steel beams u.n.o.

welded in accordance with AS 1554 Part 2.

at 150 centres for all primary UC beams

at 200 centres for all secondary UB beams

Traydec units to typically have

70mm seating onto steel beams/angles/walls

and 20mm side seating

All slab openings shall be trimmed with XD16 bars

to all edges extend 600mm past opening u.n.o.
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RL 33.070 LEVEL 5 
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S7-1
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S7-1
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RL 33.070 LEVEL 5 

S7-1

9
S7-1
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S7-1
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S7-1

12

2 2

250 425

4
2

0

4
2

0

1
5

0

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

150 Traydec slab

pairs XD12 starters at 150

from insitu wall

lap 1000 with topping

5-XD20 at 60 central

12000 long

4-XD25 standard

returns to one end

4-XD25 central into wall

lap 3000 with wall

reinforcing

D10 U bars at 300

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

4-XD25

4-XD25 central into

300 insitu wall beyond

D10 U bars at 300

drill and epoxy grout

100 into precast panel

allow to cast duct

through beam for

sprinkler pipe

co-ordinate with

beam reinforcing

300 insitu wall beyond

refer also detail 10/-

note: starters not shown for clarity

250 UB

LEVEL 5 TOPPING REINFORCING
(unless noted otherwise)

XD12 at 300 e.w. 30mm top cover

XD16 trimmers to all edges and openings

1
5

0

150 Traydec slab

7 7

300 thick insitu wall beyond

refer wall elevations

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

300 thick insitu wall beyond

refer wall elevations

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

CONNECTION CX2
continuous 80 x 10 EA fixed to panel with

Hilti HSA M12 x 100 anchors at 1000 max.

80mm maximum embedment to panel

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

7

150 Traydec slab

connection CX2

5-XD20 at 60 central

starters lap 600 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

150 Traydec slab

connection CX2

5-XD20 at 60 central

starters lap 600 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

150 Traydec slab

5-XD20 at 60 central

starters lap 900 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

150 Traydec slab

starters lap 600 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

250 UB

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

150 Traydec slab

starters lap 600 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

250 UB

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

B

150 Traydec slab

250 UC

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

starters lap 600 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

150 Traydec slab

250 UC

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

starters lap 600 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

1

300

2

150 Traydec slab

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

starters lap 600 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

250 UC

G

300

150 Traydec slab

starters lap 900

with topping and wall

reinforcing typically

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

1
5

0

4-XD20 at 60 central

connection CX2

6

125 precast panel

refer panel elevations

125 Traydec slab

starters lap 600 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

250 UC

connection CX2
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LEVEL 5 DETAILS

CHRISTCHURCH
WARNERS NOVOTEL

GPWCONSTRUCTION ISSUE22/01/08A
GPWCONSENT ISSUE31/05/071

GPW

NOTES :

Refer notes sheet at the start of drawing set for

notes typically

Refer Architects drawings for all set out

dimensions, opening sizes, slab set downs,

rebates, insitu nibs, upstands, sealants etc.

All discrepancies shall be referred to the Architect

for resolution before proceeding with work.

Typically all insitu concrete wall elements to

be 30 MPa concrete unless noted otherwise.

Typically all precast concrete and precast

beams to be 35 MPa concrete unless noted

otherwise.

All insitu interfaces and construction joints shall be

thoroughly roughened to 5mm amplitude.

All precast to insitu interfaces and grouted joints

shall be thoroughly roughened to 5mm

amplitude.

All insitu walls to have XD starters

All precast panels to have D starters

All starters shall lap for full lap length beyond

outermost drag bar where applicable

Floor topping bars running parallel to numerical

gridlines shall have 30mm top cover

(i.e. top bars - refer details)

Confirm all lift dimensions with lift manufacturers

before commencing construction. Also confirm

location of lift pit sumps.

All primary load bearing steelwork (including

columns, beams, etc.) will require specific fire

rating. Refer to Fire Engineer and/or Architect for

requirements, details, and fire rating options.

Provide 20Ø nom. Nelson shear studs 100 long

to all steel beams u.n.o.

welded in accordance with AS 1554 Part 2.

at 150 centres for all primary UC beams

at 200 centres for all secondary UB beams

Traydec units to typically have

70mm seating onto steel beams/angles/walls

and 20mm side seating

All slab openings shall be trimmed with XD16 bars

to all edges extend 600mm past opening u.n.o.
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LEVEL 5 TOPPING REINFORCING
(unless noted otherwise)

XD12 at 300 e.w. 30mm top cover

XD16 trimmers to all edges and openings

RL 33.070 LEVEL 5 

S7-1

17
S7-1

18

RL 33.070 LEVEL 5 

S7-1

13
S7-1

14
S7-1

15
S7-1

16

E

150 Traydec slab

250 UC

 

150 Traydec slab

250 UB

4 3

150 Traydec slab

250 UB

150 x 6 SHS lift shaft member

5-XD20 at 60 central 16000 long

central on lift void opening

D

150 Traydec slab

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

300 thick insitu wall

refer wall elevations

starters lap 900 with topping

and wall reinforcing typically

5-XD20 at 60 central

D

150 Traydec slab

310 UC

5-XD20 at 60 central

G

150 Traydec slab

1
5

0

4-XD20 at 60 central

150 precast panel beyond

refer panel elevations

2-XD16 trimmers

drill and epoxy grout

2-XD12 starters from precast panel

and insitu wall. 100mm embedment

lap 800 with XD16 trimmers

150 precast panel beyond

refer panel elevations

S7-1

19

F

XD16 trimmer

extend 800 past opening

150 Traydec slab

250 UC

additional XD12 hook bars at 300

1200 long to all openings

additional XD12 hook bars at 300

1200 long to all openings

additional XD12 hook bars at 300

1200 long to all openings
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LEVEL 5 DETAILS

CHRISTCHURCH
WARNERS NOVOTEL

GPWCONSTRUCTION ISSUE22/01/08A
GPWCONSENT ISSUE31/05/071

GPW

NOTES :

Refer notes sheet at the start of drawing set for

notes typically

Refer Architects drawings for all set out

dimensions, opening sizes, slab set downs,

rebates, insitu nibs, upstands, sealants etc.

All discrepancies shall be referred to the Architect

for resolution before proceeding with work.

Typically all insitu concrete wall elements to

be 30 MPa concrete unless noted otherwise.

Typically all precast concrete and precast

beams to be 35 MPa concrete unless noted

otherwise.

All insitu interfaces and construction joints shall be

thoroughly roughened to 5mm amplitude.

All precast to insitu interfaces and grouted joints

shall be thoroughly roughened to 5mm

amplitude.

All insitu walls to have XD starters

All precast panels to have D starters

All starters shall lap for full lap length beyond

outermost drag bar where applicable

Floor topping bars running parallel to numerical

gridlines shall have 30mm top cover

(i.e. top bars - refer details)

Confirm all lift dimensions with lift manufacturers

before commencing construction. Also confirm

location of lift pit sumps.

All primary load bearing steelwork (including

columns, beams, etc.) will require specific fire

rating. Refer to Fire Engineer and/or Architect for

requirements, details, and fire rating options.

Provide 20Ø nom. Nelson shear studs 100 long

to all steel beams u.n.o.

welded in accordance with AS 1554 Part 2.

at 150 centres for all primary UC beams

at 200 centres for all secondary UB beams

Traydec units to typically have

70mm seating onto steel beams/angles/walls

and 20mm side seating

All slab openings shall be trimmed with XD16 bars

to all edges extend 600mm past opening u.n.o.
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Columns

 Shear-core walls

Steel roofing

Cast-in-situ 
reinforced 
concrete flooring

400mm square 
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Shear core walls

Ground floor

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Lift motor room level

Plant and service level
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GENERAL NOTES
TYPICAL INTERFACE PREPARATION
FOR NEW INSITU SKIN WALLS

Remove all paint, laitance and any loose concrete from
existing concrete walls, either mechanically or by waterblast technique.

Scabble the surface of the concrete to provide a surface roughness
of 5mm amplitude using controlled hydro-demolition

New skin wall concrete thickness is a structural minimum dimension.
Check on site.  New skin wall thickness may be increased if required on
site, subject to the Engineer's written approval.

Before scabbling, all existing concrete cracks shall be injected by an
approved epoxy injection repair technique, to be nominated by a
Specialist Contractor and approved by the Engineer.
At the Engineer's discretion, cracks of up to 0.5mm width
and not exposed to exterior conditions may be left without injection.

NEW SKIN WALL VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT

Note the vertical reinforcement layout nominated on the drawings
is a nominal setout, and may be adjusted on site within the following
limitations:

Vertical reinforcing outside hinge zones may be lapped in locations to
suit the Contractor's nominated construction sequence

Maximum spacing between vertical bars shall be 350mm, provided the
total number of vertical bars as shown on the drawings is maintained,
and the first vertical bar is no more than 150mm in from the end of the
wall

Typical 20mm vertical bar lap length shall be 1000mm, except that
where a 'non-contact' lap splice is used, this length shall be increased to
1500mm

When drilling through suspended floors to allow passing of vertical bars
into position, DO NOT cut any existing reinforcing, except that floor mesh
wires may be cut as necessary

DO NOT core through prestressed rib units, or disturb seating concrete
below the ribs

HINGE ZONES - SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

No vertical reinforcement shall be lapped within the hinge zones

Special care shall be taken within the hinge zones to ensure the quality
of the poured concrete is of the highest and most consistent quality.
Refer also to the Specification.  The Contractor shall nominate the
concrete mix design to be used  and submit to the Engineer for review.
An epoxy tie coat may be required to ensure an excellent bond to the
existing concrete surface

Demolition of the end regions of existing walls within the plastic hinge
zones shall be carried out either mechanically or by hydro-demolition
techniques. Special care shall be taken to ensure existing reinforcing is
not damaged

In order to maintain a minimum level of strength to the building's lateral
bracing structure during construction, at no time shall more than one
end region within the building be broken out. Back prop all beams and
floors landing on end regions before breaking out

Particular care shall be taken to ensure that the correct grade of
reinforcement (grade 300) is used for vertical bars within the hinge zones

EXISTING CONCRETE COLUMN CONFINEMENT

Allow to provide additional confinement to existing reinforced concrete
columns where shown on the drawings. Confinement shall be via an
approved proprietary carbon or fibreglass wrapping system,
designed, specified and installed by the Supplier.

Confinement design shall be submitted to the Engineer for approval
before commencing wrapping.

Design of confinement wrapping shall be based on an axial load of
1500kN (square columns) and 2150kN (circular columns)
Original specified concrete strength is 25MPa

CONCRETE PATCH REPAIR (CONCRETE NOTE A)

Cored holes and areas of local concrete breakout
shall be repaired as follows:

Thoroughly clean and scabble all interfaces to min 5mm amplitude

Liaise with Engineer to receive specific reinforcing repair instructions

Apply an approved epoxy tie coat to scabbled areas

Carefully box and pour patch using an approved minimum
40MPa micro concrete

Refer also to Structural Specification

CONCEALED DAMAGE

As strip out and construction works progress, any damage to structural
elements uncovered shall be bought to the Engineers attention
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existing blockwork walls
to remain

carefully remove existing insitu concrete roof
leaving existing starters from Gridline B intact
and construct new Dimond flatdeck roof
refer drawing SN20-13 for details
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removing blockwork wall below
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existing precast cladding panels to remain
allow Engineer to inspect connections
as strip out progresses

existing precast cladding panels to remain
allow Engineer to inspect connections
as strip out progresses

existing precast cladding panels to remain
allow Engineer to inspect connections
as strip out progresses
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refer details
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refer details
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REPAIRS TO EXISTING STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

Allow to remove existing surface coatings and to carefully
scabble off any loose concrete to existing structural elements,
apply a tack coat and reinstate original structure profile with
Sika MonoTop-438-R. Allow to epoxy inject all concrete cracks
greater than 0.4mm width.
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new 300 thick insitu wall

refer drawing SS20-7
for details of wall/floor
connections typically

refer drawing SS20-8
for details of wall/floor
connections typically

existing lightweight GRC panels
to remain to this area.
allow Engineer to inspect connections
as strip out progresses

refer drawing SS20-6
for details of wall/floor
connections typically

existing structural steel
gravity beams. refer
notes for fire rating

cosmetic repairs to
existing cladding elements
to these areas to be covered by
architectural documentation

existing 120 thick Hibond
floor slab typically
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concrete unless noted otherwise
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CONCEALED DAMAGE
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Appendix B                                    

Wall Elongation: Parametric Analysis 

 

 

 

This appendix provides detailed information about the parametric models and the parametric 

results. A list with detailed information about the models is provided. In addition, the plots showing 

the results of the parametric cases are also provided. 
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B.1 Parametric Detailed Information 

Table B1 shows all the parametric cases and their respective parametric features. In addition, it also 

shows the maximum push number, whether it was used for the parametric study, and in the case it 

was not used, it lists the reason. To relate the number of pushover analysis (push number) with the 

direction and maximum drift see Table B2. 

Table B1 – Parametric cases log 

Parametric 

case 

Parametric features  Max 

Push 

No. 

Used in 

the 

analysis 

Reason why not Lw 

 [m] 

ALR 

[%] 

ρm 

[%] 

1 2 0 5.14 39 Yes 
  

2 2 0 10 39 Yes 
  

3 2 0 15 39 Yes 
  

4 2 0 20 39 Yes 
  

5 2 0 25 39 Yes 
  

6 2 5 5.14 33 Yes 
  

7 2 5 10 35 Yes 
  

8 2 5 15 34 Yes 
  

9 2 5 20 35 Yes 
  

10 2 5 25 38 Yes 
  

11 2 10 5.14 39 No Softening behaviour 

12 2 10 10 39 Yes 
  

13 2 10 15 39 Yes 
  

14 2 10 20 39 Yes 
  

15 2 10 25 39 Yes 
  

16 2 15 5.14 39 No Non objective response 

17 2 15 10 39 Yes 
  

18 2 15 15 27 Yes 
  

19 2 15 20 28 Yes 
  

20 2 15 25 28 Yes 
  

21 2 20 5.14 39 No Non objective response 

22 2 20 10 39 No Non objective response 

23 2 20 15 27 Yes 
  

24 2 20 20 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

25 2 20 25 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

26 4 0 5.14 18 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

27 4 0 10 25 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

Continues in next page
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Parametric 

case 

Parametric features  Max 

Push 

No. 

Used in 

the 

analysis 

Reason why not Lw 

 [m] 

ALR 

[%] 

ρm 

[%] 

28 4 0 15 29 Yes 
  

29 4 0 20 31 Yes 
  

30 4 0 25 37 Yes 
  

31 4 5 5.14 17 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

32 4 5 10 39 Yes 
  

33 4 5 15 28 Yes 
  

34 4 5 20 39 Yes 
  

35 4 5 25 39 Yes 
  

36 4 10 5.14 29 No Softening behaviour 

37 4 10 10 39 Yes 
  

38 4 10 15 39 Yes 
  

39 4 10 20 39 Yes 
  

40 4 10 25 39 Yes 
  

41 4 15 5.14 30 No Non objective response 

42 4 15 10 39 Yes 
  

43 4 15 15 28 Yes 
  

44 4 15 20 28 Yes 
  

45 4 15 25 28 Yes 
  

46 4 20 5.14 30 No Non objective response 

47 4 20 10 38 No Non objective response 

48 4 20 15 28 Yes 
  

49 4 20 20 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

50 4 20 25 21 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

51 6 0 5.14 39 Yes 
  

52 6 0 10 23 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

53 6 0 15 27 Yes 
  

54 6 0 20 27 Yes 
  

55 6 0 25 33 Yes 
  

56 6 5 5.14 39 Yes 
  

57 6 5 10 39 Yes 
  

58 6 5 15 39 Yes 
  

59 6 5 20 39 Yes 
  

60 6 5 25 39 Yes 
  

61 6 10 5.14 32 No Softening behaviour 

62 6 10 10 39 Yes 
  

63 6 10 15 39 Yes 
  

64 6 10 20 39 Yes 
  

Continues in next page

Continued from previous page
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Parametric 

case 

Parametric features  Max 

Push 

No. 

Used in 

the 

analysis 

Reason why not Lw 

 [m] 

ALR 

[%] 

ρm 

[%] 

65 6 10 25 39 Yes 
  

66 6 15 5.14 39 No Non objective response 

67 6 15 10 39 Yes 
  

68 6 15 15 28 Yes 
  

69 6 15 20 34 Yes 
  

70 6 15 25 28 Yes 
  

71 6 20 5.14 18 No Non objective response 

72 6 20 10 39 No Non objective response 

73 6 20 15 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

74 6 20 20 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

75 6 20 25 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

76 8 0 5.14 39 Yes 
  

77 8 0 10 39 Yes 
  

78 8 0 15 39 Yes 
  

79 8 0 20 39 Yes 
  

80 8 0 25 39 Yes 
  

81 8 5 5.14 39 Yes 
  

82 8 5 10 16 Yes 
  

83 8 5 15 39 Yes 
  

84 8 5 20 39 Yes 
  

85 8 5 25 39 Yes 
  

86 8 10 5.14 25 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

87 8 10 10 39 Yes 
  

88 8 10 15 39 Yes 
  

89 8 10 20 39 Yes 
  

90 8 10 25 39 Yes 
  

91 8 15 5.14 23 No Non objective response 

92 8 15 10 30 Yes 
  

93 8 15 15 30 Yes 
  

94 8 15 20 34 Yes 
  

95 8 15 25 29 Yes 
  

96 8 20 5.14 39 No Non objective response 

97 8 20 10 30 No Non objective response 

98 8 20 15 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

99 8 20 20 23 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

100 8 20 25 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

101 10 0 5.14 39 Yes 
  

Continues in next page

Continued from previous page
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Parametric 

case 

Parametric features  Max 

Push 

No. 

Used in 

the 

analysis 

Reason why not Lw 

 [m] 

ALR 

[%] 

ρm 

[%] 

102 10 0 10 38 Yes 
  

103 10 0 15 39 Yes 
  

104 10 0 20 39 Yes 
  

105 10 0 25 39 Yes 
  

106 10 5 5.14 39 Yes 
  

107 10 5 10 30 Yes 
  

108 10 5 15 28 Yes 
  

109 10 5 20 31 Yes 
  

110 10 5 25 35 Yes 
  

111 10 10 5.14 39 No Softening behaviour 

112 10 10 10 33 Yes 
  

113 10 10 15 27 Yes 
  

114 10 10 20 25 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

115 10 10 25 30 Yes 
  

116 10 15 5.14 27 No Non objective response 

117 10 15 10 33 Yes 
  

118 10 15 15 32 Yes 
  

119 10 15 20 34 Yes 
  

120 10 15 25 27 Yes 
  

121 10 20 5.14 37 No Non objective response 

122 10 20 10 39 No Non objective response 

123 10 20 15 23 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

124 10 20 20 22 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

125 10 20 25 21 No Less than 1.5% Drift 

 

Table B2 - Relation between push number and lateral drift 

Push 

direction 

Target lateral drift 

0.75% 1.0% 1.50% 2.0% 0.0% 

+ 15 21 27 33 39 

(end) 
- 16 22 28 34 

+ 17 23 29 35 
 

- 18 24 30 36 
 

+ 19 25 31 37 
 

- 20 26 32 38 
 

Legend: grey less than 1.5% drift, bold black more than 2 cycles to 1.5% drift 

Continued from previous page
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B.2 Parametric Results 

 
ρm= 5.14% ρm= 10% ρm= 15% ρm= 20% ρm= 25% 

Lw = 2m 

 

Lw = 4m 

Lw = 6m 

Lw = 8m 

Lw = 10m 

Drift vs Elongation Ratio 
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Wall Length vs Elongation Ratio 

 
ρm= 5.14% ρm= 10% ρm= 15% ρm= 20% ρm= 25% 

Drift = 0.5% 

 

Drift = 0.75% 

Drift = 1.0% 

Drift = 1.5% 

Drift = 2.0% 
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Mechanical Ratio vs Elongation Ratio 

 Lw = 2m Lw = 4m Lw = 6m Lw = 8m Lw = 10m 

Drift = 0.5% 

 

Drift = 0.75% 

Drift = 1.0% 

Drift = 1.5% 

Drift = 2.0% 
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Lateral Drift at Previous Peak vs Residual Elongation ratio 

 ρm= 5.14% ρm= 10% ρm= 15% ρm= 20% ρm= 25% 

Lw = 2m 

 

Lw = 4m 

Lw = 6m 

Lw = 8m 

Lw = 10m 
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Wall Length vs Residual Elongation Ratio 

 ρm= 5.14% ρm= 10% ρm= 15% ρm= 20% ρm= 25% 

Drift = 0.5% 

 

Drift = 0.75% 

Drift = 1.0% 

Drift = 1.5% 

Drift = 2.0% 
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Mechanical Ratio vs Residual Elongation Ratio 

 Lw = 2m Lw = 4m Lw = 6m Lw = 8m Lw = 10m 

Drift = 0.5% 

 

Drift = 0.75% 

Drift = 1.0% 

Drift = 1.5% 

Drift = 2.0% 
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Axial Load Ratio vs Elongation Ratio 

 Lw = 2m Lw = 4m Lw = 6m Lw = 8m Lw = 10m 

Drift = 0.5% 

 

Drift = 0.75% 

Drift = 1.0% 

Drift = 1.5% 

Drift = 2.0% 
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Axial Load Ratio vs Residual Elongation Ratio 

 Lw = 2m Lw = 4m Lw = 6m Lw = 8m Lw = 10m 

Drift = 0.5% 

 

Drift = 0.75% 

Drift = 1.0% 

Drift = 1.5% 

Drift = 2.0% 
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Appendix C                                    

Support Material for Numerical Model 

 

 

This appendix includes the Base Model definition and the tools developed for visualisation and 

computational resource tracking. Materials and sections definitions are shown first. Then the TCL 

procedures to create, load and handle the analysis objects are presented. Following this, the script 

with the numerical model for the base SL Model is attached. Finally, the scripts of the visualisation 

tool and RAM tracking are presented. 
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C.1 Materials 

40MPa Unconfined Concrete Material 

 

 

  

f'c 40 [MPa]

Ec 27898 [MPa]

n 3.153 [ ]

ec 0.00210 [mm/mm]

Strain Stress 0 8

0.00000 0.00 0.00800 8

0.00030 8.36

0.00060 16.59

0.00090 24.32

0.00120 31.01

0.00150 36.05

0.00180 39.05

0.00210 40.00

0.00231 38.14

0.00273 32.02

0.00326 23.50

0.00378 16.65

0.00431 11.83

0.00484 8.55

0.00536 6.31

0.00589 4.77

0.00642 3.67

0.00695 2.88

0.00747 2.30

0.00800 1.86

20% f'c

Stress Strain Collins&Mitchell (Thorenfeldt, Tomaszewicz and Jensen 1978)
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50MPa Unconfined Concrete Material 
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500MPa Reinforcing Steel Material 

 

1860MPa Prestress Strand Material 
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40MPa Confined Concrete Material for Confined Wall Ends 
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40MPa Confined Concrete Material for Columns Cores 
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C.2 Sections 

C.2.1 Fibre-based sections 

Fibre-based section are defined based on the OpenSees patches shown on the left picture. Each 

patch is defined with 4 points in the local YZ plane shown in the columns i, j, k and l. The patches 

also have a discretisation along i-j and j-k as shown in the columns Fibres i-j and Fibres j-k. 

The reinforcement is defined in layers or lines. Each layer has an initial and a final point in the 

local YZ plane with a specific number of bars or fibres along the layer. 

Below the schematic picture in the top left there is a graphical representation of the section that 

will be defined in OpenSees. This plot maintains the real aspect ratio of the section. In cases where 

the reinforcement cannot be seen in the interior of the section due to scale issues, the reinforcement 

is shown offset with respect to the CG of the section for clarity. 

11800x300mm RC Wall 
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800x700mm Moment Frame RC Beam 

 

 

800x500mm RC Edge Beam 
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150x300mm Drag RC Beam 

 

 

450x197mm Double-T Web 
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800mm Diameter RC Column 

 

 

C.2.2 Layered shell sections 

Layered shell sections are defined layer by layer. The layers are stacked bottom up in the local Z 

axis. Note that the numbers around the corner are for orientation only and are not used in the section 

definition. Given an overall section thickness and the position and amount of steel in each steel 

layer the spreadsheet calculates all concrete and steel layers. It is worth noting that the thickness of 

a steel layer is determine so it represents the same steel content given by the discrete bars. Concrete 

layers are defined in between steel layers and discretised according to the Mesh column. On the 

right hand side, it is presented a graphical representation of the section being defined. 

Section S1 
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Section S2 

 

 

Section S3 

Not used in the SL Model 

 

Section S4 

 

 

Section S5 
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Section S6 

 

 

Section S7 

 

 

Section S8 
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Section S9 

 

 

Section S10 
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C.3 Modelling Procedures 

The procedures are presented in two sections. The first section are general procedures that are 

general for TCL and the second part are OpenSees-specific procedures. 

C.3.1 General procedures 

# 1.1 CONCATENATE WITHOUT SPACES 
    # It returns a string with all the arguments put together 
 
    proc concatena {args} { 
        if {[llength $args]==1} {set vars {*}$args} {set vars $args}; # Splits args into components 
        foreach valor $vars {append a $valor} 
        return $a 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.2 ROUND A NUMBER OR LIST OF NUMBERS TO A SPECIFIC DECIMAL PLACES 
    # This procedure takes a list of numbers $Numeros and rounds them to the decimal places specified in 
the list $Decimales. 
    # The lists can be a single number. If len(Numeros) is a multiple of len(Decimales), then Decimales 
repeats to equal Numeros 
    # Numeros: list of numbers to round, $Decimales: list of amounts of decimals 
    # If a rounded number has less decimals than the required in $Decimales and $Fijo=1 then zeros will be 
added to match the required length 
 
    proc redondea {Numeros Decimales {Fijo 0}} { 
         
        # If the length of the list $Numeros is a multiple of the length of the list Decimales 
        # then the list $Decimales is replicated to match the length of $Numeros 
        if {[llength $Numeros]%[llength $Decimales]==0} { 
            set dec2 $Decimales 
            set a [expr [llength $Numeros]/[llength $Decimales]] 
            for {set i 2} {$i<=$a} {incr i} { 
                lappend Decimales {*}$dec2 
            } 
        } else { 
            puts "\nredondea: The list of decimal places does not match the list of numbers to round, -1 
returned!\n" 
            return -1 
        } 
         
        # Do the rounding on a 1-1 basis 
        if {$Fijo==1} { 
            foreach num $Numeros dec $Decimales { 
                lappend lista [format [concatena %. $dec f] $num] 
            } 
        } else { 
            foreach num $Numeros dec $Decimales { 
                lappend lista [expr round($num*pow(10,$dec))/pow(10,$dec)] 
            } 
        } 
        return $lista 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
# 1.3 NUMERICAL COMPARISON OF TWO LISTS WITH A TOLERANCE 
    # This procedure takes 2 numerical lists with equal length and compares their items. 
    # $Lista2 can be a shorter list than $Lista1, but Lista1%Lista2 should be 0. Then the elements  
    # of Lista2 get repeated to match Lista1. 
    # $Tol is used to provide numerical stability to the procedure (+-$tol/2) 
    # It returns 1 if all the comparisons are numerically equal, else it returns -1 
 
    proc lcompara {Lista1 Lista2 {tol 0}} { 
         
        # If the length of the list $Lista1 is a multiple of the length of the list List2 
        # then the list $Lista2 is updated to match $Lista1 length 
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        if {[llength $Lista1]%[llength $Lista2]==0} { 
            set dec2 $Lista2 
            set a [expr [llength $Lista1]/[llength $Lista2]] 
            for {set i 2} {$i<=$a} {incr i} { 
                lappend Lista2 {*}$dec2 
            } 
        } else { 
            puts "\nlcompara: The list $list2 does not match the $list1 length, -1 returned!\n" 
            return -1 
        } 
 
        # Check whether the list are the same lenght 
        if {[llength $Lista1]!=[llength $Lista2]} {return -1} 
        set a 0 ; # Counter to tell how many components are equal 
        set dec 5 
         
        foreach valor1 $Lista1 valor2 $Lista2 { 
            if {$valor1-$tol/2.<=$valor2 && $valor2<=$valor1+$tol/2.} {} {incr a} 
        } 
         
        if {$a==0} {return 1} {return -1} 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.4 WEIGHTED MATHEMATICAL OPERATION 
    # It calculates the operation between lista1 and lista2*pond 
    # lista1, lista2, pond: list of numerical values. 
    # op: list of any basic math operator + - * / 
    # If the length of $lista1 is a multiple of the length of lists $op, $lista2 or $pond 
    # then the corresponding lists are updated by repetition of their elements to match  
    # the length of $lista1 
 
    proc lopmat {Lista1 Op Lista2 {Pond 1}} { 
         
        # Match length of shorter lists $op $Lista2 or $Pond with $Lista1 
        if {[llength $Lista1]%[llength $Op]==0} { 
            set op2 $Op 
            set a [expr [llength $Lista1]/[llength $Op]] 
            for {set i 2} {$i<=$a} {incr i} { 
                lappend Op {*}$op2 
            } 
        }  
        if {[llength $Lista1]%[llength $Lista2]==0} { 
            set Lista22 $Lista2 
            set a [expr [llength $Lista1]/[llength $Lista2]] 
            for {set i 2} {$i<=$a} {incr i} { 
                lappend Lista2 {*}$Lista22 
            } 
        }  
        if {[llength $Lista1]%[llength $Pond]==0} { 
            set pond2 $Pond 
            set a [expr [llength $Lista1]/[llength $Pond]] 
            for {set i 2} {$i<=$a} {incr i} { 
                lappend Pond {*}$pond2 
            } 
        }  
 
        # Check whether the list are the same length 
        if {[llength $Lista1]!=[llength $Op]    } {return -1} 
        if {[llength $Lista1]!=[llength $Lista2]} {return -1} 
        if {[llength $Lista1]!=[llength $Pond]  } {return -1} 
 
        # Do the math operation 
        foreach valor1 $Lista1 valor2 $Op valor3 $Lista2 valor4 $Pond { 
            eval "lappend listaR [expr $valor1 $valor2 ($valor3*$valor4)]" 
        } 
 
        return $listaR 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.5 TAKE ELEMENTS OFF FROM A LIST 
    # The elements of the $lista2 are taken off of the $lista1 
    # Repeated elements are taken off in one go 
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    proc lsaca {Lista1 Lista2} { 
        foreach valor $Lista2 { 
            set indices [lsort -decreasing [lsearch -all $Lista1 $valor]] 
            foreach indice $indices { 
                set Lista1 [lreplace $Lista1 $indice $indice] 
            } 
        } 
        return $Lista1 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.6 LOOK FOR A VALUE IN A LIST OF LISTS AND RETURN A SPECIFIC VALUE 
    # List: list with a format { {val11 val12... } {val21 val22..} ....} 
    # ValBuscado: the value that is being looked for 
    # ColBuscar: relative index of the sublist where $ValBuscado has to be matched 
    # ColDevolver: relative index of the sublist that will be returned 
 
    proc buscarV {Lista ValBuscado ColBuscar ColDevolver} { 
        set val [lindex [lindex $Lista [lsearch -exact -index $ColBuscar $Lista $ValBuscado]] 
$ColDevolver] 
        if {$val==""} { 
            puts "buscarV: Value not found" 
            return -1 
        } else { 
            return $val 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.7 CREATE A LIST WITH ACCUMULATED REPETITIVE SUM 
    # It returns a list with the accumulated repetivive sum of the arguments 
    # $ini is the value where the sum starts 
    # args must be provided as $distance1 $repeat1 $distance2 $repeat2 .... always as pairs  
 
    proc sumaAcum {Ini args} { 
         
        if {[llength $args]==1} {set vars {*}$args} {set vars $args}; # Splits args into components 
         
        # Split the list or args in two lists, one with the distances and another with the repetitions 
        for {set i 1} {$i<=[llength $vars]} {incr i} { 
            if {$i%2==0} {lappend reps [lindex $vars [expr $i-1]]} {lappend hs [lindex $vars [expr $i-1]]}  
        } 
         
        set a $Ini 
        lappend lista $a 
         
        foreach r $reps h $hs { 
            for {set i 1} {$i<=$r} {incr i} { 
                set a [expr $a+$h] 
                lappend lista $a 
            } 
        } 
         
        return $lista 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.8 CREATE A LIST WITH CYCLIC SYMMETRIC TARGET DISPLACEMENTS 
    # This procedure takes a list of displacements, $listA, and creates a new list, $listB, that will 
contain the 
    # elements from $listA repeated $repetir times. If $repetir = 0 then $listB will contain the last 
element of $listA. 
     
    proc listDespSim {listA repetir} { 
 
        if {$repetir == 0} { 
            set listB [lindex $listA end]  
        } else { 
            set j 0 
            foreach valor $listA { 
                for {set i 0} {$i < $repetir} {incr i} { 
                    lappend listB [lindex $listA $j] 
                } 
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                incr j 
            } 
        } 
        return $listB 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.9 CHECK WHETHER THE CURRENT DISPLACEMENT IS CLOSER THAN TOL TO A PRE-DEFINED DRIFT 
    # Check if the current displacement $DspAc is closer than $Tol/2 to any element of the 
    # target displacement list ($args). It uses the previous displacement $DspAn to catch cases 
    # where there is no iteration or multiple iterations within the range defined by $Tol. 
    # It returns the list [Bool_is_close? disp_to_save] 
 
    proc estaCerca {DspAn DspAc Tol args} { 
 
        if {[llength $args]==1} {set objetivos {*}$args} {set objetivos $args} ; # Splits args into 
components 
 
        # Analise closeness 
        set an [expr abs($DspAn)] 
        set ac [expr abs($DspAc)] 
        set t2 [expr $Tol/2.] 
        if {$DspAc==0} {set signo 1} {set signo [expr abs($DspAc)/$DspAc]} 
        foreach obj $objetivos { 
            # Normal. It just steps once within the range 
            if {($an<$obj-$t2 || $obj+$t2<$an) && ($obj-$t2<=$ac && $ac<=$obj+$t2)} { 
                return [list 1 [redondea [expr $obj*$signo] 4 1]] 
            } 
 
            # Multiple steps within the range 
            if {($obj-$t2<=$an && $an<=$obj+$t2) && ($obj-$t2<=$ac && $ac<=$obj+$t2)} { 
                return [list 0 0] 
            } 
 
            # No step within the range, the solution jumps over the range 
            if {($an<=$obj-$t2 && $obj+$t2<$ac) || ($ac<$obj-$t2 && $obj+$t2<=$an)} { 
                return [list 1 [redondea $DspAc 4 1]] 
            } 
        } 
        return [list 0 0] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.10 GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES OF CIRCULAR AND RECTANGULAR SECTIONS 
    # Calculates Area, inertias and torsional constant 
    # it uses a coordinate system as:     |y 
    #                                 z_ _| 
    # args = $R in case a circular section or $b $h in case a rectangular section 
    # For rectangular sections b is parallel to z and h to y. 
     
    proc secProp {args} { 
         
        if {[llength $args]==1} {set vars {*}$args} {set vars $args}; # Splits args into components 
 
        if {[llength $vars]==1} { 
            set R [expr $vars*1.] ; # turns value in a double 
            set Pi [expr acos(-1.)] 
             
            set A [expr $Pi*$R**2.] 
            set I [expr $Pi*$R**4./4.] 
            set J [expr $Pi*$R**4./2.] 
             
            return [list $A $I $J] 
             
        } elseif {[llength $vars]==2} { 
            set b [expr [lindex $vars 0]*1.] ; # turns value in a double 
            set h [expr [lindex $vars 1]*1.] ; # turns value in a double 
             
            set A    [expr $b*$h] 
            set Iy   [expr $h*$b**3./12.] 
            set Iz   [expr $b*$h**3./12.] 
            set ba   [expr min($b/$h,$h/$b)] 
            set beta [expr 1./3.-0.21*$ba*(1-$ba**4./12.)] 
            set J    [expr max($b,$h)*min($b,$h)**3.*$beta] 
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            return [list $A $Iy $Iz $J] 
             
        } else { 
            puts "\nsecProp: Extra parameter! Either R for circular sections, or b and h for rectangular 
section must be provided\n" 
            return 0 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.11 CALCULATE DISTANCE BETWEEN FLANGE AND WEB CG OF A T-SECTION 
    # It provides de distance between the CG of the flange and the web in a T-unit 
    # $etop is the thickness of the topping and $htt is the total depth of the T-unit 
     
    proc calcdfw {htt etopp} { 
        return [expr ($etopp+$htt)/2.] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.12 CALCULATE MAX AND MIN VALUE ON A GROUP OF LISTS AND/OR NUMBERS 
    # args can have lists, numbers or predefined variables. 
    # When pre-defined variables are used they should be called WITHOUT THE LEADING $ 
    # It omits undefined variables 
     
    proc lmax {args} { 
         
        # Store variables with variables and numbers with numbers 
        foreach val $args { 
            global $val 
            if [info exists $val] { 
                eval "lappend listaA $$val" 
            } elseif {[string is double -strict $val]} { 
                lappend listaB $val 
            } 
        } 
        lassign {0 0 0} cont contA contB 
         
        # Get max of the variables 
        if [info exists listaA] { 
            foreach val $listaA { 
                lappend LA {*}$val 
            } 
             
            set maxA [lindex $LA 0] ;# If there is no value in $LA then maxA is undefined 
            foreach val $LA { 
                if {$val>$maxA} {set maxA $val} 
            } 
            set contA 2 
        } 
         
        # Get max of the numbers 
        if [info exists listaB] { 
            foreach val $listaB { 
                lappend LB {*}$val 
            } 
             
            set maxB [lindex $LB 0]; # If there is no value in $LA then maxA is undefined 
            foreach val $LB { 
                if {$val>$maxB} {set maxB $val} 
            } 
            set contB 3 
        } 
         
        # Return the max number 
        set cont [expr $cont+$contA+$contB] 
        switch $cont { 
            0    {return "lmax: No values to compare"} 
            2    {return $maxA} 
            3    {return $maxB} 
            5    {return [expr max($maxA,$maxB)]} 
        } 
    } 
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    proc lmin {args} { 
         
        # Store variables with variables and numbers with numbers 
        foreach val $args { 
            global $val 
            if [info exists $val] { 
                eval "lappend listaA $$val" 
            } elseif {[string is double -strict $val]} { 
                lappend listaB $val 
            } 
        } 
        lassign {0 0 0} cont contA contB 
 
        # Get min of the variables 
        if [info exists listaA] { 
            foreach val $listaA { 
                lappend LA {*}$val 
            } 
 
            set minA [lindex $LA 0] 
            foreach val $LA { 
                if {$val<$minA} {set minA $val} 
            } 
            set contA 2 
        } 
 
        # Get min of the numbers 
        if [info exists listaB] { 
            foreach val $listaB { 
                lappend LB {*}$val 
            } 
 
            set minB [lindex $LB 0] 
            foreach val $LB { 
                if {$val<$minB} {set minB $val} 
            } 
            set contB 3 
        } 
 
        # Return de min number 
        set cont [expr $cont+$contA+$contB] 
        switch $cont { 
            0    {return "lmin: No values to compare"} 
            2    {return $minA} 
            3    {return $minB} 
            5    {return [expr min($minA,$minB)]} 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.13 MOD COUNTER FOR SEVERAL MODULAR SERIES 
    # Using module arithmetics it will increase the count in the modules that compose args. 
    # Once the counter of a module reaches its max, it is reset to 1 and the counter of the 
    # next module is increased by one. First time calls should have Current_counts=0. Once 
    # it reaches the last max it returns -1. 
    # args should be provided as pairs like Current_count1 Max_count1 Current_count2 Max_count2 ... 
     
    proc cuentaSols {args} { 
         
        # Split and check variables 
        if {[llength $args]==1} {set lista {*}$args} {set lista $args}; # Splits args into components 
        if {[llength $lista]%2!=0} {puts "cuentaSols: Number of arguments are odd, they must be even"; 
return} 
         
        # Check if it is the first time and change 0s by 1s 
        if {[lindex $lista 0]==0} { 
            foreach valor $lista { 
                set indices [lsearch -all $lista 0] 
                foreach indice $indices { 
                    set lista [lreplace $lista $indice $indice 1] 
                } 
            } 
            return $lista 
        } 
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        # Check if the counter reached its maximum 
        #if {[lindex $lista end]==[lindex $lista end-1]} {return -1} 
 
        # Increase value of the first module and check possible increases of the dependent modules 
        # When there is no next element and error is raised, it is caught and return -1 is activated. 
        set error [catch { 
            set lista [lreplace $lista 0 0 [expr [lindex $lista 0]+1]] 
            for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $lista]} {incr i 2} { 
                set i1 [expr $i+1]; set i2 [expr $i+2] 
                if {[lindex $lista $i]>[lindex $lista $i1]} { 
                    set lista [lreplace $lista $i $i 1] 
                    set lista [lreplace $lista $i2 $i2 [expr [lindex $lista $i2]+1]] 
                } 
            } 
        }] 
         
        if {$error == 1} {return -1} {return $lista} 
         
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.14 SET UNITS TO BE USED IN A MODEL 
    # Based on the name of the units provided in $LUnit, $FUnit and $TUnit, it defines several  
    # SI and US Customary units and its derivates. With this, variables that have  
    # units can be easily defined by using expr command: [expr 5*$kN]=[expr 5000*$N] 
    # FUnit: N, kN, kgf, tonf, lbf, kip 
    # LUnit: m, cm, mm, km, in, ft 
    # TUnit: msec, sec, min 
    # Notes: 
    #    - The model results will have the base units parsed to the command. 
    #    - All the units are formed based on force, length and time. See the code for the available 
derivated units. 
     
    proc unidades {FUnit LUnit {TUnit NoUso}} { 
         
        # Defines the magnitude of 1kN as a function of the selected unit above 
        set g_ms2 9.80665 
        set lb_kg 0.45359237 
        switch $FUnit { 
            N       {set peso_kN 1000.} 
            kN      {set peso_kN 1.} 
            kgf     {set peso_kN [expr 1000./$g_ms2]} 
            tonf    {set peso_kN [expr 1./$g_ms2]} 
            lbf     {set peso_kN [expr 1000./($lb_kg*$g_ms2)]} 
            kip     {set peso_kN [expr 1./($lb_kg*$g_ms2)]} 
            default {set peso_kN 1.; set FUnit "Wrong input. kN selected as default"} 
        } 
        set uniF "Force units: $FUnit" 
         
        # Defines the magnitude of 1m as a function of the selected unit above 
        set in_cm 2.54 
        switch $LUnit { 
            m       {set dist_metro 1.} 
            cm      {set dist_metro 100.} 
            mm      {set dist_metro 1000.} 
            km      {set dist_metro 0.001} 
            in      {set dist_metro [expr 100./$in_cm]} 
            ft      {set dist_metro [expr 100./(12.*$in_cm)]} 
            default {set dist_metro 1.; set LUnit "Wrong input. Metre selected as default"} 
        } 
        set uniD "Length units: $LUnit" 
         
        # Defines the magnitude of 1 second as a function of the selected unit above 
        switch $TUnit { 
            msec    {set tiempo_s 1000.} 
            sec     {set tiempo_s 1.} 
            min     {set tiempo_s [expr 1/60.]} 
            NoUso   {set tiempo_s 1.} 
            default {set tiempo_s 1.; set TUnit "Wrong input. Seconds selected as default"} 
        } 
        set uniT "Time units: $TUnit" 
         
        # Report on the base units of the model 
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        if {$TUnit=="NoUso"} { 
            puts "\t$uniF \n\t$uniD" 
        } else { 
            puts "\t$uniF \n\t$uniD \n\t$uniT" 
        } 
     
        # Distance and derivates 
        variable m  $dist_metro      ; variable  m2 [expr  $m**2.]; variable  m3 [expr  $m**3.]; variable  
m4 [expr  $m**4.] 
        variable cm [expr $m/100.0]  ; variable cm2 [expr $cm**2.]; variable cm3 [expr $cm**3.]; variable 
cm4 [expr $cm**4.] 
        variable mm [expr $m/1000.0] ; variable mm2 [expr $mm**2.]; variable mm3 [expr $mm**3.]; variable 
mm4 [expr $mm**4.] 
        variable km [expr 1000*$m] 
        variable in [expr $in_cm*$cm]; variable in2 [expr $in**2.]; variable in3 [expr $in**3.]; variable 
in4 [expr $in**4.] 
        variable ft [expr 12.0*$in]  ; variable ft2 [expr $ft**2.]; variable ft3 [expr $ft**3.]; variable 
ft4 [expr $ft**4.] 
     
        # Force 
        variable kN   $peso_kN 
        variable N    [expr $kN/1000.0] 
        variable kgf  [expr $g_ms2*$N] 
        variable tonf [expr 1000.0*$kgf] 
        variable lbf  [expr $lb_kg*$kgf] 
        variable kip  [expr 1000.0*$lbf] 
     
        # Force per unit area 
        variable Pa  [expr $N/$m2] 
        variable MPa [expr 1.0e6*$Pa] 
        variable GPa [expr 1.0e9*$Pa] 
        variable psi [expr $lbf/$in2] 
        variable ksi [expr 1000.*$psi] 
        variable psf [expr $lbf/$ft2] 
     
        # Energy or Moments 
        variable kNm   [expr $kN*$m] 
        variable tonfm [expr $tonf*$m] 
        variable kipin [expr $kip*$in] 
        variable kipft [expr $kip*$ft] 
         
        # Time 
        variable s   $tiempo_s      ; variable s2   [expr   $s**2.] 
        variable ms  [expr $s/1000.]; variable ms2  [expr  $ms**2.] 
        variable min [expr 60*$s]   ; variable min2 [expr $min**2.] 
         
        # Mass 
        variable kg  [expr (1/$g_ms2)*$kgf*$s2/$m] 
        variable ton [expr 1000.*$kg] 
        variable lb  [expr $lb_kg*$kg] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.15 CROSS PRODUCT 
    # It calculates the cross product of 2 vectos. the value returned can be the normalised  
    # unitary vector (direction vector) or the raw cross product 
    # $V1 and $V2 must be given as lists 
    # When $uni=0 it returns the raw cross product, else $uni is used as as the power to calculate the 
norm. 
    # Note: Physical meaning is attaind when $uni=2 is used. 
     
    proc prodCruz {V1 V2 {uni 0}} { 
         
        # Calculate 
        lassign $V1 x1 y1 z1 
        lassign $V2 x2 y2 z2 
        set cp [list [expr $y1*$z2-$y2*$z1] [expr -($x1*$z2-$x2*$z1)] [expr $x1*$y2-$x2*$y1]] 
         
        # Return appropriate value 
        if {$uni==0} { 
            return $cp 
        } else { 
            set tam [norma $cp $uni] 
            if {$tam==0} {puts "\nprodCruz: Error! V1 and V2 are linearly dependent."; return} 
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            return [lopmat $cp / $tam] 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.16 N-NORM OF A VECTOR 
    # It calculates the n-norm of a vector 
    # $Vec must be given as list 
     
    proc norma {Vec {n 2}} { 
         
        # Check possible error 
        set n [expr double($n)] 
        if {$n<1} {set n 2.; puts "\nnorma: min n is 1. Default n=2 used instead. "} 
         
        # Calculate norm 
        set norm 0. 
        foreach v $Vec { 
            set norm [expr $norm + $v**$n] 
        } 
         
        return [expr $norm**(1/$n)] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.17 AREA OF TRIANGLE 
    # It calculates the area of a triangle based on the length of its sides 
     
    proc areaTri {a b c} { 
        set s [expr ($a+$b+$c)/2.] 
        return [expr ($s*($s-$a)*($s-$b)*($s-$c))**0.5] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.18 CONCRETE ELASTIC PROPERTIES 
    # It calculates the concrete elastic properties Ec and Gc based 
    # on f'c and poisson ratio. 
    # fc: concrete strength in the unit $unidad 
     
    proc concEcGc {fc unidad nu} { 
         
        # define basic unit 
        global MPa 
         
        # Calculate Ec in MPa 
        set fc_mpa [expr $fc*$unidad/$MPa] 
        set Ec_mpa [expr 4700.*sqrt($fc_mpa)] 
         
        # Transform back to the user-selected units and calc G 
        set Ec [expr $Ec_mpa*$MPa/$unidad] 
        set Gc [expr $Ec/(2.0*(1+$nu))] 
         
        return [list $Ec $Gc] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 1.19 PACK 0 IN FRONT A NUMBER UP TO A SPECIFIED LENTH 
    # Returns a string with a specified length 
     
    proc largoFijo {Numero Largo} { 
         
        set la [string length $Numero] 
        while {$la < $Largo} { 
            set Numero [concatena 0 $Numero] 
            set la [string length $Numero] 
        } 
        return $Numero 
    } 
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C.3.2 OpenSees procedures 

#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 2. CHECK STUFF 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 2.1 CHECK WHETHER THERE ARE OVERLAPPED NODES 
    # It checks and reports whether there are nodes that are in the same or almost the same place. 
    # Nodes that their coordinates are closer than Tol are reported as duplicated. 
    # Tol: tolerance to check closeness ; ListaNodos: the list of the nodes to be checked 
 
    proc hayDups {Tol ListaNodos} { 
 
        global mm; global cm 
        set Tol [expr 1*$cm] 
        set a 0 ; # Variable to tell if there were no duplicate nodes 
 
        puts "\nhayDups: The nodes that are closer than the tolerance [redondea [expr $Tol/$mm] 2]mm to 
each other are:" 
 
        # Goes to through the list of nodes, identifies the overlapped/close nodes  
        while {[llength $ListaNodos]>0} { 
 
            # Creates the list $nodosiguales with all the nodes that have the same/similar  
            # coordinates as each node of the list ListaNodos. This list is updated at the end of each 
while cycle. 
            set cantnodos [llength $ListaNodos] 
            set nodosiguales [list] 
            for {set i 0} {$i<$cantnodos} {incr i} { 
                set iguales [lcompara [nodeCoord [lindex $ListaNodos 0]] [nodeCoord [lindex $ListaNodos 
$i]] $Tol] 
                if {$iguales==1} {lappend nodosiguales [lindex $ListaNodos $i]} 
            } 
 
            # If there are nodes in the same/similar place prints which they are 
            if {[llength $nodosiguales]>=2 } {puts "\n\tNodes: $nodosiguales"; set a 1} 
 
            # The list ListaNodos is updated by deleting the nodes that were found to be similar 
            # Also the list nodosiguales is reset to empty 
            set ListaNodos [lsaca $ListaNodos $nodosiguales] 
            set nodosiguales [list] 
        } 
        if {$a==0} {puts "\n\tThere were no nodes closer to each other than the tolerance"}  
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 2.2 CHECK WHETHER A GROUP OF NODES EXIST IN THE DOMAIN 
    # Check node existance 
    # Opc = nEx, it returns a list of the nodes that are not defined in the domain 
    #       yEx, it returns a list of the nodes that are     defined in the domain 
    #       bEx, it returns 1 if all the nodes in $args exist, 0 otherwise 
    # args= list of node names to check 
 
    proc nodoExiste {Opc args} { 
        if {[llength $args]==1} {set nodos {*}$args} {set nodos $args }; # Splits args into components 
         
        set si [list]; set no [list] 
        foreach nodo $nodos { 
            if {[lsearch [getNodeTags] $nodo]==-1} {lappend no $nodo} {lappend si $nodo} 
        } 
 
        if {$Opc=="nEx"} { 
            return $no 
        } elseif {$Opc=="yEx"} { 
            return $si 
        } elseif {$Opc=="bEx"} { 
            if {[llength $no]==0} { 
                return 1 
            } else { 
                return 0 
            } 
        } else { 
            return "\nnodoExiste: Opc parameter should be either nEx, yEx or bEx\n" 
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        } 
    } 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# 3. FILTER STUFF 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 3.1 FILTER NODES THAT THEIR COORDINATES ARE WITHIN THE SPECIFIED RANGE 
    # Return a list with all the nodes that are within the range defined by xi-xf, yi-yf and zi-zf, 
borders included. 
    # If the procedure does not find any node, then it returns -1. (warning! if the only node that was 
found was -1) 
    # Arguments: 
    #    $signo = (P)ositive, (N)egative or (A)ll. It refers to the node tags 
    #    $tol   = tolerance to compare coordinates. It is applied as $tol/2 at each side of the spatial 
range 
    #    $ListaNodos = If provided the procedure will check just the nodes in this list, otherwise it will 
check all the nodes defined in the domain 
    # PERSONAL NOTE: if I use nested "ifs" instead of just one multi-argument "if" I can improve the speed 
by 13%, but the code looks ugly 
 
    proc filtraNodos {signo xi xf yi yf zi zf {tol 0.0} {ListaNodos 0}} { 
         
        # Check whether $signo is well defined 
        if {$signo!="P" && $signo!="N" && $signo!="A"} {puts "\nfiltraNodos: Sign option should be P, N or 
A\n"; return -1}  
         
        # Sort arguments and add tolerance to the criterion 
        set xa [expr min($xi,$xf)-$tol/2.]; set xz [expr max($xi,$xf)+$tol/2.] 
        set ya [expr min($yi,$yf)-$tol/2.]; set yz [expr max($yi,$yf)+$tol/2.] 
        set za [expr min($zi,$zf)-$tol/2.]; set zz [expr max($zi,$zf)+$tol/2.] 
 
        # Filter nodes. If no list is provided then it checks against the whole domain 
        set lista [list]; # Define an empty list in case no node is found 
        if {$ListaNodos == 0} {set ListaNodos [getNodeTags]} 
        foreach nodo $ListaNodos { 
            if {$signo=="P" && $nodo>0} { 
                lassign [nodeCoord $nodo] nx ny nz 
                if {$xa<=$nx && $nx<=$xz && $ya<=$ny && $ny<=$yz && $za<=$nz && $nz<=$zz} { 
                    lappend lista $nodo 
                } 
                 
            } elseif {$signo=="N" && $nodo<0} { 
                lassign [nodeCoord $nodo] nx ny nz 
                if {$xa<=$nx && $nx<=$xz && $ya<=$ny && $ny<=$yz && $za<=$nz && $nz<=$zz} { 
                    lappend lista $nodo 
                } 
            } elseif {$signo=="A"} { 
                lassign [nodeCoord $nodo] nx ny nz 
                if {$xa<=$nx && $nx<=$xz && $ya<=$ny && $ny<=$yz && $za<=$nz && $nz<=$zz} { 
                    lappend lista $nodo 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        if {[llength $lista]==0} { 
            puts "\nfiltraNodos: There is no node in the range\n" 
            return -1 
        } else { 
            return $lista 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 3.2 FILTER ELEMENTS THAT ARE WITHIN THE SPECIFY RANGE 
    # Return a list with all the elements that are within the range xi-xf, yi-yf and zi-zf. Elements  
    # that are partially within the range (at least 1 node) are omitted if the $eleBrd = 0 otherwise  
    # they are included. It returns -1 in case no elements were found in the range. 
    # Optional parameters: 
    #     tol: is the tolerance to determine whether a node is within the specified range. It is parsed to 
filtraNodos() 
    #     ListaEles: is the list of elements to check. If not given the list of elements include all the 
elements in the domain. 
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    proc filtraEles {eleBrd xi xf yi yf zi zf {tol 0.0} {ListaEles 0}} { 
         
        # Filter the nodes within the range. Define the condition to include ELEments in the BoRDer 
        set nodsRng [filtraNodos P $xi $xf $yi $yf $zi $zf $tol] 
        if {$nodsRng!=-1} {set eleRng [list]} {puts "\nfiltraEles: No nodes or elements in the range\n" ; 
return -1} 
        if {$eleBrd==0} {set cond &&} {set cond ||} 
 
        # For each element it gets the nodes and check whether they are in the range 
        # When $eleBrd!=0 one node within the range is sufficient for the elements to be included, 
        # otherwise the whole element must be within the range. 
        if {$ListaEles==0} {set ListaEles [getEleTags]} 
        foreach ele $ListaEles { 
            set lNodsEle [eleNodes $ele] 
            if {[llength $lNodsEle]==2} { 
                set N1 [expr bool([lsearch $nodsRng [lindex $lNodsEle 0]]!=-1)] 
                set N2 [expr bool([lsearch $nodsRng [lindex $lNodsEle 1]]!=-1)] 
                eval "if {$N1 $cond $N2} {lappend eleRng $ele}" 
            } elseif {[llength $lNodsEle]==4} { 
                set N1 [expr bool([lsearch $nodsRng [lindex $lNodsEle 0]]!=-1)] 
                set N2 [expr bool([lsearch $nodsRng [lindex $lNodsEle 1]]!=-1)] 
                set N3 [expr bool([lsearch $nodsRng [lindex $lNodsEle 2]]!=-1)] 
                set N4 [expr bool([lsearch $nodsRng [lindex $lNodsEle 3]]!=-1)] 
                eval "if {$N1 $cond $N2 $cond $N3 $cond $N4} {lappend eleRng $ele}" 
            } else { 
                puts "\nfiltraEles: There is an element that is neither a line nor a quadrilateral 
element\n" 
            } 
        } 
        if {[llength $eleRng]!=0} {return $eleRng} {puts "\nfiltraEles: No element in the range" ; return 
-1} 
    } 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 3.3 FILTER NODES THAT ARE CLOSE TO A LINE 
    # Filter the nodes that are closer than the tolerance $Tol to the line defined by nodes $N1 and $N2 
    # The nodes N1 and N2 can be passed as node tags or coordinates (list) 
    # By default this proc do not consider node with negative tags 
    # Tolerance $Tol is centered at the line 
 
    proc filtraNodosLinea {N1 N2 {Tol 0.0} {ListaNodos 0}} { 
         
        # Node N1 
        if {[llength $N1]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1]==0} {puts "\nfiltraNodosLinea: The node $N1 doesn't exist"; return -
1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N1] xi yi zi 
        } elseif {[llength $N1]==3} { 
            lassign $N1 xi yi zi 
        } else {puts "\nfiltraNodosLinea: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
 
        # Node N2 
        if {[llength $N2]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N2]==0} {puts "\nfiltraNodosLinea: The node $N2 doesn't exist"; return -
1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N2] xf yf zf 
        } elseif {[llength $N2]==3} { 
            lassign $N2 xf yf zf 
        } else {puts "\nfiltraNodosLinea: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
                 
        # Filter the nodes that are close to the line 
        set nodosC [filtraNodos P $xi $xf $yi $yf $zi $zf $Tol $ListaNodos] 
        # set nodosC [getNodeTags] 
        foreach nodo $nodosC { 
            if {[distPL $N1 $N2 $nodo]<=$Tol/2.} {lappend lista $nodo} 
        } 
         
        return $lista 
    } 
 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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# CALCULATE STUFF 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 4.1 DISPLAY THE RUNNING TIME OF A MODEL GIVEN THE INITIAL TIME 
    # It calculates the time a model has been runnig. 
    # inicio: starting time in secods (set inicio [clock seconds]) 
    # hora: optional, if != 0 it will also print the current time and date 
     
    proc tiempo {inicio {hora 0}} { 
        set ahora [clock seconds] 
        set Ttot [expr $ahora-$inicio] 
        set h [expr round(floor($Ttot/3600.))]; set Ttot [expr $Ttot-$h*3600] 
        set m [expr round(floor($Ttot/60))]   ; set Ttot [expr $Ttot-$m*60] 
        set s [expr round($Ttot)] 
         
        if {$h!=0} { 
            set msndt "[expr $h]hr [expr $m]min" 
        } elseif {$m!=0} { 
            set msndt "[expr $m]min [expr $s]sec" 
        } else { 
            set msndt "[expr $s]sec" 
        } 
         
        if {$hora==0} { 
            return $msndt 
        } else { 
            set msnhora [clock format $ahora -format "%H:%M:%S %Y.%m.%d"] 
            return "dt=$msndt at $msnhora" 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 4.2 CONJUGATED DISPLACEMENT 
    # Calculates the average displacement in the direction $dirAna of the  
    # nodes specified in the list $Nodos 
     
    proc despConj {ListaNodos dirAna {uni 1.} {dec 6}} { 
        set d 0.0 
        set cont 0 
        foreach nodo $ListaNodos { 
            set d [expr $d + [nodeDisp $nodo $dirAna]] 
            incr cont 
        } 
        return [redondea [expr ($d/$cont)/$uni] $dec] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 4.3 CALCULATE DISTANCE BETWEEN A NODE AND A LINE DEFINED BY 2 NODES (USES UNDEFORMED POSITION OF THE 
NODES) 
    # It calculates the distance between the node $Punto and the line N1N2 
    # N1, N2 and Punto can be either node tags (string) or coordiantes (list) 
     
    proc distPL {N1 N2 Punto} { 
         
        # Node N1 
        if {[llength $N1]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1]==0} {puts "\ndistPL: The node $N1 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N1] x1 y1 z1 
        } elseif {[llength $N1]==3} { 
            lassign $N1 x1 y1 z1 
        } else {puts "\ndistPL: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
 
        # Node N2 
        if {[llength $N2]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N2]==0} {puts "\ndistPL: The node $N2 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N2] x2 y2 z2 
        } elseif {[llength $N2]==3} { 
            lassign $N2 x2 y2 z2 
        } else {puts "\ndistPL: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
 
        # Point Punto 
        if {[llength $Punto]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $Punto]==0} {puts "\ndistPL: The node $Punto doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $Punto] xo yo zo 
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        } elseif {[llength $Punto]==3} { 
            lassign $Punto xo yo zo 
        } else {puts "\ndistPL: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
         
        # Determine slopes of the parametrised equations 
        set mx [expr $x2-$x1] 
        set my [expr $y2-$y1] 
        set mz [expr $z2-$z1] 
 
        # Determine (x,y,z) where min d is produced 
        set tmin [expr (($xo-$x1)*$mx+($yo-$y1)*$my+($zo-$z1)*$mz)/($mx**2.+$my**2.+$mz**2.)] 
        set xmin [expr $mx*$tmin+$x1] 
        set ymin [expr $my*$tmin+$y1] 
        set zmin [expr $mz*$tmin+$z1] 
 
        # Return the distance between the point and the line 
        return [expr sqrt(($xmin-$xo)**2.+($ymin-$yo)**2.+($zmin-$zo)**2.)] 
         
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 4.4 CALCULATE DISTANCE TO THE ORIGIN OF A NODE OR THE RELATIVE DISTANCE BETWEEN 2 NODES (USES UNDEFORMED 
POSITIONS) 
    # It calculates the distance between N1 and N2. If N2 is not given is assumed to be the origin 
     
    proc distNodo {N1 {N2 a}} { 
         
        # Workout coordiantes of node 1 
        if {[llength $N1]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1]==0} {puts "\ncrdLinParam: The node [nodoExiste nEx $N1] doesn't 
exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N1] x1 y1 z1 
        } elseif {[llength $N1]==3} { 
            lassign $N1 x1 y1 z1 
        } else {puts "\ncrdLinParam: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
         
        # Workout coordiantes of node 2 
        if {$N2=="a"} { 
            lassign {0. 0. 0.} x2 y2 z2 
        } elseif {[llength $N2]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N2]==0} {puts "\ncrdLinParam: The node $N2 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N2] x2 y2 z2 
        } elseif {[llength $N2]==3} { 
            lassign $N2 x2 y2 z2 
        } else {puts "\ncrdLinParam: Should be a 3D definition"; return -1} 
         
        # Return the distance between the nodes 
        return [expr sqrt(($x1-$x2)**2.+($y1-$y2)**2.+($z1-$z2)**2.)] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 4.5 NODE COORDINATES BASED ON A PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF A LINE PASSING THROUGH N1 AND N2 
    # It calculates the coordinates at the relative position defined by $t. Whete t=0 is at N1 and t=1 is 
at N2. 
    # when using a parametric representation of the line passing through N1 and N2 
    # N1 and N2 could be specified as either node tags or vectos (list) 
 
    proc crdLinParam {N1 N2 t} { 
         
        # Coordinates of N1 
        if {[llength $N1]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1]==0} {puts "\ncrdLinParam: The node $N1 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N1] x1 y1 z1 
        } elseif {[llength $N1]==3} { 
            lassign $N1 x1 y1 z1 
        } else {puts "\ncrdLinParam: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
         
        # Coordinates of N2 
        if {[llength $N2]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N2]==0} {puts "\ncrdLinParam: The node $N2 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N2] x2 y2 z2 
        } elseif {[llength $N2]==3} { 
            lassign $N2 x2 y2 z2 
        } else {puts "\ncrdLinParam: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
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        # Determine slopes of the parametrised equations 
        set mx [expr $x2-$x1] 
        set my [expr $y2-$y1] 
        set mz [expr $z2-$z1] 
 
        # Return the coordinates of the node that is parametrically located at $t 
        return [list [expr $mx*$t+$x1] [expr $my*$t+$y1] [expr $mz*$t+$z1]] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 4.6 CALCULATE THE VECTOR FORMED BY 2 NODES 
    # It calculates the vector that is formed by nodes N1 and N2 
    # N1 and N2 could be specified as either node tags or vectos (list) 
     
    proc vector {N1 N2} { 
         
        # Coordinates of N1 
        if {[llength $N1]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1]==0} {puts "\nvector: The node $N1 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            set P1 [nodeCoord $N1] 
        } elseif {[llength $N1]==3} { 
            set P1 $N1 
        } else {puts "\nvector: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
         
        # Coordinates of N2 
        if {[llength $N2]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N2]==0} {puts "\nvector: The node $N2 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            set P2 [nodeCoord $N2] 
        } elseif {[llength $N2]==3} { 
            set P2 $N2 
        } else {puts "\nvector: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
         
        return [lopmat $P2 - $P1] 
    } 
 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# CREATE STUFF 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 5.1 CREATE SHELLS CONSIDERING EXISTING NODES 
    # Limitations: 
    #    - The reference system considered is Y as the vertical dimension and X and Z the horizontal ones. 
X points from left to right 
    #    - It assumes node numbering is: N4---N3 with the normal vector pointing in any global positive X, 
Y, Z direction 
    #                          |     | 
    #                          N1---N2 
    # It defines a meshed (nx x ny) shell with section $seccion and corner nodes N1..N4. The new node 
numbering starts 
    # in $ni and the created elements start in $ei. Unlike block2D, here there is no overlapped nodes. 
Numerical rouding 
    # is overcome by introducing a tolerance=1cm. The node N1..N4 could be defined as coordinates (x,y,z) 
    # It returns the list {last_node+1, last_ele+1} 
 
    proc dibujaShells {N1 N2 N3 N4 nx ny ni ei seccion} { 
         
        # Element type 
        set eleTipo ShellMITC4 ; # ShellMITC4, ShellDKGQ, NLShellDKGQ 
         
        # Coordinates of N1 
        if {[llength $N1]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1]==0} {puts "\ndibujaShell: The node $N1 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N1] x1 y1 z1 
        } elseif {[llength $N1]==3} { 
            lassign $N1 x1 y1 z1 
        } else {puts "\ndibujaShell: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
         
        # Coordinates of N2 
        if {[llength $N2]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N2]==0} {puts "\ndibujaShell: The node $N2 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N2] x2 y2 z2 
        } elseif {[llength $N2]==3} { 
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            lassign $N2 x2 y2 z2 
        } else {puts "\ndibujaShell: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
         
        # Coordinates of N3 
        if {[llength $N3]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N3]==0} {puts "\ndibujaShell: The node $N3 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N3] x3 y3 z3 
        } elseif {[llength $N3]==3} { 
            lassign $N3 x3 y3 z3 
        } else {puts "\ndibujaShell: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
         
        # Coordinates of N4 
        if {[llength $N4]==1} { 
            if {[nodoExiste bEx $N4]==0} {puts "\ndibujaShell: The node $N4 doesn't exist"; return -1} 
            lassign [nodeCoord $N4] x4 y4 z4 
        } elseif {[llength $N4]==3} { 
            lassign $N4 x4 y4 z4 
        } else {puts "\ndibujaShell: Should be a 3D model"; return -1} 
 
        # Determine direction vectors and check whether they belong to the same plane 
        set V12 [vector $N1 $N2] 
        set V14 [vector $N1 $N4] 
        set V23 [vector $N2 $N3] 
        if {[lcompara [prodCruz $V12 $V14 2] [prodCruz $V12 $V23 2] 0.01]} { } {puts "\nDibujaShell: The 
corner nodes do not belong to the same plane"; return} 
 
        # Create coordinate list for sides 1-4 and 2-3 
        for {set i 0} {$i<=$ny} {incr i} { 
            lappend cV14 [crdLinParam $N1 $N4 [expr 1.*$i/$ny]] 
            lappend cV23 [crdLinParam $N2 $N3 [expr 1.*$i/$ny]] 
        } 
 
        # Create a list containing {$nodeTag $x $y $z $exist} for the new nodes 
        # Note that the new nodes haven't been created yet, that why $exist is 0 
        set n $ni 
        foreach c14 $cV14 c23 $cV23 { 
            for {set i 0} {$i<=$nx} {incr i} { 
                lappend nuevosNodos [list $n {*}[crdLinParam $c14 $c23 [expr 1.*$i/$nx]] 0 ] 
                incr n 
            } 
        } 
 
        # Filter existing nodes within the cube defined by N1 N2 N3 N4 
        set xmin [lmin $x1 $x2 $x3 $x4]; set xmax [lmax $x1 $x2 $x3 $x4] 
        set ymin [lmin $y1 $y2 $y3 $y4]; set ymax [lmax $y1 $y2 $y3 $y4] 
        set zmin [lmin $z1 $z2 $z3 $z4]; set zmax [lmax $z1 $z2 $z3 $z4] 
        global cm; set tol [expr 1*$cm] 
        set nodExistentes [filtraNodos P $xmin $xmax $ymin $ymax $zmin $zmax $tol] 
 
        # Compare positions of the existing nodes($nodExistentes) with the new proposed nodes. 
        # Node tags of the new nodes that are overlapped are replaced by the already  
        # existing node tag and the $exist flag is changed to 1 
        foreach ne $nodExistentes { 
            lassign [nodeCoord $ne] xne yne zne 
            for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $nuevosNodos]} {incr i} { 
                set nn  [lindex $nuevosNodos $i] ; #This is the sublist "n x y z $exist" 
                lassign [lrange $nn 1 3] xnn ynn znn 
                if {($xne-$tol/2.<=$xnn && $xnn<=$xne+$tol/2.) && \ 
                    ($yne-$tol/2.<=$ynn && $ynn<=$yne+$tol/2.) && \ 
                    ($zne-$tol/2.<=$znn && $znn<=$zne+$tol/2.)      } { 
                    set nuevosNodos [lreplace $nuevosNodos $i $i [lreplace [lindex $nuevosNodos $i] 0 0 
$ne]] 
                    set nuevosNodos [lreplace $nuevosNodos $i $i [lreplace [lindex $nuevosNodos $i] 4 4 1  
]] 
                    break ;# Once a node is found I break the loop as the node names are unique 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        # Create the new nodes. The values are rounded 
        set dec 5 
        foreach nn $nuevosNodos { 
            if {[lindex $nn 4]==0} { 
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                node [lindex $nn 0] [redondea [lindex $nn 1] $dec] [redondea [lindex $nn 2] $dec] 
[redondea [lindex $nn 3] $dec] 
            } 
        } 
 
        # Draw shells based on a neat node scheme 
        set ele $ei 
        set i 0 
        for {set j 0} {$j<=$ny-1} {incr j} { 
            while {$i!=$j*($nx+1)+$nx} { 
                set nodoi [lindex [lindex $nuevosNodos [expr $i      ]] 0] 
                set nodoj [lindex [lindex $nuevosNodos [expr $i+1    ]] 0] 
                set nodok [lindex [lindex $nuevosNodos [expr $i+$nx+2]] 0] 
                set nodol [lindex [lindex $nuevosNodos [expr $i+$nx+1]] 0] 
                element $eleTipo $ele $nodoi $nodoj $nodok $nodol $seccion 
                incr ele 
                incr i 
            } 
            incr i 
        } 
        return [list $n $ele] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 5.2 CREATE MESHED FBE OR DBE BEAM-COLUMN ELEMENT 
    # Features: 
    #    - Defines BC between N1 and N2 considering all the nodes in between 
    #    - Between each internal consecutive pair of nodes defines $NEle number of elements 
    # Ni, Ei: first new node and element tag to be defined; NEle: number of elements between 2 adjacent 
nodes 
    # EleForm: FBE, otherwise DBE; N1,N2: initial and final nodes 
    # GTL, SecL, IPL, IntL: geometric transformation, section, number of IPs and integration type 
    # It returns the list [$node, $ele] where $node=last_node_tag+1 and $ele=last_ele_tag+1 
     
    proc dibujaMeshedBC {Ni Ei NEle EleForm N1 N2 GTL SecL IPL IntL} { 
     
        # Check possible wrong definitions 
        if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1 $N2]==0} {puts "\ndibujaMeshedBC: Nodes [nodoExiste nEx $N1 $N2] do not 
exist\n"; return} 
        if {$NEle < 2} {set NEle 1} 
 
        # Filter all the nodes in the line defined by N1 and N2 
        # Create a list contains the sub lists {$node $x $y $z $d} 
        global cm 
        set tol [expr 1*$cm] 
        foreach nodo [filtraNodosLinea $N1 $N2 $tol] { 
            lappend lnods [list $nodo {*}[nodeCoord $nodo] [distNodo $N1 $nodo]] 
        } 
        set lnods [lsort -increasing -real -index 4 $lnods] 
 
        # Go through the list of existing nodes and create additional nodes if 
        # necessary. New nodes are stored in the list $NuevosNodos 
        set NuevosNodos [list] 
        set nodo $Ni 
        if {$NEle>=2} { 
            for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $lnods]-1} {incr i} { 
                set nod1 [lindex [lindex $lnods $i         ] 0] 
                set nod2 [lindex [lindex $lnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
                for {set j 1} {$j<$NEle} {incr j} { 
                    set nodcoord [crdLinParam $nod1 $nod2 [expr 1./$NEle*$j]] 
                    node $nodo {*}$nodcoord 
                    lappend NuevosNodos [list $nodo {*}$nodcoord [distNodo $N1 $nodo]] 
                    incr nodo 
                } 
            } 
            lappend lnods {*}$NuevosNodos 
            set lnods [lsort -increasing -real -index 4 $lnods] 
        } 
 
        # Create elements 
        set ele $Ei 
        for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $lnods]-1} {incr i} { 
            set ni [lindex [lindex $lnods $i         ] 0] 
            set nf [lindex [lindex $lnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
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            if {$EleForm=="FBE"} { 
                element forceBeamColumn $ele $ni $nf $GTL "$IntL $SecL $IPL"; incr ele 
            } else { 
                element dispBeamColumn  $ele $ni $nf $IPL $SecL $GTL -integration $IntL; incr ele 
            } 
        } 
 
        return [list $nodo $ele] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 5.3 CREATE RIGID ELASTIC BC ELEMENT 
    # It defines a rigid BC element between nodes N1 and N2. 
    # Considers all the nodes between N1 and N2 
    # Limitations: 
    #    - So far it only defines elements that are either parallel to X, Y or Z (not 2D or 3D diagonals) 
    #    - Note: It can be upgraded to work in any direction with the same as dibujaMeshBC 
 
    proc dibujaRBC {ni ei N1 N2 GT} { 
 
        # Check whether the nodes exist 
        if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1 $N2]==0} {puts "\ndibujaRBC: Nodes [nodoExiste nEx $N1 $N2] do not 
exist\n"; return} 
     
        # Filter all the nodes in the line defined by N1 and N2 
        # Create a list with {$node $x $y $z} as elements 
        set dec 5 
        set xi [nodeCoord $N1 1]; set xf [nodeCoord $N2 1]; set dx [redondea [expr $xf-$xi] $dec] 
        set yi [nodeCoord $N1 2]; set yf [nodeCoord $N2 2]; set dy [redondea [expr $yf-$yi] $dec] 
        set zi [nodeCoord $N1 3]; set zf [nodeCoord $N2 3]; set dz [redondea [expr $zf-$zi] $dec] 
        global cm 
        set tol [expr 1*$cm] 
        foreach nodo [filtraNodos P $xi $xf $yi $yf $zi $zf $tol] { 
            lappend lnods [list $nodo {*}[nodeCoord $nodo]] 
        } 
 
        # Sort the list in ascending order 
        if       {($dx<=-$tol || $tol<=$dx) && \ 
                (-$tol<=$dy && $dy<=$tol) && \ 
                (-$tol<=$dz && $dz<=$tol)     } { 
            set a 1 
        } elseif {(-$tol<=$dx && $dx<=$tol) && \ 
                ($dy<=-$tol || $tol<=$dy) && \ 
                (-$tol<=$dz && $dz<=$tol)     } { 
            set a 2 
        } elseif {(-$tol<=$dx && $dx<=$tol) && \ 
                (-$tol<=$dy && $dy<=$tol) && \ 
                ($dz<=-$tol || $tol<=$dz)     } { 
            set a 3 
        } else { 
            return "\ndibujaRBC: The line defined by nodes $N1 and $N2 is not parallel with either X, Y or 
Z axes\n" 
        } 
        set lnods [lsort -increasing -real -index $a $lnods] 
 
        # Create elements 
        set ele $ei 
        global m2; global m4; global cm4; global MPa 
        set A [expr 10*$m2] 
        set EG [expr 3e7*$MPa]; set J [expr 1e5*$m4] 
        set Iy [expr 50*$m4]; set Iz [expr 50*$m4] 
        for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $lnods]-1} {incr i} { 
            set ni [lindex [lindex $lnods $i         ] 0] 
            set nf [lindex [lindex $lnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
            element elasticBeamColumn $ele $ni $nf $A $EG $EG $J $Iy $Iz $GT; incr ele 
        } 
 
        return [list $ni $ele] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 5.4 CREATE TRUSS ELEMENTS 
    # It defines truss elements between nodes N1 and N2. It can consider all the nodes in the line N1N2. 
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    # The truss elements could be defined by either a predefined section or based on an area and a 
material. 
    # The options are: 
    #    opcEle: ends or inter, refer to just consider the end nodes or all the intermediate nodes as well 
    #    opcSec: mat or sec 
    #    args: $secTag  or  $A $matTag 
    # PERSONAL NOTE: With the new filtraNodosLinea(), procedures 5.3 could be improved so they can be used 
in any direction 
     
    proc dibujaTruss {ni ei N1 N2 opcEle opcSec args} { 
 
        # Check whether the nodes exist 
        if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1 $N2]==0} {puts "\ndibujaTruss: Nodes [nodoExiste nEx $N1 $N2] do not 
exist\n"; return} 
         
        # Splits args into components and assign it to variables 
        if {[llength $args]==1} {set vars {*}$args} {set vars $args } 
        if {[llength $vars]==1} { 
            set secTag [lindex $vars 0] 
        } elseif {[llength $vars]==2} { 
            set A      [lindex $vars 0] 
            set matTag [lindex $vars 1] 
        } else { 
            return "\ndibujaTruss: Wrong arguments passed to the function, should be either $secTag or $A 
and $matTag\n" 
        } 
         
        # Sort nodes N1 and N2 by distance to the origin 
        if {[distNodo $N1]<=[distNodo $N2]} { 
            set Na $N1 
            set Nb $N2 
        } else { 
            set Na $N2 
            set Nb $N1 
        } 
         
        # Create the list lnods with {$node $x $y $z $d} as the elements of the list and sort them 
increasingly 
        if {$opcEle=="ends"} { 
            set lnods [list "$Na [nodeCoord $Na] 0.0" "$Nb [nodeCoord $Nb] [distNodo $Na $Nb]"] 
        } else { 
            global cm 
            set tol [expr 1*$cm] 
            foreach nodo [filtraNodosLinea $Na $Nb $tol] { 
                lappend lnods [list $nodo {*}[nodeCoord $nodo] [distNodo $Na $nodo]] 
            } 
            set lnods [lsort -increasing -real -index 4 $lnods] 
        } 
 
        # Create elements 
        set ele $ei 
        for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $lnods]-1} {incr i} { 
            set ni [lindex [lindex $lnods $i         ] 0] 
            set nf [lindex [lindex $lnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
             
            if {$opcSec=="sec"} { 
                element trussSection $ele $ni $nf $secTag; incr ele 
            } elseif {$opcSec=="mat"} { 
                element truss $ele $ni $nf $A $matTag; incr ele 
            } else { 
                return "\ndibujaTruss: The option passed must be mat or sec\s" 
            } 
        } 
        return [list $ni $ele] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 5.5 CREATE PINNED BEAMS COLUMN ELEMENTS 
    # It defines BC elements between nodes N1 and N2, releasing the DOFs passed in args at the nodes N1 
and N2. 
    # It will consider all the nodes in the line N1N2. 
    #     Ni, Ei: initial node and element  ; Note: $Ni is just to keep consistency with other procedures 
    #     EleForm, N1, N2: Element formulation(FBE or DBE), end nodes of the BC elements 
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    #    Pin: nodes at which the pin will be: i, j or ij. When Pin=i it means that N1 will be pinned, 
regardless of N1>N2 
    #    GTL, SecL, IPL, IntL: geometric transformation, fibre section, No. of integration points and 
integration type 
    #    args: the degrees of freedom the user want to release in the global CS 
     
    proc dibujaPinnedBC {Ni Ei EleForm N1 N2 Pin GTL SecL IPL IntL fDOFsi fDOFsj {ListaNodos 0}} { 
 
        # Check possible errors 
        if {[nodoExiste bEx $N1 $N2]==0} {puts "\ndibujaPinnedBC: Nodes [nodoExiste nEx $N1 $N2] do not 
exist\n"; return} 
        if {$Pin!="i" && $Pin!="j" && $Pin!="ij"} {puts "\ndibujaPinnedBC: the Pin parameter should be i, 
j or ij\n"; return} 
        if {$Pin=="i" && $fDOFsj!=0} {puts "\ndibujaPinnedBC: Pin = i but DOFsj!=0, fDOFsj set to 0\n"; 
set fDOFsj 0} 
        if {$Pin=="j" && $fDOFsi!=0} {puts "\ndibujaPinnedBC: Pin = j but DOFsi!=0, fDOFsi set to 0\n"; 
set fDOFsi 0} 
         
        # Set the DOF that will be contrained: DOFs = cDOFs + fDOFs 
        set DOFs [list 1 2 3 4 5 6] 
        set cDOFsi [lsaca $DOFs $fDOFsi] 
        if {[llength $cDOFsi]==0} {puts "\ndibujaPinnedBC: No DOFs to constrain at i\n"; return} 
        set cDOFsj [lsaca $DOFs $fDOFsj] 
        if {[llength $cDOFsj]==0} {puts "\ndibujaPinnedBC: No DOFs to constrain at j\n"; return} 
         
        # Sort nodes N1 and N2 by distance to the origin 
        if {[distNodo $N1]<=[distNodo $N2]} { 
            set Na $N1 
            set Nb $N2 
        } else { 
            set Na $N2 
            set Nb $N1 
            if {$Pin=="i"} { 
                set Pin "j" 
            } elseif {$Pin=="j"} { 
                set Pin "i" 
            } 
        } 
         
        # Filter the nodes that are in the line N1N2 and create the list lnods where each 
        # element is the sub-list {$node $x $y $z $d}. Then sort them increasingly with respect to $d 
        # Any node that has a negative node tag is not included in the list. 
        # Note that the filtraNodosLinea makes this proc to be extremly slow when the number of nodes is 
big 
        global cm 
        set tol [expr 1*$cm] 
        foreach nodo [filtraNodosLinea $Na $Nb $tol $ListaNodos] { 
            lappend lnods [list $nodo {*}[nodeCoord $nodo] [distNodo $Na $nodo]] 
        } 
        set lnods [lsort -increasing -real -index 4 $lnods] 
 
        # Create the new node(s) to apply the pin condition 
        switch $Pin { 
            i       {set pines [list 0]} 
            j       {set pines [list end]} 
            default {set pines [list 0 end]} 
        } 
        foreach ind $pines { 
            set nodoexist [lindex [lindex $lnods $ind] 0] 
            set nuevonodo [expr -$nodoexist] 
             
            # If the name already exists, create a new name. 
            # Main node tag structure is xxxzzzyyy then the  
            # biggest main node tag would be 999999999, that 
            # is why $desfase starts in 1 000 000 000 
            set desfase 1000000000 
            while {[nodoExiste bEx $nuevonodo]} { 
                set nuevonodo [expr $nuevonodo-$desfase] 
            } 
             
            # Create new node, equalDOF with the existent and update the list 
            node $nuevonodo {*}[nodeCoord $nodoexist] 
            if {$ind==0} {set cDOFs $cDOFsi} elseif {$ind=="end"} {set cDOFs $cDOFsj} 
            eval "equalDOF $nodoexist $nuevonodo $cDOFs" 
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            lset lnods [list $ind 0] $nuevonodo ; #lset $lista {$index $subindex ...} $nuevo valor 
        } 
         
        # Create elements 
        set ele $Ei 
        for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $lnods]-1} {incr i} { 
            set ni [lindex [lindex $lnods $i         ] 0] 
            set nf [lindex [lindex $lnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
             
            if {$EleForm=="FBE"} { 
                element forceBeamColumn $ele $ni $nf $GTL "$IntL $SecL $IPL"; incr ele 
            } else { 
                element dispBeamColumn  $ele $ni $nf $IPL $SecL $GTL -integration $IntL; incr ele 
            } 
        } 
         
        # The new created nodes are the negatives of the existing ones, so no new consecutive node has 
been created 
        return [list $Ni $ele] 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 5.6 CREATE A MESH TRANSITION FOR DIFFERENTLY MESHED SHELLS SCHEMES 
     
    # It creates shells that allow the transition from 3 shell elements to 1 shell element. 
    # Note: 
    #    1. The nodes of the finer meshed shells(LL) and the coarser meshed shells (LC) have to 
    #       follow the relationship: (LL-1)/3 + 1 = LC  
    #    2. It is though to work on the XZ plane (horizontal), where X points from left to right and Z 
from top to bottom; Y is the vertical axis. 
     
    # TipoMesh: 
    #    - VFC: Vertical finer on the left and coarser on the Right 
    #    - VCF: Vertical finer on the right and coarser on the Left 
    #    - HCF: Horizontal finer on the bottom and coarser on the top 
    #    - HFC: Horizontal finer on the top and coarser on the botoom 
    # LL: list with nodes that belong to the finer mesh 
    # LC: list with nodes that belong to the coarser mesh 
    # ni, ei: initial node and element tags to be used 
    # seccion: shell section tag 
     
     
    proc uneMeshes {TipoMesh LL LC ni ei seccion} { 
         
        # Element type 
        set eleTipo ShellMITC4 ; # ShellMITC4, ShellDKGQ, NLShellDKGQ 
         
        # Check if the information provided is correct 
        if {[expr ([llength $LL]-1)/3+1] != [llength $LC]} {puts "\nuneMeshes: the lists of nodes does not 
match"; return -1} 
        if {$TipoMesh!="VFC" && $TipoMesh!="VCF" && $TipoMesh!="HCF" && $TipoMesh!="HFC"} {puts 
"\nuneMeshes: Transition type unknown"; return -1} 
         
        # Determine the closest node for both lists 
        set LL1 [lindex $LL 0] 
        foreach nod $LL { 
            if {[distNodo $nod]<[distNodo $LL1]} { 
                set LL1 $nod 
            } 
        } 
         
        set LC1 [lindex $LC 0] 
        foreach nod $LC { 
            if {[distNodo $nod]<[distNodo $LC1]} { 
                set LC1 $nod 
            } 
        } 
         
        # Create lists with {nodtag x y z d} as subelements, for LL and LC 
        # then sort the list increasingly with d (distance of any node to LL1 or LC1) 
        foreach nod $LL { 
            lappend LLnods [list $nod {*}[nodeCoord $nod] [distNodo $nod $LL1]] 
        } 
        set LLnods [lsort -increasing -real -index 4 $LLnods] 
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        foreach nod $LC { 
            lappend LCnods [list $nod {*}[nodeCoord $nod] [distNodo $nod $LC1]] 
        } 
        set LCnods [lsort -increasing -real -index 4 $LCnods] 
         
        # Create new nodes and the transition mesh 
        switch $TipoMesh { 
            "VFC" { 
                set j 0 
                for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $LLnods]-1} {incr i 3} { 
 
                    # Retrieve node tags 
                    set Ni0 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+0]] 0] 
                    set Ni1 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
                    set Ni2 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+2]] 0] 
                    set Ni3 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+3]] 0] 
 
                    set Nj0 [lindex [lindex $LCnods [expr $j+0]] 0] 
                    set Nj1 [lindex [lindex $LCnods [expr $j+1]] 0] 
                     
                    # Create new nodes 
                    set delta [expr ([nodeCoord $Nj0 1]-[nodeCoord $Ni0 1])/2.] 
                    set N1 $ni; incr ni 
                    set N2 $ni; incr ni 
                    node $N1 [expr [nodeCoord $Ni1 1]+$delta] [nodeCoord $Ni1 2] [nodeCoord $Ni1 3] 
                    node $N2 [expr [nodeCoord $Ni2 1]+$delta] [nodeCoord $Ni2 2] [nodeCoord $Ni2 3] 
                     
                    # Define new shell elements to create the transition 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Ni1 $N1  $Nj0 $Ni0 $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Ni2 $N2  $N1  $Ni1 $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Ni3 $Nj1 $N2  $Ni2 $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $N2  $Nj1 $Nj0 $N1  $seccion; incr ei 
                     
                    # Increment j counter to move to the next element in LC 
                    incr j 
                } 
            } 
             
            "VCF" { 
                set j 0 
                for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $LLnods]-1} {incr i 3} { 
 
                    # Retrieve node tags 
                    set Ni0 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+0]] 0] 
                    set Ni1 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
                    set Ni2 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+2]] 0] 
                    set Ni3 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+3]] 0] 
 
                    set Nj0 [lindex [lindex $LCnods [expr $j+0]] 0] 
                    set Nj1 [lindex [lindex $LCnods [expr $j+1]] 0] 
                     
                    # Create new nodes 
                    set delta [expr ([nodeCoord $Nj0 1]-[nodeCoord $Ni0 1])/2.] 
                    set N1 $ni; incr ni 
                    set N2 $ni; incr ni 
                    node $N1 [expr [nodeCoord $Ni1 1]+$delta] [nodeCoord $Ni1 2] [nodeCoord $Ni1 3] 
                    node $N2 [expr [nodeCoord $Ni2 1]+$delta] [nodeCoord $Ni2 2] [nodeCoord $Ni2 3] 
                     
                    # Define new shell elements to create the transition 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $N1  $Ni1 $Ni0 $Nj0 $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $N2  $Ni2 $Ni1 $N1  $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Nj1 $Ni3 $Ni2 $N2  $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Nj1 $N2  $N1  $Nj0 $seccion; incr ei 
                     
                    # Increment j counter to move to the next element in LC 
                    incr j 
                } 
            } 
             
            "HCF" { 
                set j 0 
                for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $LLnods]-1} {incr i 3} { 
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                    # Retrieve node tags 
                    set Ni0 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+0]] 0] 
                    set Ni1 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
                    set Ni2 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+2]] 0] 
                    set Ni3 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+3]] 0] 
 
                    set Nj0 [lindex [lindex $LCnods [expr $j+0]] 0] 
                    set Nj1 [lindex [lindex $LCnods [expr $j+1]] 0] 
                     
                    # Create new nodes 
                    set delta [expr ([nodeCoord $Nj0 3]-[nodeCoord $Ni0 3])/2.] 
                    set N1 $ni; incr ni 
                    set N2 $ni; incr ni 
                    node $N1 [nodeCoord $Ni1 1] [nodeCoord $Ni1 2] [expr [nodeCoord $Ni1 3]+$delta] 
                    node $N2 [nodeCoord $Ni2 1] [nodeCoord $Ni2 2] [expr [nodeCoord $Ni2 3]+$delta] 
                     
                    # Define new shell elements to create the transition 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Ni0 $Ni1 $N1  $Nj0 $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Ni1 $Ni2 $N2  $N1  $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Ni2 $Ni3 $Nj1 $N2  $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $N1  $N2  $Nj1 $Nj0 $seccion; incr ei 
                     
                    # Increment j counter to move to the next element in LC 
                    incr j 
                } 
            } 
             
            "HFC" { 
                set j 0 
                for {set i 0} {$i<[llength $LLnods]-1} {incr i 3} { 
 
                    # Retrieve node tags 
                    set Ni0 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+0]] 0] 
                    set Ni1 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+1]] 0] 
                    set Ni2 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+2]] 0] 
                    set Ni3 [lindex [lindex $LLnods [expr $i+3]] 0] 
 
                    set Nj0 [lindex [lindex $LCnods [expr $j+0]] 0] 
                    set Nj1 [lindex [lindex $LCnods [expr $j+1]] 0] 
                     
                    # Create new nodes 
                    set delta [expr ([nodeCoord $Nj0 3]-[nodeCoord $Ni0 3])/2.] 
                    set N1 $ni; incr ni 
                    set N2 $ni; incr ni 
                    node $N1 [nodeCoord $Ni1 1] [nodeCoord $Ni1 2] [expr [nodeCoord $Ni1 3]+$delta] 
                    node $N2 [nodeCoord $Ni2 1] [nodeCoord $Ni2 2] [expr [nodeCoord $Ni2 3]+$delta] 
                     
                    # Define new shell elements to create the transition 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Nj0 $N1  $Ni1 $Ni0 $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $N1  $N2  $Ni2 $Ni1 $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $N2  $Nj1 $Ni3 $Ni2 $seccion; incr ei 
                    element $eleTipo $ei $Nj0 $Nj1 $N2  $N1  $seccion; incr ei 
                     
                    # Increment j counter to move to the next element in LC 
                    incr j 
                } 
            } 
             
            default { 
                puts "\nuneMeshes: Transition type not recognised." 
                return -1 
            } 
        } 
         
        # Return the last+1 node and element tags 
        return [list $ni $ei] 
    } 
 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# ASSIGN STUFF (LOAD, MASS, etc) 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 6.1 LOAD ALL THE NODES SPECIFIED IN A LIST 
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    # It applies nodal loads Fs and Ms to all the nodes 
    # specified in the list $ListaNodos. 
 
    proc cargaNodos {ListaNodos Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz} { 
        foreach nodo $ListaNodos { 
            load $nodo $Fx $Fy $Fz $Mx $My $Mz 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 6.2 LOAD QUAD OR LINE ELEMENT'S NODES BASED ON A DISTRIBUTED LOAD 
    # It applied nodal loads at each node of an element based on a uniformly distributed load 
    # TipoEle: either Q, QI or L.  
    #          Q  for rectangular 4-node shells defined in XZ plane 
    #          QI for irregular 4-node shells (slow) 
    #          L  for line elements 
    # ListaEle: list of elements which their nodes will be loaded 
    # Qx,y,z: Uniform distributed loads in force/lenght for L or force/length^2 for Q in global 
coordinates 
    # Note: 
    #    It just applies forces, hence it does not apply moments 
    #     When QI selected the proc takes way longer than when Q is selected 
     
    # Personal note: now the load is applied based on an element, this means that when a node is 
    # shared between n elements then it has n loads assigned. May be I can include a code that 
    # unifies all the loads applied to a specific node and then apply just 1 load per node. So far it 
works ok. 
     
    proc cargaEles {TipoEle ListaEles Qx Qy Qz} { 
         
        if {$TipoEle!="Q" && $TipoEle!="QI" && $TipoEle!="L"} {puts "\ncargaEles: The element type sould 
be Q for quad-type elements or L for line-type elements.-1 returned\n"; return -1} 
        if {[llength $ListaEles]==0} {puts "\ncargaEles: The element list is empty. -1 returned\n"; return 
-1} 
         
        foreach ele $ListaEles { 
             
            set nodos [eleNodes $ele] 
             
            if {$TipoEle=="Q" && [llength $nodos]==4} { 
                # Store node tags 
                lassign $nodos N1 N2 N3 N4 
                 
                # Calculate side lengths and total area 
                set dx [expr [nodeCoord $N2 1]-[nodeCoord $N1 1]] 
                set dz [expr [nodeCoord $N4 3]-[nodeCoord $N1 3]] 
                set Aele [expr abs($dx*$dz)] 
                 
                # Load nodes 
                foreach nodo $nodos { 
                    load $nodo [expr $Qx*$Aele/4.] [expr $Qy*$Aele/4.] [expr $Qz*$Aele/4.] 0.0 0.0 0.0 
                } 
                 
            } elseif {$TipoEle=="QI" && [llength $nodos]==4} { 
                 
                # Store node tags 
                lassign $nodos N1 N2 N3 N4 
                 
                # Determine coordinates of mid points of the sides of the quadrilateral 
                set vA [crdLinParam $N1 $N2 0.5] 
                set vB [crdLinParam $N2 $N3 0.5] 
                set vC [crdLinParam $N3 $N4 0.5] 
                set vD [crdLinParam $N4 $N1 0.5] 
                set vE [crdLinParam $vA $vC 0.5] 
                 
                # Determine the lengths of the triangles 
                set L1A [distNodo $N1 $vA] 
                set LA2 [distNodo $vA $N2] 
                set L2B [distNodo $N2 $vB] 
                set LB3 [distNodo $vB $N3] 
                set L3C [distNodo $N3 $vC] 
                set LC4 [distNodo $vC $N4] 
                set L4D [distNodo $N4 $vD] 
                set LD1 [distNodo $vD $N1] 
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                set LAB [distNodo $vA $vB] 
                set LBC [distNodo $vB $vC] 
                set LCD [distNodo $vC $vD] 
                set LDA [distNodo $vD $vA] 
                 
                set LAE [distNodo $vA $vE] 
                set LBE [distNodo $vB $vE] 
                set LCE [distNodo $vC $vE] 
                set LDE [distNodo $vD $vE] 
                 
                # Determine tributary area for each node 
                set AN1 [expr [areaTri $L1A $LDA $LD1]+[areaTri $LAE $LDE $LDA]] 
                set AN2 [expr [areaTri $LA2 $L2B $LAB]+[areaTri $LAE $LBE $LAB]] 
                set AN3 [expr [areaTri $LCE $LBE $LBC]+[areaTri $LBC $LB3 $L3C]] 
                set AN4 [expr [areaTri $LDE $LCE $LCD]+[areaTri $LCD $LC4 $L4D]] 
                 
                # Assign loads to each node 
                load $N1 [expr $AN1*$Qx] [expr $AN1*$Qy] [expr $AN1*$Qz] 0.0 0.0 0.0 
                load $N2 [expr $AN2*$Qx] [expr $AN2*$Qy] [expr $AN2*$Qz] 0.0 0.0 0.0 
                load $N3 [expr $AN3*$Qx] [expr $AN3*$Qy] [expr $AN3*$Qz] 0.0 0.0 0.0 
                load $N4 [expr $AN4*$Qx] [expr $AN4*$Qy] [expr $AN4*$Qz] 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 
            } elseif {$TipoEle=="L" && [llength $nodos]==2} { 
                # Assign nodes, calc length and load nodes 
                lassign $nodos N1 N2 
                set Lele [distNodo $N1 $N2] 
                foreach nodo $nodos { 
                    load $nodo [expr $Qx*$Lele/2.] [expr $Qy*$Lele/2.] [expr $Qz*$Lele/2.] 0.0 0.0 0.0 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 6.3 ASSIGN MASS TO ALL THE NODES IN A SPECIFIC RANGE 
    # It assigns mass to all the nodes specified 
    # in the list $ListaNodos. 
 
    proc masaNodos {ListaNodos mx my mz rmx rmy rmz} { 
        foreach nodo $ListaNodos { 
            mass $nodo $mx $my $mz $rmx $rmy $rmz 
        } 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 6.4 ASSIGN EQUALDOF TO OVERLAPPED NODES 
    # It assigns equalDOF to all the nodes that are either overlapped or 
    # closer than the tolerance. The procedure does not return any value. 
    # When $reporte==1 it will print on screen what nodes where unified 
    # args: DOFs that will be constrained 
     
    proc eqDOFNodos {ListaNodos tol reporte args} { 
         
        # Assigned the DOF that will be constrained to the variable DOFs 
        if {[llength $args]==1} {set DOFs {*}$args} {set DOFs $args}; # Splits args into components 
        set dec 3 ; # number of decimals 
        set a 0 ; # variable to print on screen 
         
        # Goes to through the list of nodes provided, identifies the overlapped nodes and applies 
equalDOFs to them 
        while {[llength $ListaNodos]>0} { 
             
            # Creates the list nodosiguales with all the nodes that have the same coordinates as the  
            # first node of the list ListaNodos. This list is updated at the end of each while cycle. 
            # Notes: 1. There will always be at least one element on the list nodosiguales 
            #        2. The first element of the list nodosiguales will be used as the master node  
            set cantnodos [llength $ListaNodos] 
            for {set i 0} {$i<$cantnodos} {incr i} { 
                set iguales [lcompara [nodeCoord [lindex $ListaNodos 0]] [nodeCoord [lindex $ListaNodos 
$i]] $tol] 
                if {$iguales==1} {lappend nodosiguales [lindex $ListaNodos $i]} 
            } 
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            # If there are 2 or more nodes with the same coordinates it defines equalDOF to all of them 
using 
            # as the master node the first node on the list $nodosiguales. If $reporte equals 1 it prints 
to  
            # the screen the nodes that where constrained and what their position is. 
            set cantnodosiguales [llength $nodosiguales] 
            if {$cantnodosiguales > 1} { 
                for {set i 1} {$i<$cantnodosiguales} {incr i} { 
                    eval "equalDOF [lindex $nodosiguales 0] [lindex $nodosiguales $i] $DOFs" 
                } 
                if {$reporte==1} { 
                    if {$a==0} {set a 1} 
                    puts "\nNodes constrained at X = [redondea [lindex [nodeCoord [lindex $nodosiguales 
0]] 0] $dec]  Y = [redondea [lindex [nodeCoord [lindex $nodosiguales 0]] 1] $dec]  Z = [redondea [lindex 
[nodeCoord [lindex $nodosiguales 0]] 2] $dec]: $nodosiguales" 
                } 
            } 
 
            # The list ListaNodos is updated by deleting the nodes that have already been analysed 
            # Also the list nodosiguales is reset to empty 
            set ListaNodos [lsaca $ListaNodos $nodosiguales] 
            set nodosiguales [list] 
        } 
 
        if {$reporte==1 && $a==0} {puts "\nIn the list there were no nodes equalDOFed.\n"} 
    } 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# SOLVING APPROACH 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 7.1 DEFINE INTEGRATOR BASED ON A LIST OF INCREMENTAL DISPLACEMENTS 
    # It is used with the counter defined in 1.13 to change the current incremental 
    # displacement of the current integrator and address convergence issues 
    # Argumens are: $Node $Analysis_direction $Base_incr_disp $Modif_factors $index_count 
 
    proc defInte {Nodo Dir DespIncrBase Factores Indice} { 
 
        # Define displacements 
        set incrdesp [lopmat $Factores * $DespIncrBase] 
 
        # Activate new integrator 
        integrator DisplacementControl $Nodo $Dir [lindex $incrdesp [expr $Indice-1]] 
 
        return "Integrator: Displacement increment [lindex $Factores [expr $Indice-1]] times the original" 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 7.2 DEFINE ALGORITHM USING A LIST OF REQUESTED ALGORITHMS 
    # It is used with the counter defined in 1.13 to change the current algorithm 
    # to address convergence issues 
    # Arguments are: $list_of_desired_Algos $index_counter 
 
    proc defAlgo {ListaAlgo Indice} { 
 
        # Select algorithm 
        switch -exact [lindex $ListaAlgo [expr $Indice-1]] { 
            1     {set algoritmo "Newton"                                                 } 
            2     { set algoritmo "Newton -initial"                                      } 
            3     { set algoritmo "Newton -initialThenCurrent"                           } 
            4     {set algoritmo "NewtonLineSearch -type InitialInterpolated"             } 
            5     { set algoritmo "NewtonLineSearch -type Bisection  "                   } 
            6     { set algoritmo "NewtonLineSearch -type Secant     "                   } 
            7     { set algoritmo "NewtonLineSearch -type RegulaFalsi"                   } 
            8     {set algoritmo "ModifiedNewton"                                         } 
            9     { set algoritmo "ModifiedNewton -initial"                              } 
            10    {set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate current   -increment current    " } 
            11    { set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate current   -increment initial  " } 
            12    { set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate current   -increment noTangent" } 
            13    { set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate initial   -increment current  " } 
            14    { set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate initial   -increment initial  " } 
            15    { set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate initial   -increment noTangent" } 
            16    { set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate noTangent -increment current  " } 
            17    { set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate noTangent -increment initial  " } 
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            18    { set algoritmo "KrylovNewton -iterate noTangent -increment noTangent" } 
            19    {set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate current   -increment current    " } 
            20    { set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate current   -increment initial  " } 
            21    { set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate current   -increment noTangent" } 
            22    { set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate initial   -increment current  " } 
            23    { set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate initial   -increment initial  " } 
            24    { set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate initial   -increment noTangent" } 
            25    { set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate noTangent -increment current  " } 
            26    { set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate noTangent -increment initial  " } 
            27    { set algoritmo "SecantNewton -iterate noTangent -increment noTangent" } 
            28    {set algoritmo "BFGS"                                                   } 
            29    {set algoritmo "Broyden"                                                }     
        } 
 
        # Activate new algorithm 
        eval "algorithm $algoritmo" 
 
        return "Algorithm: Using $algoritmo" 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 7.3 DEFINE TEST BASED ON A LIST OF TOLERANCES 
    # It is used with the counter defined in 1.13 to change the current test 
    # tolerance and max iterations to address convergence issues 
    # Arguments are: $test_type $Base_tol $tol_factors $Max_iter $index_counter $unit_name <$pflag> 
    # The units are specified as a string and are just used to write the returned text 
 
    proc defTest {Tipo TolBase Factores IterMax Indice Unit {Pflag 0}} { 
 
        # Define units 
        global $Unit 
        eval "set units $$Unit" 
 
        # Set list of tolerances 
        set tolerancias [lopmat $Factores * $TolBase] 
 
        # Activate new test 
        test $Tipo [lindex $tolerancias [expr $Indice-1]] $IterMax $Pflag 
 
        return "Test: Tolerance of [expr [lindex $tolerancias [expr $Indice-1]]/$units]$Unit with max no. 
of iterations of $IterMax" 
    } 
 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# RECORD STUFF 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 8.1 NODE TAGS AND COORDINATES 
    # It records in a file the positions of the nodes already defined in the model domain 
 
    proc posNodos {Ruta ListaEles DefTipo {dec 5}} { 
         
        set archivo [open $Ruta w] 
         
        foreach nodo $ListaEles { 
            set pos [nodeCoord $nodo] 
            set dsp [list [nodeDisp $nodo 1] [nodeDisp $nodo 2] [nodeDisp $nodo 3]] 
            set def [lopmat $pos + $dsp] 
            switch -exact $DefTipo { 
                pos     {set opc $pos} 
                dsp     {set opc $dsp} 
                def     {set opc $def} 
                default {puts "\nposNodos: DefTipo must be either pos, dsp or def (default = pos)\n"; set 
opc $pos} 
            } 
            puts $archivo "$nodo [redondea $opc $dec]" 
        } 
        close $archivo 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 8.2 ELEMENT TAGS, NODES AND COORDINATES 
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    # It records the element tag, element $type (L or Q), boundary nodes, $dim (2D or 3D) and node 
coordinates 
    # BC elements have two nodes N1 N2 and shells have N1..N4 
    # TipoEle: L saves just BC elements, Q saves just quadrilateral elements, B saves both 
    # DefTipo: pos for the undeformed node coords, dsp for the relative displacements, def for the 
deformed node coordinates 
 
    proc posEles {Ruta ListaEles TipoEle TipoDef {dec 5}} { 
         
        # Check arguments 
        if {$TipoEle!="L" && $TipoEle!="Q" && $TipoEle!="B"} {puts "\nposEles: EleType must be either 
(L)ine, (Q)uad or (B)oth. -1 returned"; return -1} 
        if {$TipoDef!="pos" && $TipoDef!="dsp" && $TipoDef!="def"} {puts "\nposEles: DefType must be 
either pos, dsp or def. -1 returned"; return -1} 
 
        # For each element get its nodes and the node's coordinates and displacements 
        global LTipoEles 
        set archivo [open $Ruta w] 
        foreach ele $ListaEles { 
             
            # On v2.5.0 r6477 eleNodes create a blank space at the end that cause Python to get lost 
            set nodos [eleNodes $ele] 
            if {[string index $nodos end]==" "} {set nodos [string replace $nodos end end ""]} 
             
            foreach nodo $nodos { 
                set pos [nodeCoord $nodo] 
                set dsp [list [nodeDisp $nodo 1] [nodeDisp $nodo 2] [nodeDisp $nodo 3]] 
                set def [lopmat $pos + $dsp] 
                switch $TipoDef { 
                    pos     {set opc $pos} 
                    dsp     {set opc $dsp} 
                    def     {set opc $def} 
                } 
                lappend coord {*}[redondea $opc $dec] 
            } 
             
            # Set the code of element to assing colour in Python 
            if {[info exists LTipoEles]==0 || [llength LtipoEles]==0} { 
                set code 0 
            } else { 
                set code [lindex [lindex $LTipoEles [lsearch -integer -index 0 $LTipoEles $ele]] 1] 
            } 
             
            # Write to the file             
            if {$TipoEle=="L" && [llength $nodos]==2} { 
                lappend nodos A A 
                lappend coord A A A A A A 
                puts $archivo "$ele $code $nodos $coord" 
            } elseif {$TipoEle=="Q" && [llength $nodos]==4} { 
                puts $archivo "$ele $code $nodos $coord" 
            } elseif {$TipoEle=="B"} { 
                if {[llength $nodos]==2} { 
                    lappend nodos A A 
                    lappend coord A A A A A A 
                } 
                puts $archivo "$ele $code $nodos $coord" 
            } 
            unset coord 
        } 
        close $archivo 
    } 
#------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 8.3 ELEMENT CODE LIST TO USE IN posEles() AND THEN IN PYTHON PLOTTING CODE FOR COLOURS 
    # It creates a list with {$ele $Cod} as elements 
    # This list is then take by posEles() and the code is saved as part of the information 
    # in each line, so then the python code can assign a colour to each element 
     
    proc eleCodigo {Cod Ei Ef} { 
        global LTipoEles 
         
        # Code key: L line-type element, Q quad-type element 
        #         W-all, C-olumn, B-eam, F-loor, R-igid, E-lastic 
        #         H-omogeneous shell, L-ayered shell 
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        #        Nn Not special code (assings 0) 
        switch -exact $Cod { 
            LW {set valid 1} 
            LC {set valid 1} 
            LB {set valid 1} 
            LF {set valid 1} 
            LR {set valid 1} 
            LE {set valid 1} 
            QH {set valid 1} 
            QL {set valid 1} 
            Nn {set valid 1; set Cod 0} 
            default {set valid 0} 
        } 
         
        if {$valid==1} { 
            for {set i $Ei} {$i<=$Ef} {incr i} { 
                lappend LTipoEles "$i $Cod" 
            } 
        } else { 
            puts "\neleCodigo: Code is $Cod and must be either LW, LC, LB, LF, LR, LE, QH, QL or Nn. Code 
defined with 0 instead (thin black lines)\n" 
            for {set i $Ei} {$i<=$Ef} {incr i} { 
                lappend LTipoEles "$i 0" 
            } 
        } 
    } 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
# 8.4 NODE TAGS AND COORDINATES OF ALL NODES IN THE MODEL 
 # It records in a file Tags and positions of the nodes of the model 
 
 proc posAllNodos {Ruta {dec 5}} { 
   
  set archivo [open $Ruta w] 
   
  foreach nodo [getNodeTags] { 
   set pos [nodeCoord $nodo] 
   puts $archivo "$nodo [redondea $pos $dec]" 
  } 
  close $archivo 
 } 
 

C.4 Base SL Model Script 

C.4.1 Geometry 

    set Pi [expr acos(-1.0)] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Floor discretisation 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
     
# Discretisation in the local X direction. 
# For clarity when defining elements mirrored values were also defined 
    set nx101110 3  
    set nx110111 2  
    set nx111120 12 
     
# Discretisation in the local Y direction 
# For clarity when defining elements mirrored values were also defined 
# f for fine, c for coarse. This is for when the model was the whole building 
    set ny310311f  9; set ny310311c [expr $ny310311f/3] 
    set ny311319f 24; set ny311319c [expr $ny311319f/3] 
    set ny319320f  3; set ny319320c [expr $ny319320f/3] 
    set ny320321f  3; set ny320321c [expr $ny320321f/3] 
    set ny321322f  3; set ny321322c [expr $ny321322f/3] 
     
    set ny322328f 42; set ny322328c [expr $ny322328f/3] 
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    set ny328329f $ny321322f; set ny328329c $ny321322c 
    set ny329330f $ny320321f; set ny329330c $ny320321c 
    set ny330331f $ny319320f; set ny330331c $ny319320c 
    set ny331339f $ny311319f; set ny331339c $ny311319c 
    set ny339340f $ny310311f; set ny339340c $ny310311c 
     
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Basic lengths to define the grids 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
     
# X distances to create the grids 
    set dxTip  [expr 8.40*$m] 
    set dxCan  [expr 1.55*$m] 
    set dxStrW [expr 1.20*$m] 
 
# Y distances to create the grids 
    set dyGrn [expr 4.80*$m] 
    set dyTip [expr 4.25*$m]         
 
# Z distances to create the grids 
    set dzTip  [expr 14.500*$m] 
    set dzWaCo [expr  1.600*$m] 
    set dzLw   [expr 11.800*$m] 
    set dzStrB [expr  3.625*$m] 
    set dzSdl1 [expr  1.208*$m] 
    set dzSdl2 [expr  0.800*$m] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Element's geometrical properties 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Floor slab 
    set tlosa [expr 10*$cm] 
     
# Wall 30x1180 
    set propWall [secProp [expr 30*$cm] [expr 11.8*$m]] 
    lassign $propWall Amuro Iymuro Izmuro Jmuro 
    puts "\n\t300x11800 Wall geom props: A, Iy, Iz, J = [redondea $propWall 3]" 
     
# Column ø800 
    set propCol [secProp [expr 40*$cm]] 
    lassign $propCol Acol Icol Jcol 
    puts "\n\td800 Column geom props: A, I, J = [redondea $propCol 3]" 
     
# Beams 700x800, 500x800, drag 300x150 
    set prop700 [secProp [expr 700*$mm] [expr 800*$mm]] 
    set prop500 [secProp [expr 500*$mm] [expr 800*$mm]] 
    set propDrag  [secProp [expr 300*$mm] [expr 150*$mm]] 
     
    lassign $prop700 A700 Iy700 Iz700 J700 
    lassign $prop500 A500 Iy500 Iz500 J500 
    lassign $propDrag Adrag Iydrag Izdrag Jdrag 
     
    puts "\n\t700x800 beam geom props: A, Iy, Iz, J = [redondea $prop700 3]" 
    puts "\n\t500x800 beam geom props: A, Iy, Iz, J = [redondea $prop500 3]" 
    puts "\n\tDrag beam geom props: A, Iy, Iz, J = [redondea $propDrag  3]" 
 
# TT Webs 500TT 
    set propTTweb [secProp [expr 197*$mm] [expr 450*$mm]] 
    lassign $propTTweb ATTw IyTTw IzTTw JTTw 
    puts "\n\t500TT webs geom props: A, Iy, Iz, J = [redondea $propTTweb  3]" 
 

C.4.2 Nodes 

#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Grid positions - List stored as {$gridTag $gridPosition} 
#--------------------------------------------------     
 
# X grid positions 
    foreach grid [sumaAcum 110 10 1] dist [sumaAcum $dxCan $dxTip 1] { 
        lappend xGrid [list $grid $dist] 
    } 
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    lappend xGrid [list 101 0.0] 
    lappend xGrid [list 111 [expr [buscarV $xGrid 110 0 1]+$dxStrW]] 
    set xGrid [lsort -increasing -real -index 0 $xGrid] 
    puts "\n\tGrids in the X direction" 
    foreach val $xGrid {puts "\t\tGrid [lindex $val 0] at [redondea [lindex $val 1] 3 1]m"} 
     
# Y grid positions 
    foreach grid [sumaAcum 201 1 7] dist [sumaAcum 0.0 $dyGrn 1 $dyTip 6] { 
        lappend yGrid [list $grid $dist] 
    } 
    lappend yGrid [list 200 0.0] 
    set yGrid [lsort -increasing -real -index 0 $yGrid] 
    puts "\n\tGrids in the Y direction" 
    foreach val $yGrid {puts "\t\tGrid [lindex $val 0] at [redondea [lindex $val 1] 3 1]m"} 
     
# Z grid positions 
    foreach grid [sumaAcum 310 10 3] dist [sumaAcum 0 $dzTip 1 [expr 2*$dzWaCo+$dzLw] 1 $dzTip 1] { 
        lappend zGrid [list $grid $dist] 
    } 
    lappend zGrid [list 311 $dzStrB] 
    lappend zGrid [list 319 [expr [buscarV $zGrid 320 0 1]-$dzSdl1]] 
    lappend zGrid [list 321 [expr [buscarV $zGrid 320 0 1]+$dzSdl2]] 
    lappend zGrid [list 322 [expr [buscarV $zGrid 320 0 1]+$dzWaCo]] 
    lappend zGrid [list 325 [expr [buscarV $zGrid 322 0 1]+$dzLw/2.]] 
    lappend zGrid [list 328 [expr [buscarV $zGrid 322 0 1]+$dzLw]] 
    lappend zGrid [list 329 [expr [buscarV $zGrid 330 0 1]-$dzSdl2]] 
    lappend zGrid [list 331 [expr [buscarV $zGrid 330 0 1]+$dzSdl1]] 
    lappend zGrid [list 339 [expr [buscarV $zGrid 340 0 1]-$dzStrB]] 
    set zGrid [lsort -increasing -real -index 0 $zGrid] 
    puts "\n\tGrids in the Z direction" 
    foreach val $zGrid {puts "\t\tGrid [lindex $val 0] at [redondea [lindex $val 1] 3 1]m"} 
     
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Main nodes 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
     
# Nodes within the building 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
         foreach xg {110 111 120} { 
            foreach zg {310 311 319 320 321 322 325 328 329 330 331 339 340} { 
                node [concatena $xg $zg $yg] [buscarV $xGrid $xg 0 1] [buscarV $yGrid $yg 0 1] [buscarV 
$zGrid $zg 0 1] 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
# Nodes in the cantilever portion of each level 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
         foreach xg {101} { 
            foreach zg {310 311 319 320 321 322 328 329 330 331 339 340} { 
                node [concatena $xg $zg $yg] [buscarV $xGrid $xg 0 1] [buscarV $yGrid $yg 0 1] [buscarV 
$zGrid $zg 0 1] 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
# Nodes at the base for the columns 
    foreach yg {201} { 
         foreach xg {110 120} { 
            foreach zg {310 320 330 340} { 
                node [concatena $xg $zg $yg] [buscarV $xGrid $xg 0 1] [buscarV $yGrid $yg 0 1] [buscarV 
$zGrid $zg 0 1] 
            } 
        } 
    } 
 
# Nodes at the base for the walls 
    foreach yg {201} { 
         foreach xg {110} { 
            foreach zg {325} { 
                node [concatena $xg $zg $yg] [buscarV $xGrid $xg 0 1] [buscarV $yGrid $yg 0 1] [buscarV 
$zGrid $zg 0 1] 
            } 
        } 
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    } 
 
# Report on the overall building dimentions 
    set MaxX [lindex [lindex $xGrid end] 1]; set MinX [lindex [lindex $xGrid 0] 1]         
    set MaxY [lindex [lindex $yGrid end] 1]; set MinY [lindex [lindex $yGrid 0] 1] 
    set MaxZ [lindex [lindex $zGrid end] 1]; set MinZ [lindex [lindex $zGrid 0] 1] 
    puts "\ 
    \n\tOverall building dimensions:     \ 
    \n\t\tX = [redondea $MinX 2] - [redondea $MaxX 2] \ 
    \n\t\tY = [redondea $MinY 2] - [redondea $MaxY 2] \ 
    \n\t\tZ = [redondea $MinZ 2] - [redondea $MaxZ 2]" 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Restraints 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
     
    puts "\n\tFixity conditions:" 
    set NodsSop [filtraNodos P $MinX $MaxX 0 0 $MinZ $MaxZ [expr 1*$cm]] 
    foreach nodo $NodsSop { 
        set msn "$nodo 1 1 1 1 1 1" 
        eval "fix $msn" 
        puts "\t\t$msn" 
    } 

C.4.3 Materials 

#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Numerical variables 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Kappa factor for shear 
    set kapparect [expr 5.0/6.0] ; # shear modification factor 
    set kappacirc [expr 7.0/8.0] ; # shear modification factor 
 
# Elastic material properties 
    set vc 0.2 ; # concrete poisson ratio 
     
    # Unconfined elastic properties for f'c= 30 and 50 MPa 
    lassign [lopmat [concEcGc 40 $MPa $vc] * $MPa] Ec1 Gc1 
    lassign [lopmat [concEcGc 50 $MPa $vc] * $MPa] Ec2 Gc2 
     
    set Erig [expr 1000*$Ec1] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Uniaxial Elastic Materials 1-99 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
#Elastic Materials 1-49 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 1 $Ec1  ; # Elastic concrete for builing elements 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 2 $Ec2  ; # Elastic concrete for TT units 
     
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 10 $Erig ; # Rigid material 
 
# Elastic materials for shear deformations 50-99 
    set Oyen 0.106 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 50 [expr $kapparect*$Gc1*$Amuro]  ; # shear material for wall 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 51 [expr $Oyen*$kapparect*$Gc1*$Amuro]  ; # shear material for wall 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 52 [expr $kappacirc*$Gc1*$Acol]   ; # shear material for column 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 53 [expr $kapparect*$Gc1*$A700]   ; # shear material for beam 700 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 54 [expr $kapparect*$Gc1*$A500]   ; # shear material for beam 500 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 55 [expr $kapparect*$Gc1*$Adrag]  ; # shear material for beam drag 
    uniaxialMaterial Elastic 56 [expr $kapparect*$Gc2*$ATTw]   ; # shear material for doubleT webs 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Uniaxial NL Materials 100-199 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Unconfined concrete 100-119 
     
    # Unconfined 40MPa concrete 
    uniaxialMaterial Concrete02 100 [expr -40*$MPa] -0.0021 [expr -8*$MPa] -0.0045 0.1 [expr 3.92*$MPa] 
[expr 30000*$MPa] 
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    # Unconfined 50MPa concrete 
    uniaxialMaterial Concrete02 105 [expr -50*$MPa] -0.0023  [expr -10*$MPa] -0.0041 0.1 [expr 4.38*$MPa] 
[expr 30000*$MPa] 
     
# Confined concrete 120-139 
 
    # Confined concrete for wall BE 
    uniaxialMaterial Concrete02 120 [expr -54*$MPa] -0.005  [expr -30*$MPa] -0.044 0.1 [expr 3.92*$MPa] 
[expr 4000*$MPa] 
     
    # Confined concrete for column core 
    uniaxialMaterial Concrete02 125 [expr -54.66*$MPa] -0.0055 [expr -30*$MPa] -0.042 0.5 [expr 3.92*$MPa] 
[expr 4000*$MPa] 
 
# Non-prestressed Steel 140-159 
     
    # Reo. 300MPa 
    uniaxialMaterial Steel02 140 [expr 300*$MPa] [expr 200000*$MPa] 0.00217 15.0 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 
1.0 0.0 
     
    # Reo. 500MPa 
    uniaxialMaterial Steel02 145 [expr 500*$MPa] [expr 200000*$MPa] 0.00513 15.0 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 
1.0 0.0 
 
# Prestressed Steel 160-179 
    set fpu [expr 1860*$MPa] 
    uniaxialMaterial Steel02 160 [expr 0.85*$fpu] [expr 200*$GPa] 0.033 15.0 0.925 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 
[expr 0.55*$fpu] 
 
# Other not defined yet 180-199 
 
     
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# nD Elastic materials 200-299 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
    nDMaterial ElasticIsotropic     200 $Ec1 $vc 
    nDMaterial PlaneStress          201 200 
    nDMaterial PlateFromPlaneStress 202 201 $Gc1 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# nD Non-linear materials 300-399 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Concrete materials 300-349 
    set stc 0.08 ; # shear retention factor 
    nDMaterial PlaneStressUserMaterial 300 40 7 [expr 40*$MPa] [expr 3.92*$MPa] [expr -8*$MPa] -0.0021 -
0.0045 0.001 $stc 
    nDMaterial PlateFromPlaneStress    301 300 $Gc1 
 
# Steel materials 350-399 
     
    # 300MPa steel 
    nDMaterial PlateRebar 350 140  0.  ; # Along local X 
    nDMaterial PlateRebar 351 140 90.  ; # Along local Y 
     
    # 500MPa steel 
    nDMaterial PlateRebar 352 145  0.  ; # Along local X 
    nDMaterial PlateRebar 353 145 90.  ; # Along local Y 

C.4.4 Sections 

# Section definition convention: 
    #    100 Layered shells 
    #    200 Elastic shells 
    #    300 Walls 
    #    400 Columns 
    #    500 Beams 
    #    600 T-webs 
    #    700 Rigid BC 
    #    800 Zero length 
    #     When fibre-based: even numers for PMM section and odd number for aggregators 
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#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Layered Shells 100s 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
    set matTagC   301 
    set matTagxD  350 
    set matTagyD  351 
    set matTagxXD 352 
    set matTagyXD 353 
     
    set secTag  101 ; #S1 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 18 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.53*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.53*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.53*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 15.20*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 20.70*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 20.70*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm]  
 
    set secTag  102 ; #S2 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 18 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.52*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.52*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.52*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.52*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.52*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 20.70*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 20.70*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm] 
     
    set secTag  104 ; #S4 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 17 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.19*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.19*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.19*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 18.47*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 18.47*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 18.47*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm]  
     
    set secTag  105 ; #S5 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 16 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
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                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 14.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 14.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 14.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 14.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 14.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 14.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm]  
     
    set secTag  106 ; #S6 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 18 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.72*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.72*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.72*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.72*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.72*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.41*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.72*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.19*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 15.91*$mm]  
     
    set secTag  107 ; #S7 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 17 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.72*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.19*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 15.91*$mm] 
     
    set secTag  108 ; #S8 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 26 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.96*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 13.41*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
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                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.72*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.19*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  7.95*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  7.95*$mm]  
     
    set secTag  109 ; #S9 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 24 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.63*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.63*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.63*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.63*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.63*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.63*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.63*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.63*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.80*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 15.78*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 15.78*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 15.78*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 15.78*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 15.78*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm]     
     
    set secTag  110 ; #S10 
    section LayeredShell $secTag 18 $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.97*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyD  [expr  0.11*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  4.92*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxD  [expr  0.04*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.55*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.55*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.55*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.55*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr  9.55*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.45*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 20.79*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 20.79*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagxXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 11.62*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagyXD [expr  0.38*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm] \ 
                                    $matTagC   [expr 10.41*$mm]     
 
#------------------------------------------------- 
# Elastic shells 200s 
#------------------------------------------------- 
 
    section ElasticMembranePlateSection 200 $Ec1 $vc [expr 100*$mm] 
 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
# Walls 300s 
#-------------------------------------------------- 
 
    # Wall 
    set matTagUC 100 
    set matTagCC 120 
    set matTagS  145 
    set matTagV  50 
    set secTagF  300 
    set secTagFV 301 
    section Fiber $secTagF -GJ [expr $Gc1*$Jmuro] { 
        patch quad $matTagUC 10  1 [expr  587*$cm] [expr  15*$cm] [expr  587*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr  
590*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr  590*$cm] [expr  15*$cm]; # P1 
        patch quad $matTagUC 1  60 [expr  387*$cm] [expr  15*$cm] [expr  387*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr  
587*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr  587*$cm] [expr  15*$cm]; # P2c1 
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        patch quad $matTagCC 8  60 [expr  387*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr  387*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr  
587*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr  587*$cm] [expr  12*$cm]; # P2B 
        patch quad $matTagUC 1  60 [expr  387*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr  387*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr  
587*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr  587*$cm] [expr -12*$cm]; # P2c2 
        patch quad $matTagUC 1 200 [expr -387*$cm] [expr  15*$cm] [expr -387*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr  
387*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr  387*$cm] [expr  15*$cm]; # P3c1 
        patch quad $matTagUC 8 200 [expr -387*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr -387*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr  
387*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr  387*$cm] [expr  12*$cm]; # P3W 
        patch quad $matTagUC 1 200 [expr -387*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr -387*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr  
387*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr  387*$cm] [expr -12*$cm]; # P3c2 
        patch quad $matTagUC 1  60 [expr -587*$cm] [expr  15*$cm] [expr -587*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr -
387*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr -387*$cm] [expr  15*$cm]; # P4c1 
        patch quad $matTagCC 8  60 [expr -587*$cm] [expr  12*$cm] [expr -587*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr -
387*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr -387*$cm] [expr  12*$cm]; # P4B 
        patch quad $matTagUC 1  60 [expr -587*$cm] [expr -12*$cm] [expr -587*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr -
387*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr -387*$cm] [expr -12*$cm]; # P4c2 
        patch quad $matTagUC 10  1 [expr -590*$cm] [expr  15*$cm] [expr -590*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr -
587*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr -587*$cm] [expr  15*$cm]; # P5 
 
        layer straight $matTagS 20 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  585*$cm] [expr  10*$cm] [expr  388*$cm] [expr  
10*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 20 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  585*$cm] [expr   0*$cm] [expr  388*$cm] [expr   
0*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 20 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  585*$cm] [expr -10*$cm] [expr  388*$cm] [expr 
-10*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 26 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  375*$cm] [expr  10*$cm] [expr -375*$cm] [expr  
10*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 26 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  375*$cm] [expr -10*$cm] [expr -375*$cm] [expr 
-10*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 20 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr -585*$cm] [expr  10*$cm] [expr -388*$cm] [expr  
10*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 20 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr -585*$cm] [expr   0*$cm] [expr -388*$cm] [expr   
0*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 20 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr -585*$cm] [expr -10*$cm] [expr -388*$cm] [expr 
-10*$cm] 
 
    } 
    section Aggregator $secTagFV $matTagV Vy $matTagV Vz -section $secTagF 
     
 
#------------------------------------------------- 
# Columns 400s 
#------------------------------------------------- 
     
    set matTagUC 100 
    set matTagCC 125 
    set matTagS  145 
    set matTagV  52 
    set secTagF  400 
    set secTagFV 401 
    section Fiber $secTagF -GJ [expr $Gc1*$Jcol*0.5] { 
        patch circ $matTagUC 50  1 [expr 0*$cm] [expr 0*$cm] [expr 37*$cm] [expr 40*$cm] 0 360 ; # Cover 
        patch circ $matTagCC 50 10 [expr 0*$cm] [expr 0*$cm] [expr  0*$cm] [expr 37*$cm] 0 360 ; # Core 
         
        layer circ $matTagS 16 [expr 804.25*$mm2] [expr 0*$cm] [expr 0*$cm] [expr 35.4*$cm]     
    } 
    section Aggregator $secTagFV $matTagV Vy $matTagV Vz -section $secTagF 
 
#------------------------------------------------- 
# Beams 500 
#------------------------------------------------- 
 
# 700x800 Moment frame beam 
    set matTagUC 100 
    set matTagS  145 
    set matTagV  53 
    set secTagF  500 
    set secTagFV 501 
    section Fiber $secTagF -GJ [expr $Gc1*$J700*0.2] { 
        patch quad $matTagUC 20 20 [expr -40*$cm] [expr 35*$cm] [expr -40*$cm] [expr -35*$cm] [expr 
40*$cm] [expr -35*$cm] [expr 40*$cm] [expr 35*$cm]; # As 1 patch     
 
        layer straight $matTagS 4 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  35*$cm] [expr 20*$cm] [expr  35*$cm] [expr -
20*$cm] 
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        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  30*$cm] [expr 20*$cm] [expr  30*$cm] [expr -
20*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 113.10*$mm2] [expr  16*$cm] [expr 25*$cm] [expr  16*$cm] [expr -
25*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 113.10*$mm2] [expr  -7*$cm] [expr 25*$cm] [expr  -7*$cm] [expr -
25*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr -30*$cm] [expr 20*$cm] [expr -30*$cm] [expr -
20*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 4 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr -35*$cm] [expr 20*$cm] [expr -35*$cm] [expr -
20*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 113.10*$mm2] [expr -36*$cm] [expr 25*$cm] [expr -36*$cm] [expr -
25*$cm]     
    } 
    section Aggregator $secTagFV $matTagV Vy $matTagV Vz -section $secTagF 
 
# 500x800 Perimeter beam 
    set matTagUC 100 
    set matTagS  145 
    set matTagV  54 
    set secTagF  502 
    set secTagFV 503 
    section Fiber $secTagF -GJ [expr $Gc1*$J500*0.2] { 
        patch quad $matTagUC 20 25 [expr -40*$cm] [expr 25*$cm] [expr -40*$cm] [expr -25*$cm] [expr 
40*$cm] [expr -25*$cm] [expr 40*$cm] [expr 25*$cm]; # As 1 patch 
 
        layer straight $matTagS 4 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  35*$cm] [expr 20*$cm] [expr  35*$cm] [expr -
20*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr  30*$cm] [expr 20*$cm] [expr  30*$cm] [expr -
20*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr -30*$cm] [expr 20*$cm] [expr -30*$cm] [expr -
20*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 4 [expr 490.87*$mm2] [expr -35*$cm] [expr 20*$cm] [expr -35*$cm] [expr -
20*$cm] 
    } 
    section Aggregator $secTagFV $matTagV Vy $matTagV Vz -section $secTagF 
 
# 300x150 Drag beam 
    set matTagUC 100 
    set matTagS  145 
    set matTagV  55 
    set secTagF  504 
    set secTagFV 505 
    section Fiber $secTagF -GJ [expr $Gc1*$Jdrag*0.1] { 
        patch quad $matTagUC 10 5 [expr -7.5*$cm] [expr 15*$cm] [expr -7.5*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr 
7.5*$cm] [expr -15*$cm] [expr 7.5*$cm] [expr 15*$cm]; # As 1 patch 
 
        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 314.16*$mm2] [expr  4*$cm] [expr 10*$cm] [expr  4*$cm] [expr -
10*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagS 2 [expr 314.16*$mm2] [expr -4*$cm] [expr 10*$cm] [expr -4*$cm] [expr -
10*$cm]     
    } 
    section Aggregator $secTagFV $matTagV Vy $matTagV Vz -section $secTagF 
 
#------------------------------------------------- 
# Double T webs 600 
#------------------------------------------------- 
 
    set matTagUC 105 
    set matTagPS 160 
    set matTagV  56 
    set secTagF  600 
    set secTagFV 601 
    section Fiber $secTagF -GJ [expr $Gc1*$JTTw*0.2] { 
        patch quad $matTagUC 5 9 [expr -22.5*$cm] [expr 9.85*$cm] [expr -22.5*$cm] [expr -9.85*$cm] [expr 
22.5*$cm] [expr -9.85*$cm] [expr 22.5*$cm] [expr 9.85*$cm]; # As 1 patch     
         
        layer straight $matTagPS 2 [expr 98.6*$mm2] [expr -17.5*$cm] [expr 5*$cm] [expr -17.5*$cm] [expr -
5*$cm] 
        layer straight $matTagPS 2 [expr 98.6*$mm2] [expr -12.5*$cm] [expr 5*$cm] [expr -12.5*$cm] [expr -
5*$cm]     
    } 
    section Aggregator $secTagFV $matTagV Vy $matTagV Vz -section $secTagF 
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C.4.5 Elements 

#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Geometrical transformation 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
    geomTransf PDelta 1 -1.0 0.0 0.0; set GTwall  1 
    geomTransf PDelta 2 -1.0 0.0 0.0; set GTcol   2 
    geomTransf Linear 3  0.0 0.0 1.0; set GTbeamX 3 
    geomTransf Linear 4 -1.0 0.0 0.0; set GTbeamZ 4 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Floor system 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Define node and element counters. 
    set msn "" ; # When testing the script this is useful 
    set ndele [list 1 1]; # node element 
    lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
 
# Sections for the different zones 
    set sec01 101 
    set sec02 102 
    set sec03 200 ; # not used 
    set sec04 104 
    set sec05 105 
    set sec06 106 
    set sec07 107 
    set sec08 108 
    set sec09 109 
    set sec10 110 
     
# Start from bottom left and moves to right and then up 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
     
    # Save list to identify shells at different levels 
        lappend elesRect $cont_ele 
     
    # Line 1     
        # Patch 1 
        set N4 [concatena 101 339 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 339 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 340 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 340 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny339340f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec01] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 2 
        set N4 [concatena 110 339 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 339 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 340 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 340 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny339340f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec01] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 3 
        set N4 [concatena 111 339 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 339 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 340 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 340 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny339340f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec02] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 2 
        # Patch 8 
        set N4 [concatena 101 331 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 331 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 339 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 339 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny331339f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec04] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 9 
        set N4 [concatena 110 331 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 331 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 339 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 339 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny331339f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec04] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 10 
        set N4 [concatena 111 331 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 331 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 339 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 339 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny331339f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec05] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 3 
        # Patch 15 
        set N4 [concatena 101 330 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 330 $yg] 
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        set N1 [concatena 101 331 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 331 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny330331f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec06] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 16 
        set N4 [concatena 110 330 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 330 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 331 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 331 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny330331f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec06] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 17 
        set N4 [concatena 111 330 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 330 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 331 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 331 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny330331f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec07] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 4 
        # Patch 22 
        set N4 [concatena 101 329 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 329 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 330 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 330 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny329330f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec08] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 23 
        set N4 [concatena 110 329 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 329 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 330 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 330 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny329330f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec06] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 24 
        set N4 [concatena 111 329 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 329 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 330 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 330 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny329330f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec07] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 5 
        # Patch 29 
        set N4 [concatena 101 328 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 328 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 329 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 329 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny328329f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec09] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 30 
        set N4 [concatena 110 328 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 328 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 329 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 329 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny328329f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec04] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 31 
        set N4 [concatena 111 328 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 328 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 329 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 329 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny328329f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec05] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 6 
        # Patch 36 
        set N4 [concatena 110 322 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 322 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 328 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 328 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny322328f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec10] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 37 
        set N4 [concatena 111 322 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 322 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 328 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 328 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny322328f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec05] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 7 
        # Patch 41 
        set N4 [concatena 101 321 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 321 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 322 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 322 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny321322f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec09] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 42 
        set N4 [concatena 110 321 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 321 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 322 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 322 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny321322f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec04] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 43 
        set N4 [concatena 111 321 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 321 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 322 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 322 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny321322f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec05] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 8 
        # Patch 48 
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        set N4 [concatena 101 320 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 320 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 321 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 321 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny320321f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec08] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 49 
        set N4 [concatena 110 320 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 320 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 321 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 321 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny320321f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec06] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 50 
        set N4 [concatena 111 320 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 320 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 321 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 321 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny320321f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec07] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 9 
        # Patch 55 
        set N4 [concatena 101 319 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 319 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 320 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 320 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny319320f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec06] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 56 
        set N4 [concatena 110 319 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 319 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 320 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 320 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny319320f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec06] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 57 
        set N4 [concatena 111 319 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 319 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 320 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 320 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny319320f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec07] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 10 
        # Patch 62 
        set N4 [concatena 101 311 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 311 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 319 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 319 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny311319f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec04] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 63 
        set N4 [concatena 110 311 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 311 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 319 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 319 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny311319f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec04] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 64 
        set N4 [concatena 111 311 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 311 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 319 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 319 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny311319f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec05] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    # Line 11 
        # Patch 69 
        set N4 [concatena 101 310 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 110 310 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 101 311 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 110 311 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx101110 $ny310311f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec01] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 70 
        set N4 [concatena 110 310 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 111 310 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 110 311 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 111 311 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx110111 $ny310311f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec01] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        # Patch 71 
        set N4 [concatena 111 310 $yg]; set N3 [concatena 120 310 $yg] 
        set N1 [concatena 111 311 $yg]; set N2 [concatena 120 311 $yg] 
        set ndele [dibujaShells $N1 $N2 $N3 $N4 $nx111120 $ny310311f $cont_nod $cont_ele $sec02] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
     
    # Save list to identify shells at different levels 
        lappend elesRect [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    } 
 
# Save elements range and assign type of element for plotting 
    set LosasFin [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    set msn "\n\tElement summary:\n\t\tShells: 1 - $LosasFin ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    eleCodigo QH 1 $LosasFin 
     
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Walls 
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#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Sections for different levels 
    set secL12 301; set IPL12  4; set intL12 Lobatto 
    set secL25 301; set IPL25  4; set intL25 Lobatto 
    set secL58 301; set IPL58  4; set intL58 Lobatto 
 
# Create the elements 
    set NumElesW 1 
    set TipoEle FBE 
    foreach xg {110} { 
        set N1 [concatena $xg 325 201] 
        set N2 [concatena $xg 325 202] 
        set N3 [concatena $xg 325 205] 
        set N4 [concatena $xg 325 208] 
         
        set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele $NumElesW $TipoEle $N1 $N2 $GTwall $secL12 $IPL12 
$intL12] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
         
        set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele $NumElesW $TipoEle $N2 $N3 $GTwall $secL25 $IPL25 
$intL25] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
         
        set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele $NumElesW $TipoEle $N3 $N4 $GTwall $secL58 $IPL58 
$intL58] 
        lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
    } 
 
# Save elements range and assign type of element for plotting 
    set MurosIni [expr $LosasFin+1]; set MurosFin [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    set msn "$msn\n\t\tWalls: $MurosIni - $MurosFin ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    eleCodigo LW $MurosIni $MurosFin 
     
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Columns 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Sections 
    set secCol 401; set IPCol  3; set intCol Lobatto 
 
# Create the elements 
    set NumElesC 4 
    set TipoEle DBE 
    foreach xg {110 120} { 
        foreach zg {310 320 330 340} { 
             
            # Save the initial element tag 
            set eleI $cont_ele 
             
            # Define column elements 
            set N1 [concatena $xg $zg 201] 
            set N2 [concatena $xg $zg 208] 
            set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele $NumElesC $TipoEle $N1 $N2 $GTcol $secCol $IPCol 
$intCol] 
            # set ndele [dibujaTruss $cont_nod $cont_ele $N1 $N2 inter sec $secL] 
            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
             
            # Create column list 
            set eleF [expr $cont_ele-1] 
            set [concatena Col $xg $zg] [sumaAcum $eleI 1 [expr $eleF-$eleI]] 
        } 
    } 
 
# Save elements range and assign type of element for plotting 
    set ColsIni [expr $MurosFin+1]; set ColsFin [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    set msn "$msn\n\t\tCols: $ColsIni - $ColsFin ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    eleCodigo LC $ColsIni $ColsFin 
 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Beams 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Longitudinal frame beams in X direction 
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    set sec700x800 501; set IP700x800  3; set int700x800 Lobatto 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
        foreach zg {310 320 330 340} { 
            set N1 [concatena 101 $zg $yg] 
            set N2 [concatena 120 $zg $yg] 
            set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele 1 DBE $N1 $N2 $GTbeamX $sec700x800 $IP700x800 
$int700x800] 
            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        } 
    } 
# Save elements range and assign type of element for plotting 
    set V700Ini [expr $ColsFin+1]; set V700Fin [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    set msn "$msn\n\t\tBeams 700x800: $V700Ini - $V700Fin ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    eleCodigo LB $V700Ini $V700Fin 
 
#-----------------     
 
# Transverse border beams in Z direction 
    set sec500x800 503; set IP500x800  3; set int500x800 Lobatto 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
        foreach xg {101} { 
            set N1 [concatena $xg 310 $yg] 
            set N2 [concatena $xg 322 $yg] 
            set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele 1 DBE $N1 $N2 $GTbeamZ $sec500x800 $IP500x800 
$int500x800] 
            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
             
            set N1 [concatena $xg 328 $yg] 
            set N2 [concatena $xg 340 $yg] 
            set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele 1 DBE $N1 $N2 $GTbeamZ $sec500x800 $IP500x800 
$int500x800] 
            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        } 
    } 
# Save elements range and assign type of element for plotting 
    set V500Ini [expr $V700Fin+1]; set V500Fin [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    set msn "$msn\n\t\tBeams 500x800: $V500Ini - $V500Fin ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    eleCodigo LB $V500Ini $V500Fin 
 
#-----------------     
 
# Drag beams in Z direction 
    set secDrag 504; set IPDrag  3; set intDrag Lobatto 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
        foreach xg {110} { 
            set N1 [concatena $xg 310 $yg] 
            set N2 [concatena $xg 322 $yg] 
            set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele 1 DBE $N1 $N2 $GTbeamZ $secDrag $IPDrag 
$intDrag] 
            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
             
            set N1 [concatena $xg 328 $yg] 
            set N2 [concatena $xg 340 $yg] 
            set ndele [dibujaMeshedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele 1 DBE $N1 $N2 $GTbeamZ $secDrag $IPDrag 
$intDrag] 
            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        } 
    } 
 
# Save elements range and assign type of element for plotting 
    set VdragIni [expr $V500Fin+1]; set VdragFin [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    set msn "$msn\n\t\tDrag beams: $VdragIni - $VdragFin ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    eleCodigo LB $VdragIni $VdragFin 
     
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Rigid Beams  
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Create elements 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
        foreach xg {110} { 
            set N1 [concatena $xg 322 $yg] 
            set N2 [concatena $xg 328 $yg] 
            set ndele [dibujaRBC $cont_nod $cont_ele $N1 $N2 $GTbeamZ] 
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            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        } 
    } 
 
# Save elements range and assign type of element for plotting 
    set RigsIni [expr $VdragFin+1]; set RigsFin [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    set msn "$msn\n\t\tRigid beams for wall length: $RigsIni - $RigsFin ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    eleCodigo LR $RigsIni $RigsFin 
     
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# TT webs 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Distances to determine TT web nodes     
    # For x 
    set dx101110 [expr ([buscarV $xGrid 110 0 1]-[buscarV $xGrid 101 0 1])/$nx101110] 
    set dx110111 [expr ([buscarV $xGrid 111 0 1]-[buscarV $xGrid 110 0 1])/$nx110111] 
    set dx111120 [expr ([buscarV $xGrid 120 0 1]-[buscarV $xGrid 111 0 1])/$nx111120]  
     
    set xTTwebs [list [expr [buscarV $xGrid 101 0 1] + 2*$dx101110]\ 
                [expr [buscarV $xGrid 110 0 1] + 1*$dx110111]\ 
                {*}[sumaAcum [expr [buscarV $xGrid 111 0 1] + 1*$dx111120] [expr 2*$dx111120] 5]\ 
                ] 
    # For y 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
        lappend yCotaPisos [buscarV $yGrid $yg 0 1] 
    } 
     
    # For z 
    foreach zg {310 320 330 340} { 
        set [concatena dz $zg] [buscarV $zGrid $zg 0 1] 
    } 
 
# Reduce the nodes to search for when defining the TT webs 
    set nodosRed310 [filtraNodos P $MinX $MaxX $MinY $MaxY $dz310 $dz310 [expr 1*$cm]] 
    set nodosRed320 [filtraNodos P $MinX $MaxX $MinY $MaxY $dz320 $dz320 [expr 1*$cm]] 
    set nodosRed330 [filtraNodos P $MinX $MaxX $MinY $MaxY $dz330 $dz330 [expr 1*$cm]] 
    set nodosRed340 [filtraNodos P $MinX $MaxX $MinY $MaxY $dz340 $dz340 [expr 1*$cm]] 
     
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} yd $yCotaPisos { 
        set [concatena nodos $yg] [filtraNodos P $MinX $MaxX $yd $yd $MinZ $MaxZ [expr 1*$cm]] 
    } 
     
# Distance of grids 110 
    set dx110 [buscarV $xGrid 110 0 1] 
 
# Section for the TT webs 
    set secL 601; set IPL  3; set intL Lobatto 
 
# Create the elements  
    foreach yd $yCotaPisos yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208 } { 
        foreach xd $xTTwebs { 
            set N1 [filtraNodos P $xd $xd $yd $yd $dz310 $dz310 [expr 1*$cm] $nodosRed310] 
            set N2 [filtraNodos P $xd $xd $yd $yd $dz320 $dz320 [expr 1*$cm] $nodosRed320] 
            set N3 [filtraNodos P $xd $xd $yd $yd $dz330 $dz330 [expr 1*$cm] $nodosRed330] 
            set N4 [filtraNodos P $xd $xd $yd $yd $dz340 $dz340 [expr 1*$cm] $nodosRed340] 
             
            eval set lista $[concatena nodos $yg] 
             
            set ndele [dibujaPinnedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele DBE $N1 $N2 ij $GTbeamZ $secL $IPL $intL "4 5" 
"4 5" $lista] 
            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
 
            if {$dx110 < $xd} { 
                set ndele [dibujaPinnedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele DBE $N2 $N3 ij $GTbeamZ $secL $IPL $intL "4 
5" "4 5" $lista] 
                lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
            } 
             
            set ndele [dibujaPinnedBC $cont_nod $cont_ele DBE $N3 $N4 ij $GTbeamZ $secL $IPL $intL "4 5" 
"4 5" $lista] 
            lassign $ndele cont_nod cont_ele 
        } 
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    } 
 
# Save elements range and assign type of element for plotting 
    set TTsIni [expr $RigsFin+1]; set TTsFin [expr $cont_ele-1] 
    set msn "$msn\n\t\tDouble-T webs: $TTsIni - $TTsFin ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    eleCodigo LF $TTsIni $TTsFin 
     
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Zero Length Elements 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    # no elements 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Nodes and element summary 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
    puts "\n\tTotal no. of nodes: [llength [getNodeTags]] ([tiempo $inicio])" 
    puts $msn 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Elements lists 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Lists of shell tags per level 
    set i 0 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
 
        for {set j [lindex $elesRect $i]} {$j <= [lindex $elesRect [expr $i+1]]} {incr j} { 
            lappend [concatena losasRect $yg] $j 
        } 
        incr i 2 
# eval set lista $[concatena losasRect $yg] 
# puts "losasRect$yg : [lindex $lista 0] - [lindex $lista end]" 
    } 
     
# All shells 
    set ListaLosas [sumaAcum 1 1 [expr $LosasFin-1]] 
 
# Walls 
    for {set i $MurosIni} {$i<=$MurosFin} {incr i} {lappend ListaMuros $i} 
 
# Columns 
    for {set i $ColsIni}  {$i<=$ColsFin}  {incr i} {lappend ListaCols $i} 
 
# Beams 
    for {set i $V700Ini}  {$i<=$V700Fin}  {incr i} {lappend ListaV700  $i} 
    for {set i $V500Ini}  {$i<=$V500Fin}  {incr i} {lappend ListaV500  $i} 
    for {set i $VdragIni} {$i<=$VdragFin} {incr i} {lappend ListaVdrag $i} 
 
# TT webs 
    for {set i $TTsIni}   {$i<=$TTsFin}   {incr i} {lappend ListaTTs $i} 
 
# All elements 
    for {set i 1}         {$i<$cont_ele} {incr i}  {lappend AllEles $i} 
     
    puts "\n\tElements lists defined  ([tiempo $inicio])" 

C.4.6 Gravitational loads 

#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Time series 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
    timeSeries Linear 1 -factor 1.0; set ts 1 
     
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Self weight 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Misc. variables 
    set rhoC [expr 2.4*$tonf/$m3] 
    set pt 1 ; # Load pattern counter 
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# Weight per unit area or unit length 
    puts "\n\t\tSelf weights" 
    set LosaSW [redondea [expr $tlosa*$rhoC] 2]; puts "\t\t\tFloor: [expr $LosaSW/($kN/$m2)]kN/m2" 
    set MuroSW [redondea [expr $Amuro*$rhoC] 2]; puts "\t\t\tWall: [expr $MuroSW/($kN/$m)]kN/m" 
    set ColSW  [redondea [expr $Acol*$rhoC]  2]; puts "\t\t\tColumn: [expr $ColSW/($kN/$m)]kN/m" 
    set V700SW [redondea [expr $A700*$rhoC]  2]; puts "\t\t\tBeam 700x800: [expr $V700SW/($kN/$m)]kN/m" 
    set V500SW [redondea [expr $A500*$rhoC]  2]; puts "\t\t\tBeam 500x800: [expr $V500SW/($kN/$m)]kN/m" 
    set TTSW   [redondea [expr $ATTw*$rhoC]  2]; puts "\t\t\tTT webs: [expr $TTSW/($kN/$m)]kN/m" 
 
# Tributary floor load on the columns in grid 120 
    puts "\n\t\t\tAdditional load due to the model cut down" 
     
    # Loads for 120310yg and 120340yg 
    set P310340SW [redondea [expr $dxTip/2.*$dzTip/2.*$LosaSW + \ 
                        $dxTip/2.*$V700SW +           \ 
                        $dzTip/2.*$TTSW*3.]           2]; puts "\t\t\t  On 310 and 340: [expr 
$P310340SW/$kN]kN" 
     
    set P320330SW [redondea [expr $dxTip/2.*($dzTip/2.+(2.*$dzWaCo+$dzLw)/2.)*$LosaSW + \ 
                        $dxTip/2.*$V700SW +                                   \ 
                        ($dzTip/2.+(2.*$dzWaCo+$dzLw)/2.)*$TTSW*3]            2]; puts "\t\t\t  On 320 and 
330: [expr $P320330SW/$kN]kN" 
# Assign loads 
    pattern Plain $pt $ts { 
         
        # Uniform distributed loads 
        cargaEles Q  $ListaLosas 0.0 -$LosaSW 0.0 
        cargaEles L  $ListaMuros 0.0 -$MuroSW 0.0 
        cargaEles L  $ListaCols  0.0 -$ColSW  0.0 
        cargaEles L  $ListaV700  0.0 -$V700SW 0.0 
        cargaEles L  $ListaV500  0.0 -$V500SW 0.0 
        cargaEles L  $ListaTTs   0.0 -$TTSW   0.0 
         
        # Point loads on top the columns in grid 120 
        cargaNodos $Cols120_310340 0.0 -$P310340SW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
        cargaNodos $Cols120_320330 0.0 -$P320330SW 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
    } 
    incr pt 
    puts "\n\t\tSelf weight assigned ([tiempo $inicio])" 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Applied external loads 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
# Imposed loads 
    puts "\n\t\tImposed load" 
    set CargaLL [redondea [expr (300/2)*$kgf/$m2] 2]; puts "\t\t\tFloor: [expr $CargaLL/($kN/$m2)]kN/m2" 
 
# Tributary floor load on the columns in grid 120 
    puts "\n\t\t\tAdditional load due to the model cut down" 
    set P310340Imp [redondea [expr $dxTip/2.*$dzTip/2.*$CargaLL] 2]; puts "\t\t\t  On 310 and 340: [expr 
$P310340Imp/$kN]kN" 
    set P320330Imp [redondea [expr $dxTip/2.*($dzTip/2.+(2.*$dzWaCo+$dzLw)/2.)*$CargaLL] 2]; puts "\t\t\t  
On 320 and 330: [expr $P320330Imp/$kN]kN" 
     
# Assign loads 
    pattern Plain $pt $ts { 
        # Uniform distributed load 
        cargaEles Q $ListaLosas 0.0 -$CargaLL 0.0 
         
        # Point loads 
        cargaNodos $Cols120_310340 0.0 -$P310340Imp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
        cargaNodos $Cols120_320330 0.0 -$P320330Imp 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
    } 
    incr pt 
    puts "\n\t\tImposed load assigned ([tiempo $inicio])" 

C.4.7 Master File 

#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Initial stuff 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    wipe all 
    set inicio [clock seconds] 
    logFile 09LogFile.txt  
    set BorR return; #return or break, useful when running several models in series 
    set CasoCiclico 1 
     
    puts "\ 
    \n==============================\ 
    \nTitle: Base Model, 1 bay      \ 
    \nVersion: Cols not pinned      \ 
    \nFeatures:                                 \ 
    \n\tMaterials:                              \ 
    \n\t\tConcrete02 + Steel02                  \ 
    \n\tSections:                                                     \ 
    \n\t\tAll with shear defs                                         \ 
    \n\t\tTorsional stiffness: 1 wall, 0.5 cols, 0.2 beams, 0.1 drag  \ 
    \n\tElements:                                                     \ 
    \n\t\tWalls: 1 FBE per level, no 0Lenght, 4IP Lobatto, Sec301     \ 
    \n\t\tCols: 4 DBE per level, 2IP                                  \ 
    \n\t\tShells: Layered shell with t=TTflange+topping               \ 
    \n\t\tBeams: 1 DBE (meshed by the floor)                          \ 
    \n\tGeometric Transformation                                      \ 
    \n\t\tVertical BC elements: PDelta                                \ 
    \n\t\tHorizontal BC elements: Linear                              " 
     
    if {$CasoCiclico == 0} { 
        puts "\ 
        \tMonotonic push to: 1.5 % \ 
        \n==============================\n" 
    } else { 
        puts "\ 
        \tCyclic push to: 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5 % \ 
        \n==============================\n" 
    } 
 
# Create folders to store the outputs 
# (I use append instead of concatena, because procs hasn't been sourced yet) 
    append Defs     Output / Deformations ; file mkdir $Defs 
    append NodeReac Output / NdReacTopDsp ; file mkdir $NodeReac 
    append WallCurv Output / WallCurvFrcs ; file mkdir $WallCurv 
    append ColCurv  Output / ColCurvFrcs  ; file mkdir $ColCurv 
    append ShellFrc Output / ShellFrcs    ; file mkdir $ShellFrc 
     
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Create the model 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     
    model BasicBuilder -ndm 3 -ndf 6 
 
    puts "\nDefining procedures: "              ; source 01Procs.tcl        ; puts "\n\tDone!" 
    puts "\nDefining units: "                   ; unidades kN m             ; puts "\n\tDone!" 
    puts "\nDefining geometric parameters: "    ; source 02Geom.tcl         ; puts "\n\tDone!" 
    puts "\nDefining main nodes: "              ; source 03Nodes.tcl        ; puts "\n\tDone!" 
    puts "\nDefining materials: "               ; source 04Materials.tcl    ; puts "\n\tDone!" 
    puts "\nDefining sections: "                ; source 05Sections.tcl     ; puts "\n\tDone!" 
    puts "\nDefining shell nodes and elements: "; source 06Elements.tcl     ; puts "\n\tDone!" 
 
# Additional supports due to model cut down 
 
    # Column and wall nodes at each floor level to which I dont want to assign fixity conditions 
    set Cols120_310340 [list {*}[sumaAcum 120310202 1 6] {*}[sumaAcum 120340202 1 6]] 
    set Cols120_320330 [list {*}[sumaAcum 120320202 1 6] {*}[sumaAcum 120330202 1 6]] 
    set Wall110 [sumaAcum 110325202 1 6] 
     
    # Fix nodes to avoid rotation 
    foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
        # At grid 120 
        set yd [buscarV $yGrid $yg 0 1 ] 
        set Nodos120 [filtraNodos P $MaxX $MaxX $yd $yd $MinZ $MaxZ [expr 1*$cm]] 
        set Nodos120 [lsaca $Nodos120 [list {*}$Cols120_310340 {*}$Cols120_320330]] 
        foreach nodo $Nodos120 { 
            fix $nodo 1 0 0 0 1 1 
        } 
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        # At grid 110 
        set zd322 [buscarV $zGrid 322 0 1 ] 
        set zd328 [buscarV $zGrid 328 0 1 ] 
        set xd110 [buscarV $xGrid 110 0 1 ] 
        set Nodos110 [filtraNodos P $xd110 $xd110 $yd $yd $zd322 $zd328 [expr 1*$cm]] 
        set Nodos110 [lsaca $Nodos110 $Wall110] 
        foreach nodo $Nodos110 { 
            fix $nodo 1 0 0 0 0 0 
        } 
         
        # At grid 101 
        set xd101 [buscarV $xGrid 101 0 1 ] 
        set Nodos101 [filtraNodos P $xd101 $xd101 $yd $yd $MinZ $MaxZ [expr 1*$cm]] 
        foreach nodo $Nodos101 { 
            fix $nodo 1 0 0 0 0 0 
        } 
    } 
 
# Save undeformed building shape 
    set contdefs 0 
    posEles [concatena $Defs/ [largoFijo $contdefs 3] _M_Pos.out] $AllEles B pos; incr contdefs 
 
# Get initial stiffness  
    initialize 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Gravity analysis 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    puts "\ 
    \nGravity Analysis ([tiempo $inicio])\ 
    \n----------------" 
 
# Loading the building 
    puts "\n\tDefining self weight and imposed loads:" 
    source 07InitialLoads.tcl 
    puts "\n\tDone!" 
 
# Parameters to control the gravitational analysis 
    set PasosGr  10 
 
# Parameters to address non-convergence 
    set listAlgo [list 10 14 18 19 23 27 8 3 6 1] 
    set cuenta   [list 0 [llength $listAlgo]] 
    set algoO    KrylovNewton 
 
# Analysis options 
    constraints Transformation ; #Penalty 1e10 1e10 Lagrange Transformation 
    numberer    RCM  
    system      UmfPack 
    integrator  LoadControl [expr 1.0/$PasosGr]  
    test        NormDispIncr [expr 0.01*$mm] 50 
    algorithm   $algoO 
    analysis    Static  
 
# Run gravitational analysis 
    puts "\n\tAnalysing..." 
    for {set i 1} {$i <= $PasosGr} {incr i} {  
         
        puts -nonewline "\n\t\tAnalysis step: $i out of $PasosGr... " 
         
        set GAn [analyze 1] 
         
        # Check the solution 
        if {$GAn == 0} { 
            puts "Done! ([tiempo $inicio])" 
        } else { 
            while {$GAn != 0} { 
                # Increment the counter 
                set cuenta [cuentaSols $cuenta] 
                 
                # Check if all failed 
                if {$cuenta == -1} {puts "\n\tGravity analysis failed ([tiempo $inicio])\n"; $BorR } 
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                # Define new analysis 
                set msnAlgo [defAlgo $listAlgo [lindex $cuenta 0]] 
                puts "\n\tThe solution approach has failed [lindex $cuenta 0] times, now trying: ([tiempo 
$inicio])\n\t\t$msnAlgo\n" 
                set GAn [analyze 1] 
            } 
            puts "\n\tWorked!!\n\tReturning to the original approach ([tiempo $inicio]).\n" 
             
            # Reset counter and algorithm 
            set cuenta [list 0 [llength $listAlgo]] 
            algorithm $algoO 
        }         
    } 
    puts "\n\tGravity analysis finished successfully" 
 
# Save element's nodes displacements 
    posEles [concatena $Defs/ [largoFijo $contdefs 3] _G_Disp_ + 0.0000 .out] $AllEles B dsp; incr 
contdefs 
 
# Check total gravity load assigned 
    set a 0 
    reactions ; # this command is required to make nodeReaction to work 
    foreach nodo $NodsSop { 
        set a [expr $a+[lindex [nodeReaction $nodo] 1]/$kN] 
    } 
    puts "\n\tTotal weight: [redondea $a 2]kN" 
 
# Reset interpreter for new analysis 
    loadConst -time 0.0  
    wipeAnalysis 
 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Pushover analysis 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    puts "\ 
    \n\nPushover Analysis ([tiempo $inicio])\ 
    \n-----------------" 
 
# Parameters to control pushover 
    set NodsCtrl [list 110325208] ;# List of nodes to control displacement in the pushover. The first node 
will be passed to the integrator command 
    if {$CasoCiclico == 0} { 
        set LDespObj [list 1.50] 
    } else { 
        set LDespObj [list 0.10 -0.10 0.25 -0.25 0.50 -0.50 0.75 -0.75 1.00 -1.00 1.50 -1.50 0] ; # list 
of target drifts at which the model will be pushed to, i.e.: {0.5 -0.5 1.0 -1.0 1.5 -1.5 2.0 -2.0 0} 
    } 
    set DirAna 3 
    set altura $MaxY 
     
# Parameter to address non-convergence 
    # Integrator 
    set incrInte [expr 5*$mm] 
    set factInte [list 1/2. 1/5. 1/10. 1/50. 1/100.]  
     
    # Algorithm 
    set algoO    KrylovNewton 
    set listAlgo [list 10 14 18 19 23 27 8 3 6 1]  
 
    # Test 
    set nombTest NormDispIncr 
    set unidTest mm     
    set toleTest [expr 0.01*$mm] 
    set factTest [list 1e0 1e1 1e2] 
    set iteTestN 50; set iteTestF 100 
    set pflagN   0 ; set pflagF   0 
     
    # Counters 
    set cuenta    [list 0 [llength $factInte] 0 [llength $listAlgo] 0 [llength $factTest]] 
    set contfallo 0 
    set totfallos 0 
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# Miscellaneous 
    set ContPush 1   ; # Counter for the number of pushes 
    set driAn    0.0 ; # initial "last displacement" or "drift anterior" 
    set DispGrab [list 0.0 0.10 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50] ; # target drifts at which the deformed 
shape of the building will be recorded 
 
# Run pushover analysis 
    foreach DespObj $LDespObj { 
 
        # Define recorders 
        puts "\tDefining recorders:" 
         
        # Base reactions and top floor displacements 
        foreach xg {110 120} { 
            foreach zg {310 320 325 330 340} { 
                if {$xg==120 && $zg==325} { 
                    # do not create a recorder because the node does not exist 
                } else { 
                    set top [concatena $xg $zg 208] 
                    set bas [concatena $xg $zg 201] 
                    recorder Node -file [concatena $NodeReac/Dsp_ $ContPush _ $top.out] -time -
closeOnWrite -node $top -dof $DirAna disp 
                    recorder Node -file [concatena $NodeReac/Frc_ $ContPush _ $bas.out]       -
closeOnWrite -node $bas -dof 2 3 4   reaction 
                } 
            } 
        } 
         
        # Wall curvature and forces 
        foreach ele [sumaAcum $MurosIni 1 [expr $MurosFin - $MurosIni]] { 
            foreach IP [sumaAcum 1 1 [expr $IPL12-1]] { 
                recorder Element -file [concatena $WallCurv/SecDsp_ $ContPush _ 110 325 _ [largoFijo $ele 
5] _ $IP.out] -time -closeOnWrite -ele $ele section $IP deformation 
                recorder Element -file [concatena $WallCurv/SecFrc_ $ContPush _ 110 325 _ [largoFijo $ele 
5] _ $IP.out] -time -closeOnWrite -ele $ele section $IP force 
            } 
        } 
         
        # Column curvature and forces 
        foreach xg {110 120} { 
            foreach zg {310 320 330 340} { 
                eval set lista $[concatena Col $xg $zg] 
                foreach ele $lista { 
                    foreach IP [sumaAcum 1 1 [expr $IPCol-1]] { 
                        recorder Element -file [concatena $ColCurv/SecDsp_ $ContPush _ $xg $zg _ 
[largoFijo $ele 5] _ $IP.out] -time -closeOnWrite -ele $ele section $IP deformation 
                        recorder Element -file [concatena $ColCurv/SecFrc_ $ContPush _ $xg $zg _ 
[largoFijo $ele 5] _ $IP.out] -time -closeOnWrite -ele $ele section $IP force 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        } 
 
        # Shell forces. Shells between the wall end and the grid 320 and 330 at every level 
        foreach yg {202 203 204 205 206 207 208} { 
            set yd [buscarV $yGrid $yg 0 1] 
            eval set ElesPiso $[concatena losasRect $yg] 
            foreach zg {320 330} {     
                if {$zg==320} {set lado 1.} {set lado -1.}  
                set zdi [buscarV $zGrid $zg 0 1] 
                set zdf [expr $zdi + $lado * $dzSdl2/$ny320321f] 
                set Lista [filtraEles 0 $MinX $MaxX $yd $yd $zdi $zdf [expr 1*$cm] $ElesPiso] 
                foreach ele $Lista { 
                    recorder Element -file [concatena $ShellFrc/ShellFrc_ $ContPush _ $yg $zg _ [largoFijo 
$ele 5] .out] -time -closeOnWrite -ele $ele forces 
                } 
            } 
        } 
         
        puts "\t\tDone!" 
 
        if {$ContPush==1} {record}; # record the state of the model right after the gravity analysis 
 
        # Set current direction of pushing 
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        if {$DespObj > [expr [despConj $NodsCtrl $DirAna]/$altura*100.]} {set dirPush 1.0} {set dirPush -
1.0} 
 
        # Define load pattern to run pushover analysis 
        pattern Plain $pt $ts { 
            cargaEles Q $losasRect208 0.0 0.0 [expr $dirPush*30.7] 
            cargaEles Q $losasRect207 0.0 0.0 [expr $dirPush*19.5] 
            cargaEles Q $losasRect206 0.0 0.0 [expr $dirPush*16.3] 
            cargaEles Q $losasRect205 0.0 0.0 [expr $dirPush*13.1] 
            cargaEles Q $losasRect204 0.0 0.0 [expr $dirPush*10.0] 
            cargaEles Q $losasRect203 0.0 0.0 [expr $dirPush* 6.8] 
            cargaEles Q $losasRect202 0.0 0.0 [expr $dirPush* 3.6] 
        } 
 
        # Analysis options 
        constraints Transformation 
        numberer    RCM 
        system      UmfPack 
        integrator  DisplacementControl [lindex $NodsCtrl 0] $DirAna [expr $incrInte*$dirPush]  
        test        $nombTest $toleTest $iteTestN $pflagN 
        algorithm   $algoO 
        analysis    Static 
 
        # Run the analysis 
        puts "\n\tPushing to $DespObj% drift ([tiempo $inicio])" 
        while {[expr $dirPush*[despConj $NodsCtrl $DirAna]/$altura*100.] <= [expr $dirPush*$DespObj]} { 
 
            set analisis [analyze 1] 
 
            if {$analisis != 0 } { 
 
                # Increment failure counters 
                incr totfallos 
                incr contfallo 
                set  cuenta [cuentaSols $cuenta] 
 
                # If all failed break the analysis an save last deformed shape 
                if {$cuenta==-1} { 
                    puts "\n\tAfter $contfallo attempts to solve the step, the adaptive solution failed. 
                          \n\tBreaking the analysis. The adaptive solution approach was activated 
$totfallos times.\ 
                          \n\tLast converged displacement: [despConj $NodsCtrl $DirAna $cm 4] cm\ 
                          \n\tTotal time elapsed: [tiempo $inicio 1]" 
 
                    set desp [redondea [expr [despConj $NodsCtrl $DirAna]/$altura*100.] 4 1] 
                    if {[string length $desp] == 6} {set desp [concatena + $desp]} 
                    posEles [concatena $Defs/ [largoFijo $contdefs 3] _ $ContPush _Disp_ $desp .out] 
$AllEles B dsp; incr contdefs 
 
                    $BorR 
                } 
 
                # Change to a new solution approach 
                set msnInte [defInte [lindex $NodsCtrl 0] $DirAna [expr $incrInte*$dirPush] $factInte 
[lindex $cuenta 0]] 
                set msnAlgo [defAlgo $listAlgo [lindex $cuenta 2]] 
                set msnTest [defTest $nombTest $toleTest $factTest $iteTestF [lindex $cuenta 4] $unidTest 
$pflagF] 
                puts "\n\tThe solution approach has failed $contfallo times when departing from [despConj 
$NodsCtrl $DirAna $cm 2] cm to $DespObj% ($ContPush), now trying: ([tiempo $inicio 1])\ 
                      \n\t\t$msnInte\ 
                      \n\t\t$msnAlgo\ 
                      \n\t\t$msnTest\ 
                      \n\t\tCount: Integrator [lindex $cuenta 0]/[lindex $cuenta 1], Algorithm [lindex 
$cuenta 2]/[lindex $cuenta 3], Test [lindex $cuenta 4]/[lindex $cuenta 5]\n" 
            } 
 
            if {$analisis == 0 && $contfallo > 0} { 
                puts "\tWorked!!                                                         \ 
                      \n\t[despConj $NodsCtrl $DirAna $cm 3]cm solved ([tiempo $inicio]) \ 
                      \n\tReturned to the original solving approach.\n" 
                 
                # Reset analysis to the original 
                integrator  DisplacementControl [lindex $NodsCtrl 0] $DirAna [expr $incrInte*$dirPush]  
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                test        $nombTest $toleTest $iteTestN $pflagN 
                algorithm   $algoO 
                 
                # Reset controlling variables to the original 
                set cuenta [list 0 [llength $factInte] 0 [llength $listAlgo] 0 [llength $factTest]] 
                set contfallo 0 
                 
                # Save deformed shape 
                set driAc [expr [despConj $NodsCtrl $DirAna]/$altura*100.] 
                set tol [expr $incrInte/$altura*100.] 
                set verif [estaCerca $driAn $driAc $tol $DispGrab] 
                if {[lindex $verif 0]==1} { 
                    set desp [lindex $verif 1] 
                    if {[string length $desp]== 6} {set desp [concatena + $desp]} 
                    posEles [concatena $Defs/ [largoFijo $contdefs 3] _ $ContPush _Disp_ $desp .out] 
$AllEles B dsp; incr contdefs 
                } 
                set driAn $driAc 
                 
            } elseif {$analisis == 0} { ; # converged steps 
                puts "\t\t[despConj $NodsCtrl $DirAna $cm 3]cm solved ([tiempo $inicio])" 
 
                # Save deformed shape at each displacement defined in $DispGrab 
                set driAc [expr [despConj $NodsCtrl $DirAna]/$altura*100.] 
                set tol [expr $incrInte/$altura*100.] 
                set verif [estaCerca $driAn $driAc $tol $DispGrab] 
                if {[lindex $verif 0]==1} { 
                    set desp [lindex $verif 1] 
                    if {[string length $desp]== 6} {set desp [concatena + $desp]} 
                    posEles [concatena $Defs/ [largoFijo $contdefs 3] _ $ContPush _Disp_ $desp .out] 
$AllEles B dsp; incr contdefs 
                } 
                set driAn $driAc 
            } 
        } 
 
        # Reset interpreter for new analysis 
        loadConst -time 0.0 
        wipeAnalysis 
        remove recorders 
        incr pt 
        incr ContPush 
    } ; # end of "foreach" 
 
    puts "\n\tThe adaptive solution approach was activated $totfallos times" 
    puts "\n\tPushover analysis finished successfully" 
     
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
# Final messages 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    puts "\nTotal time elapsed: [tiempo $inicio 1]" 
    wipe 

C.5 Python Scripts 

C.5.1 Visualisation script 

During runtime the TCL procedure posEles records all the deformations requested by the user to a 

file or files. This file(s) are loaded by the visualisation tool and stored in a Python Dictionary, then 

the function grafica() plots the information in a user defined Python plt.figure(). 

Note that the execution of the code below is within an MS Windows batch file as explained at the 

beginning of the code. 
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''' 
    cls 
    @echo off 
    REM Batch file that opens Python and calls itself as the script to run 
    REM The three ' at the beginning tells Python that this is a multiline comment 
     
    REM Set the Python executable file paths for different computers 
     
        set ruta1="C:\ProgramData\Miniconda3\python.exe" 
        set ruta2="C:\Miniconda3\python.exe" 
     
    REM Check which path exists and assign it as the executable file 
     
        if exist %ruta1% ( 
            set pythondir=%ruta1% 
        ) else if exist %ruta2% ( 
            set pythondir=%ruta2% 
        ) else ( 
            echo. & echo "  (^_^) (^_^) (^_^) The paths to python.exe are wrong (^_^) (^_^) (^_^)  " & 
echo. 
            pause & goto :eof 
        ) 
     
    REM Execute Python, pass this file as the script and pass external values to the script 
    REM Scaling factors (escalas) should be scX scY scZ 
    REM Cycles to plot. Should be 4 characters: M G $I $F. If M or G is not required change them by 0, $I 
and $F are integers $I<=$F 
    REM 2D or 3D visualisation either 0 (3D) or 1 (2D) 
        echo. & echo Running "%~xn0" ... & echo. 
        set escalas=10 10 10 
        set ciclos=M G 1 11 
        set vista2D=0 
        %pythondir% "%~f0" %escalas% %ciclos% %vista2D% 
        REM pause 
        goto :eof 
''' 
 
#========================== 
# Start of the Python code 
#========================== 
''' 
1. N O T E S   A N D   O U T P U T   N A M I N G 
 
1.1 About the reference system 
    Difference in reference systems used in OpenSees(I like Y pointing up) and Python(default): 
                     y|              z|     
            OpenSees  | __x   Python  | __y  
                    z/              x/      
    Because of this, the call to plot in python is plot(z,x,y) 
1.2 About RAM usage 
    Every time it closes the plot at the end of the script the RAM used is released 
 
''' 
 
# Naming scheme 
Modelo = '02 No Pin'                                   # Model Case 
 
integWall = ['Lobatto','Legendre'][0]                  # Wall's FBE integration scheme 
IPsWall = 4                                            # IPs of the Walls 
 
integCols = ['Lobatto','Legendre'][0]                  # Column's DBE integration scheme 
IPsCols = 2                                            # IPs of the Columns 
 
WallInfo = 'W' + str(IPsWall) + 'IP ' + integWall[0:3] # Wall case information 
ColsInfo = 'C' + str(IPsCols) + 'IP ' + integCols[0:3] # Column case information 
 
PushType = 'Mon'                                       # Type of pushover 
ExtraInfo = 'Sec301'                                   # Additional information if needed 
Calidad = 300                                          # Quality in dpi of the file 
 
# Prefix that the element's plots will have 
if ExtraInfo == '': 
    PrefixName  = Modelo + '_' + WallInfo + '_' + ColsInfo + '_' + PushType + '_' 
else: 
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    PrefixName  = Modelo + '_' + WallInfo + '_' + ColsInfo + '_' + PushType + '_' + ExtraInfo + '_' 
 
 
''' 
2. F U N C T I O N S 
''' 
 
# Define an orthographic projection 
def ProyeccionOrtogonal(zfront, zback): 
    a = (zfront+zback)/(zfront-zback) 
    b = -2*(zfront*zback)/(zfront-zback) 
    return numpy.array([[1,0,0,0], 
                  [0,1,0,0], 
                  [0,0,a,b], 
                  [0,0,-0.0001,zback]]) 
#------------------------------------ 
 
# Plot data given in a dictionary 
def grafica(dic, eje): 
    # Get length of data, llaves = 
['ele','tipo','N1','N2','N3','N4','x1','y1','z1','x2','y2','z2','x3','y3','z3','x4','y4','z4'] 
    largollaves = len(dic['ele']) 
 
    # Plot each line of the dic 
    for linea in range(largollaves): 
 
        # Set line colour and thickness 
        cod = dic['tipo'][linea] 
        if cod == 'QH': 
            col = 'm'; esp = 0.3 
        elif cod == 'QL': 
            col = 'm'; esp = 0.3 
        elif cod == 'LW': 
            col = 'r'; esp = 2 
        elif cod == 'LC': 
            col = 'b'; esp = 2 
        elif cod == 'LB': 
            col = 'c'; esp = 1 
        elif cod == 'LF': 
            col = 'c'; esp = 0.4 
        elif cod == 'LR': 
            col = 'k'; esp = 2.5 
        elif cod == 'LE': 
            col = 'g'; esp = 1 
        elif cod == '0': 
            col = 'k'; esp = 0.1 
 
        #Plot data 
        if cod in ['LW', 'LC', 'LB', 'LR', 'LE', 'LF']: 
            x = [dic['x1'][linea], dic['x2'][linea]] 
            y = [dic['y1'][linea], dic['y2'][linea]] 
            z = [dic['z1'][linea], dic['z2'][linea]] 
            eje.plot(z, x, y, color = col, linewidth = esp) 
        elif cod == 'QH': 
            x = [dic['x1'][linea], dic['x2'][linea], dic['x3'][linea], dic['x4'][linea], dic['x1'][linea]] 
            y = [dic['y1'][linea], dic['y2'][linea], dic['y3'][linea], dic['y4'][linea], dic['y1'][linea]] 
            z = [dic['z1'][linea], dic['z2'][linea], dic['z3'][linea], dic['z4'][linea], dic['z1'][linea]] 
            eje.plot(z, x, y, color = col, linewidth = esp) 
        elif cod == 'QL': 
            x = [dic['x1'][linea], dic['x2'][linea], dic['x3'][linea], dic['x4'][linea], dic['x1'][linea], 
dic['x3'][linea]] 
            y = [dic['y1'][linea], dic['y2'][linea], dic['y3'][linea], dic['y4'][linea], dic['y1'][linea], 
dic['y3'][linea]] 
            z = [dic['z1'][linea], dic['z2'][linea], dic['z3'][linea], dic['z4'][linea], dic['z1'][linea], 
dic['z3'][linea]] 
            eje.plot(z, x, y, color = col, linewidth = esp) 
        elif cod == '0': 
            if dic['N3'][linea] == 'A': 
                x = [dic['x1'][linea], dic['x2'][linea]] 
                y = [dic['y1'][linea], dic['y2'][linea]] 
                z = [dic['z1'][linea], dic['z2'][linea]] 
                eje.plot(z, x, y, color = col, linewidth = esp) 
            else: 
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                x = [dic['x1'][linea], dic['x2'][linea], dic['x3'][linea], dic['x4'][linea], 
dic['x1'][linea]] 
                y = [dic['y1'][linea], dic['y2'][linea], dic['y3'][linea], dic['y4'][linea], 
dic['y1'][linea]] 
                z = [dic['z1'][linea], dic['z2'][linea], dic['z3'][linea], dic['z4'][linea], 
dic['z1'][linea]] 
                eje.plot(z, x, y, color = col, linewidth = esp) 
#------------------------------------ 
 
 
 
''' 
3. C O D E   T O   M A K E   T H E   P L O T S 
''' 
# Import modules 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D 
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import proj3d 
import sys, os, numpy, time 
 
''' 
------------------------------------- 
3.1 Import data given by the user 
------------------------------------- 
''' 
datosExternos=[sys.argv[i] for i in range(len(sys.argv)) if i != 0] 
esc = [0,0,0,0,0,0, 
     float(datosExternos[0]),float(datosExternos[1]),float(datosExternos[2]), 
     float(datosExternos[0]),float(datosExternos[1]),float(datosExternos[2]), 
     float(datosExternos[0]),float(datosExternos[1]),float(datosExternos[2]), 
     float(datosExternos[0]),float(datosExternos[1]),float(datosExternos[2])] 
 
''' 
-------------------------------------- 
3.2 Import undeformed nodal positions 
-------------------------------------- 
''' 
# Initialise the dictionary to store undeformed positions 
llaves = ['ele','tipo','N1','N2','N3','N4','x1','y1','z1','x2','y2','z2','x3','y3','z3','x4','y4','z4'] 
dicPos = {} 
for llave in llaves: 
    dicPos[llave] = [] 
 
# Open file with the position of the nodes and store the data 
to = time.time() 
rutaPos = '000_M_Pos.out' 
datos = open(rutaPos,'r') 
for linea in datos: 
    datoslinea = linea.split(' ') 
    LoQ = datoslinea[4] # if 'A' is a line, else is a Quad 
    col = 0 # counter to match the current key in the dictionary 
    for llave in llaves: 
        # If it is a BC element scales just N1 and N2 
        if LoQ == 'A': 
            if col in range(6,11+1): 
                dicPos[llave].append(float(datoslinea[col])) 
            else: 
                dicPos[llave].append(datoslinea[col]) 
        else: 
            if col in range(6,17+1): 
                dicPos[llave].append(float(datoslinea[col])) 
            else: 
                dicPos[llave].append(datoslinea[col]) 
        col = col + 1 
datos.close() 
 
# Plot undeformed model 
maxax = 50 # Maximum axis value in meters 
if datosExternos[3] == 'M': 
    # Create a figure and the axes 
    fig = plt.figure() 
    ax = Axes3D(fig) 
    grafica(dicPos, ax) 
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    # Set perspective 
    if int(datosExternos[7]): 
        ax.view_init(elev=0, azim=90) 
        proj3d.persp_transformation = ProyeccionOrtogonal 
    else: 
        ax.view_init(elev=15, azim=25+10) 
     
    # Axes titles 
    ax.set_xlabel('Transverse [m]') 
    ax.set_ylabel('Longitudinal [m]') 
    ax.set_zlabel('Height [m]') 
     
    # Axes limits, background colour and aspect ratio 
    ax.set_xlim3d(0,maxax) 
    ax.set_ylim3d(0,maxax) 
    ax.set_zlim3d(0,maxax) 
    ax.w_xaxis.set_pane_color((1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0)) 
    ax.w_yaxis.set_pane_color((1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0)) 
    ax.w_zaxis.set_pane_color((1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0)) 
    ax.set_aspect('equal') 
     
    # Save figure 
    nombre = PrefixName + rutaPos[0:3] + '.png' 
    fig.savefig(nombre, dpi = Calidad) 
    plt.close() 
     
    dt = round(time.time()-to,1) 
    print('Processing time file', rutaPos[0:3],':',dt,'sec') 
 
''' 
--------------------------------------- 
3.3 Calculate and plot deformed shape 
--------------------------------------- 
''' 
# Retrieve cycles to plot 
cicloIni = int(datosExternos[5]) 
cicloFin = int(datosExternos[6]) 
 
# Truncate execution in case the user does not want to plot 
sys.exit() if cicloIni < 0 or cicloFin < 0 else None 
 
# Go through each file, calculate the deformed shape and make the plot 
archivos = sorted([x for x in os.listdir() if os.path.splitext(x)[1] == '.out' and int(x[0:3]) > 0 ]) # 
os.listdir() return an unsorted list of the elements in the directory 
for nomArch in archivos:  # I had to define archivos because os.listdir() updated every time this line was 
hit 
    to = time.time() 
         
    if (nomArch.split('_')[1] == 'G' and datosExternos[4] == 'G') or (nomArch.split('_')[1] != 'G' and 
cicloIni <= int(nomArch.split('_')[1]) <= cicloFin): 
        # Define empty dictionaries for final deformation 
        dicDef = {} 
        for llave in llaves: 
            dicDef[llave] = [] 
         
        # Calculate the scaled deformation and store it in the dictionary 
        datos = open(nomArch,'r') 
        for linea in datos: 
            datoslinea = linea.split(' ') 
            datoi = int(datoslinea[0]) - 1 # position of the same element in the dicPos[llave] 
            LoQ = datoslinea[4] # if 'A' is a line, else is a Quad 
            col = 0 # counter to match the current key in the dictionary 
            for llave in llaves: 
                # If it is a BC element scales just N1 and N2 
                if LoQ == 'A': 
                    if col in range(6,11+1): 
                        dD = dicPos[llave][datoi] + esc[col]*float(datoslinea[col]) 
                        dicDef[llave].append(dD) 
                    else: 
                        dicDef[llave].append(datoslinea[col]) 
                else: 
                    if col in range(6,17+1): 
                        dD = dicPos[llave][datoi] + esc[col]*float(datoslinea[col]) 
                        dicDef[llave].append(dD) 
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                    else: 
                        dicDef[llave].append(datoslinea[col]) 
                col = col + 1 
        datos.close() 
         
        # Create a figure and the axes 
        fig = plt.figure() 
        ax = Axes3D(fig) 
        grafica(dicDef, ax) 
         
        # Set perspective 
        if int(datosExternos[7]): 
            ax.view_init(elev=0, azim=90) 
            proj3d.persp_transformation = ProyeccionOrtogonal 
        else: 
            ax.view_init(elev=15, azim=25+10) 
         
        # Axes titles 
        ax.set_xlabel('Transverse [m]') 
        ax.set_ylabel('Longitudinal [m]') 
        ax.set_zlabel('Height [m]') 
         
        # Axes limits, background colour and aspect ratio 
        ax.set_xlim3d(0,maxax) 
        ax.set_ylim3d(0,maxax) 
        ax.set_zlim3d(0,maxax) 
        ax.w_xaxis.set_pane_color((1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0)) 
        ax.w_yaxis.set_pane_color((1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0)) 
        ax.w_zaxis.set_pane_color((1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0)) 
        ax.set_aspect('equal') 
         
        # Save figure 
        nombre = PrefixName + nomArch[0:3] + '_' + nomArch[-11:-4] + '.png' 
        fig.savefig(nombre, dpi = Calidad) 
        plt.close() 
         
        dt = round(time.time()-to,1) 
        print('Processing time file', nomArch[0:3],':',dt,'sec') 
    else: 
        pass 

C.5.2 RAM tracking script 

The script below executes itself from within a MS Windows batch file. It checks RAM usage every 

minute for Tmax =100 hours (this can be modified) and saves the information to the file 

“RAM tracking.txt”. The user can stop the execution by pressing the “x” key and waiting up to 1 

minute for the code to stop. Then a plot is created with the values stored in the .txt file. 

''' 
    cls 
    @echo off 
    REM Batch file that opens Python and calls itself as the script to run 
    REM The three ' at the beginning tells Python that this is a multiline comment 
     
    REM Set the Python executable file paths for different computers 
     
        set ruta1="C:\ProgramData\Miniconda3\python.exe" 
        set ruta2="C:\Miniconda3\python.exe" 
     
    REM Check which path exists and assign it as the executable file 
     
        if exist %ruta1% ( 
            set pythondir=%ruta1% 
        ) else if exist %ruta2% ( 
            set pythondir=%ruta2% 
        ) else ( 
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            echo. & echo "  (^_^) (^_^) (^_^) The paths to python.exe are wrong (^_^) (^_^) (^_^)  " & 
echo. 
            pause & goto :eof 
        ) 
     
    REM Execute Python and pass this file as the script 
        echo. & echo Tracking RAM... & echo. 
        %pythondir% "%~f0" 
        REM pause 
        goto :eof 
''' 
 
#========================== 
# Start of the Python code 
#========================== 
 
''' 
---------------------- 
1.  F U N C T I O N S 
---------------------- 
'''  
 
# Functions to format time 
def tiempoArch(s): 
    m,s = divmod(int(s),60) 
    h,m = divmod(m,60) 
    h = '0' + str(h) if len(str(h)) == 1 else str(h) 
    m = '0' + str(m) if len(str(m)) == 1 else str(m) 
    s = '0' + str(s) if len(str(s)) == 1 else str(s) 
    return str(h) + ':' + str(m) + ':' + str(s) 
 
def tiempoGrafo(tipo,tiempo): 
    dtsep = tiempo.split(':') 
    hs = int(dtsep[0]) 
    ms = int(dtsep[1]) 
    ss = int(dtsep[2]) 
    if tipo == 'hr': 
        return round(hs+ms/60+ss/3600,4) 
    elif tipo == 'min': 
        return round(60*hs+ms+ss/60,2) 
    else: 
        return round(3600*hs+60*ms+ss,0) 
     
''' 
----------------------------------------------- 
2.  R E C O R D I N G   M E M O R Y   U S A G E 
----------------------------------------------- 
''' 
 
# Modules 
import psutil, time, msvcrt 
 
# Basic units 
Gb = 1024**3 # 1Gb in bytes 
HH = 60*60; MM = 60; SS = 1 
 
# Counters 
Mmax = 0.0 
cont = 1 # counter of registers 
 
# Main variables to control the execution: file to write results, max tracking time and default sampling 
rate 
nomArch = 'RAM Tracking.txt' 
Tmax = 100*HH + 0*MM + 0*SS  
dt = 1*MM  
 
# Variables to increase sampling rate to $dtLim if the RAM goes above $Mlim until $contbajolim samples are 
below $Mlim 
sepaso = 0 
Mlim = 20 
dtLim = 3*SS  
contLim = 10 
contbajolim = 0 
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# Tracking RAM 
duerme = dt 
ti = time.time() 
while int(time.time()-ti) <= Tmax: 
    Mnow = round(psutil.swap_memory()[1]/Gb,2) # returns : total, used, free, percent, sin, sout 
     
    # Print to screen when a new max is reached 
    if Mnow >= Mmax: 
        Mmax = Mnow 
        print(tiempoArch(time.time()-ti), Mnow) 
     
    # Save the reading to the file 
    f = open(nomArch,'a') 
    texto = tiempoArch(time.time()-ti) + ' ' + str(cont) + ' ' + str(Mnow) + "\n" 
    f.write(texto) 
    f.close() 
     
    # Check if the sampling rate needs to be modified 
    if Mnow >= Mlim: 
        duerme = dtLim 
        contbajolim = 0 
        sepaso = 1 
    elif sepaso == 1: 
        contbajolim = contbajolim + 1 
        if contbajolim == contLim: 
            sepaso = 0 
            duerme = dt 
 
    # Prepare next step. Check whether the user wants to stop the execution 
    cont = cont + 1 
    time.sleep(duerme) 
    if msvcrt.kbhit(): 
        if msvcrt.getwch() == 'x': 
            print('Code stopped by user\n') 
            break 
 
----------------------------------- 
3.  PLOT THE MEMORY USAGE OVER TIME 
----------------------------------- 
 
print('Creating the plot...\n') 
 
# Modules 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import datetime 
 
# Import data 
unidtiempo = ['hr','min','sec'][0] 
llaves = ['dt','med','ram']; dicRAM = {} 
for llave in llaves: 
    dicRAM[llave]=[] 
datos = open(nomArch,'r') 
for linea in datos: 
    datoslinea = linea.split(' ') 
    dicRAM['dt'].append(tiempoGrafo(unidtiempo,datoslinea[0])) 
    dicRAM['med'].append(int(datoslinea[1])) 
    dicRAM['ram'].append(float(datoslinea[2])) 
datos.close() 
 
# Create and save the plot 
tipografo = ['linea','punto'][0] 
fig = plt.figure() 
ax = fig.add_subplot(1,1,1) 
ax.set_xlabel('Running time [' + unidtiempo + ']'); ax.set_ylabel('Memory used [Gb]') 
x = dicRAM['dt']; y = dicRAM['ram'] 
ax.plot(x, y, color = 'b', linewidth = 0.3) if tipografo == 'linea' else ax.scatter(x, y, s = 0.3, color = 
'b') 
plt.tight_layout() 
fig.savefig(nomArch[:-4] + '.png', dpi=300) 
plt.close() 
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Appendix D                                    

Parametric Analysis: Additional Material 

 

This appendix includes the floor discretisation, the fibre-based sections and the layered shell 

sections that were modified to create the parametric models 
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D.1 Description of the Numerical Definitions 

The discretisation of the floor system is shown by grey lines in a plan view of the typical floor 

system. The three rows of black short thicker lines indicate the position of the double-T webs in 

the bays bounded by gridlines 310-320, 320-330 and 330-340. 

The fibre-based sections are defined based on the OpenSees patches shown on the top left of each 

figure. Each patch is defined with the 4 points in the local YZ plane shown in the columns i, j, k 

and l in the top table. The patches have a discretisation along i-j and j-k as shown in the columns 

Fibres i-j and Fibres j-k. The reinforcement is defined in layers or lines shown in the bottom table. 

Each layer has an initial and a final point in the local YZ plane with a specific number of bars or 

fibres along the layer. On the bottom left of each figure a scaled cross section is presented for 

reference. This plot maintains the actual aspect ratio of the section. It should be noted that in the 

cases where the reinforcement cannot be seen in the interior of the section due to scale issues, the 

reinforcement is shown offset with respect to the CG of the section for clarity. 

The layered shell sections are defined base on the sketch on the left of each figure. The number 

around the shell element shown in the figures are for orientation only and are not used in the shell 

definition. The input in the tables is given from the top to the bottom of the section, however the 

numerical definition of the layered shell section in OpenSees is performed bottom up in the local 

Z axis. The discrete reinforcement provided as input is transformed in a smeared layer with the 

same steel area. Concrete layers are defined between steel layers and are discretised according to 

the number in the Mesh column. On the right hand side of the figure a scaled graphical 

representation of the section is presented for reference. 
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D.2 Wall Reinforcement Ratio 

Shell discretisation of the floor system 

 

Models RR1 and RR2 
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Model RR1: Fibre section of 11800x300mm RC Wall  
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Model RR2: Fibre section of 11800x300mm RC Wall 
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D.3 Wall length 

Shell discretisation of the floor system 

   

Model LW1 Model LW2 Model LW3 
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Model LW1: Fibre section of 10000x300mm RC Wall 

 

Model LW1: Fibre section of 380x197mm Double-T Web 
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Model LW2: Fibre section of 8000x300mm RC Wall 

 

Model LW2: Fibre section of 300x197mm Double-T Web 
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Model LW3: Fibre section of 6000x300mm RC Wall 

 

Model LW3: Fibre section of 230x197mm Double-T Web 
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D.4 In-Plane Wall-Column Distance 

Shell discretisation of the floor system 

   

Model WC1 Model WC2 Model WC3 
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Model WC1: Fibre section of 504x197mm Double-T Web 

 

Model WC2: Fibre section of 542x197mm Double-T Web 
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Model WC3: Fibre section of 577x197mm Double-T Web 
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D.5 Bay Width 

Shell discretisation of the floor system 

  

Model CC1 Model CC2 
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Model CC1: Fibre section of 503x197mm Double-T Web 

 

Model CC2: Fibre section of 422x197mm Double-T Web 
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D.6 Link Slab Width 

Shell discretisation of the floor system 

   

Model LS1 Model LS2 Model LS3 
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Layered shell section S041 

 

Layered shell section S061 

 

Layered shell section S101 
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